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ABSTRACT 

•Books made the white man's success, they said, and it shall make ours" 
- Lovedale, literature and cultural contestation, 1840-1940 • 

This dissertation takes a fresh look at the history of the Lovedale Institution with a special emphasis 

on the contribution It made to the emergence of a wfitten literature amongst Xhosa people. It looks at 

this process, over a period of 100 years, as part of a multi-faceted contest between Europeans and 

Africans, and their Ideas about the function and character of nterature. 

It Is divided Into two parts. Part One studies relations between the Lovedale missionaries, literature and 

the mission-educated African writer I intellectual. It Is mainly concerned with how these relations 

developed during the nineteenth century, and the way they Impacted on the evolution of forms and 

genres In African writing. Part Two focuses on the way nineteenth century 'traditions' and problems 

associated with writing, were carried over Into the twentieth century. These are explored through the 

life and writing of A.C. Jordan. 

Chapter One examines some of the current research and ideas about the processes that were Involved 

In the 'transition period' between oral and Dterate cultures. These theories are placed In the context 

of the actual problems with writing, that confronted Xhosa writers who were Unked in one way or 

another to the Lovedale Mission. 

Chapter Two looks at the Ideals that motivated the early nineteenth century Scottish missionaries In 

their quest to make a section of the African population of the Eastern Cape literate. It explores their 

philosophies and outlook, and how these impacted on their work and relations with Xhosa people. It 

gives a short history of the developments that led to the establishment of the Seminary at Lovedale In 

~ 1841. 

c 

Chapter Three concentrates on the conflicts that emerged within the Glasgow Missionary Society, as 
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Preface 

I 

. If literature reflects the society which produced it, then 
understanding the social forces at work in that society Is vital to 

appreciating that society's literature. 1 

LN.Iordan 

In 1971, Albert G~rard wrote that in the course of his extensive researches Into African 

literature he had not been able to detennlne the extent to which Xhosa writing had been 

exposed to "the Western genres of personal lyricism, prose fiction and stage drama. "2 But, 

he pointed out, he considered It significant that the origins of "modem Xhosa literature .. 

were to be found in an area of •extreme geographical concentration" where there was a 

1 L.N. Jordan, 'Introduction', in A.C. Jordan, Towards an Alitcan Literature, 11le 
Emergence of .Literary Form in Xhosa (Berkeley: University of Califiomla Press, 1973}, vUI. 

2 A. Gerard, Four Alitcan Literatures, Xhosa, Zulu, Sotho, Amharic (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1971}, 50. 

Throughout this dissertation I use the term Xhosa to describe the ethnic and language 
group of the Afrlcan people who were already residing In what became the eastern province 
of the Cape Colony at the beglnlng of the nineteenth centwy. I am aware, however, that 
the repeated use of this term nms the risk of suggesting a degree of linguistic and social 
homogeneity that can be misleading. 

Unfortunately, I am unable to speak or read Xhosa. For the most part, therefore, I have 
concentrated on b'ying to re-construct the way In which social and historical processes 
were felt by the new African writers and Influenced the evolution of literary fonns. 
Although Xhosa was the first-language of most of the writers who are covered In this 
dissertation, language was Itself a field of contest, with the English continually asserting 
the primacy of their language. One result of this is that much of the historical record of 
the period is in English. In Part Two I have used the translation that A. C. Jordan himself 
prepared of Ingqumbo Yemlnyanya, published as Wrath of the Ancestors, by the Lovedale 
Press in 1980. 
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remarkable confluence of cultures: 

Most of the writers originate In a small area framed by the present towns 
of Healdtown, King WUliams Town, Peel ton, and Keiskamahoek. This was 
the territory under Ngqika's control when the first missionaries came to 
preach the gospel. The centre ofleamlngwas Lovedale, where most ofthe 
writers were educated;3 

Gerard concluded that "the birth of Xhosa Imaginative writing, as it is commonly 

understood in Western culture, should probably be considered a response to the challenge 

of the desperate historical predicament of the Xhosa, as a result of the constitution of the 

Union of South Africa. "4 Was Albert Gerard right? Can the orfgJ.ns or imaginative writing" 

in any country be attributed malnly to soclo·polltical factors? If they can, Js /Jterature 

merely a reOection or refraction of more powerlW social forces? 

The prirruuy aim of this dissertation Is to try to offer answers to some of these questions. 

My research has tried to examine why, how and when "Western genres", and specifically 

texts of English literature, were Introduced Into Xhosa society. This established, I have 

tried to explore the extent to which European literatures {secular and religious) Influenced 

the fonn, character and content of 'imaginative writing' In Xhosa and English during the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

My spotlight falls primarily on, and around, the Lovedale Institution in the Eastern Cape.5 

Within the ambit of its Influence I have researched the changing ideas about literature on 

3 Gerard, Four Ali:lcan Literatures, 48. 

• Gerard, Four A/ijcan Literatures, 51. 

5 I use the description Eastern Cape guardedly, given that during the nineteenth 
centwy this area was a much contested borderland. For example, the exact cartographical 
location of Lovedale shifted frequently; at times It was part of 'Kaffrar:la', later part of the 
so--called 'Ceded Territory', then Victoria East, and finally the Eastern Province of the 
Cape Colony. Similar considerations have to be borne In mind when using the tenn South 
Africa, in reality a catch-all description for all the peoples and areas under seige from 
Briton and Boer until its fonnalisatlon in 1910. 
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the part of missionaries and students. I have trted to study their interactions with the 

colonial government during the nineteenth centwy, their responses to the changing ideas 

about 'native education', and the way they related to the dominant religious and social 

ideas in African and European society. 

One of the motives for my research has been to try to understand why, by the beginning 

of the twentieth centwy, black South African literature (and not only the literature written 

in English) was not only showing signs of a llteraxy Eurocentrtsm - but appeared to be 

profoundly influenced by the works of William Shakespeare in particular. 

To establish the reasons for this has required a critical study of recent theories about 

'colonial discourse' as well as the trend of 'new historicism', now known as cultural 

materialism. These critical theories were boosted into the 'mainstream' of literary 

criticism with the publication of Stephen Greenblatt's Renaissance Self-fashioning fi:om 

More to Shakespeare, tn 1980.6 They go some way towards helping us to appreciate how 

and why different national literatures extend beyond thetJ::' own spatial boundaries and 

then enter Into contestative relations of 'fusion and exclusion' with other litenuy 

traditions. In one sense, therefore, his project could be said to be part of a recent 

international critical concern that has sought to establish an effective history of the 

Shakespearean text, a project that seeks to record the "plurality" of the Shakespearean 

texts' lives in history •as well as the plurality of ideological determinants governing the 

text's reproduction at particular historical moments. •? 

6 See J. Drakakis (ed), Shakespearean Tragedy (London & New York: Methuen, 
1992).In Chapter Four, 'New Historicism', Drakakis summar1ses Greenblatt's contrtbution 
and reprints Greenblatt's essay 'The Improvisation ofPower', 153-193. 

7 J.E. Howard and M.F. O'Connor, ·'Introduction' in J.E. Howard and M.F. 
O'Connor (eds), Shakespeare Reproduced: the Text Jn History and Ideology (New York & 
London: Methuen, 1987), 7. 
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I hope my quest to understand the reasons underlying Shakespeare's influence on certain 

African writers in South Afrtca will not be misinterpreted. It Is not a latter~day 

Investigation being Imposed upon African writing by another Eurocentric critic looking for 

a new direction. No suggestion is going to be made that African writers were solely, or even 

chiefly, Indebted to Shakespeare or any other segment of English llterattue. I am 

sympathetic With the righteous indignation of African anti~Shakespeares who have 

correctly identified the role of the Shakespeare text In Africa as being both a producer and 

purveyor of a paternalistic anct racist ideology, linked to the Imperialist Intervention. 

However, to view the process that led to such a use for Shakespeare in a one-sided way 

-by implication suggesting that Shakespeare's plays were Inherently Imperialist- and as 

if the African literacy traditions that pre-existed the arrival of the colonists simply 

submitted without resistance to the 'new' literature, Is seriously mistaken. More than 

that, it risks shutting our eyes to an Important aspect of the first period of African writing 

In South Africa. As an alternative to such a bllnkered approach I be1Jeve that it remains 

CJ necessary to try to uncover first the foundations for, and then some actual examples of, 

the competing Ideological appropriations of Shakespeare that took place In the South 

(; 

,. ' •,; 

Afr1can coritext. 

Th.Js dissertation Is thus also partly an attempt to uncover the nineteenth century origins 

of what is often too glibly called 'Eurocentrlsm', and then deemed unworthy (or 

sometimes even undeserving) of analysis. Those who Wish to dismiss such an approach 

are still left with the need to explain the readiness of Sol Plaatje to pay fulsome homage 

to Shakespeare, or the central presence of Shakespeare in the critical writings of H.I.E. 

Dhlomo.8 

8 H.I.E. Dhlomo, 'LtteraryTheoryand Criticism' Englishin.Aiitca, 4, 2, 1977,3-76. 
For further evidence of the African writers' consciousness of the English Influence on 
African literature, see D.D.T. Jabavu's two pamphlets: Bantu Literature, (Lovedale: 
Lovedale Press, 1921); and 'lbe InOuence of Engllsh on Bantu Literature, (Lovedale: 
Lovedale Press, 1943). 
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Eurocentnsm can be more easily managed and countered when it emanates directly from 

European 'sponsors' of the African literary movement. But the problem that has to be 

tackled by African literary theorists today, revolves around the questions of when, how 

and why Eurocentnsm became embedded In the texts of early African writers -

establishing a pattern for twentieth century 'Mro-European literature'- ironically, even 

as their themes sought to escape more visible chains of European social domination. 

No one disputes the origins of this tendency in Christian missions which brought African 

societies into contact with the idiosyncrasies of the English. In this context one oft

repeated maxim of the missionaries was that a civilisation is measured by Its culture, and 

Its culture by the 'level' attained by Its literature. Above all other aspects of 'civilisation', 

literature was placed on a pedestal by the colonists - perhaps because unlike St. Paul's 

Cathedral It, at least, was portable. To belittle African society the missionaries deliberately 

placed before those they taught their construct of the 'dizzying heights' reached by the 

English literary tradition - and then juxtaposed it with their construct of the 'primitive' 

African literary tradition. 

This was the context in which African writers; after a short period, began. to employ 

various strategies to assert the independence of their literature against the invading 

European texts. This was the context in which writers began to struggle for control over 

their production, as well as to insist on the value of their own pre-colonial literary 

traditions. Because of the 'newness' of writing - the belief that Africa could offer-up no 

models of its own for a written literature - this initially involve.d diverse efforts to 

appropriate genres, themes and even specific texts from the European tradition and 

further efforts to make them Mrican. However, in a rapidly evolving experience with 

literature, it was soon discovered that the means used to contest external encroachment 

often entrenched - rather than undermined - ·Europe's claim to be the fount of all 

literature. This dissertation therefore attempts to illustrate these processes. 
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In Chapter One, I have attempted to create a framework for my overall analysis by 

examining some of the current research and ideas about the processes that were involved 

in the 'transition period' between oral and lfterate cultures. These theories are then 

placed in the context of the actual problems that faced Xhosa writers brought up at the 

Lovedale Mission, and the attempt In the 1930s of intellectuals Uke H.I.E. Dhlomo to 

appreciate how African writing had developed, as well as how he believed ft should develop 

in future. 

Chapter Two looks at what was involved In laying the foundations for writing amongst the 

Xhosa. It examines the ideals that motivated the early nineteenth century missionaries, 

In their quest to Qlake a section of the African population of the Eastern Cape Uterate. It 

explores their philosophies and outlook, and how these Impacted on their work and 

C' relations with Xhosa people. 

The early Scottish missionaries brought a printing press to the Zuurv~ld in 1823, and 

simultaneously created the first schools for 'natives'. Their campaign to spread 

Christianity had required them to spread literacy. This, in turn, had necessitated the 

establishment ofinstitutions for 'native education'. The extent to which literacy took hold 

during this period- and the ideas which African people had about writing- obviously had 

a direct bearing on the growth of a written African Uterature. 

In Chapter Three my focus narrows to the Lovedale Seminary, which had become by 1860 

the most developed school in the region, with a magnetic presence that drew towards It 

increasing numbers of African students. During this period the different groupings in 

European society became engaged in a heated debate about the value of educating the 
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'natives'. Because of the 1ftenuy' character of the curriculum at Lovedale, and the 

impassioned defence of this approach to teaching that was made by the missionaries and 

the African students there, it became the place where the battle-lines were drawn in this 

debate. 

I go into some depth In recreating this contest ofldeas in order to 1Jy to make palpable the 

mood of anguish that developed among African-· students. I contend that this struggle, 

because of what It said about European society, and the way in which Ideas about culture 

and civilisation were central to the debate, was decisive In moulding the outlook - and 

then the literature - of the first generations of Xhosa writers (most of whom were at that 

time growing up at Lovedale, or had passed through it). The conclusions that were drawn 

from witnessing the debate Jent urgency (in the eyes of Lovedale's African students and 

alumni) to the need to create a 'modem'/written (In this context the two tenns become 

synonymous} African literature. 

As Is already welJ known, access to 'classical' education had assumed great importance 

for oppressed Africans. Classical literature had been put on a pedestal by the Europeans. 

But when it became necessary to kick it off and elevate other principles to the paragon 

(pr1mar1ly 'tndustrial1. there was fierce resistance. Chapter Four looks at the 'battle over 

the books' and the effects this had on African literary output. 

Lovedale is a mission-much-studied. Repeated references to it can be found in biographies 

or histories of different aspects of the nineteenth centwy. However, most research about 

Lovedale has been undertaken either because of Its close proximity to one of the most 

important fields of the political history of the pertod (as English settlers and the colonial 

government pushed further and further east), or because of the unique individuals who 
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came to Lovedale either as European missionaries or African students." 

However, with the exception of R.H.W. Shepherd, 10 who anyway Is one of the subjects of 

study In this dissertation, no serious attempt has been made to confront the part played 

by Lovedale In the mask of a key player In the drama of African literature. This Is 

surprising because, In the history of Xhosa and African literature, the Lovedale Seminary 

is extremely Important because of the way Jt actively encouraged, and sought to Influence, 

the Initiation of a new African literature. As an academic Institution, it was the pwveyor 

of a particular type of literary discourse, underpinned by contemporary understandings 

of the purpose of a creative literary tradition. 

It therefore became an Interface for the fusion of two conflicting cultural traditions, and 

the site of the 'official' ascendancy of the fonns of the newly Introduced European 

literature over the tradttlonal fonns of African literature. It was here too that, after a 

period of suppression and fragmentation, a growing Independence of modem African 

thought came to be visibly expressed, at least partly, through the staggered development 

of new genres in African literature. 

To fashion an English influence on African literature, Lovedale's literary expatriates did 

more to develop a system for the propagation of literature than missionaries at other 

9 Amongst those who have written directly ab.out Lovedale see for example: S.M. 
Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale: A Reappraisal of Missionary Attitudes and African 
Response In the Eastern Cape, South Africa, 1870-1895, Ph.D. Thesis, University of 
Edinburgh, 197 4; D.E. Burchell, A History of the Lovedale Mission Institution 1890-1930, 
M.A. Dissertation, UniversltyofNatal: Pietermarltzburg, 1979; R.H.W. Shepherd, Lovedale 
South Africa the Stozy of a Centwy, 1841-1941 (Lovedale: Lovedale Institution Press, 
1942); T. White, Lovedale 1930-1955: The Study of a Missionary Institution In Its Social, 
Educational and Political Context, M.A. Dissertation, Rhodes University Grahamstown, 
1988. 

10 R.H.W. Shepherd, Lovedale and Uterature for the Bantu, Ph.D. Thesis, University 
of Witwatersrand, 1942. 
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the landscape around Lovedale In the 1930s and discover patterns of continuity with the 

last decades of the nineteenth century. Mission schoollng appeared to be continuing on 

much the same llnes, and the missionaries were still trying to fashion their African 

students according to an image they had Imported from Europe. The conflicts that this 

created within the individual, and between the Individual and his or her society, are the 

themes Jordan explored. 

In addition, In tenns of the structure of the text, I believe that It is possible to see Jordan 

still grappling to overcome contradictions between English and African llterary traditions 

that were still bedeviling the African writer. In Chapter Seven I try to provide evidence to 

prove how, In /ngqwnbo YemJnyanya, as well as in his selection of essays significantly 

titled Towards an Ali1can Literature, Jordan was consciously attempting to be an Insider 

spokesperson for the problems that confronted the written tradition In Xhosa literature. 

Finally, in Chapter Eight, 1 argue that /ngqumbo Yemlnyanya continued what had become 

a tradition of lnter-textuallty In Mrtcan literature; especially as It related to some of 

Shakespeare's plays. Jngqwnbo Yemlnyanya shows strong signs of being Involved "in a 

process of mutual .fertilisation" with other cultures13 
- and of being influenced in 

particular by one of William Shakespeare's plays, Othello. 1bis might seem surprising 

given the fact that it Is written In Xhosa and is deliberately rooted In a context-specific 

locale. 

I believe Jngqwnbo YemJnyanya was the last of the early African novels where this 

relationship Is evident within the text itself, rather than being simply a 'tradition' 

commented on by the African writer. In this sense this text represents the end-point of a 

crucial first phase In the development of African literature In South Africa. In the 70 years 

. 
13 Ngiigi' wa Thiong'o, Moving the Centre: The Struggle for Cultural Freedoms 

(London: J. Currey, 1993), 22. 
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before the publication of lngqumbo Yemlnyanya, risible associations with aspects of the 

English liter.uy tradition had been vital to the self-definition and self-confidence of the 

African writer. Jordan's own writing on literature confirms that the attempt to appropriate 

European liter.uy forms and themes had been a crucial first step towards the deliberate 

creation of an independent African literature. 

But, JngqU/1Jbo Ye.mlnyanya is a contradictoty endpoint. Whllst it carries within 1t traces 

of this past at the same time IUried to set an example, to become a model, that could help 

Afi1can literature to break unambiguously into an Afro-centric future. 14 Even in 1936, at 

the age of only 30, Jordan showed signs of a Uter.uy maturity that did not seek to deny 

the value of the other literatures, but sought to relate to them in a fashion where Africa 

- through African language, themes and tradition - could remain the dominant partner. 

To justifY such a cross-analysis and to tmcover the reasons why Englfsh literature was 

so influential, 1t has been necessaty to study In depth the processes and means by which 

Western genres penetrated "the back of the native mind·. 15 What I have tried to 1llustrate 

is how in the struggle to forge the forms of a post-colonial African literature Afi1can writers 

were influenced by a myriad of pressures and ideas, by old traditions and new, as well as 

by the deeply-felt social changes that were taking place in society. 

It was this combination of pressures that created a mounting urgency for writers such as 

14 NgQgf wa Thiong'o listed Jordan as one of a small minority of Afi1can writers 
who "have given our langages a written literature" thereby preserving their "'mmortality 
.•. despite the Internal and external pressures for their extinction. • 

DecolonisJngthe Mind: The Poll tics of Language and African literature (LOndon: J. Currey, 
1986), 24. 

15 This phrase was coined by Sol Plaatje. In the preface to the first edition of 
Mhudl in 1930 he explained that one of his objectives in writing the novel had been to 
"'nterpret to the reading public one phase of 'the back of the native mind'." Mhudl, 
(LOndon: Heinemann, 1978), 21. 
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Plaatje, Jordan and Dhlomo to develop a written literature that, In their estimation, could 

shore-up the foundations of African society against the Increasingly corrosive pressures 

of colonial expansion. The preservation of traditional genres of African literature and the 

development of a 'modem' South African African literature was felt to be necessary as a 

repository for African history, traditions, and creativity. It was regarded as a sort of 

spiritual and historical foundation for a beseiged people. 

Thus, In charting the influence of English literature on Xhosa writing over almost a 

century(l841-1940}, I am setting out to try to trace just one of the threads that was being 

woven into a new cultural tapestry - although ultimately to show how this single thread 

affected the colour and composition of the tapestry as a whole for several generations to 

come. 

(End of Preface). 
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artists alike that was revolutionary. ·• It was these changes, and the efforts of African 

writers to understand and accommodate them, that people like Dhlomo sought to analyse. 

m 

In the Communist Manifesto written in 1847, the same decade as the foundation of the 

Lovedale Seminary, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels pointed out how the developtng 

imperialist trend of capitalism was also making Itself felt on "intellectual production·. In 

the place of "old local and national seclusion and self-sufficiency• they saw the beginnings 

of "intercourse in every direction•: 

The Intellectual creations of individual nations become common 
property. National one-sidedness and narrow-mlndedness become more 
and more Impossible, and from numerous national and local literatures, 
there arises a world Uterature.9 

However, although Marx and Engels correctly analysed the essence of the process taking 

place, they under-estimated the competition between literatures (th~ contradictocy 

processes of 'fusion and confusion1 that would develop prior to the arrival of a world 

literature. They did not appreciate the way in which literature would itself become a field 

of contest on which disputes about society would start to be played out. Thus although 

African oral and European written literacy traditions had come together as an accidental 

(_; by-product of broader historical processes they then entered into a semi-independent 

contest as fierce and as drawn out as the still unresolved competition of nations. 

Issues concerning language and literature became mixed up with the social contest that 

8 Opland, 'From Horseback to Monastic Cell', 30. 

9 K. Marx, and F. Engels, 'Manifesto of the Communist Part!(, 1847, in Selected 
Works fn One Volume (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1968), 39. 
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was Intensifying between Afrtcan and European society. This was reflected In a fierce -

although often subterranean - competition between languages, as well In disputes over 

the fonn, content and purpose of the literary text. The 'transition from oral to written' 

was thus by no means simple: It had come to involve much more than the task of creating 

a written ltterature out of a hitherto unwritten language. It was related to the political and 

social contest that was taking place In society. As a consequence, as Pallo Jordan has 

noted, -rhere grew up a symbiotic relationship between the political movement and the 

development of literacy and an Indigenous ltterature."10 

In South Africa the speed with which society was forced through a number of bewildering 

and fundamental social changes makes this relationship generally more pronounced than 

In other national Uteratures. However, tt would be a mistake to view our Utenuy history 

as being simply a reflection of intense economic and political struggles. The literary 

contest uns woven Into the broader social contest, but tn important ways it was also 

Independent of it. In the words of Friedrich Engels: 

According to the materialist conception of history the determining element 
In history is ultimately the production and reproduction In real life .•• If 
therefore somebody twtsts this Into the statement that the economic 
element ts the only determining one, he transforms it Into a meaning1ess, 
abstract and absurd phrase."11 

Another mistake in balance would be to view this contest as being nothing more than a 

struggle between the oral tradition and the written tradition, with Africans on one side and 

Europeans on the other. Although these dichotomies did often set the parameters of the 

field, in reality there was a constant swapping of sides and shifting of sands, as well as 

clear developments of opinion as the progress of time clarified the actors' real intentions. 

10 Z.P. Jordan, 'Literature, Resistance and Revolution', in L'NHqtJ£ du Sud 
Aqjourd'hui. (Parts: Presence Afrtcane, 1978), 86. 

11 Engels, F. •Letter to J. Bloch, 21 September 1890', Marx and Engels Selected 
Works (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1968), 682. 
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For example, in the first few decades after the Introduction of writing, a number of African 

converts at the missions seemed ready to gtve up oral literacy traditions in favour of 

writing, as well as the assumptions that underlay ft. Key figures like Ttyo Soga Initially 

embraced literacy not just as a new fonn of expression, but as part of a broader set of 

beliefs, and as eVidence of their commlttment to 'civilisation'. 

It should also be noted how the onset of this contest did not commence immediately upon 

the arrival of a written Uterature on South African son. A written literature had existed In 

South Africa since the arrival of the Dutch settlers at the Cape In the middle of the 

seventeenth century. By the end of the eighteenth century, after Britain had inanaged to 

wrest control of Cape Town, aspects of British culture were beginning to make themselves 

felt in the fledgling city. In 1761 a Mr Von Oessin had bequeathed over 3,000 ,earned 

volumes· to start a free public library in Cape Town. 12 Forty years later Shakespeare's 

plays were already being performed by emigrants to Cape Town. 13 However for about the 

first 150 years of the European presence In Southern Africa this external written literature 

had not sought to contest or usurp the Uteratures that pre-dated its arrival on the African 

continent. 

Only In the nineteenth centwy, initially as a result of the spread ·of the Christian missions 

further and further into the South African interior, did the efforts to construct a new 

culture founded on Uteracy seriously begin to challenge pre-existing cultural and literary 

fonns. Only then did the introduction of the written word, and quickly in its wake a large 

body of foreign Uterature, start to have profound con-sequences on African literature. 

It is possible to examine the turmoil catalysed by the presence of the missionaries, as 

12 Morris, 'The Early Black South African Newspaper', 26. 

13 E. Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions in South Africa' En(J.ish Studies 
in.l\frica, 1, 2, 1964, 202-216. 
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purveyors of the new culture, at any one of a number of mission stations In different parts 

of South Africa - and discover many similar patterns. The Morlja mission, for example, 

which was established In the midst of the Basotho In the 1830s, in many ways resembled 

Lovedale. Daniel Kunene has studied the effect Mortja had on Sesotho ltterature through 

the example of1bomas Mofolo.14 My research has concentrated on the consequences of the 

insertion of English into Xhosa society through the Lovedale Institution. It explores the 

roots of the struggle that developed over the form and content of literary discourse, and 

Illustrates the way this had ortgtnated as a conflict between missionaries and African 

students at the Lovedale Seminruy.15 

IV 

The Xhosa oral tradition could not easily be subverted. At the time of the an1val of the 

missionartes it was a deeply entrenched art form, rooted in pre-colonial society, and with 

14 D. Kunene, Thomas Mofolo and the Emergence of Written Sesotlw Prose, 
(Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1989). 

15 In modern literary parlance 'discourse theortes' abound. In this dissertation I 
use the term discourse prtmartly in relation to the confUcttng conceptions between 
different groups In South Afiica about the purpose and form ofllterature. This is explored 
firstly in the mission mileu, and later more broadly in colonial society. For the white 
missionartes, for example, I believe that there Is plenty of evidence to suggest that they 
required secular literature to be written and morally /religiously functional. It had to be 
revelatory. 

The concept of a contest of ideas about literruy discourse refers to the clash that developed 
as missionartes and their students grew further apart on this issue (see Chapter Four). I 
believe that until roughly the 1860s there was generally a shared idea- among teachers 
and their students - about what should be the function and form of the 'new' literature. 
African students, who were alienated from their own society, accepted the ideas of the 
missionartes about the reUgto-centrtc core of literature. However as time progressed this 
acceptance began to fray at the edges, before it exploded entirely as a new generation of 
mission educated writers sought to thrust the centre ofliterature back into African society. 
As I shall show this was one of the consequences of their being constantly rebutTed by the 
'Europeans' (Boer and Briton) In their efforts to integrate themselves into the new society. 
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languages. They enUsted their first recruits Into helping them with this task. But despite 

the amount of effort they put Into the creation of an orthography, grammars and later 

translations, Xhosa always remained a second-class language to their own. What was even 

more confusing was that they suggested that English was a language appointed by 'God' 

., to spread his word. An Inability to speak or read English therefore threatened dire 

consequences for the new 'believer'. That this was systematically conveyed to African 

people is evident from the following extract from a letter written by one of Lovedale's 

students In the late 1860s. 

It was Impossible for me to believe that God can hear from one who 
prays by the Kafflr language, not the English language: this Indeed was 
a great difficulty to me, because the English language was very strange 
to me at the time, except two words Erl.d.a,)l and Amen; when the time 
came for me to go to pray, this will be my prayer 'Friday, Friday, 
Friday, Friday' four times and then Amen. 23 (Underlining In the original) 

In this context It Is also important for language theorists to note how the Xhosa written 

language created by the missionaries (out of what was In fact only one oflts many dialects) 

was from the outset developed as a translation of English Ideas and concepts (giving It an 

Internal Euro-centr1sm}, and the words the mlsslonal'ies felt were necessary to convey 

these Ideas. 

For example In a short appendix to his biography of the missionary W.R. Thomson about 

the difficulties ofbible translation, Donovan Williams wrote how missionaries used various 

<.. ·' devices to overcome their difficulties In "finding appropriate words to convey specific 

ideas." In the case of the word for sin they used ison~ so consistently, 

--,. 

that by the end of the Nineteenth Century it had acquired the 
connotation of sin or transgression. This Is an example of an attempt 
by attrition to attach a new meaning to a word, and also to Inculcate a 

23 J .H.G. Moss, Letter c. 1867, Cory Ubrary for Historical Research, Grahamstown, 
Lovedale Collection, MS 9097. 
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new concept Into the Kaffir culture ... •24 

In this way an allen Influence and history started to be inserted even Into the written 

language. Certain key slgnifters were attached by force to externally decided stgnifieds. 

Further, although the missionaries preached that the word (each Individual unit of 
'. 

language) was a neutral agent that conveyed a universal meaning of the world - It was 

their meaning. The very fact that they Insisted on pFeachlng IIQod's word•, based on a set 

of texts which their class and race had appropriated, did not at first appear to be a 

contradiction to African converts. 

-) The kinds of arguments the missionaries used about language are reproduced In the 

(' 

(_; 

following extract from the first Xhosa-language periodical, Umshwnayelt Wendaba (The 

Pieacher of the News), published by the Wesleyan Missionary Society between July 1837 

and April1841. In the seventh Issue Umshum.ayeli. Wendabacarried a debate between two 

boys, UmNqeni (Lazy) and U'l1lfi.uuii. (Student), about the merits of learning to read and 

write. In response to UmNqenrs question about the purpose of reading U11!fiuu11 replied: 

Reading Is talking to books: they tell stories (imbal.fl about things, which 
are put in books; when someone looks at them he sees they're there, be 
studies and he knows; he reads and he knows what they're all about, 
and then he can tell other people. 25 

UlTifi.tndi's first reply (above) suggests that written words are merely vehicles (1lttle 

mark's telling what's being sald1 facilitating the recording and reception of information 

that Is otherwise carried orally. Htstocy Is presented as a constant, and writing as the 

means by which man (In this case white man) catalogues Its progress. There is no 

suggestion that writing Is also a means for the interpretation of hlstocy. Obviously 

24 D. WUllams, When Races Meet. The Ufe and Times ofWOliam Ritchie Thomson, 
Glasgow Missionary Society. Government Agent and Dutch Rf(ormed Church Minister, 
1794-1891 (Johannesburg: A.P.B. Publishers, 1967), 216. 

25 Quoted by J. Opland, 'The Transition from Oral to Written In Xhosa', 141. 
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UmNqeni was interested. But his follow· up question - and more importantly Unifundi's 

reply - as to what sort of news writing conveys brings us nearer to the reality of the 

partial nature of mission induced Writing: 

What happens among whites is put in books then brought to us here 
... They do it that way with the history (tmball) of the whites long ago. 
It was put in books long before we were born and kept there unttl today 
so that people of this generation should know the history of older 
generations. 28 

Judging from this 'conversation' it would appear that the African's entry onto semiotic 

soli was an entirely voluntary one. This was not entirely true. Within decades the gentle 

encouragement of Africans towards literacy implicit in the conversation, and characterised 

by the approach of Lovedale's first principal, William Govan, began to give way to the 

bantering arrogance of his successors, especially James Stewart. 

Arguments about literature, or more strictly what was considered to be the absence .of 

literature in Africa, became mixed up with racist constructions of Africa. In Europe reports 

C . of the missionary endeavour to teach Africans to read and write helped formulate new 

racist assumptions about "oral man·, and the culturally·barren character of 'the 

(.) 

' . 
. ' 

essential Kaffir'.27 Anthropologists like the French philosopher Lucien Levy·Bruhl 

produced 'evidence' from the oral tradition to purport that in Africans "thought is dead, 

so to speak, or at any rate they cannot raise tt above the things of sense. •2B 

But such statements often merely echoed the sentiments of the 'great' missionaries of the 

26 Quoted by J. Opland, "The Transition from Oral to Written in Xhosa', 142. 

27 Vale & White summarised the process as follows: •Jn the process of establtshing 
political control and trying to compel Mrican peoples to work to produce goods for the 
world market, a profound shift in attitude regarding non· Westerners' capabilities occured, 
moving swiftly from Frazertan optimism to dark pessimism. As this shift occured, ever 
more negative stereotypes of primitives and their presumed mental life arose.· Power and 
the Praise Poem. 6. 

28 Vale & White, Pous- and the Praise Poem. 10. 
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nineteenth centwy. For example,ln response to a suggestion that the Lovedale newspaper 

IsigidbniSamaXhosabe used to preserve traditional literature, James Stewart argued that 

writing should not be used to "bring back the sentiments and the rude Inspiration of 

barbarous times and a savage state. "29 

In his famed Uterary Society lectures addressed to Lovedale's African students, as well as 

in the editorials that he wrote for the Kqffir/Chrtstian Express, Stewart often made the 

results of the missionary's efforts In Africa (especially his own) to make African people 

literate sound like Prospera's address to the benighted ungrateful Callban: 

... I pitied thee, 
Took pains to make thee speak, taught thee each hour 
One thing or other: when thou dids't not, savage, 
Know thine own meaning, but woulds't gabble like 
A thing most brutish, I endow'd thy purposes 
With words that made them known.30 I,U, 355 

Stewart's exaggerated ideas of his own divine mission were the norm, rather than the 

exception.ln 1894, for example, W.C. Scully gave a lecture to the Lovedale Uterary Society 

on 'Tile Native Question'. Scully used the platform to raise some pertinent warnings to 

the white settlers about the Inevitability of African domination In South Africa. However 

the main thrust of his argument was again a Prosperesque sermon to the assembled 

CalJbans about where they had come from, and where they were going. And within this 

scheme he emphasised the Importance of the missionary who "tolls through a thankless 

life only to see the result ofhJs toil destroyed by the returning bllght of barbarism. To me 

there is no more terrible waste than the 'expense of the spirit' involved in unselfish and 

29 Istgidbni.XanwXhosa, Lovedale: Lovedale Press, 4 February 1871. 

30 W. Shakespeare, The Tempest (F. Kermode (ed), London: Methuen, 1964). 

Recently much debate has centred around this text regarding whether it proves that 
Shakespeare was guilty of racist constructions of the un-EnglJsh. Ngilgf for example has 
said that the stocy •dramatlsed the practice and psychology of colonisation years before 
:It became a global phenomenom" However, although the text and therefore Its author may 
be compltclt In its possible mlsreadings, other readings are possible. 
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based on •calibration • gave way to a more refined racism based on "cultural 

distinctions .• se 

In the following description by Antony Trollope of his feelings after a visit to Lovedale in 

1878 it Is possible to see how weighty was the baggage of pre-packed Images about 

Africans that was carried by the English language.s7 Describing the experience of seeing 

-a lot of Kaflr lads and lasses at school• as "interesting" he went on to comment: 

It Is something as though one should visit a Uon tamer with a group of 
young Uons around him. The Kafir has been regarded at home as a 
bitter and most terrible enemy who, since we first became acquainted 
with him In South Africa, has worked us Infinite woe. I remember when 
a Kaflr was regarded as a dusky demon and there was doubt about 
whether he could even be got under and made subject to British rule; 
- whether In fact he would not In the long run be too much for the 
Britons. The Kaftr warrior with his assegal and his red clay, and his 
courageous hatred, was a terrible fellow to see. And he Is still much 
more of a Savage than the ordlnruy negro to whom we have become 
accustomed In other parts of the world.se 

Trollope admlted that these Images clashed with the reality he found at Lovedale. They 

c· were forced to surrender to a new signification, but even this carried strong traces of the 

old images whose core remained In tact but whose cover· was repackaged. Almost 

Immediately, therefore, new Images about 'Kaftrs' were put Into circulation through the 

literature of one of the most widely read English Writers of the nineteenth centwy. 

It was very Interesting to see him with his slate and pencil, wearing his 
coarse clothing with a jaunty happy alr, and doing a sum In 
subtraction. I do not know whether an appearance of good humour and 
self-satisfaction combined does not strike the European more than any 
other characteristic. He never seems to assert that he Is as good as a 
white man, - as the usual negro will do whenever an opportunity is 

36 Vale and White, Pol.Ui!r and the Praise Poem. 2-3. 

37 It should also be remembered here that In this period, long before the advent 
of mass print or electronic media, language went almost unchallenged as the maln means 
for the communication ofimages, especially Images that would have been out of the range 
of experience of the majority of users of that language. 

38 A. Trollope, South.NH.ca(llw Vols) (London: Chapman & Hall, 1873), I, 221 . 
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given to him, - but that though he be Inferior there Is no reason why 
be should not be as Jolly as circumstances will admit. 311 

Examples such as the above make more concrete the dilemmas that faced African writers 

If we accept (as 1 do) the proposition that "reality is knowable only through the discourses 

, which mediate tt•, and that literature Is therefore part of "a constant if subterranean, 

) 

struggle over whose constructions ofthe real will gain predominance.oo40These ideas help 

us to gain greater insight Into the dilemmas that confronted African writers in South 

Africa, as well as In England's other colonies Uke India.41 

The problem that confronted African writers after their initial nafvety about England's 

intentions In Africa was that the English language, and therefore also the bulk of English 

literature, not only pointed away from African society and experience, but cast It according 

to variations on a set of racist stereotypes. Tiyo Soga was the first Xhosa writer who began 

to experience, although failed fully to understand, that it was not only the subjectively 

inclined interventions of the missionaries and other agents of the imperial power that 

(, challenged the reality of African life. The problem lay as much with objective 

characteristics of the English language (in the state that he found 1t in the mid-nineteenth 

centwy), which had embedded within It an alienating interpretation of Africa. To the 

39 Trollope, South .lifHca, 221. 

40 J.E. Howard & M.F. O'Connor, 'Introduction', Shakespeare Reproduced. 'The 
c..~ Tett in Historyandideology(NewYork & London: Methuen, 1987), 3. 

'-·' 

41 ·For a discussion of the similar effects of English lJterature on colonised Indian 
society see: A. Loomba, Gender, Race and Renaissance Drama (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1989). 

•Loomba locates the teaching of Renaissance drama In India In the context of colonialism, 
English literature being a 'crucial component in establishing the ideological hegemony of 
the British Empire in Asia and Africa', the means of 'imposing a culture, a cluster of 
ideologies, a way of being and seeing. of which the literacy text became the privileged 
signifier."' 

J. Dolltmore, 'Introduction' to the Second Edition, Radicd Tragedy Religion. Ideology and 
PollS'" in the Drama of Shakespeare and His Contemporarl.es (Brighton: Harvester Press, 
1984), lvt. 
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extent that African writers started to employ the English language In African literature, 

they found that these constructions of reality also Infected their Uteraty texts. 

Thus It becomes obVious how the aggregate of signs that compose any language, the pool 

out of which literacy texts have to be selected, always cany with them certain moral and 

political assumptions peculiar to their htstOIY. This explains the reaction of Xhosa wrtters 

such as W. Rubusana, S.E.K. Mqhayl and playwright W.W. Gqoba against wrttlng In 

English. Similarly A. C. Jordan's decision to write lngqumbo Yemin!Pil!P In Xhosa was 

also not solely fn opposition to aspects of the new society external to literature (although 

this was a major pre-occupation), but In response to problems the African Intelligentsia 

-! frequently encountered with the sfgnJtlcation of the English language Itself. 

(._! 

Acceptance of the hegemony claimed by the English for their language and literature was 

therefore not unconditional. Students at Lovedale flagrantly defted the "speak In English" 

tule. Where compulsion to speak or write fn English was Introduced Afrlcan writers began 

to seek new means to appropriate some of the fonns and outward characteristics ·of 

English literature for their own ends. 

However the periodic 'retreat' of Afrlcan writers Into the vernacular was also reflected In 

changes in attitudes by the missionaries towards the Xhosa language, as they attempted 

more fully to appropriate ft to serve their ends. DaVid Burchell, for example, reports how 

L) Lovedale's third principal, James Henderson, maintained that "the vernacular" (and not 

only EngUsh) should be seen as an •educative agent" .!hat could be usefully employed by 

the missionaries. This was because he had noticed that It was still ~e language of the 

home in even the most advanced African families" - something he explained on the 

grounds that Africans '"were largely Ignorant of the countless associations of English 
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words" resulting In their lnablllty to "think In English. "42 

VI 

The establishment of mission schools like Lovedale created a host of new borders in 

society. Burchell, for example, described Lovedale as a •self-sufficient klngdom.-43 and 

Donovan WUllams stated how "mlssionazy institutions provided the basis for a society 

within a society in Kaftlrland. "44 In his biography of Sol Plaatje, Brian Wlllan, puts forward 

the idea that for the first African writers the clash of languages and literature catalysed 

by the presence of this new society created what he termed a "kind of cultural 

borderland" where African writers attempted to "marry together two different cultural 

traditions. "45 Plaatje, Wll1an wrote, •delighted In exploring" this borderland in his 

imaginative works such as MhudL 48 

( : In an earlier period In a slightly different context - albeit one that was profoundly to 

C.) 

~- J 

influence Plaatje's Uterazy endeavours - the Lovedale Seminazy Institution was also a . 

~nd of cultural borderland" so was Its llbrazy, and so were the literazy texts that were 

stored within that llbrazy. 

The Implications of this Idea of 'borderlands' deserves to be explored. Even in their most 

42 D.E. Burchell, A History of the Lovedale Mission Institution 1890-1930, M.A. 
Dissertation, University of Natal (Pietermar1tzburg), 1979, 70. 

43 Burchell, A History of the Lovedale Mission Institution, 24. 

44 Williams, When Races Meet. 101. 

45 B. Willan, Sol Pl.at:¢je, A Biography (Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1984), 352. 

46 Wlllan, Sol Plaalje, 353. 
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rudimentary stages the Intrusive temporal and ideological presence of these missions, and 

the myths they generated among Xhosa people, far outweighed their actual size. They 

created deep schisms In Xhosa society. Their adherents demanded a re-ordering ofXhosa 

ideas about the universe and offered "comprehensively new definitions of reality to replace 

those previously dominant among the native peoples. "47 As Ashley explains: 

The general eighteenth and early nineteenth centwy Western cosmology 
was Newtonian, which meant a theo.y of an ordered physical universe, 
obedient to mechanistic laws and created by an omnipotent God ••. This 
development, linked to religfouslylnsptred hlerachlcalmodes of thought, 
led to a class, racial and sexual ranking of human beings, the latter 
Inevitably having Europeans at the top and the Africans at the bottom. 48 

The deb1litating effects of the Introduction of such Ideas were to be long lasting. Those who 

broke away from traditional society were made to understand that as a race they had to 

start from scratch In what was often termed "the race of nations". For example, in 1916 

John Lennox described 'Christian education' as being the discipline for "people 

awakening from the sleep of centuries. ot49 

Mission students were taught to treat Xhosa culture as worthless relics of barbarism. 

Before the 1860s this view was sometimes accepted by converts. However, by the end of 

the century rejection of this idea became one of the most important reasons why the 

creation of a modem African culture that was Independent - but could be judged 

according to the norms of the emergent European society - came to be seen by many as 

a critical measure of progress. 

47 M.J. Ashley, 'Universes In Co1llslon: The Xhosa, Missionaries and Education 
in Nineteenth Centwy South Africa· Journal ofrheol.ogyJor Southern jJJiica. 32, 1980, 32. 

48 Ashley, 'Universes In Collision', 29. 

49 John Lennox & James Henderson, 'Draft account of the 75th anniVer&aJY of 
Lovedale', 1916, 10. (CoJY IJbfaJY, Lovedale Collection, MS 8980). 
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The presence of the missionaries also generated new themes In oral literature. This can 

be felt In suspicious fears evident in some of Ntslkana's hynms. Ntslkana was widely 

spoken of by the missionaries as the first example of success In their endeavours to get 

Christianity to be taken up by the 'natives.' One hynm, •rntstmbi" ka Ntsikana 

, (Ntsikana's Bell) had an almost prophetic ring. Speaking of the "word of God" It warned: 

' ~) 

Ubiyelwe langqongana 
Jzwe lobawobenu 
Owollva ngowollkaulal 

(It has fenced you In, It has surrounded 
The land of your fathers 
He who obeys It by responding will be blessed.)150 

Ntsikana felt surrounded. The missions had established unfamiliar new 'fences' 

(boundaries) in African society, which were both visible In terms of their physical location 

and Invisible in terms of Its complex laws. Ntslkana recommended compliance, but the 

undertone of compulsion was at the same time unmistakable. The missionaries attempted 

to give the impression that the borders they erected were both permeable and voluntary. 

c.· But when and where necessary, as was several times the case in Lovedale's early history, 

(l 

l ... l 

they were defended by the armed forces of the colonial government. 

Afrtcans recruited to the mission schools had to cross a borderland between Afrtcan and 

Ew-opean society. The consequence of entry into the missions for the Individual and 

his/her society were far reaching. Afrtcan recruits were required to intemallse allen 

values. On the surface this is more than evident from the photographs reproduced by 

R.H.W. Shepherd or Robert Young in their works about Lovedale. Here we find pictures 

of male African students In boater hats, white jackets and trousers; and women kneeling 

submissively In tree-lined avenues, attending to sewing. 

50 J. Hodgson, Ntsikana's Great Hymn: A Xlwsa EJcpression ofChristi.anity in the 
Early Nineteenth Centwy Eastern Cape (Cape Town: Centre for Afrtcan Studies, 1980), 3. 
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But this lntemaUsation went far deeper than the mere appropriation of a set of Victorian 

surface symbols. The missionaries tried to inculcate in their African students a · 

commitment to Christian beliefs and values, which extended to a belief In the values of 

the British imperial mission. Thus, Ttyo Soga's account of the enthusiasm with which he 

and others received the visit of Prince Alfred, the Duke of Edinburgh, to Cape Town In 

1860.51 

However as E.H. Berman has indicated, and as we can illustrate through the experience 

ofTtyo Soga and others, far from leaving one society for another those who deliberately 

crossed the 'border' usually ended up suspended between African and European 

societies as pawns In a perpetual borderland. 52 

Those Africans who attended the early mission schools, for whatever 
reasons, soon became a new elite, set apart from traditional people by 
their mobility, within the newly created modem sector of colonial 
society. No longer able to Identify completely with their traditional 
heritage, they were at the same time rebuffed in their attempts to be 
accepted as equals In the white dominated colonial society. 53 

Brian Wlllan thus only deals with one aspect of the borderlands. What one detects In his 

idea is that for the first African writers, the alumni of mission schools, the "cultural 

borderlands" they had grown up in were not always marked by rigidity, but often by a 

tlextbillty, which was created by the proximity of the two societies and two cultures. In 

51 J.A. Chalmers, '1liP Soga. A Paee in South 1\fii.can. Mission Work (Lovedale: 
Lovedale Institution Press, 1877), 206-215. 

52 Stephen Greenblatt's assessment of the clash between Othello's self and his 
adopted 'other' Is a fitting description of Soga's divided personality. He points out how 
Othello's identity •depends on a constant performance ... ofhls 'story', a loss of his own 
origins, an embrace and perpetual re-Iteration of the norms of another culture •.• 
Christianity Is the alienating yet constitutive force in Othello's Identity." 

Greenblatt, S. Renaissance Self-Fashioning. FromM ore tJJ Shakespeare( Chicago: Chicago 
University Press, 1980); quoted in J. DrakakJs (ed), Shakespearean Tr~ 174-175. 

53 E.H. Berman, 1\fii.can Reaction tJJ Missionary Education. (Columbia: Teachers 
College Press, Columbia University, 1940), xv. 
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certain areas of these borderlands, therefore, the students sometimes found points of 

convergence between the old cultural traditions and the new - rather than anticipated 

divergence. 

Thus, whilst the missionaries called for a complete break with the old society, and 

generally insisted a Ia Stewart that no common ground existed between their .two 

literatures, Tiyo Soga, Walter Rubusana, Samuel Mqhayi and others Otke Plaatje) 

sometimes found room for the absorption and silent celebration of African literary forms 

in European literature (and vice versa). This was most definitely the case. The problem 

arises only if we suggest that Plaatje's exploration of these borderlands was a kind of 

joyous hedonistic revelry In the limitless artistic possibilities created by the close proximity 

of oral and literate cultures. Even If Plaatje had tried to give this Impression himself, as 

he clearly did in his Hornt:J{Je to Shakespeare, in reality it was no such thing. 

One of the characteristics ofborder·potnts of countries Is that there Is rarely any physical 

difference In the terrain on either side of the border, although different laws and religions 

may operate on opposite sides of the line. This helps explain why, according to Plaatje, 

African writers sometimes discovered that the two different literary traditions shared "a 

common fund of literary and cultural symbols. "54 

However, there is another aspect to 'borderlands'. At the same time as being places of 

similarity they are also places of difference. They are arenas of permanent contest. They 

are stages where competing interests -in literature as In life- seek to exclude each other. 

In life they do this by erecting walls, barbed wire fences, and laying mines - and then 

struggling to find means to subvert and ultimately destroy the other. Borderlands cannot 

exist without boundaries, and yet there Is a constant struggle to eliminate the boundary 

by eliminating its other side. 

54 W11lan, Sol Pl.aatie. 352. 
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Whatever their fonn, boundaries therefore indicate the physical point at which something 

ends, and something else begins - but where they continue to exist, side by side, 

sometimes In peace and sometimes In the fiercest competition. In the environs of the 

Lovedale mission school English literature thus created a borderland within a borderland, 

and within this fteld of contest William Shakespeare's plays were after a relatively short 

period of time discovered to be a borderland par excellence. 

VB 

0 Anla Loomba has pointed out in relation to India how "English literature was a crucial 

component In establishing the Ideological hegemony of the British Empire. "Initially Latin, 

Greek and the 'classics' were taught because they were supposedly Illustrations of the 

highest fonns of Uterruy discourse - by Implication fonns to which all !Jesser' languages 

and literatures· (Including English, the English believed) should aspire. At ftrst African 

0 
students enthusiastically accepted this dishonest construction. This partially explains the 

fterce reaction by students at Lovedale to post-Govan proposals to remove Latin and Greek 

studies from the sylJabus. 

However, as the extent to which Africans had been duped Into believing ln the liberal 

pretensions ofthe mission schools became clearer and clearer there commenced a struggle 

0 not just over the contents of the syllabus, but over the possibilities of meaning In some 

of the English Uterary texts that were taught. Morc:~than any other texts Shakespeare's 

plays ca:me to be a site of this struggle. This was because more than any other English 

writer Shakespeare was constantly used to legitimise the morality, phflosphy and methods 

ofrule of the invading English society. SculJy, for example, In his lecture on the 'Native 
(.: 

Question' told students how "Tribal tenure without the chief Is like the play of Hamlet 
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referred as Shylock. "80 In the same article and In a more serious vein, Plaatje more 

accurately captured the real reason for the Interest that had developed in Shakespeare, 

when he stated that the dramas showed that 'nobillty and valour, like depravity and 

cowardice are not the monopoly of any colour.• 61 

The struggle to appropriate Shakespeare for Mrican society took many forms. Some 

writers tried fawningly to appropriate the structure of the plays to make their work 

recognisably 'Shakespearean', thus winning the approbation of the missionaries. 

However, others used this structure to cany an original theme that challenged mission 

morality, and racist histories of Mrican society. It could be argued, for example, that the 

earliest full length African novel In South Mrica, Thomas Mofolo's Chaka, attempted to 

appropriate the structure and themes of some of Shakespeare's tragedies -It deliberately 

created recognisable parallels between texts. The extent to which this device was noticed 

by the contemporary audience for Mrlcan literature Is obvious, for example, in a review 

of Chaka where D.D.T. Jabavu, made the following comment of the novel's hero: 

We sympathise with him in the same way as we sympathise with 
Shakespeare's Macbeth whose blind ambition Is constantly goaded by 
his jealous wlfe.62 

Similarly, Uncoln Mkentane, In a Tribute to A.C. Jordan, The Man' said of Ingqumbo 

60 S. Plaatje, 'A South African's Homage' in I. Gollancz (ed), Book ofHomoge to 
Shakespeare, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1916), 339; reprinted in Journal of.Endish 
in 4frica. 'Plaatje Centenary Issue', 3, 2, 1976, 7. 

61 It is important to note that although a 'love' of Shakespeare carried through 
to African writers of the 1950s, such as Lewis Nkosi, Can Themba and Esk'ia Mphalele, 
the reason for the texts enduring popularity was not always Shakespeare's othermeantng. 
According to Esk'ia Mphahlele contestatory interpretations of the texts came to matter less
than the sound of their language, a fact also suggested by Lewis Nkosl who wrote in 1965 
that It was the "cacophonous, swaggering world of Elizabethan England which gave us the 
closest parallel to our own mode of existence; the cloak and dagger stories of 
Shakespeare ... " L. Nkosi, Home and Exile (London: Longman, Green & Co Ud, 1965), 18. 

62 The South NHcan Outlook, January 1932. 
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leaves a reader with the idea that this book is modelled on the 
Shakespearean tragedies. But one cannot accuse the writer of the sin or 
crime of plagiarism. The book itself is original in plot. excellent in 
presentation and written in language most beautiful and simple. 63 

What is also evident is that such appropriations were part of the general defence of un~ 

European cultural formations. This struggle helped fashion the outlook of the tlrst 

generations of Xhosa writers from Tlyo Saga to A. C. Jordan. It polJticJsed cultures, poetry 

and the literary text. Uterary criticism and the literary text became an arena where 

'competing histories' clashed, subjected not only to political re-evaluation but to moral 

-, and splrJtual re-assessment. 

This makes Lovedale a source of riches for the modem cultural materialist, especially as 

far as the discipUne relates to tlylng to understand the reception of plays by WWfam 

Shakespeare. It provides us with an opportunity to rectifY a tendency that has developed 

in the construction of 'alternative Shakespeare' studies whereby a top-down approach 

( , has been developing often with the equally subjective (albeit oppositional) ideas of the 

'new' literacy critic displacing previous readings to become the new essentialist centre of 

the text. 

In my opinion a proper appreciation of the dynamics of the contest necessitates a post~ 

colonial critical approach that does not assume that there was no resistance during the 

colonial period to the ideological constructions that were being erected around the literary 

text by the invading discourse. The history of the LoVedale Seminary, insofar as it was a 

site of one of these struggles proves exactly the opposite. It illustrates how radical 

alternative Shakespeares were being constructed in Mrican society long before the modem 

schools of cultural materialists came into existence. They have been hidden for so long 

mainly because they were not drawn together and presented as textual criticism, but 

63 The South l!fiican Outlook. December 1968. 
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remained scattered In literary texts, newspaper articles, and letters. 

Shakespeare has been central to South Africa's literary history. And yet to date there has 

been no serious application of revisionist theories to our understandings of Shakespeare 

1n the South African context. Martin Orkin's provocative re-readlngs of Shakespeare are 

undenn.tned because he is overly concerned with trying to rescue Shakespeare from the 

undeselVed 'disrepute' that has attached to the plays as a result of their becoming 

'Instruments of hegemony' In the post-1948 apartheid period. Orkin's analysts thus 

becomes little more than a defensive reaction to the opinions of the likes of Mothobl 

Mutloatse who warns that 'the new criticism will •donder conventional llterature. "64 

Its weakness Is that It does not deal with t.'le way the hegemony was established and 

subsequently consolidated, If indeed it was at aU. It looks only fleetingly at the reception 

and presentation of Shakespeare 1n the nineteenth century. Further, although influenced 

by the contributions of the English school of cultural materialists Orkin fails to get to 

grips with the texts he treats. He attempts to deconstruct the 'traditional' South African 

Shakespeare. But the problem Is that he is so concerned with trying to create a 

'Shakespeare against apartheid' that he ends up re-constructing an essentialist 

Shakespeare as an advocate of a new set of crudely liberal social constructs such as 

justice, honour, and love. Such an approach removes the slippery dialectic of 

Shakespeare, the very aspect of the plays that gives them the enduring potential to be 

radical and revolutionary. 

The following chapters are an attempt to follow the contest that took place between 

European and African cultures In South Africa over a hundred year period. Through an 

analysis of the efforts made by some (on both sides) for a 'fusion' of traditions, and others 

64 M. Orkin, Shakespeare Against Apartheid (Johannesburg: A.D. Donker, 1987), 
17. 
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(mainly from one side) for an exclusion, I have tried to lay the foundations to Ulustrate 

how works ofliterature In general, and Shakespeare's texts In particular, came to be used 

at different times by different parties "to produce, reproduce, or contest historically 

specific relations of power ... and have been used to produce and naturalise Interested 

representations of the real. -ss 

[End of chapter) 

65 O'Connor & Howard, 'Introduction', Shakespeare Reproduced, 3. 
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Laying the foundation for a written 
literature 

I 

DUring the nineteenth centwy the misslonarles In Southern Africa played an enormously 

important role tn Introducing a new culture, and- what they regarded to be the most 

(__:, important aspects oflts 'cMllsation', to the sections of African societies that they came 

Into contact with. 

Apart from a handful of settlers and boers they were the only group amongst the -

Europeans who tried to build relationships with African people on a social level. Although 

they were driven by the desire to alter these societies, they also went to great lengths to 
.__) 

understand their cultures. However one may regard the missionaries, the profound 

consequences of their activities cannot be disputed. 

The European missionary movement was Initiated on the crest of a wave of humanitarian 

enthusiasm, generated In the period between the banning of the slave trade within the 

territories of the British empire in 1807 and tts formal abolition In 1834. But as No!l 

Mos tert has succinctly explained, It was an ideological and imperialist movement that was 
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riddled with contradictions from the beginning. 1 It had arisen out of the rapidly changing 

social conditions in England, and out of the tryst this cataJysed within the 'established' 

church. According to Mostert those who launched the new Evangelical sects had sought 

first of all to address themselves to the milllons "who had found themselves outside of 

or abandoned by the Angllcan church, which had completely failed to meet the needs of 

the social classes turbulently affected by the early stlrrlngs of an industrial age tn 

Britain. "2 Only as an after thought did they seize on Africa as "the principal theatre for 

radical missionary activism. "3 Thereafter, however, •AJong with the mercantile thrust of 

the post-Waterloo Industrial development": 

the evangelical Protestant expansion followed the trade routes out, and was 
itself a new export, as zestful tn its vigour and zeal as the manufactured 
diversity that cascaded from the new machfnes.4 

The London Missionary Society (LMS) opened the road Into the South African Interior, and 

made the first contacts with the Xhosa. But after the 1820s it was Scottish-based 

missions, especially the Glasgow Missionary Society (OMS), which were to rise to 

prominence In this part of South Africa. The first attempts by the LMS to establish 

permanent missions among the Xhosa failed. VanDer Kemp and James Read were forced 

to retire to the coast and concentrate their energies on the already fragmented Khoikhoi 

people. The antagonism their work aroused among settlers, especially at Bethelsdorp, 

1 N. Mostert, Frontiers: The Epic of South llfHca's Q-eat.i.on and the 7ragedy qfthe 
c , .xhosaPeople(London: Jonathan Cape, 1992). 

Mostert's work shuns a cby academic approach to Xhosa history, and is written in a style 
that Is intended to make its subject accessible and th'tls 'popular'. However, this does not 
undermine its academic value. Gunther Pakendorf, for example points out how It is •a 
landmark" because of the •comprehensive view" It gives of its subject matter, and "'ts 
demonstratable conviction of the continuity ofhistorlc events." G. Pakendorf, 'The Eastern 
Cape Revisited', South JYiican Historlcd Jownd, 28, University of South Africa, 1993, 
326. 

2 Mostert, F)-ontiers. 284. 

3 Mostert, Frontiers, 286. 

4 Mostert, F)-ontiers. 436. 
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dampened the evangellcal fires of the LMS. So much so that after conditions began to 

ripen for new missions to the Xhosa - mainly as a result of their first experiences of 

military defeat at the hands of the British -It was the OMS that often took the lead.5 1n 

a test of relations with the new powers In the region, Xhosa chiefs warily assented to the 

presence of a handful of missionaries, viewing them more as a medium for communication 

with the wnlW19U than out of Interest 1n their message. Such were the beginnings of the 

Chumle and lnchera missions establlshed close to the Rharhabe chlefNgqlka In 1820 and 

1826 respectively. 

The first missionaries to the Xhosa were extremely Isolated from both European and 

African society. To establlsh firmer foundations for their message they set out to master 

the language of those they Intended to bring to 'civilisation' as well as to find means for 

the education and assimilation of the handful of accidental figures they had recruited. 

This was the origin of the debate about 'native education', a field where the missionaries' 

Enlightenment Ideals were constantly to be tested. 

For as long as the colonial government regarded the eastern frontier as more of an Irritant 

than an asset the missionaries were allowed to set about the 'civilisation' and 'education' 

of their handful of Xhosa 'converts' relatively free from challenge. In his study of the first 

missions on the Eastern frontier of the Cape colony between 1799 and 1853 Donovan 

Williams concluded that the results of the missionary endeavour were a "triple failure". 

5 For further detail on the historical background concerning relations between the 
first missionaries, the settlers and the Xhosa see: M. Ashley, 'African Education and 
Society in the Nineteenth Centwy Eastern Cape' In C. Saunders and R. Derricourt (eds), 
Bey>nd the Cape Frontier (London: Longman, 197 4), 199-212; D.K. Clinton, The South 
.t\fri.ceut Melting Pot. A Vindication of Missionary Policy. 1799-1836 (London: Longmans, 
Green & Co, 1937); C.C. Crais, The Making of the Cdonial Order: White Supremacy and 
Black Resistance in the Eastern Cape. 177Q-1865 ~hannesburg: Witwatersrand 
University Press, 1992); J.B. Pelres, The House ofPhdo, AHistoryoftheXIwsaPeople in 
the Days oftheir Independence(Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1981); D. Williams, When 
Races Meet. The Ufe and Times Q(William Ritchie Thomson. Glasgow Missionary Society, 
Government Agent and Dutch Reformed Chwch Minister, 1794-1891 (Johannesburg: 
A.P .B. Publishers, 1967); D. Williams, The Missionaries on the Eastern Frontier of the 
Cape Colony, 1799-1853, D.Phll. Thesis, University of Witwatersrand, 1959. 
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As evidence he listed their "failure to propagate Christianity among the ama-Xhosa; the 

failure to retain the goodwtll of the colonists, and the failure to exercise significant political 

JnOuence on the Cape admfnJstration.''8 He blamed this on the clash between the naive 

idealism of the first missionaries whose understanding of Africa was largely based on 

pictures constructed from English travellers' tales, and the complex reality of the African 

society they discovered. 

In his explication of "missionazy theory, and practice of the policy of cMUsation", he 

pointed out that the "humanitarianism· of the missionaries had In its creed the idea that 

mission work Involved •an element of national redemption and atonement for (English) 

national sin": 

This resulted in an attitude whereby, once the slave trade and slavery, and 
aggression bad been outlawed, and recompense had been made for the evil 
done, a regenerated (English] nation would give to the world 'a model of 
Christian philanthropy by bestowing on less fortunate people's the blessing 
of European clvtUsation and the supreme grace of Christianity through the 
instrumentality of the Christian officials and traders and missionaries.'' 

During the nineteenth century the outlook of most missionaries was to go through a 

series of metamorphoses. The first missionaries were described by Williams as 

"personifications of evangelical humanitarianism". M.J. Ashley maintained that many of 

them were not out and out racists. !Jke Williams she argued and that they believed 

strongly in the potential for incorporation of everyone into their (European) universe. To 

this end education was critical as a "means to intervene In the process of transferring 

legitimations from one generation to another by offering new explanations and 

6 Williams, The Missionaries, f. 

1 Williams, The Missionaries, 228. 

Williams is here quoting from an unpublished thesis by F.Mc. Madden, The Attitude of the 
Evangelists to the Empire and Imperial Problems, 1820-1850, Oxford University, date not 
given by Wflliams. 
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justifications. ·• These were Intended to fill the void left by traditions which the 

mtsstonartes so zealously sought to depose. In their scheme literacy was vital because 

they believed it would make It possible for their converts to have "'ndependent access· 

to the -rtew symbolic universe· that they had introduced. 9 

In its first phase therefore, the mission effort was con£entrated mainly on leading the first 

haphazard groups of Xhosa converts across the difficult brtdge between a world ordered 

without witten words and laws to a lexi-centrtc world whose moral laws were stated 

explicitly In wrttten forms such as the Christian Bible. The raison d~efor the mission 

schools that were required to cany out this necessity was given by James Stewart: "''be 

Bible means readers, and readers means schools, and schools means teachers, and 

teachers can only be trained in places specially designed for that object: and If the Bible 

Is to be read, people must be taught to read it. •10 

Schools were believed to be vital for the spread of modem ctvilisation In Africa and were 

th~refore quickly established at the missions. 11 When John PhHip, the controversial 

superintendent of the LMS, first visited the 'Kaffrarian' missions In the 1820s, one of his 

Immediate concerns was that the schools should be placed on a "respectable footing". 

To effect this he requested from London: 

A young man bred up In a school where the British system has been 
successfully cultivated, and whose business must be the organisation 
of the schools must be sent out. He must not be a mtssionaty or be 
allowed to preach - for the humble duties of the school master are 

8 Ashley,'Universes In Collision', 34. 

9 Ashley, 'Universes In Colllsion', 35. 

10 J. Stewart, Daun in the Dark Continent, The DuffMissiDnary L£cturesfor 1902 
(London: Oliphant, Anderson & Ferner, 1903), 179-180. 

11 E.H. Berman asserts that the •school was the nursery of the Infant church" and 
that it was used as -an Inducement to lure Mrlcans Into the mtssionaty orbit. • .JVHcan 
Reaction to Missionary Education. xi. 
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generally merged In those of the misslonruy.12 

According to Williams, teaching Included "Western techniques of education, agriculture 

and commerce." Inspired by the panoramic possib1llties being opened up by the 

Industrial revolution at home, many missionaries were genUinely seeking to transport the 

fruits of the new bourgeois socJety worldwide. In this respect: 

They regarded the British empire as the diVInely ordained Instrument for 
the spreading of Christianity throughout CIVIlisation, as well as for the 
dissemination of 'radical, safe, and free political Institutions' .13 

W1lliams researched the social backgrounds of missionaries from the LMS and GMS. He 

established how mlsslonruy work mainly attracted people from the middle-class because 

of the dangers and difficulties ft Involved. Unlike a career In the army, which was a 

favourite for children of the British aristocracy, there was little glory or recognition 

attached to the job of a mlssionruy. It reqUired a quiet diligence and a readiness to whittle 

away at one task over many years. It reqUired a person With an essentially religious, moral 

and social perspective, but Infused with the ideals of the Enlfghtenment. 

Initially a 'high education' was not a prereqUisite. In 1795 the LMS Rules for the 

Exxunination qf Missionaries pointed out that while tt was not necessruy that •every 

ml~fonruy should be a learned man" he should -possess a competent measure of that 

kind of knowledge which the object of the mission requires. "14 

Nonetheless the missionaries were generally better educated than traders and farmers 

who moved into the Zuurveld after 1820. Infused With the new work-ethic of the middle 

12 O.K. Clinton, The South JVHcan Melting Pot, A Vlndication q{Missionary Policy. 
1799-1836(London: Longmans, Green & Co, 1937), 124. 

u Williams, The Missionaries, 228. Williams Is quoting from J.V.B. Shrewsbury, 
MemDriols ofRev. WiJliam.J. Shreusbwy(London, 1868). · 

14 Wllllams, The Missionaries, ·Appendix G, xvU. 
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class, they had taken their education more seriously than m.llita.Iy and government 

officials who hailed from the aristocracy. Sheila Brock, for example, quotes from a 

Morning Post report In 1909 describing the class from which missionaries like James 

Stewart were drawn, as "plain livfng and high thinking, common sense and Idealism, 

worldly knowledge and spiritual absorption, were the ordinary atmosphere of a whole 

class of society ... "15 

Education was treated seriously by this class, and perhaps because of this It was the 

Scottish missionaries who proved the most resilient on the frontier. Elizabeth Van 

Heynfngen points out how the Scottish "possessed an educational heritage which had 

placed their nation In the forefront of eighteenth centwy Enlightenment and was unique 

in the extent of its dissemination to the lower classes."16 

For their first 50 years the Scottish missionaries made serious attempts to transfer this 

system onto African soil: •Emphasis on education was a special feature of Scottish 

missionary activity. In their view, Africans had a right to the best education so that they 

could become literate, productive members of society."17 A recognition of the special role 

played by Scottish missionaries Is evident from the - somewhat exaggerated - dedication 

made by Silas Molema at the start of his book The Bantu -Past and Present: 

To 
Scotland - the Country and Its People - the 

parent of the most Illustrious heroes of Africa, 
the tutress of the African author and his 

refuge during the world's titanic 
convulsion -This book Is 

15 Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale, 9-10. 

16 E. Van Heyningen, 'Prologue', The Letters qf Jane Elizabeth Waterston. 1866-
1905 (Cape Town: Van Rlebeeck Society, 1983}, 2. 

17 Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale, 1. 
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respectfully dedicated18 

As the mission schools became more estabUshed and Institutions like Lovedale were set 

up, a better educated and more qualified type of missfonruy began to be called to South 

Africa's shores. WJlliam Govan was a good example. In 1840 the 36 year-old Govan was 

appointed as the first Principal of the Lovedale Seminary. He was an exceptional and 

unexpected choice for the post, and his appointment is Indicative of the importance the 

Scottish missions attached to education: although he had been ordained as a minister by 

the time he reached Lovedale he had spent most of his Ufe outside religious office. After 

a short period of employment in the Town Clerk's office in Dunbarton, he enrolled for his 

first degree at the University of Glasgow as an Arts student (1822-1825}. This was 

followed by ten years· teaching as a classical master at Dunbarton Burgh School (1825-

35). Only after this did he return to Glasgow University as a theological student. 

In this context a command of literature and a grounding In the Arts (rather than the 

Sciences) came to be regarded as more and more important. Confirming this a cJrcu1ar 

entitled Instructions to the Wesleyln Missionaries (September 1834} stated: 

We wish to impress on your mind$ the absolute necessity of using every 
means of mental improvement with an express view to your great work 
as Christian Ministers. You are furnished with useful books, the works 
of men of distinguished learning and piety. We recommend you to 
acquire an Increase of that general knowledge which, if the handmaid 
of piety, will Increase your qualifications for extensive usefulness.19 

The elevation ofbooks had begun and by the mid-1840s the definition of "useful books" 

was no longer confined to biblical tracts alone. A book:§ usefulness came to depend on the 

perspective from which It was taught. 

18 S.M. Molema, The Bantu-Past and Present (Edinburgh: W.Green & Son, 1920}. 

19 Williams, The Missionaries, Appendix, xU. 
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On most parts of the frontier the missionaries occupied a precarious position on the 

borderlands between European and Afrlcan society. On the one hand they faced a 

vehement hatred of their actlvlties from the white settlers - based upon Insecurity about 

the possible results of their endeavours. This Intensified during times of war and economic 

recession. But despite this they also frequently found themselves bearing the brunt of the 

wrath of Xhosa armies. 

Despite complaints from the settlers, the colonial government Initially tolerated their 

activities. At times there was conflict, and at times convergence, but although the 

missionaries at first put up some resistance to the government, they were eventually forced 

to bow to pressure. As time went on the Enlightenment Ideals that had brought so many 

of them so far from home were reworked for the purpose of preparing Afrlcans for a 

subservient place In society. Qualitative changes In approach to 'native education' began 

to be mooted In the 1860s and their Introduction was attempted during the 1870s. This 

sowed the seeds of future conflicts, leading Brock to the perceptive conclusion that the 

missionaries eventually •showed themselves unable to identify with the Afrlcan aspirations 

they had engendered and also unable to liberate themselves from the prejudices and mores 

of their race and class. "20 

In the 1952 Nosipho Majeke (alias Dora Taylor) argued that the missionaries had from the 

outset been agents chosen by British Imperialism for the extension of Its economic and 

political Influence within Southern Afrlca.:u She argued that 'native education' was merely 

an adjunct to miiU:a.ry conquest by the colonial government and land and labour hungry 

20 Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale, 2. 

21 N. Majeke, nte RoleofMissionaries in Conquest. (Johannesburg: Johannesburg 
Society of Young Africa, 1952). Noslpho Majeke is a pseudonym for Dora Taylor. 
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white settlers. But although Majeke at times skfJfully traced the interaction between the 

missionaries, settlers and the colonial government, and Its effects on African society, In 

reality she presented too crude and undialectical an analysis of the complex social 

relations that existed. As should be evident from the quotation below, she tended to force 

together stages In the process ignoring the evidence that for much of the nineteenth 

century the competing ideolgtes of the borderlands advanced, retreated and sought 

accommodations with each other almost simultaneously. 

Out of anarchy the pattern of the new society Is beginning to emerge. The 
widespread upheavals of military devastation are creating a new labour 
force which Is already assisting in the more rapid development of the 
economic system of the British invaders. At the same time the Insecurity, 
and consequent demoralisation of the Bantu tribes provides a ready soli for 
the Infiltration of the Ideas of the missionartes.22 

In fact antagonisms between settlers and missionaries had existed from the outset. When 

Van Der Kemp had established his mission at Bethelsdorp the Batavtan Governor 

Janssens had complained that he could not see bow learning to write "will benefit people 

who have neither knowledge to build a house to Uve In, nor a desire to wear clothes, nor 

( ' the least share of civil1sation."23 Native education was universally condemned 'for raising 

l.. 

j 

the natives beyond their proper station'. Lord Somerset, the British Governor between 

1814-1820, alleged that the Colony was suffering because the missions were •drawing 

away the most fntelUgent and useful servants from the fanners. "24 John Ph1lip, a figure 

who for decades was the target of calumny, explained the reasons behind the antagonism 

in the following way: 

(1) That 'there Is nothing more dreaded than-.the Improvement of the 
Hottentots,' (2) That the cheap labour required by the Colony, especially 
tn view of the abolition of the Slave trade, was endangered by the 
mission stations, (3) That the mission stations, particularly the extra
colonial, were a hindrance to the Boer acquisition of the land of the 

22 Majeke, The Role of Missionaries in Conquest, 53. 

23 Mostert, Frontiers, 337. 

24 Clinton, The South .NHccvt Melting Pot, 111. 
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In the first of his series of Influential and controversial reports to London Philip 

commented further on these matters: 

You cannot conceive the consternation and alarm excited In every part 
of the colony by the Improvements which are now carrying on at 
Bethelsdorp and Theopolls. The Colonists cannot bear to see the 
Hottentots rising to Independence. They wish to have them all as slaves, 
and there Is nothing but the missions between the poor Hottentots and 
the most horrid slavery.28 

Much later the reasons for European Ire were captured In a series of articles and replies 

on the subject of Missionaries and Colonists that were carried In The KqJJlr Express 

between 1870-71. A 'Colonist' expressed himself In the following way: 

.'I 

As a rule, neither town nor country Europeans prefer the semi-clvllised 
native Christians as servants. They exhibit too often an absence of cheerful, 
Willing obedience, and a fitfulness In their work, with a bearing too often far 
from pleasant to their employers.27 

Majeke also failed to appreciate the changing patterns of mission Influence on African 

society. In reality, rather than establishing the missions as a deliberate bridgehead Into 

Xhosa society, and 'tricking' the Xhosa with promises of protection and advancement 

solely for the purpose of conquest, British Imperialism often had to struggle for access to 

.the missions at those times when Its political and economic Interests required ft. Then 

It often did so against the express wishes of dissenting missionaries. 

25 Clinton, The South PJHcan Melting Pot. 119. 

Although Philip Is referring here to the missions to the Kholkhol the reasons he gives carried 
over Into similar reasons for antagonism towards missions amongst the Xhosa. The missions 
at Bethelsdorp and Theopolis were more easily neutralised because of their closer proximity 
to white society at Algoa Bay. By the 1820s missions to the Xhosa, who were henceforth 
viewed as the main threat to European settlers, had become the primary target of hostility. 
However their Initial distance from the major towns of the district afforded them some 
protection and resulted In a much more drawn out conflict. 

26 ClJnton, The South NHcan Melting Pot. 120. 

2
1 1he Kqffir Express, I, 4, 4 January 1871. 
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For a long period the relationship between the missions and the colonial government was 

ambivalent. The causes of confilct were not resolved easily or quickly. According to G~rard 

•during the first half of the centwy the missionaries were undoubtedly the most fervent 

defenders of the black man's rights against white encroachment.":ae Confirming this, not 

just In relation to South Africa, E.H. Berman noted that throughout the nineteenth 

century •government officials criticised missionaries for attempting to Improve Africans 

through Western education."29 

Over time there would be a gradual convergence between the majority of missionaries and 

the government. But it was only towards the end of the century that this convergence 

began to threaten devastating consequences for Africans who bad sheltered under the 

protective wing of the missions - people who had suffered alienation from their own 

societies with great expectations that as a result of renouncing their traditions they would 

share the fruits of a prosperous future. It was to be the denial of the fruits of a clvtUsation 

already promised to them by the missionaries that became a major factor behind the 

growth of oppositional social and religious movements amongst the mission educated ~lite 

from the 1870's onwards - and was reflected In the rapid development of African 

literature. But it Is mistaken to suggest that all the missionaries succumbed to this 

pressure easily. Ironically, given the presence of the Intensely disliked former missionary 

Henry Calderwood30 as the magistrate at Allee It was the missionaries attached to the 

28 G~rard, Four JJ,fHccut Literatures, 34. 

29 Berman, .NHcan Reaction to Missionary Education, 18-20. 

30 Henry Calderwood, an LMS missionary, arrived In South Africa in 1838. He was 
Scottish and bad completed a degree at Edinburgh University. However, although be came 
from a remarkably similar background to William Govan, his experiences on the frontier 
made him hostile to the Xhosa and led him to fundamentally different conclusions. He was 
appointed magistrate at Alice In recognition of the role be played In the 1846-47 War of 

._. the Axe.' That he considered himself an expert on the Xhosa is evident from the book be 
wrote after his return to England: Cqffres & Cqffre Missions. uith Prelimlnary Chapters 
on the Cape Colony as a Field for Emigration and the Basis of Missionary Operation 
(London: James Nisbet & Co, 1858). 
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OMS, especially those at Lovedale, who most tenaciously resisted encroachments on what 

they perceived to be their terrain. 

m 

The dissemination of a printed religious literature' had necessitated the tinport of the 

printing press that was brought to Inchera In 1823. Letters about this •great event' 

resonate with the early Enlightenment Idealism. With hindsight we might say they had 

good reason for their excitement: the arrival ofthfs particular printing press was to play 

a part In altering Xhosa society Immeasurably. 

The Rev. W.R.Thompson wrote to a Mr Kidson about how •delighted" the missionaries 

were with the news that Ross was bringing with him a printing press, and that It had been 

sent to them at •exactly the right time•: 

By having It sooner we would probably have set Its stamp upon many 
errors: and if later, our exertions must have been considerably cramped, 
from the difficulty of multiplying written lessons.31 

Then on 20 December 1823 John Bennie wrote to Dr John Love: 

On the 17th, we got our Press in order: on the 18th the alphabet was set 
up: and yesterday we threw off 50 copies. Rejoice, Rev. Sir: Rejoice, thou 
dear Society. Through your Instrumentality a new era has commenced In 

31 'A new missionary brings a printing press', South j!JH.can Outiook, 1 April 1937, 
reprinted from Report of the Glasgow Missionary Society for 1824; see also the account by 
John Ross of his journey to Lovedale bringing the printing press (Cory Ubrary, Lovedale 
Collection, PR 1343). 

This particular prlnting press was destroyed together with the rest of the mission when 
Lovedale was ransacked in the war of 1834-35. It was replaced in 1839 and then destroyed 
again in the 1846-4 7 'War of the Axe'. According to Mostert one of the major differences 
between this war and its predecessors was the extensive possession of firearms by the Xhosa. 
Apparently when the Xhosa ran out of shot they used anything that came to hand •even the 
printing type from mission stations, with wadding made from bibles." (900) It was left to 
Wllllam Govan in 1861 to replace the printing press. 
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the histoty of the Kafflr nation. Follow, 0 follow your noble gift to this 
Interesting people, With your affectionate prayers. The day dawns. The star 
of hope Is on the horizon. May its cheering Ught usher in the rays of our 
better sun.32 

The presence of the printing press lent urgency to the need to establish the Xhosa 

·language in a written fonn. In 1825 John Bennie wrote in his report to the GMS that he 

was now concerned With "reducing to fonn and rule this language which hitherto floated 

in the Wind. "33 Five years later, In 1830, missionaries from the Glasgow,· London and 

Methodist Societies met at Buffalo "for the purpose of ftxing the rules for writing the 

language." Bennie's 'system' was adopted.34 This task then became a major 

preoccupation of the missionaries. WUJiams, for example, has noted how •until the 

sixties the main thrust of the misslonaty effort had been directed towards grammatlcal 

and lexicographical ends, together With the translations of the scriptures. "35 

32 'A new missionaty brings a printing press', The South JVHcan Outlook, 1 April 
1937. 

33 Quoted by R.H.W. Shepherd, Lovedale and Uterature, 5; see also, Shepherd, 
Lovedde. 1841-1941, 56-64. 

34 Shepherd, Lovedale and Uterature, 7. Shepherd's source here is the GMS report 
for 1831, 18-19. 

35 The followtngUst of publication dates ofXhosagrammars etc., points to the sheer 
size of this responsibility. 

1823: John Bennie publishes a Xhosa reading sheet ~e oldest piece of 
printed continuous Xhosa known." 
1823: First and Second Xhosa readers, published by Aldun & Harvey, 
Grahamstown. 
1826: Systematic Vocabulaty of the Kafli'arfan Language In Two parts, plus 
introduction to Kaffrarlan Grammar by J. Bennie. 
1834: Grammar of the Kafflr Language by W .A. Boyce (reprinted and updated 
In 1844, 1863 and 1872). 
1846: Vocabulaty of the Kaftlr Language by J. Ayllff. 
1850: The Katlr Language: comprising a sketch of its hlstoty; remarks upon its 
native and a Grammar by J.H. Appelyard. 
1872: Dlctionaty of the Kafir language by W .J. Davis. 

WUllams, U1Tffiuulisi, 107-112. 

A valuable manuscript drawn up by John Ross of notes and dates of the first 
publications printed In Xhosa Is stored at the Coty Ubraty (Lovedale Collection, MS 
8827). 
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Durlng this first phase the emphasis of mission education centred upon equipping a 

small number of Afrlcan converts with the ablltty to read and write. There was no 

question of Introducing secular works from the English literary tradition. Teaching and 

preaching was entirely based upon the religious interests of the Church. Reading the 

Bible and composing Xhosa hymns was the main Utera.ry activity. The four hymns 

attributed to Ntsikana, who died In 1821, but whose legacy as the first 'Christian' poet 

endured, were a reflection of th1s.36 

Ntsikana's hymn Ulo Thtxo Omkhulu NgoSezoltd.nt. 'composed' in 1818, is evidenced 

as the first success of the missionaries in their endeavour. Janet Hodgson reports that 

John Bennie, "the father of Kaffir literature", was probably the ftrst to transcribe the 

hymn In 1822. Thereafter it became common in the curriculum of the missions and was 

often reprinted in Xhosa hymnbooks. Despite its oral origins It represented the fonn 

aroWtd which a new genre of Xhosa literature began to coalesce. A. C. Jordan credited 

it as the first example of a Xhosa literary composition •ever to be assigned to individual 

formulation- thus constituting a bridge between the traditional and post-traditional 

period. "37 However it was to be quite some time before it would be followed by other 

works of Afrlcan literature written in a more Independent form. 

Until the foundation of the Lovedale Institution in 1841 the results of mission activity 

had little or no effect on 'traditional' Xhosa literature. Their handful of converts 

C.: exercised little social power and were distrusted by society generally. The most that could 

be claimed was that in creating a lexicography and grammar for the Xhosa language the 

missionaries had achieved a fusion of the malnfomtaround which English literature had 

developed for several centuries with the language of the Xhosa. These were essential 

--' 36 For the circumstances surrounding the composition of the 'great hymn' see 

./ 

Gerard, Four JVHcan Uteratures, 24-29; Hodgson, Ntsikana's Great Hynn. 1-1 0; Jordan, 
Toux:rds, 43-51. 

37 Jordan, Toux:rds, 51. 
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foundations for the future. But at this stage imaginative literature, and a creative Wlitten 

llterary tradition (In parallel with the ongoing creativity and Independence of oral Xhosa 

lJterature) obviously had no place. 

IV 

In the Duff Missionary lectures of 1902, James Stewart, the overbearing and Influential 

principal of Lovedale from 1870 to 1905, dellnlated three distinct phases In the evolution 

of mission education. Stewart's three phases glossed over the contllcts that developed 

around him over the character of 'native education.' He Implied falsely, for example, that 

there was a smooth and constantly progressive evolution of Ideas about African 

education. However, given the central role he came to play In the story, his 'three 

phases' do offer us a useful framework within which to evaluate the actual changes that 

took place. 

In his by then well known style of poetic grandeur, emanating from a heightened sense 

of self-Importance, Stewart characterised the first phase as being the time when: 

Where the missionary goes, the school soon follows. He prefers to 
preach, but finds he must also teach. If no one can be got to do that 
work, he does It himself. He begins with the alphabet, and those he 
Instructs wonder very much at first what he Is about, and what Is the 
use or sense of such work.38 

The second phase - •some years later" - when "the native teacher, who has been 

specifically taught, comes and sets (the missionary) free for occupation that Is more 

38 Stewart, Daun in the Dark Continent, 178. 

Although I will now attach specific dates to these three stages, It fs not my Intention to 
suggest that on exactly these dates there were Immediate changes. Rather, through each 
of the phases what we see is a growing over of the old into the new, and sometimes for an 
extended period a combination of the different characteristics of the different phases. 
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congenial, but which now requires supplementary Instruction.· And the third phase -

•Later still" - when the government of the count:Iy •comes with Its regular system of 

education, with its grants and conditions, and its code or system of work to be followed. "311 

The completion of the first stage of missionary endeavour, when Rfue school was the 
) 

nurseey of the infant church" and used as an Rfnducement to lure Africans Into the 

missionary orbit", resulted In a dual dlscoveey by the missionaries. Firstly, they found that 

they could not maintain their few converts on the basts of the ephemeral promises of 

Christianity alone. Unked to this was the recognition that they could not shoulder the 

growing task of education and conversion of the Xhosa without the assistance of their 

semi-educated African converts. Steps to assimilate their converts more fully Into the 

European cultural universe (not just into its religious/spiritual dimensions) became 

Important. 

Native education had to progress beyond teaching just the Rvartous books for the 

prosecution of evangelistic and educational tasks· that John -Bennie had Initially 
(; 

requisitioned from Britain. Now was the time when, in Stewart's words, "native teachers• 

were needed to set the missionary "free for occupation that is more congenial, but which 

requires supplementary instruction. • 

A letter from Alexander Duff to Tiyo Soga helps us to appreciate the material requirements 

l 1 that led to the next stage. In it he told Soga that, since the 1830s, he had regarded the 

..,__J 

/ 

necessity for a 'native agency' that would train African teachers to "propagate• the gospel 

•so as to reach and pervade the masses of the people" as -merely a truism. • However, 

recently he had reached the conclusion that: 

ln order to ensure a race of qualified native agents, common sense and 
experience dictate that substantially the same means must be employed 

39 Stewart, Daun in the Dark Continent. 178. 
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which are found necessary In raJslng up teachers, preachers and ordained 
ministers In Christian lands. 40 

In other words the underpinning of the Christian religion with material proofs ofthe more 

advanced stage of Its civilisation was felt to be requisite. An Introduction of the 'Kaflrs' 

to some of the real achievements ofWestem culture was considered essential. M.J. Ashley 

summarised the process that Jed to the foundation of the Lovedale Institution In 1841: 

The size of the task and the shortage of missionaries Jed to the creation of 
a native agency, I.e. native converts who could extend the work of 
conversion. These men had generally been through the very elementary 
education, and needed something more advanced. This led to the 
establishment of the Watson Institute (1833) and In 1841 the famous 
Lovedale fnstltutlon.41 

William Govan was appointed to cany out this responsibility. Although undoubtedly a 

man of great religious commitment, Govan's traJnlng in the Arts was to be a factor of 

great significance In the methods he adopted to mould the Lovedale Institution and its 

first students. By 1840 the philosophy behind the mission movement Into which he was 

Incorporated was already shlftlng.42 However Govan's own outlook was still rooted In late 

( ) eighteenth century Enlightenment Ideas about religion and the expanding rote of 

\.) 

_, 

European civilisation across the globe. Uke his predecessors, Van Der Kemp or John 

Bennie, he embarked on his career with the conviction that his task was to effect the 

Incorporation of their African converts Into the more scientifically and socially advanced 

European universe. 

Demonstrating this superiority required the Introduction of the first generations of 

•o A Duff, Letter, 1 October 1864. 

Reprinted In The Joumd and Selected Writings of'IlyJ Soga (Cape Town: A.A. Balkema, 
1983), 105. 

n Ashley, 'Universes In Co111sfon', 35. 

• 2 Mostert, Frontiers. 827-828. 
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'native agents' to the cultural universe of the Europeans.43 But It also led to a constant 

tension between the African students' desire for education and the 'Interests' of religion. 

Even before Lovedale was established the elders of the OMS had been at pains to stress 

that their Intention In giving the go-ahead to Lovedale was "not to cry up education at 

the expense of preaching the Word": 

The gospel must Precede and must always have the Pre-eminence, but 
the other will follow and ought to be turnea to account In helping on 
the greater work of moral and social renovation. 44 

But although this might have been the wish of the OMS elders In Britain, at Lovedale a 

slightly different emphasis was given by Govan. Donovan Williams pointed out how the 

opening of the Lovedale Seminary made It possible for a "more advanced education" to 

be provided to a small number of Mrican converts: 

Up to that time the teaching of English and Xhosa Grammar and Reading, 
Geography and Arithmetic had been the content of the curriculum (both of 
the mission stations and of the outstations). At Lovedale, however, by 1845 
Govan was, 1n addition, teaching Algebra and Mathematics, Greek and 
Latln.45 

He also noted how the extension of the curriculum was mainly Govan's responsibll1ty.46 

The words of another Scottish missionary, James Laing, who was asked by Govan to 

preach at the opening ceremony of the_ Loved ale Seminary, are extremely revealing of 

Govan's approach. They reflected a difference, If only by a degree at this stage, of 

43 1bls historical convergence between education and religion explains why so many 
of the first Xhosa writers were also ordained priests, and also why the first African 
separatist movements often took a religious form. 

u Quarterly Intelligence. Glasgow Missionary Society, 1840, 15. 

•s WUltams, The Missionaries, 221. 

4' In contrast, at the Watson Institution, a higher educatfonaltnstitute run by the 
Wesleyan Missionary Society which, although It had been set up in 1833, was to have a 
much shorter life than Lovedale, it was expressly stated that "the course of Instruction 
was to include nothing beyond tuition in English and native languages, Reading, Writing, 
and Arithmetic, and such general knowledge as would come within the range of a 'mere 
English education'. • Williams, The Missionaries, 223. 
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Interpretation about the Intention for which the Seminary was being founded. According 

to the GMS Autumn Qu.crterly Intelligence of 1841, Laing's 'Address' explained the need 

for a 'native agency' "arguing not only for the employment of Natives, but for their being 

sent forth with the advantages of education·: 

He then proceeded to explain and vindicate the principles of the 
proposed Seminary, particularly that of allowing and enabling the 
educated Native to drink at the English fountains of literature, science 
and practical godliness; and aftenvards to employ hJmselfin dispersing 
abroad these fountains through the medium of his mother tongue. And 
the propriety of proceeding upon this principle, he enforced and 
lllustrated from what the natives themselves said upon the subject. Let 
us, said several intelligent Kaffres, have access to knowledge In EngUsb, 
for Jt is as a river, and, unlike our rivers, is ever flowing and ever full.47 

In Volume Two ofbtsjournals,in an entry dated "Feb. 23rd· Laing recorded simply that 

he hoped that the opening of the Seminary "wtll I trust be a memorable day for Africa. .... 

The first nine African students enrolled at Lovedale included Tente, one of the sons of 

Ngqlka, and Tsewu and Jacob Bokwe. Under Govan's tutelage they were promised an 

( .: equal place in the "cJviUsed· world, dependent, so they were told, only upon their 

acquisition of education. 

Govan was serious about enabling his students to drink at the 'English fountains' of 

literature and science. Scholarship on Lovedale concurs about the fact that be believed 

that African standards In education should be "maintained at a high intellectual level· 

and be comparable with European standards.• He purposefully set out to create an 

·-
educated African elite being "convinced that Africans were so mixed up with the whites 

as to render It necessary that they should be placed on an equal footing with them In the 

47 Cited by shepherd, Lovedde 1841-1941, 96. 

48 Journal of Rev. James Laing (4 vols), Cory Ubrary, Lovedale Collection, MS 9043. 

49 White, Lovedale 1930-1955, 2. 
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matter of education. "150 His Intention was to otTer a curriculum •of the same kind as that 

given to Scottish gentlemen and roughly equivalent to that available In Great Britain at 

pre-university level. "51 

That this was Govan's approach Is confirmed In the •draft" article prepared In 1916 by 

Dr John Lennox and the then Principal James Henderson to celebrate the 75th 

anniversary ofLovedale. Describing Govan coolly asa man of •scholarly attainments and 

dignified and saintly character, who commanded universal respect and affection", the 

writers noted that the •early Lovedale plan was to reproduce in miniature the discipline 

of the Classics, Mathematics and Uterature, sanctioned by long usage In the schools and 

universities of Europe. For twenty-five years these views prevalled."52 

Thus, despite opposition from the settlers and the bulk of Xhosa society, by the mld-

1850s the GMS missionaries had consolidated their position. Armed with a prlntlngpress, 

and having successfully transformed Xhosa into a written (as well as a spoken language) 

the stage was set for a new advance In Xhosa literature. The Lovedale Semlnaty 

Institution rapidly became the most important centre of African education In South 

Africa. With the expectations ofits small group of African students raised by the promises 

of 'native education' It became a foundry for the development of new African political 

Ideas and a new tradition in African literature that would spread across the sub

continent. 

(End of chapter!. 

50 Burchell, A History of the Lovedale Mission Institution, 4. 

51 Burchell, A History of the Lovedale Mission Institution, 4. 

52 Lennox & Henderson, 'Draft Account', 10-11. 
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The controversy over •native 
education' and its implications for 

African literature 

Missionary teaching had urged Afrlcans to value education, to 
adopt European standards of civillsation and to accept the 

equality of all men in the eyes of God. By the late 19th centwy, 
in the political and social arenas, these ideals were increasingly 

unattainable. 1 

Sheila Brock: 

I 

Ever since the first days of the missions, when Van Der Kemp had been forbidden to 

instruct the Khoikhoi in reading and. writing by the Batavian administration in Cape 

Town,2 repeated attempts had been made first by Qle Dutch settlers and later by the 

British, to circumscribe the character and curricula of 'native education'. But for the first 

1 Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale, 1. 

2 B. Maclennan, A Proper Degree ofTerror, John Graham and the Cape's Eastern 
Frontier (Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1986), 54. 
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50 years of the nineteenth century they were rarely pursued or supported by the full 

weight of the government. Occasional rulings were rarely enforced. However, from about 

the 1850s onwards, after the passing of the 1853 Constitution, and in tandem ironically 

with the the emergence of 'Cape liberalism', attempts by the colonial government to 

intervene in 'native education' became more persistent. 

Majeke reports how, In 1848, a circular was Issued Instructing that "the English language 

be taught to the total exclusion of the Kaffir dialect. ..a Again Majeke's analysts is too crude 

if she suggests that from as early as 1848 there was a ftxed Idea on the part of the colonial 

administration about how 'native education' should be conducted, and that the problem 

was simply one of •educating the people into the economic system of their conquerors."" 

In fact only after the appointment of Sir George Grey as the new Governor of the Cape 

Colony in December 1854 was there the beginnings of an attempt to systematise 'native 

education' along lines more in accordance with the needs of the conquering power. By this 

time the new constitution and been passed, and Grey's 'liberal' plan involved a policy to 

•establish control over the chiefdoms beyond the eastern frontier by gradually winning 

them over to Western culture."5 It was also Grey's aim that "the indigenous people should 

absorb the culture and adopt the institutions of the English. "6 In this context Majeke 

3 Majeke, The Role of Missionaries in Conquest, 63. 

It is hardly surprising that the issue of which language education should be conducted in 
became a political issue. When English was the main language of instruction, there was 
an interest by Africans In asserting independence through writing in Xhosa etc. But when 
English was denied, as part of the closing-otT of civil society to Africans, there was a 
struggle for the right to learn in English. 

4 Majeke, The Role of Missionaries in Conquest, 68. 

5 J. Hodgson, Zonnebloem College and CapeTown, 1858-1870 (Cape Town: Studies 
in the History of Cape Town, 1984), 1. 

6 Hodgson, Zonnebloem College and Cape Town, 2. 
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correctly pointed out how Grey sought to appropriate the missionaries to cany out his 

scheme: 

He placed the mfsslonar1es at the centre of his schemes for education ... 
Soon after his arrival he called a meeting of mfssJonar1es at Lovedale ... 
'Native education', he said, was too booldsh.7 

By the time of Grey's appointment the Lovedale Seminary under Govan was consolidating 

itself after more than a decade of Interruptions caused mainly by military conflicts on the 

frontier. Govan had been brought back from Scotland In 1850 as a result of -urgent• 

petitions from the South African mfssionar1es.8 In concord with the changing political 

situation, the serious defeats suffered by the Xhosa In the 1840s and 1850s and the 

window offering a road to future equality that appeared to have been opened by the 1853 

constitution, African interest in education was gaining ground. According to Brock wrhe 

Constitutional Ordinance which had given the Cape a 'colour-blind' franchise encouraged 

educated Africans to adopt these principles and to work within the framework of 

accommodationist politics. •9 

Lovedale was building up a respectful reputation among Africans for the quality - and 

p~bably the honesty - of education it offered. It started to emerge as an Island sanctua.ry 

of enlightenment ideas that stood in sharp juxtaposition to the surrounding towns and 

settlements. 

L' Govan had gathered around himself a number of committed teachers, who were serious 

1n the pursuance of their aim that among the Africans there should be: 

A number of respectable men, whose education will be a good deal more 

7 Majeke, The Role ofMissiDnaries in Conquest. 68. 

8 W. Govan, Memorids qfthe Missionary Career of the Rev. James Laing (Glasgow: 
David Bryce & Son, 1875), 117. 

9 Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale, 1. 
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advanced than the rest of the Bantu who have only learnt how to read 
- men, who, because of their knowledge, will bind together the Bantu 
race, and be an unfailing source for supplying the teaching profession, 
and preachers of the Word of everlasting life to their Ignorant 
fellowmen. 10 

To this end the Institution's. first three teachers had divided themselves to teach Latin and 

Greek ('the classics1; English; and writing and arithmetic. Black and white students were 

educated together, with the same curricula and in the same classes (although 

accommodation was segregated}. A new generation of African students was being raised 

and encouraged to hold ambitions far beyond those set out for them by the majority of 

their white would-be conquerors. 

The Impact of Govan's approach on African students was profound, and - as Govan's 

detractors were later to discover - difficult to undo. In the Lovedale archives are a series 

ofletters written as an exercise by students between 1867 and 1869.1be letters describe 

their responses to education. Two in particular are worth quoting. They were written by 

individuals who were later to become well-known defenders of the Govanist system of 

( ', education. In one letter GeorgeTyamazashe relates how when he was admitted to Lovedale 

u 

~) 

j 

in January 1858: 

I felt as if I was In the midst of a region of vines too tempting by their 
grapes: but unfortunately for me H. Keysens requiring a native teacher for 
one of his schools (Ingwakane) a cluster of grapes was seized out of my 
hand just in the moment I reached them, for which I constantly went about 
crying: but having recovered the same and ten Urnes more, I do not 
remember of more than a single instance, In all my llfe, a desire stronger 
than my present thirst for learning. 11 

The letter written by Elijah Makiwane reports how at Healdtown - a school neighbouring 

Lovedale- he was taught "Bible history, reading English, speJUng, Arithmetic and a little 

10 Indaba. January 1864, (Cory IJbrary, Lovedale Collection, MS 9110). 

11 G. Tyamazashe, 'Letter Giving the Story of His Early Education', 19 September 
1867 (Cory IJbrary, Lovedale Collection, MS 9093). 
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of Kafflr reading." In a significant indication of disposition of both African teachers and 

students he went on to report that when a new African teacher, Peter Masiza, anived at 

Healdtown "he dropped Bible history, and reading kafflr but continued the rest and 

instead of these which he had dropped he taught Geography and translation."12 

It is possible to see from these letters how the ecclesiastical aims of the Seminary were 

being undercut by the students' enthusiasm for a secular education. Nonetheless, at this 

point the advantages to be gained from of a 'native agency' such as Lovedale could stlll 

be lllustrated by the Govanttes with examples from the experience of the first Lovedale 

trained 'native agent'. 1lyo Soga. For example the missionaries were reassured by the way 

1lyo Soga undertook the responsibillty of spreading Christian civilisation amongst the 

Xhosa With zest, after he had returned from England 1n 1857 to practice as a missionary 

The method Soga employed is evident in a letter he wrote to Dr. Alexandra Somerville, the 

Secretary of the Committee on Foreign Missions of the United Presbyterian Church in 

Scotland. Soga reported on a visit he had made on August 19, 1867, to the recalcitrant 

Xhosa Chief Krell. Soga told Somerville of how "for two hours, 1n a conversational way•, 

he had reasoned with Krel1 •of righteousness, temperance and judgement to come", before 

the conversation ~ook a practically religious turn."13 However the great significance of 

this letter is the way it shows how many Xhosa leaders were less interested 1n European 

\.._ religion than awed by Its achievements in science and civ1llsation. Krell asked about 

Soga's visit to Cape Town and about the •ships of white men." He wanted to know 

~ether Cape Town was beyond the sea" as well as "whether there were other countries 

12 E. Maldwane, 'Letter Giving the Story of His Early Education', 16 November 
1867 (Cory Ubrary, Lovedale Collection, MS 9096). 

The Lovedale Collection contains several others letters from the same group of students 
which I have not quoted, see; MS 9095, MS 9097 & MS 9098. 

13 Chalmers, 'IliP Soga. 324. 
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and nations ofwhite men·: 

What then, was the next enquiJy, is the white man's account of the 
orlgtn of these different races of man? I asked them what their own 
account of the creation of man was. They said they did not know. I said 
your own account is, that men originally, or at the beginning, issued 
out of a hole in the ground; the white men from one hole, and the black 
men from another hole. This, however, I proceeded, is not the account 
which white men gave of the origin of the human species. 14 

For Krell and the majority of the Xhosa therefore it was not the Bible that gave the 

greatest reason to embrace European civilisation, but the rapid and seemingly 

unstoppable progress of its civilisation. In the face of evidence of its more technologically 

and culturally developed cMllsatlon Soga and others initially adopted lock, stock and 

barrel, the moral, religious and practical outlook of the Europeans. Thus, just as 'native 

education' was for the missionaries a secular means to a relJglous end, for many Xhosa 

'converts' Christianity was a religious means to a secular end. 

II 

Govan put his personal stamp on the Seminaey and because of this Lovedale began to 

gain a reputation that outstripped other missions. In 1858, eighteen years after its 

launch, Hemy Calc:Jerwood wrote that the teaching there had gone "far beyond what is 

merely elementary": 

Under the able management of my esteemed friend and brother, the Rev. 
William Govan, far more has been effected there than anywhere else ... 
In all 120 boys and young men, chiefly Native, are receiving Instruction. 
A very superior English, classical and mathematical education ts here 
supplted. 15 

14 Chalmers, T4P Saga. 325. 

15 Calderwood, Cqf]Tes & Cqffre Missions, 135-6. 

Given Calderwood's notoriety as a racist and collaborator with the likes of Harry Smith and 
Roberton Godlonton It is suprlsing that these comments were not made as an attack on 
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It was reports such as these that were a constant cause of unhappiness to the settlers. 

Thus in 1854, under increasing pressure from the provincial authorities, Grey undertook 

the task of tlying to curtail the 'unseemly' activities at Lovedale. As a lJberal, Grey's battle 

plan was not to attack the idea of 'native education' outright, but to begin to promote 

'industrial education' as a more suitable alternative to the type of classical education 

being carried out by Govan. 

Thus began the battle of the books. Of course, although not explJcltly stated at this point, 

the philosophy behind industrial education was racist. Hodgson points out how the 

system of education followed by Govan "was based on the time honoured theory that 

Classics and mathematics were the best Instruments for training the mind to think ... • 

(my emphasis). 16 The unspoken premise of Industrial education was that the natives did 

not need to know how to think. It was intended to start to reduce African education to 

Uttle more than a period of training before their ent:J:y into the labour market. 

( ' But Grey's strategy, although obvious to Govan, was more subtle than that of some of his 

u 

predecessors. According to Henderson and Lennox, when he visited Lovedale in 1855, 

Itself a sign of the government's changing prtortties, ~e appreciated the possibilities of 

missionary education, and especially encouraged the development of industrial traJnJng. "17 

True, he made the famous criticism that the education there was "too bookish" - but In 

the same breath he offered Govan a large government grant of £2,200 to support the 

Lovedale's ambitions. In fact caJderwood went even further, stating that he "hoped yet to 
see [Lovedale}, under the same able and judicious management. rise into something like 
a college, whence shall go forth intelligent and pious young men - Catfre, Fingoe, and 
European - to assist in enltghtenJng and blessing that dark portion of the earth, not only · 

c., In its intellectual, but also in Jts religious and social condition. • (136) 

16 Hodgson, Zonnebloem and Cape Town, 10. 

17 Lennox and Henderson, 'Draft Account', 2. 
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development of a programme of industrial education. u• 

Govan was a skilled opponent. Rather than opposing Grey he accepted the grant, and 

"communicated with the Governor expressing hearty assent."19 However, according to 

Govan, expressing himself indirectly through the Menwrials qfthe .Reu. James Laing. this 

IIJ'lea.rt.y assent" was conditional: 

First it was agreed that what had hitherto been, should still continue to be, 
the prtmmy object of the Institution, Viz., by giving a higher education to 
a portion of the native youths, to raise up among them what might be 
called an educated class ... Second, with this the primary object of the 
Institution, was now to be combined an Industrial department, In which 
native young men should, under properly qualified masters, be trained to 
the exercise of some of the more useful mechanical arts, their Utermy as 
well as their religious education to be carried on, during their 
apprenticeship, in the evening.~ 

On his way back to Cape Town, Grey must have felt satisfied that he had at least achieved 

a part of his aim, and that a toehold had been established from which future Incursions . 
might be launched. However, he under-estimated Govan who, whilst continuing apace with 

his "bookish education" at the same time took pains to ensure the proper functioning of 

the Industrial department. On this issue R.H.W. Shepherd noted that Govan's continuance 

of the industrial school while lesser missions abandoned the idea due to lack of funds or 

Interest, was "further proof of how mistaken is the comnwn notion that the firstprlncipal 

of Lovedale was concerned only with academic, and even with a narrowly classical, 

18 It is typical of some of the key figures in this perlod that the schemes they 
recommended to others and outwardly encouraged often clashed with their own personal 
bent. 'lbus, for example, despite his broadsides against Lovedale, the college established 
by Grey in Cape Town in 1860 adopted an approach to education very similar to Govan's. 
According to Hodgson, soon after Zonnebloem was established in 1860 the curricula was 
expanded to Include "Geography, English History, and elements of Euclid. Greek and 

l.' Latin followed a few years later ... " Zonnebloem College and Cape Town, 10. 

G 

19 Shepherd, Lovedde, 1841-1941, 132. 

20 Govan, Menwrials, 155-156. 
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education.· [my emphasis)21 

Govan outwitted Grey. The Industrial department was Integrated Into the existing scheme 

of education at Lovedale and functioned smoothly. However, a cursory look at Lovedale's 

register of students during this period shows that the Industrial department attracted only 

a handful of students. The main body were still being drawn to the classical education that 

remained on offer at the Seminary. As the government In Cape Town recognised what was 

happening, after a few years, funds for Lovedale again began to dry up. 

Govan was not trying to establlsh independent principles for 'native education' outside 

of the system. There was In fact no system of education at the time. Govan's wish was to 

make Lovedale's principles (which were his) the accepted ideas concerning 'native 

education' throughout the colony. The achievements of Lovedale's African students were 

meant to be the proof of the pudding. Thus, at a meeting with Grey's succesor, Sir PhUip 

Wodehouse, in King WUUams Town In August 1864 a 'Memorial' was drawn up by Govan, 

on behalf of the mJsstonartes, that requested further funds from the government. It noted 

that: 

It is the duty, - and, Memorialists do not hesitate to say one of the most 
Important duties - of any Government, to provide for the proper education 
oftts subjects; ... 22 

This might have been seen as waving a red rag In front of the bull. Not surprisingly, 

I.J Wodehouse replled that "want of funds rendered It impossible for him to grant the aid 

21 Shepherd, Lovedale 1841·1941, 135. 

u In referring to the •common notion" of Govan, Shepherd betrays the extent of the 
campaign that was to be built up against Govan's princtpalship, and which was to be 
continued against hlm and his methods for long after he had resigned. 

22 Indaba. September 1864, (Cory Ubrary, Lovedale Collection, MS 9111). 
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solicited at present. "23 

The government's first advance on Lovedale had failed. A new approach was necessary. 

Petitions and complaints from the colonists began to be directed at Govan's superiors In 

Scotland; to the Influential colonial educationist Alexandra Duff and to the conservative 

church elders who sat on the Foreign Missions Committee. 

m 

--~, The next attack on Govan was to take the fonn of a stab In the back, rather than a thrust 

(_ :. 

from the front. It initiated what we might fittingly describe as a ten-year battle for the soul 

ofSandJle's Kop. 24 In 1863 the Institution was visited by James Stewart. Already by then, 

according to Shepherd, •unknown to the actors, the stage was being set for a drama 

which was to run down the curtain on Govan's life at Lovedale."25 

Owing the 1860s the need for greater government control of native education was 

predicated on the expanding commercial interests of the colonial government in the South 

African 1nterior.26 During the 1850s the fanning districts of the eastern province had 

23 Indaba. September 1864. 

24 SandJle's Kop Is the hlll that overlooks Allee and Lovedale from the East. On top 
\.....• of the hUl is Stewart's grave and a large monument, visible for many miles around, 

dedicated In bold letters to JAMES STEWARI'. It features In the poem, 'At Stewart's grave', 
by one of Stewart's allies, Francis Carey Slater: 

See, Hogsback rears aloft that rugged crest, 
Where weary cloudlets love to cling and rest: 
So shall his memory, 
To us who loved him be a sanctuary, 

l.J 25 Shepherd, Lovedd.e 1841-1941, 152. 

26 For studies of socio-political developments dUring this period see: A. Atmore &: 
..; S. Marks (eds), Economy and Society in Pre-lndustrld South JViica (London: Longman, 

1980); C. Bundy, The Rise and Fall of the South JVHccut Peasantry (London: Heinemann, 
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started to become major exporters of wool to Britain. Grahamstown had developed as an 

Important centre of trade. The military settlement at King WUltams Town was also 

expanding rapidly and beginning to develop as a centre of commerce. The need for a more 

stable and semi-educated African labour force was strongly demanded by the settlers. In 

their opinion it was Important that more Africans were given a little education and 

prepared for their already allocated role in society. Entirely uneducated people from the 

rural areas were of little use to them - even as labourers. 

It was felt that Lovedale educated only a small elite, while the majority of Xhosa remained 

without any access at all to education. The character of education under Govan may have 

been considered relatively harmless in the 1840s, but by the 1860s the government felt 

the need to put a check on lt. Grey had failed to nudge Govan onto the right road. What 

happened next represented a significant change in attitude on the part of the funders of 

Lovedale back in Scotland, who had also previously adopted a lai.sse:z-faire approach. 

They were conscious of the controversies surrounding Lovedale. In 1863 they asked James 
(_: 

Stewart to visit the Seminary on his return from Nyasaland. Stewart came and saw and 

made plans to conquer. One year later, in 1864, Alexander Duff also visited. These two 

visits indicated the seriousness with which the Foreign Missions Committee had begun 

to treat the problem. The conclusions drawn by Stewart and Duff after their visits are 

reflected in a fragment of an undated letter to Govan from George Douglas. First Douglas 

l._; praised Mrs Ross for her recommendation for a female school which would be based upon 

sewing or industrial work. But then he reported how both Duff and Stewart had •spoken 

separately of the need for a thorough refonn of the school system, were it for nothing else 

1979); C.C. Crais, The Making of tire Colonid Order. White Supremacy and Black 
Resistance in tire Eastern Cape, 177D-1865 (Johannesburg: Witwatersrand University 
Press, 1992). 
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but to do justice to the labour of the missionary. "27 

Thus began the start of a tussle between Govan, who was supported by most of the 

teaching staff and students at Lovedale, and his superiors that was to last for the rest of 

the decade.28 At the heart of the reform debate was disagreement on the purpose for 

which the 'natives' were being taught, and consequent upon that the character of 

'native education'. According to Brock the controversy offered •a dramatic 1llustration 

of the question of assimilation or conversion versus Christian paternalism or trusteeship 

and also forms the background to Stewart's thirty years of educational work 1n the 

Cape.•29 

Watched by the colonial government, who were now able to take more of a back seat, this 

schism and Its outcome was profoundly to influence the general philosophy and approach 

to 'native education' In the Cape Colony for many decades to come. An approach to 

education based upon enlightenment ideals was being deliberately moved aside to make 

way for a new approach 'more appropriate' to the conditions of capitalist 

industrialisation. 

Govan must have known the reason for the visits of Stewart and Duff. In July 1863 he 

replied to a letter from Stewart that had requested further Information about the running 

27 G. Douglas, G. 'Letter About African Education·. no date (Cocy Ubracy, 
Lovedale Collection, MS 8656). 

28 The extent of Govan's support can be judged by the list .of names appended to 
a Memorial submitted to the Governor In June 1868, that was signed by Revd Kayser, 
Nauhaus, Duffield, John Brownlee, Harper, James Davidson, J.A. Chalmers, Pheni, Kropf, 
John Ross, James Laing and A. Mcdalrmid. Significantly, Stewart's signature Is not 
appended, although he was at Lovedale at this time. 

W. Govan, 'Letter to his Brother Missionaries' (Cocy IJbracy, Lovedale Collection, MS 
9101). 

29 Brock, James Steuart and LDvedd.e. 100. 
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ofLovedale and Its problems. The tone ofhls reply, whilst correct, was cold and aloof. In 

It Govan dealt with the reasons why Lovedale experienced difficulty "'n training and 

keeping suitable teachers": and the issue of the Income and expenditure of the schoo1.30 

These are Important points because they indicate that initlally Stewart and Duff attacked 

on secondazy Issues related to the administration of the school, rather than base their 

assault on their real concerns. 

Between 1864 and 1866 further attempts were made from abroad to get Govan to reform 

the system at Lovedale. But when It was realised that Govan would not oblige despite the 

mounting pressures, plans were made for a coup. In Januaiy 1867, James Stewart along 

with his wife and Jane Waterston, an ardent Stewart supporter, arrived at Lovedale to 

supplement the teaching staff. With Stewart in place (although still formally subordinate 

to Govan) the real battle began. 

In a Minute, dated 27 October 1866, the Foreign Missions Committee made precise 

recommendations for a reorganisation of the approach to 'native education' at Lovedale. 

They proposed firstly that education be re-oriented to fulftl11ng the labour requirements 

of the church. To effect this they proposed a separation of European and native education 

on the grounds that the two races were working towards separate ends and stations in 

church life. In· addition they suggested that there should be several streams of native 

education running parallel to each other. They proposed, supposedly in accordance with 

\...! the missions' religious needs, that only a minority of African students should be fully 

"'nitiated into literature, science and philosophy", The majority, they suggested, need 

progress no further than acqUiring the abllity to "read portions of Scripture or religious 

tracts and books to the wholly illiterate. "31 English should •as in India, be regarded as the 

30 W. Govan, Letter to James SteWart, 22 July 1863 (Coey Ltbraey, Lovedale 
Collection, MS 9116). 

31 Report on Foreign Missions to the Free Church Assembly, 1867. Cited by 
Shepherd, I..ovedde 1841-1941, 154. 
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sole classical language." The teaching of Latin and Greek was deemed unnecessary 

•especially in the case of Natives." ln this way, and in the strict Interests of a functional 

'native agency': 

A class of men may thus, In time, be reared up, who, though destitute 
of classical and scientific education, may be endowed with such gifts 
and graces as to constitute an effective Native pastorate for the rural 
districts. 32 

Of course, Govan could not accept this. When it was obvious that the dispute could not 

be reconciled on the ground, Govan and Stewart were Invited to submit their differing 

proposals to the home committee. Govan's response Is perhaps the most revealing 

statement of his philosophy and alms as a Principal, as we11 as of the unique character of 

education at Lovedale during this first period. 

He objected to any differentiation in education for the races. Equality of education, he 

boldly stated, was one of the hallmark's of Lovedale's education, and In his belief It had 

worked. African students had shown a capacity to learn equal to white students. That this 

(: was the case is confirmed by a record In James Laing's journal on Dec~mber 20, 1866. 

u 

l_; 

.._, 

4fng attended the annual examinations at Lovedale that day. He noted the different races 

-untted 1n the same classes" and that there was •cJose competition between the two races 

1n some cases. "83 

But Govan's main objection to the Proposals was that he considered the object of the 

Seminary was -Hrstly" to provide higher education, and only •secondly and specially" to 

train native agents. In his opinion It was still desirable ~at natives should be enabled 

to take their place alongside of Europeans, not only in the office of the Minlstiy, but also 

32 Report on Foreign Missions to the Free Church Assembly, 1867. Cited by 
Shepherd, Lovedde 1841-1941, 154. 

33 Laing, J. Joumds. 
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In the various positions In society, secular as well as eccleslastical."34 

To achieve this Govan recommended a scheme for education at Lovedale to the committee. 

Again, it Is essential to note how low In this scheme were the supposed religious raison d' 

etreofthe Seminary. This should be contrasted with how highly Govan placed the general 

requirements of a semi-secular educational training. His scheme was obviously Jnfiuenced 

by his years of teaching In Scotland, and reflected his wish to replicate the educational 

system he appreciated at home, and to orient the Institution In the direction of a public 

church school in Great Britaln.35 He proposed: 

1. An elementary school In which young men suitably qualified might 
be trained 1n the work of teaching, as In the Normal schools In 
Scotland. 

2. A preparatory school, In which elementary Instruction should be 
given in English literature, classics, mathematics and the sciences, as 
1n the High Schools in Scotland. 

3. A college department, in which the ordinary branches of a higher 
education should be given In literature, science and philosophy. 

4. A theological school or divinity college.38 

Govan's proposal gave Duff the evidence he required to show how far the Principal had 

deviated from the alms for which the Seminary had been established In 1841. In 1868, at 

a meeting of the Foreign Missions Committee, Duff described the Seminary as "little more 

than an ordinary Grammar school." Stewart was equally disparaging. He described his 

"-.J own approach to the Seminary as ~e essential aim" and Govan's as the "accidental 

one". In contrast to Govan's "liberal course" he offered a "practical" one, that left: out 

what '"may perhaps be considered generally useful, and even desirable, •.. were it not that 

34 Shepherd, I.ovedde 1841-1941, 154. 

35 Burchell, A History of the Lovedale Ml~sion Institution, 16. 

36 W. Govan, Submission to the Foreign Mission Committee, cited by Shepherd, 
I.ovedde 1841-1941, 157. 
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the condition of heathen Africa demands that, as professed missionaries, we should 

specialise our efforts . ..st 

The outcome of Govan versus Stewart was a forgone conclusion. It had been decided long 

before the actual battle. In passing formal judgement however, the committee explained 

that In Its deliberations •of all the details embraced In these able and Important 

documents•, It had had to consider whether the aim of education was ~ place Native 

pupils on the same educational level as European pupns• (Govan's), or to make -christian 

truth the central subject of Instruction· with the aim of training •Native preacl:lers and 

Native teachers• (Stewart's).38 "With the alternative before them• the committee decided 

In favour of the Stewart system (their own). 

They called forthwith for an end to the teaching of Greek and Latin to African students, 

a step which would have cut Africans out of the mainstream of Victorian education, 

(although similar controversial changes creating a class differentiation In education were 

also being mooted for the educational system in Britaln}.39 This measure, In tum, 

necessitated the separate teaching for African and white pupils and the withdrawal of 

African students from Cape Education Department examinations-which continued to set 

examination questions on Latin and Greek. 

Significantly, whilst supporting the teaching of some EnglJsh literature and an Arts course 

37 Shepherd, Lovedde 1841-1941, 157. 

38 R.H.W. Shepherd, Extracts from Minutes of the Foreign Mission Committee of 
the Free Church of Scotland, 16 February1869 (Cory Ubrary, Lovedale Collection, MS 14 
750). 

L- 39 For example, Sheila Brock states that Stewart could -reasonably claim that the 

_/ 

issue at Lovedale was, tn part, a reflection of the controversy within Engllsh education as 
a whole as by 1870 there were indications of a change In approach to education along the 
lines suggested. In those years the concept of a liberal education became greatly modified. • 
James Steuxrt and Lovedde. 120. 
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for Afrtcan students, they called for the e.xercfse of censorship In Arts teaching on the 

grounds that they could not sanction •such an Arts course as prevails at the Home 

Universities, in which the systematic teaching and still less the practical enforcement of 

revealed truth finds no place. "40 

This Implied that henceforward such literature as was taught had to be (1) Engllsh,41 and 

(2) presented and interpreted In a way that re-inforced Christian cosmology and 

phllosophy. This Instruction (Point 7), burled within the broad assault on African 

education, provided the foundation for the movement that was later to gather amongst 

Afrtcan students for an Independent Afrlcan appropriation of the meaning of Engllsh 

literacy texts, such as some of Shakespeare's plays. 

The Committee did not propose to replace Govan. But their proposals, so obviously and 

deliberately an affront to hls life and work at Lovedale, made it impossible for him to 

remain as Principal. Indeed, the 16 Februruy Minute began by recording the CommJtttee's 

•deep sense of the great and important services rendered by Mr Govan to the Institution 

In times past"- a tone suggestive ofhls Intended departure. In 1870 he resigned and was 

replaced by Stewart who had expressed •entire satisfaction" with the result of the 

CommJttee's deliberations. 42 

The Committee's decision caused an -uproar" at Lovedale. According to Brock, Govan had 

l ' declared that he was not prepared to see his principles compromised, and "the other 

40 Shepherd, Extracts from Minutes {Cory Ubrai)', Lovedale Collection, MS 14 750). 

41 The Minutes for 16 Februruy suggested that the -colonial Government be 
l. memorialised to require In the case of the Kaflr candidates, a scholarly acquaintance with 

their own vernacular tongue; and to appoint English as their classical language in Ueu of 
Latin or Greek ... • MS 14 750 

42 Shepherd, Extracts from Minutes, 22 June 1869, MS 14 750. 
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missionaries gave unanimous support to this view . ..a Govan's resignation was a blow to 

the morale of teachers and students alike, amongst whom he was almost universally 

popular. The signlflcance of this dispute and Its consequences for African education was 

understood by all. •Having learned that the Foreign Missions Committee have sanctioned 

an educational course greatly changing the plan carried on in the Lovedale Seminary" 

Bryce Ross drafted a resolution on behalf of the Presbytery condemning the proposed 

changes. Unfortunately only a fragment of this remains, criticising the new educational 

course, and supporting the old as being •one demanded by the circumstances of the 

people of this country and the experience of the case ... "44 

As we can see from the following uncharacteristically lengthy and subjective entry In 

James Laing's journal, dated February 3 1870, there was no doubt In the minds of the 

missionaries what his departure meant. 

This Is the day on which Mr Govan sets out from Lovedale on his 
journey to Scotland. The cause ofhts leaving Is a difference of opinion 
between him and the Com ee at home as to the management of the 
Lovedale Seminary. I may add that most of the missionaries in our 
mission agree with Mr Govan and think that his plan Is by far the best 
adapted to the circumstances of this country. -There are sufficient 
documents In the possession of the home com, of the missionaries here 
and of Mr Govan himself to furnish matters for an Impartial history of 
this proceeding; and the changes are so Ukely to affect the education of 
the colony and of the natives of S.E. Africa that It Is exceedingly 
desirable that a clear account should be given of them. 

I am strongly of the opinion that these changes wiD unfavourably affect 
the education of the country both as regards (natives) and as regards 
those of European descent and that a few years will show a great 
calamity has befallen LS by the abandonment of a plan which had 
affected so much good and which was certain to effect more. The falllng 
of the revenue by the new plan will lead the home committee to see the 
difference between the two plans In an impartial point of view.45 

43 Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale, 113-114. 

(_, 
44 Ross, B. 'Portion of a draft on a revised educational course of the Foreign 

Missions Committee' (Cory Ubrary, Lovedale Collection, MS 8674). 

45 Laing, Journals (Vol 4). 
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(Abbreviations In the original) 

Laing's calls for an "'mpartial history• of the dispute went unheeded. The various writers' 

of Lovedale's history all acknowledge the Govan-Stewart dispute -but they universally 

attempt to play it down. They Imply that following Govan's return to Scotland, Lovedale 

settled down to business as usual. This was clearly not the case. Issues surrounding 

Govan's resignation continued to rankle among teachers and students. 

Stewart was not welcomed as the new Principal. In the Interregnum, before he took over 

from Govan, an Intense animosity built up against him. That Stewart felt this Is evident 

from a letter written to him 1n 1869 by his young friend Jane Waterston, where 1n the 

course of a eulogy to Stewart saluting his greatness she comments that ~~they sent the 

man (Stewart) to a place where the very worry and Ill feeling made It nearly Impossible for 

him to contemplate remaining. "46 Neither did the hostility go away. According to Sheila 

Brock, for 35 years •every major issue that confronted the mission ... was coloured by this 

personal hostility" towards Stewart. 41 

IV 

But it was not just the missionaries whose attitudes were coloured by this dispute. nyo 

Soga had been Govan~s protege. He was concerned with spreading Christianity amongst 

the Xhosa because he had been led to believe that Christianity was the reason for the 

advances In European civilisation. However, In the last decade of his life, Soga witnessed 

the beginning of a period of crucial changes In attitude on the part of the missionaries 

both In relation to 'native education', as well as in debates about the place of Africans 1n 

46 Van Heynlngen (ed), The Letters of Jane Eli2'Dbeth Waterston. 114. 

47 Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale, 114. 
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society.48 

Soga had always been acutely conscious of racism, feeling especially the racism of the 

white settlers and traders In the towns. But for the greater part of his life he assumed 

that this racism, although hard to bear, was understandable because of the historical 

backwardness of his society. He believed that it would eventually be overcome by 

introducing the mass of Africans to Western ~ducation, and that this would be achieved 

through the agency of the missionaries, and institutions such as Lovedale. 

He saw that African society was too weak to withstand the unremitting pressures of 

', colonial expansion, and understood that it could not revert to Its pre-colonial fonns. 

Tragedies such as the Nongqawuse cattle k1lling of 1857, accompanied by r~eated 

militaJ:y conquest fragmented and demoralised a large part of traditional Xhosa society. 

New Invasions by the British colonial power of other African peoples, particularly the 

beginning of their onslaught against the Zulus, also had a demoralising effect on him. 

Although Soga was still a flnn believer in the 'advanced' civilisation he had seen on his 
C: 

visits abroad, he became more and more skeptical of its Intentions among his people. 

For most of Soga's life the missions had been able to fend off the external pressures. He 

hoped that the enlightened outlook of the missionaries would eventually become that of 

the settlers generally, especially as a class of newly educated Africans developed. His 

'-- ; declared aim, therefore, was to lay the foundations for this new clvllisation through 

co-operation with Its advocates. However, In a journal notation written In 1864 'In 

defence of the Kaflr race', which Soga had made In p~aration for an article that was 

published In the King WUliam's Toun Gazette (11 May, 1865} under the pseudonym 

\....) 48 My conclusions concerning Soga are drawn from the following sources: J.A. 

~) 

Chalmers, 'f'4pSoga. APagetnSouthNHcan.Mission Work(Lovedale: Lovedale Institution 
Press, 1877}; D. Williams, U1T!fi.utdisi. A Biography ofTI!,p Soga. 1829-1871 (Lovedale: 
Lovedale Press, 1978); D. Williams (ed}, Th.eJoumd and Selected Writings ofTYyJ Soga 
(Grahamstown: Rhodes University Press, 1983). 
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Defensor, he wrote a number of short-hand comments on this subject that reflected a 

growing anxiety: 

II. I should like to be Informed - In the Second place -After what Interval 
of Time Is a nation tn a state of barbarism ln wh the Kafllr's are after the 
Introduction of Xty & clvUlsation, to begtn to ascend the scale of human 
progress and enlightenment- When should a nation, begin to improve in 
civilisation after Its introduction? 

III. What should be the signs of civilisation? 

IV. Can a nation- sunk ln Barbarism and heathenism- elevate itself- can 
It of itself- sec the advantages of a ciVIlised and of a Xnlsed State - Is not 
clvlllsation, like Xy,- In ·the ftrst Instance- to be Introduced to such a 
people - & has It not to take time - generations - before It Influences a 
whole people - To the doomed Kafflrs, has civilisation been Introduced? -
by whom- on uhat scch!l-?- how long-? What missionaries have done 
In this way I Know- it has been exceedingly little - good men, they would 
have done vastly more - had the silver and the gold of this world been 
theirs - 49 (Abbreviations in the original) 

Here then, as early as 1864, Soga's anguish and uncertainty was obvious. Here were the 

seeds of his demoralisation. As the debate on the character of 'native education' 

intensified, Soga's attitudes changed sharply. Noticing the strengthening of racist 

philosophies he privately exhorted his children to follow a different road to the one he had 

pursued throughout his life. In a series of 62 Injunctions written In personal notebooks, 

which he termed The Inheritance qf My Chadren.. Soga wrote: 

Among white men there is a prejudice against black men; the prejudice Is 
simply and solely on account of colour. For your own sakes never appear 
ashamed that your father was a kaftlr, and that you Inherit some African 
blood ... take your place In the world as coloured, not as ~ men: as 
Kafirs, not as Englishmen . 

XXXVII. As men of colour,llvc for the elevation-of your degraded, despised, 
down-trodden people. My· advice to all coloured people would be: Assist 
one another: patronise talent In one another: prefer one another's 
businesses, shops etc. 50 (Emphasis In the original) 

49 Williams (ed),1lyo Soga, TheJownd and Selected Writings. 38-39; 178-182. 

5° Chalmers, 1lyo Soga, 430-435. 

Chalmers had access to the private notebooks of Soga, In which 'Tile Inheritance' was 
written. According to Chalmers "To publish It to the world would rob It oflts sacredness, 
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But In 1871, before Soga's feelings were manifested openly, he died of Tuberculosis. 

Obltuarles showered him with praises that would have made him tum In his grave. •A 

more loyal subject, or more ardent lover of our Queen, was not to be found In Her 

Majesty's domlnlons", was how he was described In one. 51 Another described him as a man 

-without race-pattern or precedent; the first of his people; often strangely alone; ... he has 

manfully and successfully wrought his way up to the comparatively high level of educated 

English Christian life, - the conquered has become the conqueror. "52 

In reality, however, at the time ofhls death Soga was despairing of the British empire, and 

sickened by the Implications of the changes taking place around him. The Inhelitance qf 

, My ChUdren was a set of private recommendations made on the eve of his chUdren's 

l .. 

,I 

departure to be educated in England. But their publication by J.A. Chalmers In his 

biography ofTtyo Soga, a text that became widely read In the mission schools, meant that 

Instead of remaining private, they would not have gone unnoticed by other African 

students. The lessons Soga's life held for •another class" .(meaning the Africans) was 

Understood by the more far-sighted missionaries. The Chrl.stian Express, for one, made the 

following observations In Its review of Chalmers' biography: 

Was Soga a man, or his race one which It would be possible to enslave, or 
keep down, train, or mould It so that they shall never care to be more than 
hewers of wood and drawers of water? Nature Itself answers 'No'. The 
thought, the wish, the attempt would be fraught with danger for both races, 
through generations to come. The stock, rude though It Is, has a tenacity, 
strength and spirit, and may take on a polish equal to our own. 53 

Statements like that above also make one wonder what would have been the lessons drawn 

and reveal to the public gaze what was intended to be seen and read only by his own 
chUdren." (429) Unfortunately this text survives only lri the sections quoted by Chalmers. 
The notebook In which !twas written disappeared. 

51 The KqJftr Express. 1 September 1871. 

52 The KqJftr Express. 1 September 1871. 

53 'The Christian Express, 1 February 1878. 
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by those African students attending the Lovedale Uterary Society on August 12 1887, after 

they had heard an opening address on the subject of the llfe ofTtyo Soga. 54 

Soga's Inheritance thus became one of the first rallying cries calling on educated Africans 

to co-operate together to try and forge a new culture independently of the whites. 1n 

recognition of this Donovan WJlliams commented of Soga's literary legacy that: "What 

makes It unique In South Africa is that it was the first to reflect Black consciousness and 

to express negritude. No history of the origins of Black nationalism can atfoni to neg1ect 

them.•SS 

v 

1n this context Stewart's third phase of'native education' ("when the government of the 

country comes with Its regular system of education") was not born smoothly. He attempted 

to Introduce Duffs refonns during a time of a growing movement towards cultural 

Independence and African self-definition. At the end of the 1860s the growing numbers of 

Africans students completing secondary education at Lovedale were beginning to fonn 

themselves as a newly literate lntel11gentsia outside the immediate control of institutions 

such as Lovedale. 

~-· Although Govan had at last been dispatched, his ghost continued to haunt the grounds 

and classes of Lovedale. Its enduring presence fre-quently frustrated the attempts of 

Stewart to narrow the horizons ofLovedale's African students. Ironically Govan's teaching 

methods, the Independence of action and thought that he encouraged amongst his 

54 Lovedale Missionary Institution, Annual Report for 1887 (Cory Ubrary, Lovedale 
Collection). 

55 Wllliams, Urrifiutdisi. 115. 
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students and teachers, ensured that the debate on education flared blighter after he left. 

The first peliod of Stewart's plinclpalshlp, especially the decade of the 1870s, was 

consumed by his struggle to drag the Institution away from the Govanlst outlook, which 

Stewart and Duff considered to have been Informed by a hlstolical conjuncture and Ideas 

about Africa and Africans, literature and language, that had passed. His bliefwas to rein 

In and reduce the scope of 'native education'. But his utterances and methods, Inspired 

by his impelial over-confidence, often had the effect of strengthening the determination of 

African students to preserve what they had already achieved, and to struggle for more. 

If the reports In the Lovedd.e News and records of the Lovedale Uterary Society are 

anything to go by, It seems that for almost the first decade of his plinclpalship Stewart 

(who was also frequently absent from Lovedale In Scotland and on his wandelings In 

Nyasaland) found himself caught up In a whirlwind of the African students' enthusiasm 

and energy for a classical education, and often forgot the purpose for which he had been 

sent to the Seminary. 

His conduct seemed to confirm a foreboding, expressed by Duff to the Foreign Missions 

Committee only a month before Its damning report against Govan. In the manuscript of 

extracts made by Shepherd from the Minutes, we find the following note of 19 January 

1869: 

Dr Stewart's policy and aim are thus In his, the Governor's opinion, the 
light one, but the modus operandi proposed by him does not seem 
calculated sufficiently to attain the result aimed at, and Indeed do not 
appear to essentially differ from the educational plan of Mr Govan. 56 

56 Shepherd, Extracts from Minutes, 19 January 1869, MS 14,750. 

Duffs reservations about Stewart support the argument made by Sheila Brock that Govan 
had initially hoped that Stewart would be an ally (105). In this respect David Burchell 
points out that eventually Stewart "became the victim of the same forces that removed 
Govan" (24). •By 1902 he was voicing opinions which corresponded almost exactly with 
those of Govan regarding the effects of educated African leaders on the masses. • (56) 
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The post-Govan resistance to the Stewart-Duff scheme at first focused around a defence 

of the right of African students to have access to a classical education. The fortress chosen 

for this defence would be the Lovedale Literary Society, an institution that Govan had 

initiated in 1867. After its launch, it met weekly on Friday nights, almost without fail for 

' several decades. 

Govan presided over its first meeting, and Ironically (although not surprisingly, given his 

penchant forpubllc speaking) Stewart delivered the introductory address. According to the 

recollections of John Knox Bokwe 50 years later, on that first night Stewart had explained 

the object of the Literary Society as being: 

To train Lovedale students in the practice of public speaking In the 
English language, the writing and delivery of essays on subjects for 
edifying and educating the mind, to stimulate discussion and debate by 
students on the problems of the day, being one way of giving public 
expression of Native thought on. questions of common interest. 57 

These words sound strange coming from Stewart. But Stewart was a contradictory 

l ) ch~cter, and the history of this period Is equally full of contradictions. Although less 

....... 

incUned to the Arts than Govan, Stewart still reflected many of the intellectual Ideas ofthe 

period in which he lived. For example, in Stewart, Britain's apparently unstoppable 

conquest of the globe, and alltts peoples, was exhibited in increasingly confident Ideas 

about the EngUsh nation, Its language, llterature and place in history. 

An idea of the character and probable Intensity of the Lovedale Literary Society debates 

can be gained from the syllabus for the second session of 1873 which Included essays on 

the subjects •MissiDnarles and Natives", by Elfjah Makiwane; the•LifeofDrJohnson"by 

A. Fuller; and '7rades and 1rades' Unions", by J. Scott. There were also topical debates: 

•would compulsory education be bentdlcid to the Natives in their present state?' led by 

57 J.K Bokwe, 'Jubilee of the Lovedale Literary Society', The Christian Express, 
2July 1917. 
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S. Mzimba and E. Maldwane (again); and •were the Eng.ish chifdly to blame in the Mutiny 

of 18577' led by J. Msiklnya and Knox Bokwe. There was even a lectw'e on •Recent 

Eng.ishUterature; Its tdfects on thejorrnDti.on ofopinton•by •A. Smith, Esq., M.A." And 

of course the session was concluded with the obligatory, although not yet Infamous, 

"Valedictory address" by "Rev. Dr. Stewart."58 

From year to year the syllabus maintained this degree of variety and according to John 

Knox Bokwe •during the seventies and eighties the IJterary Society was In the full height 

of its popularity. "59 

·; Ironically again, this forum where African students were at Uberty to express their 

.. 
'· 

' ~, 

.' 

ambitions and anxteties,had as its first Prest dent James Stewart. One offts first Chainnen 

was Elijah Maklwane, who even then was outspoken, but later became one of the main 

Intellectual opponents of Stewart and the colonial government. 80 Other regular attenders 

at the Uterary Society during this period were Johrt Knox Bokwe, Walter Rubusana and 

Johnson Tengo Jabavu . 

The presence and participation of white teachers and students In its activities and debates 

was equally important. It made the Uterary Society appear like a Parliament. Its racial 

58 Lovedale Missionary-Institution, Lovedale Annual Report for 1873. 

The extent of the subject matter covered by the Uterary Society In the space of just one 
session is Indicative of how Important the missions were as a vehicle for the penetration 
of new ideas into the South African interior. A great deal more can be attributed to them 
than just their part In the birth and development of a written literature. Amongst other 
things the Lovedale lJterary Society played a part In introducing a wide range of political 
Ideas. For example, on June 2 1889 there was a debate on the question 'Should Socialism 
be Adopted?' (Lovedale Missionary Institution Annual Report for 1889) 

59 The Christian Express, 2 July 1919. 

60 Shepherd quotes a comment made by W.O. Bennie on Maklwane as saying that 
"he had a strong and shrewd mind, clear in its thinking, and not to be turned aside from 
the course that was right." Bantu literature and Life. 70. 
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composition seemed to reflect that of society generally. It became thus a debating forum 

where the other could both address their complaints and seek to prove their worth. 81 It 

exposed African students formally and Informally to European culture. But further, the 

fact that many of the European students came from reputable famtlies, and went on to 

occupy high office in the government of the cape colony, whtlst the African students found 

their ambitions increasingly restricted, strengthened the developing mood towards African 

nationalism. 

The reminisces of Walter Stanford, a European student who enrolled at Lovedale in 1860, 

and went on to become a leading administrator in the Cape, Illustrate the different avenues 

~1 In society that opened up for Lovedale's non·African students. 82 In this context John Knox 

~- ·' 

...... .I 

..... ../ 
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Bokwe later commented of the period: 

There had been attracted to Lovedale a number of European pupfls as 
boarders. A Native training institution was not then circumscribed to 
training only elemental'y school teachers: There were no handicapping 
restrictions Imposed by ractal prejudice. This cowardly colour bar had 
not been lntroduced,83 

During the 1870s and onwards, corresponding almost exactly with the beginning of the 

reign of Stewart, there began a much more visible growing together of the Lovedale 

administration and the colonial government. Many former white students and teachers 

61 The way in which the Lovedale Uterary Soctety and its African membership was 
caricatured and ridiculed by Francts Carey Slater In his short stoxy 1he Dictionary Is 
evidence of how closely literature and life were enmeshed during this period. This 
relationship is explored in Chapter Four. 

62 'The Reminisces ofSir Wdter Stariford. 1860-1885 (Vol1} (cape Town: Van 
Riebeeck Soctety, 1958) . 

63 Bokwe, The Christian Express, 2 July 1917. 

In 1896 Lovedale was restricted to training African teachers only. 
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started to find jobs 1n government admlnistratJons. 64 As Stewart pointed out, this period 

was one where gradually the missionaries surrendered their relatJve independence to the 

government "with Its grants and conditions, and Its code or system of work to be 

followed." It was the requirements of the economic system on earth (rather than God's 

'word' in Heaven) that now determined the purpose of African education. There was little 

dissenting missionaries could do to resist, especially when after the last 'kaffir war' of 

1877 the British government annexed the territories In which they were based. Industrial 

or 'vocational' education was now Intended to be the order of the day. 

But despite having been sent to Lovedale to wipe away the traces of Govanlsm, Stewart 

seems inadvertently to have encouraged Mrican students in their literary and social 

ambitJons. Important lnnovatJons introduced by Govan, such as the printing and 

bookbinding department, which he had started In 1861 "without any direct aid from the 

Govemment"85 had remained frail under his leadership - but seemed to blossom under 

Stewart's. Apparently this was a result of the enterprise and expertise that Stewart 

brought to evecything he worked on. 86 

For example, throughout the period, although the rather dry and dreaey Lovedde News 

continued to be published as an In-house magazine, Stewart put tremendous effort into 

developing new publications off the mission press at Lovedale. He started the publication 

of '1'11e Kqffir Express 1n 1870 (renamed the Chrlsti.an Express in 1876), and Its Xhosa 

64 '1'11e I..ovedals Neus of 10 May 1879, for example, reports that two former 
teachers, Mr Dorrlngton and Mr Theal, have left Lovedale and are now in "Government 
employ." 

65 Govan, Memorids, 156. 

66 According to James Wells: •0pposltJon was just what was needed to make him 
take off his coat. His was the trained self-reliance of a strong and fully persuaded man, 
and few were more amply dowered with tenacity of purpose. With him the last moment of 
conviction was the first moment of actJon. He had a wonderful power of gettJng things done 
even by the native ... " Steux:ut ofLovedole. 107. 
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sister newspaper Isigi.dbnL SamaXhosa also In 1876.87 

These papers were Intended to provide an Interface between Lovedale and the settler and 

African societies that surrounded ft. They were a vehicle for what Jeff Pelres called the 

~umanftarlan, elitist, free-enterprise discourse of the missionaries .• ee Although Intensely 

read at Lovedale, '1he Kqfftr Express still leaves the reader with the Impression that it was 

being written primarily for the attention of the white settlers. It was Intended to try and 

endear the settlers to the mission-effort, to mollifY them, and overcome the old 

animosities. It reported on the day-to-day activities of Lovedale. But It also became a 

forum for debates on a variety of Important aspects of the 'native question' ranging from 

the character of 'native education', to the role of Africans in European society. But by Its 

very openness and by providing a window on the depth of 'liberal' prejudice, It also 

revealed to Africans concerned about attempts to undennine 'native education', the real 

character of the debates that were taking place amongst Europeans. It revealed the 

hopelessness of relying on 'liberal' missionaries as the main line of defence. It must have 

steeled African detennination to resist. 

Stewart was often the author of the opinion pieces that took up the front page of '1he 

Kqffir Express. In the edition of December 2, 1872, we ftnd the following memorable lines 

In an article denigrating African students: 

Food to a starved man Is apt to produce lightness of the head, and a 
kind oflntoxJcatlon. It Is same with knowledge to a starved mind. Pope, 
probably knew very little about Kafflrs, and cared a great deal less, 

67 1be ftrst newspaper In Xhosa, Umshurnayelilndabawas published In 1837 by 
Wesleyan missionaries on their press at Orahamstown. The ftrst newspaper printed at 
Lovedale, 1kwezi. was an Innovation Introduced by Govan in 1841. 

See: B.E.N. Mahlasela, A Generd Survey qfXIwsaUterature.from its Early Beginnings in 
the 1800s to the Present (Orahamstown: Department of African Languages Rhodes 
University, 1973), 5-6. 

68 J. Pelres, 'Pinning the Tail on the Donkey', South African Historicd Journd, 28, 
1993,317. 
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when he wrote, In application to Oittclsm. his oft-misquoted and mis
placed lines -

'A little learning is a dangerous thlngl 
Drink deep, or taste not the Pterian spring; 
There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain, 
And drinking deeply sobers us again.' 

These lines should find a conspicuous place in legible characters in 
every school, and in all class rooms of native Institutions. For they suit 
exactly the state and condition of those ingenious Afi1can youth, whose 
conceit and presumption vex the missionary, and astonish or amuse 
the Superintendent-General of Educatlon.811 

Of course the 'natives' were not allowed the freedom to reply as they would have wished 

to such patronising and insulting theories. This explains the resignation of J.T. Jabavu 

as editor of Isigidbni. and his decision to collaborate In the launch Inwo Zabantswtdu. 

After 1884 Inwo became the arena where Afi1cans could reply to their detractors (within 

certain limits). Once again It Is significant how quotations culled from works of English 

literature were used as a stick which both sides used to beat their opponents. Stewart 

used Pope. In an article In Inwo Zabantsundu in 1886, Jabavu used Milton to decry the 

intentions of the Cape Legislative Council in relation to native education: 

At present a truce is proclaimed, though it Is of the nature which Milton 
tells us was proclaimed by some 'new and strange' machines In the 
famous battle between Michael and the rebels. MILTON tells us that 

... their mouths 
With hideous orifice gaped on us wide 
Portending hollow truce. 70 

,_; Under Govan's principal ship enrolment at Lovedale had remained low.This was one of the 

criticisms frequently levelled at him. After Stewart took over, however, there began a period 

of rapid increase in the numbers of African students attending Lovedale; from 300 in 1872 

to 481 in 1882. By 1887 more than 2 000 Afi1can students had completed secondary 

69 The KqfJir Express, 2 December 1872. 

70 Inwo Zabantsundu, 89, 12 July 1886. 
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education at Lovedale. 

Fees were introduced in 1871 and Lovedale began to be re-ortented to those who could 

afford to pay. More and more it drew into its ambit the elite of traditional African societies. 

The sense that this must have given to African students of their growing social weight, a 

shift away from the prtvileged handful of refugees who had studied under Govan,71 added 

to the confidence of the spokesmen of these students. Although there were no physical 

outbreaks of rebellion approximating to the Lovedale student rtots 1n 1920, the students 

were able to muster sufficient opposition to thwart the first attempts made to scrap classes 

1n Latin and Greek. 

Stewart's efforts to add weight and students to the industrtal department also met with 

resistance. Years later John Henderson and John Lennox commented on the subject of 

'industrtal training' complaining that "for years, It was uphill work" with Henderson 

adding in a handwrttten insertion to Lennox's draft - "among the natives themselves." 

According to Lennox: •such training was not so fashienahle popular among the Native 

students as that of the teacher:72 To descrtbe teacher-training as "fashionable" was 

probably more accurate, 1n that it reflected the belief amongst African students that 

qualifying as a teacher put you on an upwardly mobile path 1n the new society. 

The 1870s were thus to be a valuable breathing space for African students. Ironically the 

-..-' initiatives of the man appointed to be the executioner resulted in a stay of execution that 

allowed the defence campaign to gain momentunr. By the end of the decade African 

students were still holding their ground. This Is evident from the result of a Uterary Society 

71 Although Brtan Willan Is correct to point out that Initially ~e missionaries 
tended to be most successful in winning the allegiance of those Africans who were 1n some 
sense refugees or outcasts" (Sol1'1.cJatje, 9) this was less and less true by the tum of the 
20th century. 

72 Lennox & Henderson, 'Draft Account', 7. 
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debate, on October lOth 1879, on the topic •should the Education q{Nai:We Young Men 

at the Present 7lme be only Industrid.?' The result was a vote llfn favour of the negative 

side. "13 What a blow to Stewart. No wonder that the subjectively written 'report' of the vote 

in The Lovedd.e Neu.x:; cautioned that •Jt must be remembered that men with mere book 

learning and without any power of practical usefulness, will ftnd themselves out in the 

cold .•. "74 No wonder that In the 1880s Stewart steJped up the intensity of his attacks on 

Lovedale's Afrlcan students and their social ambitions. 

VI 

By the end of Stewart's first decade as Principal of Lovedale, the Seminary had acquired 

a reputation that had spread well beyond the Cape colony. The Lovedde New9 In June 

1879 reported that every tribe in South Afrlca had heard of Lovedale -and minds that 

thirst for knowledge, north and east and south and even west, think that if they can get 

to Lovedale, they will ere long be satisfied. "'5 In November 1879 the LoveddeNetU9reported 

"a Zulu invasion of the light kind," at Lovedale, with the writer adding -and we 

congratulate the impi."'6 A decade later the Westphal's were considering sending Sol 

Plaatje to Lovedale- before he pre-empted them with his decision to move to Klmberley.77 

However, amongst the settlers, the colonial administration, and the Foreign Missions 

, __ ; Committee there was a greatly different feeling. Alarm bells were rlngtng. Nobody was 

~) 

73 The Lovedd.e Neu.x:;, 40, 5 November 1879. 

74 The Lovedde News. 40, 5 November 1879. 

75 The Lovedde Neu.x:;, 39, 5 June 1879. 

76 The Lovedde Neu.x:;, 40, 5 November 1879. 

77 Willan, Sol Plaalje, 25. 
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certain what Stewart was up to, or where It would all end. Trollope, although commenting 

positively about Lovedale's achievement, pointed out that "religious teaching does not 

strike the visitor as the one great object of the Institution.· He went on to add that the 

school was "conducted very much like English schools ... With masters for different 

classes, some classical, some mathematical, and some devoted to English literature. •78 

Two years later, after making a visit to Lovedale tn 1880, a Mr Barbour wrote an open 

letter to the Lovedde News. Commenting on settler perceptions of Lovedale and the need 

for Lovedale's staff and students to take account of these, he advised: 

Lovedale 1s looked at. People are watching it far and near and saying: 
Will any good come of it? Will boys come out who can do more than ride 
cleverly on horses, boys who can handle any tool and do any honest 
work, and be leaders and helpers of their fellow countrymen. 79 

At about this time Stewart must have realised the predicament that he was getting Into. 

In 1879 he told the Literary Society that the opinion that natives should not be educated 

"is a stock opinion of many newspapers and newspaper writers ... The same opinion has 

been uttered during this very year in one of the highest deliberative assemblies of the 

country.•80 Surprisingly though, especially as his Address was made In the context of the 

Literary Society's vote against Industrial education a month earlier, Stewart appeared to 

defend the old Govantte system of education. He even questioned the title of the address 

he had been asked to give, "'The Educated Kqffir": An Apology. and stressed the need for 

the students there assembled, to take their responsibllJty seriously, and to rise "as men 

of culture and learning. • 

7 8 Troll ope, South 1\fHca. 216. 

79 Thel.oveddeNeus, 48, 19 November 1880. 

80 J. Stewart, •The Educated Kqffir": An Apology (Love dale: Lovedale Institution 
Press, 1880), 3. 
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When the speech was published the foUowlng year, a writer In the The Lovedde NewJ 

(presumably an African student) specially recommended the study of Stewart's speech to 

"those many people all through the Colony, but especially In the Eastern Districts, whose 

one gospel for the Kafllr is: 'Make him work. '"81 

Unfortunately the following year, in a 'Valedictory ~~dress'billed as 'A Sequel' to the one 

1n 1879, Stewart co\Ulter-attacked against his own polemic. He elaborated at length on 

the reasons for giving unqualified support to the extension of industrial education 

amongst Africans and tried to find comfort In the suggestion that, rather than denying the 

Africans a proper education, this would prepare them In the best way possible for their 

station In lffe. He therefore made a stinging attack on the 'unrealistic' aspirations of 

Lovedale's African students. 

Stewart explained that the changes being mooted in native education were lfnked to the 

changes that were taking place In society more broadly. The theme of the address, 

therefore, was "moments of change": 

Everything about us, wherever we go in South Africa, bears testimony 
to the fact that a new period has an1ved and change begun. As I travel 
about on various journeys whether long or short, I notice everywhere 
spots in the valleys, or on the hillsides, where this peculiar grass and 
hollow soWlding earth tells of old kraals, and deserted complts. The 
silence there declares that the past Is displaced by a different present. 82 

'I'h1s, according to Stewart, had consequences for native education: 

Now If the native people of this country, especially the yOWlg men ..• 
have any wisdom, they will try to accommodate themselves as rapidly 
as possible to the new state of things. They will get education. They will 
learn to work, which Is the most Important part of education, and the 

81 The Lovedale Neus, 16 June 1880. 

82 J. Stewart, In.dustrid Education: A Sequd (Lovedale: Lovedale Institution Press, 
1880), 18. 
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rtght use of it. They will acquire some trade.13 

Henceforward education had to be judged by Its potential to establish for the bearer a use-

value In the market: 

My Idea of an educated man Is not a man who has learned something, 
but a man who can do something. I should be sony to see education 
reduced to a purely util1tartan standard, or value, and to see It rated 
solely by what It will fetch In the market. But It must be plain that If a 
man's education w11l brtng nothing In the market, it must be defective 
somewhere. 84 

The Lovedde Neus commented that the 1879 and 1880 addresses "will form a sort of 

manifesto on the subject of Native education for a long time to come. "88 This 1880 address 

certainly marked a watershed In Lovedale's history. It acted as a signal to the Cape 

government to step up Its own offensive. 

VD 

With Stewart's consent, the government started to move towards a more definite 

conception of what should, and what should not, be the character of 'native education'. 

The chaos in the whole education 'system', left up until then largely In the hands of the 

missionartes, provided an excuse to Intervene, and at the same time to disguise the real 

interests of the government in a new system of education. In 1882 Donald Ross, an English 

~; educationist, was commissioned to wrtte a report on the state of education in the colony. 

Ross descrtbed his mandate as being lltQ present In the clearest and simplest terms at my 

83 Stewart, Industrld Education, 21. 

84 Stewart, Industrid Education, 21-22. 

85 'Th.e Lovedale Neus, 49, 16 December 1880. 
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command, a real picture of the actual state and tendency of education In this country .... 

He visited 285 schools and In 1883 submitted his report to both houses of Parliament In 

Cape Town. Ross concentrated his fire not on a single Institution, such as Lovedale, but 

on the general crtsis In Afrtcan and European education. He revealed how, within a short 

pertod, there had been a rapid and unchecked Increase in the number of schools 

established for Mrlcans. This rapid proliferation was the consequence of a big bang that 

began with the establishment of a handful of mission schools durtng the 1830s and 1840s. 

These were for decades viewed with mistrust. But durtng the 1860s Interest In education 

spread outwards with a ripple effect across the surrounding countryside. In the face of 

continual military conquest and the realisation amongst the Xhosa that the whJtes were 

here to stay, access to education came to be viewed as one way of equipping onself to 

sumve in the new society - and mediate with its rulers. 

By the 1880s '"the whole number returned on the schedules as being at school (as oppo$ed 

to being on school lists) was 47,159 ... ..e? However, although many small mlssion·run 

schools now dotted the Zuurveld, the bulk of resources and skills remained concentrated 

in a few places. The standard of the vast majortty of schools was far below those few 

schools noted by Ross for their continued •excellence•: Lovedale, Healdtown, Kefskama 

Hoek, and '"the Kafflr Institution at Orahamstown. • As might be expected therefore, Ross 

was able to note that In general '"the returns• were extremely poor. He provided the 

, ' following te1llng figures for school attendance which were used to establish an unwritten 

--' 

(and unscientific) law about the tendency of native education to faJl - and to re-inforce 

European predjudice about Mricans' mental abilities: 

86 D. Ross, Preliminary Report on theStateofEducatiDn bt theColonyoftheCape 
ofGoodHope(CapeTown: W.A. Richards & Sons, 1883). 

87 Ross, Preliminary Report, 20. 
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Standard reached Europeau Natift& 

Below Standard I 5,362 24,278 

Standard I 2,784 4,858 

Standard II 2,721 2,204 

Standard Ill 2,550 648 

Standard IV 1,118 446 

Above IV 181 9 

., 
' 

Ross reported that In this plethora of schools "very nearly 80%" of the students were 

•etther below or learning monosyllables" and ~at the education of the Europeans is 

considerably higher than the natives. "88 

However, as far as Ross was concerned, the problem was not primarily the poor 

achievement of African students, but that the schools •gtve forth a false idea of civilisation 

and education..ag and raised the expectations of African students and their families. His 

concern was that there existed a growing misconception about the purpose of education. 

The problem as far as the colonial administration was concerned, espectaJly if 1t was to pay 

for the maintenance of the schools, was that the missionaries were doing nothing to 

~-- prepare the 'native' to accept his or her already assigned role In society. Indeed, Ross's 

report warned that they were doing exactly the oppeslte. In South Africa, apparently In 

contrast to the education made available for the working classes In Scotland or Germany, 

Ross found that: 

88 Ross, Preliminary Report, 21. 

89 Ross, Preliminary Report, 46. 
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A lofty ideal is held up before the country, and that the pupils almost 
universally are made to rush after that ideal ... here thoroughness Is 
seldom found, the curnculum Is very high and very broad, the 
foundation Is neglected and enormous energy Is wasted upon high 
classical subjects ... 110 

· 

Ross's report echoed earlier proposals made by Duff and the Foreign Missions Committee. 

Its main difference was that the racism on which his proposals rested had become expUctt. 

His conclusions Indicate the extent to which raclsrii had already begun to dominate the 

approach of the colonial administration by this period. Trollope, for example, had stated 

that by midday -nte Kaftr mind has .•. received as much as It can digest.•'1 In a similar 

vein, Ross argued that "heredity is a potent element, which the educationist, no less than 

the legislator has to consider; and by hereditary bent or Instinct the Kaftrs in this 

generation are not capable of the same continuous mental exertion that the Europeans 

are.•e:a 

He recommended an entirely new approach to education based upon separation of the 

races. He proposed to •apply a lower standard all along the line• despite agreeing that 

•some Kafllrs, like Ttyo Soga, can no doubt hold their own against educated 

Europeans ... ..aa The danger, according to Ross, was that education tlf)y being pitched too 

high, Is being shot over the heads of the Kaftrs and other native tribes.· 

Hitherto no difference has been recognised: the same high standard has 
been applied to the kraal school and the first class Institution; the same 
reading books have been In use and the same style of reports have been 
given about both ... As probably few hold that native education should 
be abandoned, the Inference Is that It should be improved and brought 
down to the capacity of the race, and made simple, practical, and 
unambitious, appealing mainly to what deals with the concrete either In 

90 Ross, Preliminary Report. 19-20. 

91 Trollope, Southl1frica, 216. 

92 Ross, Preliminary Report. 54. 

93 Ross, Preliminary Report. 52. 
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sense or lmagination.S4 

Ross proposed that In future the whole of native education should be ta!Ted with the same 

brush. According to him, Ttyo Soga was "merely the exception that proves the rule. ·• 

While acknowledging the relative excellence ofLovedale, especially In preparing native girls 

who receive "precisely the kind of practical and useful education which I belleve the best 

friends of the natives would put within their reach "118 (I) he nevertheless pronounced that 

its activities were premised on a "liberal" 11luslon that was predetennJned to collapse. In 

a section of the report aimed at striking a decisive blow against Lovedale, Ross attacked 

even the physical appearance of the Institution, something which was a matter ofprtde to 

teachers and students alike. 

The well kept walks, the rows of trees growing up on all sides, the well 
filled water furrows, the farm, the native chapel, and a sertes of minor 

· civillsing influences, showing a master mind controlling the whole and 
infusing earnestness Into all around. Lovedale and all similar 
institutions must sooner or later tell upon native character.rr I 

In his opinion what was needed "in raising the natives to the ways of civillsed Ufe" was: 

to keep before them the action of well ordered society, the example of 
good character and a higher ideal of life than their own, to make them 
know and understand the value of work, to use their senses, their 
hands, and their general faculties, their bone and their muscle. In a 
profitable fashion, to develop In them the taste for knowledge - which 
to them Is a ve:ry wonderful thing- and to make the pursuit of It a profit 

94 Ross, Preliminary Report, 53. 

It should be noted here how closely Ross's proposals corresponded to the theortes about 
Africans that were being developed by anthropologists in Europe at the same time. 

95 Ross, Preliminary Report, 52. 

96 Ross, Preliminary Report, 54. 

97 Ross, Preliminary Report, 54. 

The "mastermind ... infusing earnestness" was presumably Stewart, of whom Ross had 
commented earlier "TTle great organising power of Dr Stewart appears on eve:ry side." (53) 
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In the sehction of.•Photographic Vieus" published by Lovedde in 1884 these tun 
photographs are contTasted against each other on consecutive pages. The text 
accompanying the .first photograph of •native u.omen and girls, taken a s1wrt distance 
.from Lovedale .. is headed •AS THEY ARE- AT HOME" 

The second photograph is tW.ed •AS THEY BECOME - UNDER CNIUSimON AND 
CHRISTIANliY." . 

(Photographs reprinted from: Lovedale Missionary Institution. South JVHca. Photographic 
Vieus, Photographs 18 &19). 
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Instead of a disagreeable repelling toil.98 

Ross therefore recommended for the "'mprovement of native education•: 

1. A lower standard for their schools. 

2. The training of native teachers who can work from within the Ka.ftr 
moods and habits, and raise the natives to a higher standard.99 

vm 

R.H.W. Shepherd conftnned that the changes proposed by Stewart and Ross were not 

meekly accepted. A struggle to reverse this process began, that spread far beyond the 

Lltera:cy Society and the prtncipalship of James Stewart. Shepherd wrote that --rile natives 

... were loud in their demands for the same training as the Europeans, and were 

suspicious, as many of them still are today, of any differentiation being made between the 

races. •lOO Similarly James Wells reported that it was only after '"a hard struggle• that 

Stewart was able to discontinue "the teaching of Latin and Greek, and adopted English 

~-.: as a classic. •lOl 

.... / 

The reverberations of thts debate were felt far beyond the borders of South Africa. In the 

quest for a classical education for their sons many of the first generations of mission-

educated Africans had started to look overseas. In 1901 J.T. Jabavu, for example, after 

failing to get his son, D.D.T. Javbavu, enrolled at Dale College sent him to Britain "in view 

98 Ross, Preliminary Report. 54. 

99 Ross, Preliminary Report, 54 • 

100 R.H.W. Shepherd, 'Ihe Bantu (Glasgow and Edinburgh: United Free 
Publications of Scotland, 1929), 69. 

101 Wells, St:er.mrt ofLovedde, 106. 
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of the foreshadowed discontinuation of the matrlculation class at Lovedale.•lt!Cl According 

to Jabavu the Cape Education Department estimated that between 1898 and 1908 up to 

100 "native young men" had gone to America to further their education.108 Hobart 

Houghton, a teacher In the Stewartlst mould who had arrived at Lovedale 1n 1903, 

estimated that by I 9 I 0 anything between 100 and 400 African students had gone abroad 

"for that higher education which they cannot obtain_~ere ... They are at Colwyn Bay, N. 

Wales, and 1n London. They are in Canada, they are at various Negro Universities and 

Colleges of the USA. "104 

E.H. Berman has pointed out that such opposition was a continent-wide phenomenon 

confronted by the missionaries: . 

The main obstacles to the widespread acceptance of vocational education 
were the Africans themselves, who Insisted on literary rather than narrowly 
vocational education ... The missionaries themselves were products of 
literary education. 105 

At the International Missionary Conference, held at Le Zoute 1n Belgium In 1926, there was 

~-: discussion on the principles of African education. Delegates were di'!lded about the form 

this education should take. Although they eventually took a resolution that curriculum 

should be based on the •Four Simples" of •Hygiene, Health, Agriculture and Industry", 

there were strong feelings among some delegates that by denying Africans a rounded 

literary education they were driVing the acquisition of this education underground, and 

formentlng opposition to their teaching tn the schools. 

102 D.D.T. Jabavu, The Ufe of John Tengo Jabavu., Editor of Imoo Zabantswtdu. 
1884-1921 (Lovedale: Lovedale Institution Press, 1924), 70. 

103 Jabavu, The life of John Tengo Jabavu., 70. 

104 H.K.A. Houghton, The Proposed Inter-Colonid CollEge. An Address (Lovedale: 
Lovedale Mission Press, reprinted in South African Pamphlets, II), 15. 

105 Berman, .NHcan Reaction to Missionary Education, xv. 
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It is Interesting that at the beginning of his career R.H.W. Shepherd seemed to share 

similiar views to those expressed by C.T. Loram at the Le Zoute conference. He was at least 

ambivalent about the merits of literary education, reporting that "it may be argued, and 

indeed often is, that the courses are too literary and out of touch with the Bantu 

environment and needs" and "unsuited to a pastoral people emerging from a heathen 

state. "108 He made this comment without hinting at his own convictions on the matter, but 

was quick to add that efforts were then underway "to correct the mischief done by an over

emphasis on book learning."107 Several years later, however, he supported a shift back 

towards an emphasis on literary learning. This is evident in his 1941 Ph.D Thesis, LDvedde 

and Literature for the BantiL By then Shepherd seems to have believed that, by 

withdrawing Uterature from the syllabus, the missionaries had risked losing control over 

texts that were being read by African students, and likewise of first Interpretation of 

literary 'meaning'. Eventually, they concluded, it was better that they teach the literature 

themselves, and thus prevent its Interpretation for Independent or 'subversive' purposes. 

Edwin W. Smith, who wrote up the report of the Le Zoute conference, related how the 

'natives' in South Mrica were opposed to •differentiation" in teaching on the basts of race. 

He quoted C.T. Loram who had told the conference of his own experience: 

When he tried to convince them of the drawbacks of the old system they 
replied: 'If It Is good enough for you, It Is good enough for us.' This, Dr 
Loram thought, was an entirely wise Instinct ... 'How are we to 
persuade the Blacks that the New Education Is the better while the 
whites cling to the old?'108 

The government and missionaries had clearly not anticipated the extent to which their 

106 Shepherd, The Bantu. 69-70. 

107 Shepherd, The Bantu. 71. 

108 E.W. Smith, The Christian Missions in Niica. Study .Based on the Work of the 
lntemationd Conference at Le Zoute, Belgium. September 14- 21. 1926 (London & New 
York: International Mlssionruy Council, 1926), 65. 
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prior 'good works', especially at Lovedale, had anned a new generation of Africans to 

struggle for education Independently of government approved syllabi. Debate could no 

longer be restricted to the relatively hannless confines of the Lovedale Utenuy Society -

although it continued with Its controversial discussions when, on 24 Aprll 1885 for 

example, It debated the question 'Are the present proposals for Native Education 

encouraging?' lot 

After the 1860s, the kernel of a new class resting upon the privileged elite of mission 

educated Africans, had begun to develop. Before the colonisation of the Eastern Cape, 

class differences within Xhosa society were expressed through the system of chieftainship 

and a person's social status was based mainly on Individual relationships to the royal 

lineage, and measured In access to land and cattle.110 But conquest and dlsposseslon 

seriously weakened these relationships. Different Xhosa chleftalncles had been unable to 

unite to forge a powerful state machine (In the way that Chaka had succeeded In creating 

a Zulu nation) to resist Invasion. As a result, new social relations were created leading, to 

the beginnings of modem class formation. An Afrlcan petit-bourgeois began to form that 

was separated from traditional African society, and later from the emergent classes of 

peasants and workers, on the basis of Its privileged education and limited access to land 

and property. 111 Amongst the second and third generations of African students at Lovedale 

were many sons and daughters of chiefs who were gambling on 'education' to help find 

a means to secure favour with the new society. 

109 Lovedale Missionary Institution Annual Report for 1887 (Cocy Ubnuy, Lovedale 
Collection). 

110 See for example: W. Belnart, 'Production and the Material Basis of 
Chieftainship: Pondoland, c. 1830-80' In A. Atmore and S.Marks (eds), Economy and 

-> Society, 120-14 7; J .B. Pelres, The House of Phcio, A History of the Xhosa People in the 
Days oftheir Independence(Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1981). 

) 

111 Bundy, 7he Rise and Fall oftheSouth.fYH.can.Peasantry(London: Heinemann, 
1979). 
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The Influx of students to Lovedale from all over South Africa began to bring together 

Africans from Natal as well as the Boer republJcs of the Orange Free State and Transvaal. 

John Henderson and John Lennox reported that In the last decade of the century Lovedale 

was drawing African students from as far afield as •Kanye and other parts of the 

Bechuanaland Protectorate ... Zoutpansberg ... Barotseland ... and most recently of all 

Swazlland."112 From these-facts Sheila Brock drew the conclusion that •Lovedale gave to 

many Africans their first experience of a common identity to counter the dlvlsive tendency 

of tribal loyalties •.. "113 

It was this group that realised the need for a pan-tribal soltdarity In the face of continual 

encroachments on their shared ambitions. The sudden shift In the centre of political and 

economic gravity, away from the Eastern Cape to the Transvaal, resulted In a similar shift 

In outlook arpong the mission-educated Africans. Students whose eyes had previously been 

fixed on Grahamstown or Cape Town, began to look at the new centre of power to the 

north, and develop a more national consciousness. When they left Lovedale many moved 

to the new centres of wealth and politics in towns like Kimberley and Johannesburg. 

Opposition started to move onto a more openly polltical level, and Lovedale fed this 

movement with its graduates. 

In 1879 the Native Education Association was launched wtth Elijah Maklwane as its first 

President.114 Fifteen years later, in 1895, the South African Improvement Society was 

'· ' formed in Kimberley by a group of ex-Lovedale students. Its declared aim was WtQ cultivate 

the use of the English language" amongst Africans, 'and to IIJ'telp each other by fair and 

112 Henderson & Lennox, 'Draft Account', 16. 

113 Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale, 2. 

114 A. Odendaal, Vukani Bantu! The Beginnings ofBlack Political Protest in South 
/!ftica.to 1912, (CapeTown: David Philtp, 1984), 7. 
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reasonable criticisms in readings, recitations, English compositions etc. "115 1be methods 

of operation of both of these groups were clearly influenced by the constitution and rules 

of the Lovedale Uterary Society, which was arguably the earliest 'post-colonial' 

political/cultural organisation of the 'new Africans'. 

A considerable upsurge took place in African polltical actlv1ty. 1111 1n the past the Europeans 

had been accustomed to rebellfons by disaffected Xhosa chiefs. These could usually be put 

down by mtlltary might. But now they began to feel a new type of ferment under their feet. 

Symptomatic of this were the racial divisions that developed in the Christian churches, and 

the growth of independent African churches and nationalist inspired religious movements 

such as Ethiopianlsm. Lovedale suffered its own divtsions with the spUt of the Reverend 

Pambanl Mzimba to fonn the Presbyterian Church of Mrica.117 

This conflict spread into the schools. In 1896, for example, Bryce Ross wrote from the Pirie 

mission station complaining about the estabUshment of a rival school and church 1n his 

diocese. At this school, he protested, people "were not troubled with Temperance 

questions", and the rival minister received •disaffected parties from our church ... To 

crown It all the teacher engaged to conduct the school is one of the girls expelled from St. 

Matthew's Institution.''118 

In this context and among this class, however, the thirst for a Western education 

, __ , continued to grow. So much· so that according to the Christian Express one student had 

> 

walked all the way from Natal ~o get to the school he bas set his heart upon": 

115 Willan, Sol .Pl.aatJe, 36. 

116 Odendaal, Vukani Bantu!, 1-29. 

117 See; Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale, 344-421; Burchell, A History of the 
Lovedale Mission Institution, 117. 

118 B. Ross, Letter, 21 March 1896 (Cory Ubrary, Lovedale Collection). 
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The re-opening of the school year has proved the truth of what careful 
obseiVers have suspected for some time, that the desire for education 
among the Natives has of late been growing rapidly, and Is exceedingly 
strong and widespread. 110 

By 1890 all the Intentions spelt out by Duff and the Foreign Missions Committee In 1869 

seemed to have come to nothing. Despite the debate the curriculum had not changed 

dramatically. According to Hobart Houghton when he first arrived at the Institution 

"nothing Impressed me more forcibly with the futility of much of the educational work 

than the sight of boys In the senior classes learning Latin and reading Shakespeare while 

their minds were steeped In the crudest superstitions. "120 

Houghton blamed the ongoing llterary Inclinations of the missionaries for this state of 

affairs. To ridicule the results of such an approach he gave an example from his own 

experience with one of his students, Marelane Sigcau, the paramount Chief Designate of 

Pondoland. Sfgcau had come under pressure to support a rebelUon against a new hut tax, 

ostensibly Imposed by the government in order to pay for dipping tanks as a means to 

combat East Coast Fever.· According to Houghton "the boy" lent his authority to the 

rebellion, but one morning came to him to ask him the meaning •of all this talk about 

ticks and East Coast Fever and dipping tanks and taxation!" Houghton exclaimed: 

He could tell you the names of the battles fought during the wars of the 
Austrian Succession; he could repeat Keats' LaBelle Dame Sans Merct 
or Browning's Howt.l1£y brought the good news .from Ghent to Aix •.• but 
of the meaning of taxation, of dipping tanks, of East Coast Fever, of 
ticks, he knew nothingl121 

But despite this, Houghton admitted that he saw no' alternative to quench the thirst of 

Africans for a classical education other than to agree to calls for the establishment of the 

119 The Christian Express, XX, 48, 2 March 1890. 

120 Houghton The Proposed Inter-colonial College, 15. 

121 Houghton, The Proposed Inter-colonid College, 18. 
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proposed Inter-colonial Native College. This he presented as a necessary evil that would 

at least have the advantage of allowing 'Europeans' to regain control over the type of 

education on offer for Africans. Houghton explained that the exodus of African students 

to Europe and America was becoming dangerous to European society 'at home' because 

they returned to South Africa as "well educated, cultured, sensitive men, to find 

themselves not only out of touch with men of their~ race, but without any hope of ever 

obtaining recognition among the Europeans of this country."122 

The alternative, he proposed, was to give in to what the •Natives themselves" had been 

demanding, and establish a Native College (as had already been proposed by the Native 

Affairs Commission, 1903-05). The advantage of this was that the mission educated 

Africans supported the Idea and had already collected £10,000 to speed Its establishment. 

On such foundations - and as a temporary compromise by both sides on the Issues of 

contention - Fort Hare was laid. Houghton noted the irony, consequent upon its birth, 

during his address with the following comment: 

It seems a piece of cruel irony to speak of bringing' University culture to a 
race which may soon be engaged in an economic struggle for Its very 
existence,- to talk of bringing It in touch with the beauties of our literature 
while the haunting horror of national starvation is drawing nearer and 
nearer. 123 

Thus It should now be clear how, for the whole period of the controversy over native 

education, a great deal of the debate centred around the merits and demerits of allowing 

African students access to what Houghton so confidently tenned ~e beauties of our 

literature". During this 70-year period native education had become synonymous with an 

Introduction to the culture and literature of 'other', primarily English, civilisations. 

The threats levelled against 'classical' education were correctly perceived to be threats to 

122 Houghton, The Proposed Inter-colonial College, 18. 

123 Houghton, The Proposed Inter-colonid College, 16. 
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the progress of African civilisation. They steeled the resolve of those who had already been 

educated in the missions to protect access to this culture for future generations. Ironically 

therefore, one of the first consequences of the the declared Intention of the Europeans to 

deprive Africans of access to European culture, was to strengthen the Eurocentrtc 

tendency that had already started to emerge In African literature and thought. 

(End of Chaptel'). 
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The battle of the books 
- mission interpretations of 

literature and African responses 

When Dr Stewart discontinued the classes in Latin and Greek at 
Lovedale there was an outcry and he was charged with colour 

bias ... Books made the uhite man ·s success, they said. and it 
uil1 make OW'S. 1 

R.H.W. Shepherd 

I 

Repeatedly, during the nineteenth century, the missionaries used the level of a nation's 

culture, and the 'extent' of Its written literature, judged according to European nonns, as 

a yardstick to measure the general level of its civilisation. Societies without an extensive 

written tradition were found wanting as far as their civilisation was concerned, and this 

idea was frequently echoed by mission-educated Afrlcans.2 

1 Shepherd, The Bantu. 70. 

2 SUas Molema, for example, makes the following comment: •tn the absence of any 
system of uri.ting, that great trophy of intellectual conquest, we find the Bantu a 
stereotyped people. Their past is dark, and their history shrouded in mists for want of the 
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James Stewart provides us with the most extreme example of the way 1n which these Ideas 

were propagated. In his 1884 valedictory address to the lJterary Society his racism and 

contempt for African society seemed to reach a peak. He asked his students rhetoricalJy: 

What have you ever done as a Race? What cities have you built, what 
books have you written, what additions to human knowledge, or comfort, 
or power over the material elements have you made? •.. 

Starting but as yesterday in the race of nations, do you soberly believe 
that in two generations of the very imperfect civilisation you have enjoyed 
and partially accepted, you can have overtaken those other nations who 
began that race 2,000 years ago?_ 

Let us take three of the commonest materlal powers of the present day. 
-electricity, steam, locomotion ... Who put together the first Galvanic 
battery? Was it Galvan! or Bovane? Who utilised steam and perfected the 
steam engine? Was he born on the banks of the Kef or the Clyde? Was 
his name James Watt or Umpunga Wamanzi? ... 3 

Ironically, however, African people's convictions about the need for the creation of a body 

of African literature that could counter such assertions, grew correspondingly with the 

taunts of Stewart and his followers. 

, __ , In the context of a developing cultural contest It Is Important to try and appreciate the way 

1n which the culture of VIctorian society threw a long shadow across the Zuurveld. Many 

of the symbols of the culture of Victorian England were deliberately re-created In frontier 

towns. Their presence was felt not only through the missions but through the mesmerlstng 

power of the settlements the British had established In the eastern Cape. In Its totality this 

must have added to the profound sense of an ever deepening enclrclement of African 

society by the Europeans - something that was especially strongly felt by Africans living 

or studying at the missions. 

photographic light of writing, their progress almost nll for want of that kinetic force of 
advance, betterment, and civilisation which writing alone can give." The Bantu, 161. 

- 3 J. Stewart, The Experiment of Native Education (Lovedale: Lovedale Institution 
Press, 1884), 27-28. 
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English culture spread outwards from a nub at Algoa Bay (Port Elizabeth), within a wide 

circumference that Included first Grahamstown and later King WU11ams Town. Trollope 

commented on the incongruities of the Afro-European society he found In 1878. He spent 

his first few days in Algoa Bay where: 

The libraty and reading room, and public ballroom or concert hall, were 
perfect. The place contains only 15 000 Inhabitants, but has everything 
needed for instruction, civilisation and the geheral Improvement of the 
human race.4 

On arrival in Grahamstown Trollope noticed that despite one third of the population being 

Dutch or •coloured'", these groups ~ad little or no holding In this small thriving capital 

of the Eastern Province ... From being little more than a barren military outpost 30 years 

before the town had become like an •England In miniature'", with a people who were -ve:ry 

full of their own excellencles.'"5 According to another visitor, the Revd. William Shrewsbu:ry: 

The houses, the fannyards, the cross-barred gates, the inhabitants, In 
manners, dress and appearance are thoroughly English. It Is certainly 
pleasing to think that, from my circuit In the heart of Kaffraria, I can at 
any time ride on horseback In the short space of five days, to Graham's 
Town, and behold England In minlature'6 

Shrewsbu:ry's view Is repeated In other accounts of Grahamstown during this period. 

Melanie Gibbens points out how the town was neither a •shuttered or sheltered society• . 

and was characterised by certain "key Victorian attitudes and values", but above all by 

-.ts positive attitude of confidence'" even during difficult years.7 In 1870 Dr. William 

Guybon Atherstone wrote a eulogy to the •Fatrest City of Settlers", but lamented the 

absence of a spire: ~e soul of an English village." 

4 Trollope, South NHca. 162. 

5 Trollope, South .4Jjica. 168. 

6 Maclennan, A Proper Degree ofTerror, 231. 

7 M. Gibbens, Two Decades in the Ufe of a City: Grahamstown 1862-1882, M.A. 
Dissertation, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, 1982, 21-24. 
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Ask Alfred, the Prince of the greatest (and quietest) nation of earth -the 
nation of shop keepers. He, too, remarked the anomaly when gazing 
from the self-same ledge some dozen (?) years ago. 'Pretty- exceedi.n{Jy 
pretty; but where; asked Prince Alfred - 'where is the spire? - that 
finishing touch to an English landscape.,. 

Eight years later, during Trollope's visit, the clock-tower was under construction and "was 

ex.cercising the minds of men very much•. But Trollope recognised that its function was 

intended to be much more than a public time-piece - it was as a symbol of Imperial rule 

because of its power as •a conspicuous and handome object to all the country around. •9 

Taken together, all these factors added to the sense that began to emerge among a section 

of Africans during the 1870s and 1880s that future resistance for the purpose of 

emancipation would have to be conducted from ui.thin the invading society.The Europeans 

would have to be played at their own game, and 'their' culture mastered. A modem class 

of Africans who could 'talk English' to the English would consciously have to fashion 

themselves to be at the vanguard. of this struggle. 

It was accepted that African society was historically undeveloped, at least in the glare of 

the bright light of the European nations. Consequently a cultural Eurocentrism was 

internalised by the new African tnteJUgentsia. Silas Molema, for example, was an African 

Stewartlst who often seemed to echo Stewart's thoughts almost word for word. He 

described Stewart's •success as an educationist among the Bantu• as -a peerless 

monument. w1o Later in the same work he asked his readers about the achievements of the 

black man in the past: 'What Is his contribution to the worlds of science, of art, and 

8 W.O. Atherstone, 'From Graham's Town to the Gouph'ln Sel.ected.Articles.from 
,.J the CapeMonthlyMagazine(l87D-18761 (Cape. Town: Van Rlebeeck Society, 1983), 76. 

9 Trollope, Southl\frica. 168. 

10 Molema, The Bantu. 221. 
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literature? ... The answer to these questions can be given In one simple word -

'Nothing.'*11 

But rather than being an excuse for holding down Afrlcan nations in backwardness, or for 

accepting a subordinate place for Africans in perpetuity, the need to become 'cultured' 

became a rallying cry In the struggle for African advancement and racial equality. In his 

Presidential address to the Native Education Association, Eltjah Makiwane urged the new 

African nationalist movement forward, but also seemed to echo Stewart's warnings: 

The rising generation forgets that the natives are an Inferior race! It was 
foolish for people who had just come into contact with 'civilisation' to 
compare themselves with a nation that had produced a Shakespeare, 
Bacon, and Milton and which had the knowledge to build railways and 
make wire fences. 12 

From the above It would seem that Makiwane -like his (tor)mentor Stewart -had come to 

measure modem civilisation by Its propensity to build fences that protect private property, 

railways to cany goods and conquer, and above all by its culture and literature. But here 

also were the main reasons why there was felt to be a need to progress, and why a literary 

education was so highly priZed. The conflict was now over whether or not European society 

was prepared to open the doors of Its own progress to assist with the advancement of the 

African peoples. By the 1880s it was clear that It was not. 

n 

In the social struggle that unfolded between the 'new Africans' and the Europeans a 

'battle of the books' came to occupy a prominent position. Since the first days of African 

11 Molema, The Bantu. 329. 

12 Odendaal, Vukani Bantu!, 8. 
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contact with European culture Ideas about books had assumed great Importance. On the 

lowest levels books were simply containers for language. But the missionaries had taught 

their followers that books were much more than this. Books were repositories for national 

culture, for morality, religion and laws. The Bible and Pilgim's Progress were bathed In 

mystique. For Daniel Vananda, the eponymous protagonist In W.C. Scully's novel, 

mastering the alphabet was equivalent to a religious revelation depleted by Scully as 

follows: 

But as the true use of the alphabet dawned upon hlm -when he came to 
recognise it as the key to unlock such spiritual treasure-houses as the 
'Psalms' and 'Pilgrim's Progress,' which had been so magnificently 
translated Into his own language by the gifted Tiyo Soga, hls work took on 
a new meaning and became less irksome. 18 

A society without books was treated as a society Without culture. Bryce Ross, for example, 

wrote letters to hls parish In England that lamented the lack of books available to the 

'natives' In South Africa. wsome of you may remember", he wrote, "when you first saw 

books. Your country is full of books, and has been so for ages. It is very different In Kaftr 

land from which I have come. "14 

The missionaries very consciously attempted to flU what they believed to be a cultural 

vacuum with foreign books. Until 1850 Cape Town's Ubnuy was almost the only 

Institution of its kind In South Africa. It was a cause of pride for the city's white 

Inhabitants and of wonder for Its visitors. One temporary resident commented: 

The glory of Cape Town Is Its public lJbrary which Is unsurpassed by any 
other slmllar Institution In any dependence- of Great Britain - not 
excepting Calcutta. It contained fifty or sixty thousand volumes, 
admirably selected and arranged, and placed In a bulldlngwhlch Is as 

13 W.C. Scully, Daniel Vananda, 'IheLifeStoryqfaHunwnBeing(CapeTown: Juta 
& Co, 1923), 55-56. 

14 B. Ross, 'Letter to •My dear young friends" about the shortage of books among 
the African people' (Cory Ubrary: Lovedale Collection, MS 7961). 
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comfortable and convenient for reading as any I have seen. 15 

However Its monopoly did not last for long. In the second half of the centwy Lovedale 

became one of the biggest importers of books In the country. On March 24, 1868, the 

Love dale Mlsstonazy Institution Ubrary was opened to the public. In a handbill prepared 

by the newly an1ved James Stewart, the Lovedale Education Board announced: 

The Ubrary now contains 4,000 Volumes, and also offers great 
advantages for giving access to the newest llterature of the day, as a 
sum of at least £25, out of the Interest of an endowment of £600, will be 
spent yearly 1n procuring new books, and new editions of books 
published a year or two ago. 16 

On the reverse of the handbllJ, amongst the list of more than 50 new books were 

Tennyson's Poems, and two recent novels by George Eliot, Adam Bede and Felix Holt the 

Radicd. 

1n 1876 the library became government funded. By 18911ts catalogue had expanded to 

include a total of 6,200 volumes of mainly English literature, so that by 1894 Stewart 

could confidently state that the Lovedale Ubrazy "though not large, contains a much 

greater selection of really good books than can be found In the libraries of many colonial 

towns."17 

Even at minor mission sub-stations, such as Plrte, there were libraries. The frail old John 

Ross, for example, 1n a handwritten and undated catalogue of the Plrte Ubrary drew up a 

list of several hundred books, that Included; Goldsmith's History of the Earth and 

Animated ~ Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations; Darwin's Principles; the History of 

15 A.W. Cole, TheCapeandtheKqfirs, orNotesofaFt.veYears'ResidenceinSouth 
JWiica(London: Richard Bentley, 1852), 25. 

16 'Circular Issued at the Opening of the Ubrary to the General Public' (Cory 
Ubrary, Lovedale Collection, MS 1589). 

17 J. Stewart, Lovedde, South)\/ii.ca(Glasgow: David B:tyce & Son, 1894), 63. 
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The wvedde Library in 1884: "'This interior shows one of the rooms of the New 
BuU.ding used as the Ubrary. uhich contains about 6,000 volumes. One side is chJidly 
.filled uith recent UXJrks in getlf!ral. literature. and other tUXJ sides uith older standard 
u:orks. chie.Jly theological. The new books come .from Mudie's, wn.don. tuice or t;hree 

times a year ... 

(Photo reprlnted from: Lovedde Missionary lnstitu.tton. South NHca, Photographic 
Views by Aldham & Aldham, Lovedale: Lovedale Institution Press, 1884 

(Photograph no. 6). 
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Conquest by Prescott; Schools and School Master's En(Jish Uteratwe by Hugh Miller. Of 

course mixed in amongst this collection (although apparently no more Important than the 

other books) were three volumes of Shakespeare's plays. 18 

When European society was looked at by Africans 1t must have been clear that books, and 

especially now En{j.ish books, occupied a very high position ln their cultural life. A Xhosa 

satirist, had one existed, might have written a powerful satire of the reverence with which 

the upper-classes of settler society publlcally treated books. This then was the context in 

which, in the 1880s especially, a struggle began to establish a parity of culture through 

a contest over and around writing and literature - over books. This took several fonns: a 

contest over the representation of meaning in books went side by side with a concerted 

effort to initiate a new JVHcan Uterature. 

The importance attached to bringing into being an Mrlcan national literature commenced 

in this period and continued well into the twentieth century. In the words of NgQgf wa 

Thiong'o an Afiican literature was needed to give this new class •a cohesive tradition and 

a common literary frame of references. • A national literature (ln spite of Its Eurocentrlc 

tendencies} helped to give the petty-bourgeois -a past, a culture and a literature with 

which to confront the racist bigotry of Europe. •ts In the last decades of the nineteenth 

century, therefore, the scene was set for a silent struggle by African writers to appropriate 

some of the forms of English literature, and even some oflts most well known texts on the 

/ road towards literary independence. 

8823). 

18 J. Ross, 'Catalogue of the Pirie Ubra.ry' (Cory Ubra.ry, Lovedale Collection, MS 

19 Ngagf Wa Thiong'o, DecolonisingtheMind. 21. 
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From Its first days Lovedale had claimed that one of its main alms was the encouragement 

of a vernacular literature. However, the truth about how this Uterature was to be created, 

• the strict conditions the missionaries Imposed on its conception, and the circumstances 

of Its struggle for birth, were a Uttle more complicated than John Lennox, for one, had 

suggested in 1916 when he wrote. 

Great as has been the work which the Mission Press has been able to 
render, it Is Lovedale's ambition to do an even greater service, 1n the 
production of a true Native literature. Translations, however excellent, 
lack something which an original composition In a language should 
possess. In this sense a native literature still has to be created.~ 

Until the 1870s African writers confined their themes and forms within the perameters of 

the literary /religious framework set out for them by the missionaries. The first half century 

of Xhosa writing, roughly from 1818 to 1868 (Ntstkana's hymns to Soga's translation of 

Pilgrlm's Progress), consisted mainly of translations of biblical texts, the occasional 

compositions of hymns and prayers, and some experimentation with Variations and 

adaptations of these biblical themes. 

This was partly due to the rudimentary level of literacy, as well as an unfamilJarity with 

secular Engllsh literature on the part of African students. But it was also to do with the 

fact that even after the development of a more advanced course of study and the growth 

of the mission Ubrarles, the missionaries actively discouraged non-religious writing. An 

example of their attitudes In the 1870s can be found In an article entitled 'Native 

Literature' that was carried in The Christian Express 1n 1872. 

The writer recommended the form~tion of a •society In Afd of Native lJterature", whose 

object would be RtQ encourage the best translation In prose and verse from the Engllsh 

20 Lennox & Henderson, 'Draft Account ', 9. 
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language Into Kafflr" on the grounds that "by encouraglng English literature being 

translated Into the native tongue, and endeavouring to create a taste for the same, I 

humbly conceive would be doing the natives some selVfce ... "21 In other words, at this stage, 

translations of English llterary texts were considered enough. 

Only occasionally was this attitude contradicted wh~n, fn 1879 for example, an article fn 

The Lovedde News, pointed out how: 

The value to Africa of a number of able writers would be Incalculable. 
The Kaftlrs would read, ff anyone had the talent to gain their car, and 
what might our native young men not hope to do for their countrymen 
through the press, if they cultivated a talent for writing. 22 

In 1877 Lovedale was visited by Antony Trollope, one of the most well known of Victorian 

writers. Coming at the zenith of the lJterary Society's first pertod (in fact during Its tenth 

anniversary), this was obviously a cause of some excitement. So much so that the report 

of his visit In the Lovedde News found tt necessary to calm the literary ambitions his 

presence may have generated: 

We don't want native novelists, of course, at least not Just yet. But we 
do especfal1y want them to have good heads to be hard workers, both for 
their own sakes and for Africa. 23 

The hypocrisy of such lecturing must have been glartngly apparent to those who listened 

to'lrollope, Including EliJah Makfwane, Walter Rubusana and W.W. Gqoba. Contradictions 

were being pfled on top of each other: they were being visited by lumfnartes lfke Trollope; 

they were being taught to study Shakespeare; they were being encouraged to read from 

volumes and volumes of the oldest and latest of the English literary tradition; they were 

21 The Christian Express, 2 December 1872. 

22 The Lovedde News, 41, 3 December 1879. 

23 TheLoveddeNews, 21, 20August 1877. 
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debating novel reading and the rise of the English novel in the Uterary Society.:u It was 

therefore bitterly Ironic that they were continually being told not to make any effort to 

establish their own vernacular ltteratW'C or to write their owt books. 

To add Insult to lnjwy, by the 1870s (while African writers were being held back) the 

missionaries were taking upon themselves the task of constructing Xhosa history, and 

even publishing volumes of what they claimed to be 'South African' poetry. By the 1890s 

works of 'South African literature' - uri.tten by Ew-opeans - started to appear in the 

libraries. It appeared that the usurpers were now embarked on a new project- the aim of 

which was to appropriate Africa and Mricans for European llteratW'C. Names like W.C. 

Scully, Rider Haggard, and Francis Carey Slater appeared with Increasing frequency. 

A new colonial discourse was being erected by the llkes of historian George McCall Theal 

whose writing, Mostert points out, was "flawed by raw and vigorously explicit colonial 

prejudices." But •as these were perfectly acceptable to the times In which he wrote, they 

did not affect his influence ... "25 The same issue of 11t.e Lovedde News that reported on 

Trollope's visit also reported in its regular 'Odds and EndS section that Theal was 

"proposing to publish a new book called 'Stories of the Amaxosa'" which would: 

PreseiVe in Kafflr giving also EnglJsh translation and notes. all the 
favourite stories told by mothers and grandmothers round the evening 
fire ... This will be the most truly .Kafflr book ever published and every 
native should buy tt. • 

The extent to which the English had begun to take it upon themselves to construct an 

African literature became even more evident in 1886, when the Lovedale Institution Press 

24 '1he Lovedde News, 26, 6 November 1877 reported that the Uterary Society had 
held a debate on novel reading. 

25 Mostert, Frontiers. 42. 

26 '1he Lovedale News, 21, 20 August 1877. 
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publtshed a sUm volume of poetry entitled The Wreck of the Grosvenor and Other South 

J\fHcan Poems. Although the author's name was not gtven on the frontispiece the volume 

Is attributed to W.C. Scully.27 Its publication at Lovedale would have been regarded as 

something of an event. The poems are mediocre and hardly worthy of literary criticism. 

Their significance, however, lies In their style and the fact that the Lovedale Imprint would 

have lent them authority as South African 'literature', 

Scully was a poet of the 'cultural borderlands' par excellence. He was a literary mediator 

between African and European society. He very deliberately attempted to construct himself 

as a voice of Europe in Africa, more refined than the settlers but at the same time more 

realistic than the missionaries. He rea~ Shakespeare and the Bible, Greek and Latin poets, 

and studied Gennan poetry and philosophy. 

His first volume of poetry set the scene for an Anglo-European tradition in the genres and 

language of the literature of the borderlands, Initially written by whites. This tradition was 

carried over into black African literature at the turn of the century. Tim Couzens, for 

example, has commented how •one criticism of the early black writers .. was their -roo 

heavy dependence and obsession with the English romantics." He added that "the 

influence ofthe Romantics and Shakespeare" could be clearly seen in H.I.E. Dhlomo's 

writing.28 In his Ph.D. thesis he used the poetry of the Natal poet Robert Grendon to 

underscore how the nineteenth century English literary tradition was carried Into African 

literature. 

The following two stanzas from Tshaka's Death, one of Grendon's poems, are an example 

of how English diction and literary device (rhyming couplets) were turned to African 

27 W.C. Scully, The Wreck of the Grosvenor and other South J\fHcan Poems 
(Lovedale: Lovedale Institution Press, 1886). 

28 T. Couzens, 'The Continuity of Black Uterature In South Africa Before 1950', 
Eng.ish in 1\frica. 1' 2, 197 4, 15. 
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themes by African writers: 

"Ye think that ye this land wtll rule 
When I am dead and gone! Ye Uel 
Ye11 bow before the white man's stool, 
And him ye11 rev'rence by-and-by! 

As I to you am yielding now 
In shameful, shameful - death laid low, 
So ye unto the sword must bow 
And to destruction all must goF 

Similarly, many of Scully's poems were sonnets that were written in a style imitative of 

English Romantic poets such as Tennyson, Swinburne and Keats. Jean Marquard pointed 

out how within Scully's poems •Mnca features only occasionally in an ornamental rather 

than an integral sense. "30 

Scully is a pioneer In his use of matelial appropliate for an African 
rather than a European experience. His treatment Is not realistic, and 
echoes of Tennyson, Wordsworth, Keats, and Shakespeare set the 
enterprise firmly in the English tradition. In as far as content and 
diction can be separated, however, the poem is 'African' and attempts 
to communicate, however sketchily, something of the key issues 
confronting the colonial in South Aflica. 81 

In his ridiculous (even when attempting to be reallstic) depletion of Africans, Scully also 

initiated a pattern that was followed by other European writers, and fiercely contested by 

African writers. The title poem is about the wreck of the Grosvenor on the Transkel coast 

in 1792. It records the imagined experience of the European survivors' encounter with the 

Xhosa and is written In a poor Imitation of Shakespearean blank verse. Again, Marquard 

succinctly details the contradictions that stlike the reader In this poem where "the 

Tennysonian cadences in the speech of the black chh~f. whose words and images, pastoral 

29 R. Grendon, Tshakds.Death(Pietennaritzburg: Munro Brothers Printers, 1901). 

30 J. Marquard, W.C.Scully: A Neglected Pioneer in South African Uterature, D.Phll 
Thesis, University of Cape Town, 1984, 153. 

31 Marquard, W.C. Scully, 165. 
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in the English tradition, are extremely remote and artificial In the context of his world ... aa 

Even more str1klng than this was the extent to which the prejudiced discourse of the 

settlers, with Its racist constructs of Africans and Europeans, was starting to find Its way 

into Uterary discourse. There is, for example, a definite continuity in patterns of character 

depletion between Scully's Chief In this poem, Daniel Vananda in his tater novel, and 

Moses Mpondo in Carey Stater's short stocy, 1he Dictionary.33 In reaUty 1he Wreck ofthe 

Grosvenor is less about the calamity Itself than about traditional male EW'Opean fears of 

the threat of sexual violation of their white women by African men. For example, after the 

three ladles are seized by "the Kafirs" and brought to "The Kraal of the Paramount Kaflr 

Chief' (Scene V), the following memorable lines are given to the Chief. 

Let no one molest 
Their sorrow. Let them rest. In time, perchance, 
They11 grow to sleekness. I have often heard 
That these white women are most beautiful, 
With smooth, white, fragrant skin, and sky-like eyes, -
Unlike the dim, brown sight-balls of our race, 
And different from the rude, ungraceful maids 
That hoe our com. 84 

These poems were published in 1886 at the height of the ferment surrounding attempts 

to circumscribe 'native education'. They would have been widely read by the newly 

polttictsed African students at Lovedale. However, during a period when the missionaries 

were attempting to restrict the desire of African students to write poetry, the subject oflts 

Preface, even more than the poems, amounted to a call to arms to the Afi1can writer. 

Scully told his readers confidently that •south of the Une, ltterature, and more especially 

poetry, does not luxuriantly flourish." 

32 Marquard, W.C. Scully, 163. 

33 F.C. Slater, 1he Dictionary, first printed In 1he Sunbwnt South (1908); 
reprinted In E.R. Seacy (comp), South.JVHcan Short Stories (CapeTown: Oxford University 
Press, 1947), 69-88. 

34 Scully, TheWreckoftheGrosvenor, 11. 
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The reasons for this are not far to seek: the Uterature of the imagination 
can develop to any great extent only 1n countries that have a history 
flecked with the Ught and shade of great national or individual virtues 
and vices, crimes and misfortunes. Poetry, to be national, must stand 
out from a background of tradition - tradition of a past that people feel 
to be their especial heritage, and which, as it were, permeates the air 
they breath.35 

Scully's Preface reflected the kinds of views that would have been expressed by Europeans 

attending the Lovedale Uterary Society's discussion on •Kaftlr Uterature" attts openJng 

meeting on February 10, 1888.38 It was Indicative of attitudes about •Kaffir Uterature" and 

society that were frequently expressed. The Thealist idea that the Xhosa (and African 

people generally) had no historical or cultural traditions of their own was common. It was 

one of Stewart's favourite themes. It was also strongly imposed upon African students by 

their teachers. 

Once again the effect of this would have been to increase the determination of African 

students to begin· the task of creating an African llterature. It also explains the choice of 

theme of the first African novels, plays and poems- themes which often sought to recreate 

a ll}ltstory flecked with light and shade", a tradition and an •especial heritage." 

IV 

Tlyo Soga was the first Xhosa writer whose literature evolved to reflect the mounting 

tensions between English and African. Soga took up the literary mantle shed by Ntslkana. 

Ntslkana's hymns had made use of Imagery and symbolism recognisable to the traditional 

Xhosa audience to convey the meaning of his newly discovered religious message. He had 

35 W.C. Scully, 'Preface', The Wreck oft:lte Grosvenor. 

36 Lovedale Missionary Institution Annual Report for 1888 (Cory Ubrary, Lovedale 
Collection). 
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matched "new concepts with such of the old as was common to the everyday experience•37 

and In this way achieved a tentative fusion of European and Xhosa literary traditions. But 

although apPropriating a Christian theme, the fonn of his 1lymns' remained ftnnly within 

the oral tradition. 

Soga went a step further. Through translations he matched European literature with the 

Xhosa language. His translation of Pilgrim's Prog-8$5 went into history as an enonnously 

influential part of the written tradition in Xhosa. Yet Soga did not sacrifice the Xhosa 

language on the alter of European literature, but produced a text that was as much 

Indebted to the oral tradition, to the sounds and cadences of Xhosa language, as to 

Bunyan. Although he was the first Lovedale trained African student to write naturally in 

English, his passion was for Xhosa. His writing represented a critical turning point In the 

self-deftnitlon of African literature, as well as in the evolution of its relationship with 

English Uterature. 

Soga had been a pupJl at Lovedale from soon after its foundation. He was Govan's prot~g~ 

and had made two trips to Scotland to further his training and education. His first trip 

to Erigland was made between 1846 and 1848 when teaching at Lovedale was made 

impossible by war. The intoxicating effect of this experience was remembered by Soga's 

biographer J A. Chalmers, who reported on Ttyo Soga's response to his first sight of St. 

Paul's Cathedral in London. 

On the Tuesday Mr Govan took us to see St. Paul's Cathedral, when Ttyo 
stood for quite a considerable time transftxed, and gazing up earnestly 
at the dome, he exclaimed: 'Old man make this?t38 

Three years later, in 1851, he returned for a lengthy stay of sJx years. On this occasion 

Soga took a course In Arts at the University of Glasgow Jn Scotland. Here be received 

37 Hodgson, Ntsikana's Great flynn. 3. 

38 Chalmers, T4P Soga. 43. 
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profound exposure to English literature and history and carried home •a deep love of the 

English language and literature and of History." Although history was his favounte 

subject, Soga listed Shakespeare, Milton, Goldsmith and Tennyson as authors he had 

come to love. 811 Chalmers summed up Soga's expertence at Glasgow University on the basis 

of the entrtes Soga made In his notebooks, pointing out how "his leisure hours" seemed 

to have been: 

devoted to that vast field of literature which was opened up to him In 
the college library. He read the works of Washington Irving, Prescott, 
Macaulay, Foster, VInet, and Mosheim. In poetry, he appears only to 
have read Longfellow; whilst copious extracts from Boswell's 'Ufe of 
Jonson', show that he was specltlcally fascinated with that biographer, 
who has painted with a large brush the portrait of his hero. The 
Evidences of Chrtstlanity', by Paley, be very carefully pursued. As he 
advanced be set himself to study Engllsb history, which he did to some 
purpose, as those who knew him best can testlfy.40 

For most of his life Soga was overwhelmed by the breadth and depth of the English 

literary tradition, and naively carrted his enthusiasm for his dtscovertes back to Tyumle. 

When W.C. Scully chanced to meet Tlyo Soga on holiday In the Transkel, 12 years after 

he had left Scotland, be recalled bow Soga: 

beguiled the time by reciting Wordsworth's poetry, which at that time I 
bad never beard of. As each fresh aspect of the magnificent scenery 
unfolded Itself be would pause and declaim some approprtate quotation 
from The Excursion. • 

I have seldom been so Impressed by anyone as by this Kafflr, who, born 
In absolute barbartsm, bas acquired culture both deep and wide, and 
then returned to try and civllise his people. 41 

39 Wllllams, Umji.utcl1st 23. 

4° Chalmers, Tflp Soga. 74. 

41 W.C. Scully, Reminiscences of a South NH£an Pioneer (London: T. Fisher 
Unwin, 1913}, 83-84. 

Is It a coincidence that J.A. Chalmers also used Wordsworth to depict the natural beauty 
of the Zuurveld landscape? In an article about Tlyo Soga, published by The Cape Monthly 
Magazine In January 1872, Chalmers descrtbed bow: "The Chumie, as It existed until 
1846, was one of those scenes of which Wordsworth speaks that 'connect the landscape 
with the quiet of the sky.'" · 
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However, judging from his letters and notebooks, Soga seems to have appreciated English 

literature not primarily for Its aesthetic value - but more for what It represented of the 

stage of development of a society more advanced than his own. There is no evidence to 

indicate that Soga used the example of English literature for any Independent Imaginative 

purpose. He composed no plays or poems in Xhosa or English. Instead he doggedly 

undertook to transfer into Xhosa- thr9Ugh translatioli -what he regarded to be the best 

of English literature: the Gospels and Bunyan's Pilgim's Progress. 

His writing, thus, rather than being strictly original mainly took the fonn of translations, 

or reportage through his journal and letters of the condition of Africans in 'Kaffraria'. At 

this he was undoubtedly a master. Scully, for example, pointed out how '"many of the 

Psalms sound better in Mr Soga's version than in English" and described his translation 

of Pilgrim.'s Progress as "a masterpiece. "42 

But it is also important to see how Soga set the perameters for the first important post-

, Ntsikanan literary trend that, In a limited way, represented a striking out towards a 

greater independence from Euro-centric fonns of writing. This involved the collection and 

writing down of proverbs, 'folk-tales' and folk lore, including traditional oral proverbs and 

praise poems. According to Chalmers, Soga was: 

Ever collecting facts as to past events, genealogies, ancient customs, 
and battles. Few of his own nation surpassed him In their knowledge of 
the Kaftr race, and certainly none surpassed him In his graphic power 
of describing a battle. I have seen him long past midnight sitting in a 
Kaftr hut, note-book in hand, jotting down some incident or tale or 
bloody fight as described by an old wrinkled countlyman ofhts own.43 

This fonn of writing was developed more fully by Soga's Immediate successors W.W. 

42 Scully, Reminiscences, 84. 

43 Williams, U11lfi.ut.disi. 112. 
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Gqoba and Walter Rubusana,44 and much later by Sol Plaatje45 and A.C. Jordan.48 It 

represented the beginnings of a shift towards an independent, non-relfgtous, non-

European lfterature. It attempted to accommodate African experience and history inside 

the new literary fonns of poetry and short-story tellfng. It reflected the growing 

consciousness of the Importance and value of African hJstoxy as something to be 

preserved in writing. 

In her introduction to Tounrds an JViit;an Uterattue. Undf Jordan, dwelt only on the 

'collaborative' aspect of Saga's Writings, claiming they did "not reflect the cries and 

anguish of the African people, but rather, are an exhortation to people to join the new 

society• where Soga believed there was an •abundance of lffe for all. •47 

But this .statement took no account of the evolution of Saga's outlook in the last period 

ofhis life. For example, in many ways Saga's letters and notes on the condition of the 

Africans in British Kaffrarla anticipated Plaatje's harrowing reportage of the 

consequences of the passing of the Natives' Land Act in 1913.48 In recording the details 

of the suffering he had witnessed during the cattle killtng period, whfle on his 'rural 

rides', there was something almost Cobbetian about his wrttings.48 

44 In 1906 Rubusana published a 570-page anthology of proverbs and praise 
poems entitled Zemk1nkDmo Nagux:iandini (Aux:ly Go the Cattle. You Cowcrds) (London: 
Butler and Tanner, 1906). 

45 S. Plaatje, Sechuana Proverbs uith .Lit.erd Translations and their European 
Equivd.ents (London: Kegan Paul, 1916). 

46 A.C.Jordan, Tdes.fromSou.them.l!fiica, TranslatedandRe-tddbyACJordan. 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973). 

47 N.L. Jordan, 'Introduction' to Touxrds an .l!fiican I.i.terature, iv-v. 

48 Sol Plaatje, Native I.Jfe in South ilfrica (London: P .S. King & Son, ltd, 1916). 

49 Chalmers quotes at length from some of Saga's letters communicating his 
observations of the consequences of the 1857 cattle killing episode. 7ly> Soga, 144-145. 
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Undi Jordan also Ignores the important transformation that took place In Soga's thinking 

after he witnessed the struggle and defeat of his mentor Govan. With Govan gone, he 

must have realised that it was Inevitable that his other mlss1onary-fi1ends would 

eventually succumb to the racism of the settlers and the dictates of the colonial 

government by accepting a permanently lower rung In society for Afrtcans. 

More recently Tim Couzens has concured with A.C. Jordan 1n his estimation of the 

importance of Soga to the development of African literature. He claims for Soga the 

position of being •one of the earliest, if not the earliest, of black literary historians", 

adding that his translations of the Bible and Pilgim's Progress had RJaid the foundations 

of black literature. "50 

v 

Soga died in 1871. But soon after his death -according to Benjamin VUakazt - tt 

becomes possible to detect the emergence of a more consciously oppositional Xhosa 

literary movement - a movement which saw as its goal the creation of an independent 

Afiican literature that would challenge the hegemony being claimed by the Europeans 

over the production and Interpretation of 'literature'. 51 We begin to notice a growing 

creativity and independence of theme 1n Afrtcan writing in newspapers, poet:Jy, and short 

stories. 

Constant repetition of the kind of ideas voiced by Stewart and Scully had forced the ftrst 

generation of Xhosa/ Afiican students after Tlyo Soga to begin to consider how to cut out 

50 T. Couzens, "TTle New African": Herbert Dhlomo and Black South Afrtcan 
Uterature In English, 1875-1956, Ph.D. Thesis, University ofWitwatersrand, 1980, 106. 

51 As self-conslous and deliberate In Intention, I would argue, as the project of the 
English Romantic poets, or the French existential movement In the 1950s. 
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a more Independent space for modem African literature. By this time, according to Pallo 

Jordan, writers such as Nathan Mhala and Walter Rubusana 'bad begun to question 

the benefits bestowed on them by the progress promised by modemlsatlon.·52 Thelr new 

literature was oppositional - although it drew inspiration from the European lltenuy 

tradition, and worked Within the framework of the genres It had Introduced. 

While the collection of oral poetry and proverbs had been a useful way of recording and 

celebrating African history, and thereby of countering European anti-histories of the 

Xhosa, it was not a genre that could be pursued indefinitely, or which offered great scope 

for creative development. It could not be strictly classified as imaginative literature, or 

judged side by side with the body of EngUsh literature that filled the libnuy shelves at 

Lovedale, Pirie and Healdtown. 53 African writers felt the need to move further forward and 

It was out of this genre that the African novel first emerged, combining folklore and oral 

history with fictional and creative/Imaginative additions to the stories. 

The class of -the 1870s began to examine more seriously the possibilities for a fusion of 

literary traditions - exploring spaces which had been throWn up In the cultural 

borderlands around which they Uved. Jeff Opland, for example, quotes a section of a 

poem by Thomas Mqanda, published In Isigidimi In October 1884, pointing out how 

Mqanda was the first poet 'Ito use the new medium of print to publish an original poem 

written In traditional style for literate readers. •54 

Disillusion with the missions also began to be evident In some Xhosa poetry. The poet 

52 Jordan, 'lJterature, Resistance and Revolution', 88. 

53 For a study of the character of mission education at Heald town see, L.A. Hewson, 
Healdtown, A Study of A Methodist Experiment In African Education, Ph.D. Thesis, Rhodes 
University, 1959. 

54 Opland, 'The Transition from Oral to Written in Xhosa', 146. 
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Jonas Ntsfko responded to the crisis by putting onto paper •some thoughts till now ne'er 

spoken" which •Make shreds of my Innermost being": 

I twn my back on the many shames 
That I see from day to day; 
It seems we march to our very grave 
Encircled by a smiling Gospel. 

And what Is this Gospel? 
And what salvation? 
The shade of a fabulous ghost 
That we try to embrace In vain. 55 

In a similar expression of anguish, I.W.W. Cttashe, urged his fellow Africans to prepare for 

further battles with the Europeans. But he incited his countrymen to do this not with the 

failed methods of physical revolt, nor through appropriation of the ~reechloader", but by 

preparing for a longer struggle, and engaging their opponents through their own culture 

and civilisation. 

Your cattle are gone, my countrymen! 
Go rescue them! Go rescue them! 
Leave the breechloader alone 
And turn to the pen! 
Take paper and Ink, 
For that Is your shield. 
Your rights are going! 
So pick up your pen. 58 

Protest poems like these were a far cry from Shakespeare, and much more akin to the 

African protest poetry that developed In another period of social rupture and Intense 

disfllusfon a century later. Nonetheless they launched a tradition of protest and lament In 

African poetry that has been sustained until the present day. 57 But the bitter feeling of 

dislocation and disruption ("Your cattle are gone"), broken promises and thwarted 

55 Gerard, Four .NHcan Literatures, 40-41. 

56 Gerard, Four .NHcan literatures, 41. Both of these poems were first published 
In Isfgidfm1 samaXhosa. 

57 See: T. Couzens & E. Patel (eds), The Retwn of the Amast Bird. Black South 
NHcanPoetry, 1891-1981 (Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1982). 
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ambitions (•A fabulous ghost/that we try to embrace in vatn•), were also an expression of 

the determination of the new literati not to tum their backs on Western civiUsatlon. The 

answer now was to "take up the pen· and to continue to study European literature in 

order to absorb and adapt It into an African Uterary tradition. 

A. C. Jordan and Albert Gerard listed the early Xhosa writers who emerged as part of this 

tradition. They name Samuel Edward Krune Mqhayl, Mankayl Enoch Sontonga, Hemy 

Maslla Ndawo, L. Kakaza, Guybon B. Sinxo, and James J.R. Jolobe as Xhosa novelists 

before A. C. Jordan. ss In 1936 a review article in Irrwo Zabantswtdu listed the following as 

~eing in the front ranks of Bantu authorship in this particular language [Xhosa)•, 'nyo 

Soga, Mqhayl, Ntsikana, Gqoba, T.B. Soga, Solilo, B.J. Ross, Ndawo, Jabavu, Vlmbe, 

.Jolobe, Gawe, Pelem, Cinqo, Yako; Mjamba, J.S. Mazwi, Zfbi, E. Makiwane, Siglla. s What 

Is obvious from this Jist is that within the space of 50 years a substantial body of Xhosa 

writers and writing had started to emerge. 

These writers do not seem to have been as directly Influenced by English Uterature as 

twentieth century African writers such as Thomas Mofolo, Sol PlaatJe and A.C. Jordan. 

Although their novels and poems were set In the colonial world, and dwelt on Its 

contradictions, the balance still seems to be tipped on the side of the traditional tales and 

proverbs. However the significance of this development In African literature was 

appreciated by Benjamin Vllakazl, who noted how their writings were "'nspired by 

education·, but felt that their ~istorical understanding" was "not yet deep enough.• 

58 Gerard, Four NHcan literatures, 51·67. 

59 Irrwo Zabantswtdu., 25 April 1936. 

Prelimimuy research has been conducted Into some of these writers, for example see; 
B.E.N. Mahlasela, Jolobe- Xhosa Poet and Writer (Grahamstown: Department of African 
Languages, Rhodes University, 1973). But the non·existence of a thorough critical study 
of Xhosa language writers and their Uterature at the beginning of the twentieth century, 
and of its importance to the general development of African literature in South Africa, 
leaves a gaping hole in our appreciation of the extent of South African African literature. 
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Nonetheless he felt they offered cause for optimism: 

With evecy new book produced there Is always new light thrown on the 
possible growth and attainment of original African themes. The shlft:tng 
facets of the African author·s opinions represent Intellectual growth In 
the adjustment of his literacy methods and approach. The writers who 
began by moralislng and judging all heathen conduct on a western 
ethical basis now have turned to look back critically, and take pride In 
their past. 80 

However, this process necessitated arrequent adjustments .• In literacy method and 

approach" as the writers struggled to adapt uncomfortable literacy forms and themes to 

their needs and experience. 

It is also significant that most of them chose to write In Xhosa. This was linked to their 

efforts to create an exclusive guild of African writers who could develop a form of writing 

that addressed itself primarily to African experience and an African audience. Writing In 

Xhosa showed pride In their language and made their Ideas more acceslbtle to African 

readers. It posed problems for publication, but It also allowed a certain freedom from the 

eyes of the missionaries. 

But It was also part of a reaction against the deification of the English language that was 

taking place at Lovedale. Since the Renaissance the English language had been regarded 

by the English Intelligentsia as a pale reflection of the classical languages (Greek and Latin) 

and their 'near perfect' literature. Govan's Inclusion of Greek and Latin, as subjects for 

teaching, was a reflection of this. But during the nineteenth centwy there developed an 

academic tendency that began to assert the universal primacy of the English language and 

its literature. Alexander Duff, for example, belleved that "what Greek and Latin were to the 

contemporaries of More and Ascham, our tongue Is to the people of India ... • (and should 

60 B. Vilakazi, The Oral and Written Uterature In Ngunf, Ph.D. Thesis, University 
ofWitwatersrand, 1945, 371. 
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become to the people of Africa}. 81 This explains why Stewart continually insisted on the 

downgrading of the classics, and encouraged students In the "practice of public speaking 

In the English language." 

There thus developed a contestative Interplay between languages. Ironically Xhosa was 

lined up on the same side of the battle field as Greek and Latin - as languages that were 

under threat by the bombastic and bellJgerent English. The removal of 'the classics' from 

the syllabus at Lovedale was, therefore, more than just part of the general attack on 

'native education'. It reflected on the ascendancy of the English language, In a new 

contest that was taking place. between what were considered to be the great languages of 

human civilisation. It was part of a struggle by the proponents of English (the English) to 

shift the text-centre of language back onto their own territocy. That this aspect of the 

contest was not properly understood by Lovedale's students, Is obvious from an Interesting 

anecdote cited by James Wells in his biography of Stewart: 

Captain Younghusband- now of Tibet fame- when visiting Lovedale 
In the nineties, asked a native If he was satisfied with the education 
there. 'No,' he replied, 'they are not teaching our children Greek and 
Latin. Dr Steux:rt says thot EnJ;Jish Is to be our Greek and Latin. 'This 
was a sore point with the natives for some time. They thought It a 
hardship that they could not get a full European education. They 
regarded Greek and Latin as among the chief charms of the white men 
and the hall-mark of gentlemen, and they wanted to know why they 
had been deprived of them. 82 (My emphasis) 

Typical of the colonists' attitude towards Xhosa, that these writers would have rebelled 

--· against, was a letter In the I.ovedde New:; in April 1879 under the heading -speak 

English!" The complainant, signing himself as an 'Apprentice', complained about the 

flouting of the rule 'Speak English', and recommended that breaking this rule should 

61 Brock, James Stewart and Lovedale, 101. 

62 Wells, Steux:rt ofLovedde. 106. 
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henceforth be an offence punishable by the native court. 83 He whined how It was •a pity 

to see that English speaking does not displace Kaffir speaking about Lovedale, as It once 

did" and about hearing the 'Kaftlr language' as the principal language spoken ln the 

dJnlng hall. His conclusion: 

It is true that there are a few who try to practice English. Some continue 
long; some are unable to do so, because the majority ui11 speak Kaffir, 
even the seniors. t have tried many times ana determined to continue, 
but have been unsucessful through the Kaftlr speaking that Is around 
me. I am very sorry for this, as I am most desirous to be able to speak 
Engllsh.64 

Unfortunately however it was soon discovered that creative writing In Xhosa closed out the 

non-Xhosa reading audience, Including other Africans, but especially that section of 

European society with whom these writers sought to prove their credentials in the world 

of literature. Many of the first works of African literature in English were as much for 

European eyes as for Africans. Combined with this was a recognition that success as a 

'writer' still required a mastery of the English language. According to Inwo Zabantsun.du; 

The key of knowledge Is the English language. Without such a·mastery 
of It as will give the scholar a taste for reading, the great English 
literature Is a sealed book, and he remains one of the uneducated, living 
In the miserably small world of boer Ideals, or those of the untaught 
natives.66 

Another factor that had to be borne In mind was that the missionaries still controlled the 

prlntlng press. Only by writing In English was It possible to achJeve the acclaim and 

recognition for African writing that many of these early writers sought. 

63 The native court at Lovedale was responsible for uncovering and punishing 
misdeeds among the African students. It was one of Stewart's Innovations. 

64 The Lovedole News. 12 April 1879 . 

If this was not actually written by James Stewart In the garb of an apprentice, It would 
certainly have met with hls approval. 

65 Inwo Zabantswuiu. 29 August 1895. 
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Thus, by the tum of the century, the trend was once again to wrlte In English. From this 

developed an Afro-European trend In African IJterature, with many of the new wrlters 

putting African themes Into the Engllsh language. The development of an African literature, 

modelled on the fonns, and corresponding with the themes of European literature came 

to be seen as one of the principal means to breach the citadel of white privilege. Xhosa 

literature slipped from prominence, although continued to progress slightly removed from 

the public eye. It was not until 1940 that this tendency was deliberately challenged by A. C. 

Jordan with the publication of Ingqwnbo Yemin!JWt!P-

In Chapter Seven I return to problems that faced African wrlters, in their efforts to create 

a written literature, and the way In which these were resolved by A. C. Jordan. What should 

be noted at this point, however, is that after emerging from Its mission-Initiated origins, 

for several decades African llterature developed in close correspondence with Engllsh 

literature. Writers emerged either as a result of an accord they established with the English 

and their culture ffiyo Soga, for most of his literary Ufe); or as a result of a growing sense 

of discord. English literature (or other classical cultures brought by the English) was 

Initially offered to Africans as a home for all. When it came under threat it became both 

a site of conflict, and a catalyst for a new determination to establish a new literature that 

could be used In a contest with the English. 

[End of chapter). 
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Shakespeare, the English and the African writer 

"'t was our teachers influencing us more than anything else because everybody 
thought that if you can't say anything about Shakespeare then you don't know 

English.• 

Dan Twala, student at Lpvedale to 1924.1 

I 

In the ct1ntest that developed around literature in general an Important place was alloted 

to Shakespeare in particular - by European teachers and African students allk.e. 

Shakespeare rode atop the wave that had burst English literature upon foreign shores, as 

if to conftnn the prediction made by the editors of the Globe Edition of '/he Wo.ds of 

WUllam Shakespeare in 1864, when they wrote: 

Any volume which presents in a convenient fonn, with clear type and at 
a moderate cost, the complete works of the foremost man in literature, 
the greatest muter of the language most widely spoken among men, will 
make its way to the remotest comers of the habitable globe.2 (my 
emphasis} 

Almost as quickly as his plays had become a subject for study in British schools, they also 

1 Couzens, '/he New Ali1can, A Study of the Ufe and Wark of H./.E. Dhlomo 
(Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1985), 51. 

2 W.G. Clark & W .A. Wright (eds), Preface to '/he Wor.ks of WOllam Shakespeare 
('lbe Globe Edition, 1864); Quoted by Taylor, Reinventing Shakespeare, 184. 
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became a major commodity for export overseas. In the mid-nineteenth centwy there was 

a sudden proliferation of new edltions.3 The Globe edition, published In 1864, made 

Shakespeare more accessible and affordable. This edition especially, was carried proudly 

by EngUsh traders as they worked their way further and further across the globe. The 

result was that almost as quickly as Shakespeare's plays, and characters within the plays, 

re-entered English life they started to assume a ghost-like presence in the lives of people 

of other nations as well as In the texts of other national literatures. 

Ania Loomba has explored the Impact of Shakespeare on Indian socfety.4 Similar 

processes evolved in South Africa, where the perfonnance (and more Importantly, 

possession) of Shakespeare by the English was destined to become a weapon in the 

annoury of the settlers, sometimes as important for their sustenance as the Bible. W.C. 

Scully, for example, is reported to have carried with him ~hakespeare and the Bible" in 

the early days of his travels In Southern Afrlca.5 

During this period Shakespeare was a vital component }D the creation of Britain's Image 

of Itself- an Image that almost as soon as it was created was Imposed on other peoples. 

The 'fullness' of this image was deliberately contrasted with the purported emptiness of 

other people's Images: England versus India or Africa. The theatre In Cape Town, like the 

chureh spire In Grahamstown, was a symbol of England's desired hegemony (through 

cultural supremacy) over all aspects of African life. 

3 Between 1709 and 1810 stxty-ftve editions of Shakespeare's works were published; 
a mere ten years from 1851 to 1860 witnessed the production of at least 162. By 1887 over 
eighty school editions of Individual plays had been published, making Shakespeare the 
subject of twice as many textbooks as any other English author. Taylor, Reinventing 
Shakespeare, 184. 

4 Loomba, Gender, Race, Renaissance Drama, 1989. 

5 J. Marquard, ··Introduction' to Transkel Stories, Short Stories by W.C. Scully 
(Cape Town: David Philip, 1 984), xU. 
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The Victorians icon! sed Shakespeare and thrust his works on an unsuspecting world. This 

'tradition' was carrted into the twentieth century in a manner that was epitomised by an 

enormous and expensive exhibition of •shakespeare's England", that took place at Earls 

Cowt In London In 1912. A reproduction of the Globe theatre was specially built by Edwin 

Landseer Luytens, the leading architect of the period. However, as Marion O'Connor 

pointed out In her essay dealing with the exhibition, the main purpose for celebrating the 

past was In order "to be a justification for the present". Implicit was the idea that 

Shakespeare "memorializes an 'extraordinarily brilllant epoch In the history of the world' 

which is now as much as th~. "6 This is evident from the thrust of a review she quotes 

from the Windsor Magazine that nostalgically recalled the Elizabethan period •as an age 

of burgeoning and renaissance, an age of virility and abllity." It was a period that 

laid the foundations of her colonial empire: and the literature of the 
period, with which the name Shakespeare is forever associated, forms 
an Imperishable moment of an extraordinarily bril11ant epoch in the 
history of the world. 7 

It is possible to see here the way In which English literature, and Shakespeare in 

particular, was press-ganged Into becoming an ambassador of the colontstng 'mother-

country'. In the words of Anta Loomba, English literature became a -participant in the 

creation of a paternalistic, elitist culture, designed to contain challenges to the status quo 

by the middle and working classes as well as women . ..e In South Africa, India and 

elsewhere It seiVed as a means of -.mpostng a culture, a cluster of ideologies, a way of 

being and seeing of which the llterazy text became the privileged signifier. ,.g 

6 M. O'Connor, 'Theatre of Empire: 'Shakespeare's England' at Earl's Court, 1912' 
In Howard & O'Connor, Shakespeare Reproduced, 91. 

7 Windsor Magazine, 35, Dec 1911-May 1912, Quoted by O'Connor, Shakespeare 
J Reproduced, 91. 

8 Loomba, Gender, Race and Renaissance Drama, 11. 

9 Loomba, Gender, Race and Renaissance Drama, 16. 
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By the end of the nineteenth century, four distinct social groups had encountered 

Shakespeare in South Africa; the English settlers, the Dutch, the missionaries, and the 

African ~lite. The English missionaries and the settlers felt secure with the knowledge that 

Shakespeare reputedly belonged to 'their' national heritage. But despite their claims to 

common ownership, they Interpreted and employed Shakespeare In different ways. 

The Dutch community resident at Cape Town had translated Othello and the Merchant of 

Ven.tce Into Dutch by 1840. In May 1836 there was a production of De Jaloersche Zwart 

{Othello); in 1838 of De Jood en de Christen of de Gevolgen der UchtztnnJgheld, (711e 

MerchantofVenlce), or, translated ltter~ly from Dutch, The Jew and the ChrlstJans, or the 

Results ofFrlvolousness. It is significant that both these plays deal With the theme of race. 

If interpreted in a particularly crude fashion, as Shakespeare's plays often were by the 

settlers, they could be produced in a manner that supported the theories about race of the 

settlers. 10 However, the trekkers did not pursue their descendants' Initial interest of what 

they regarded as part of a self-alienating culture. 11 

10 According to F.C.L. Bosman during the first half century of the British occupation 
of Cape Town it was •essentially a Dutch town and the Dutch theatre could consequently 
Oourlsh. Only in the second half of the nineteenth century did the roles become reversed. 
Cape Town became essentially an English town.· F.C.L. Bosman, The Dutch and Engllsh 
Theatre in SouthAJi1ca (Pretoria: J.H. du Bussy, 1951), 2. 

Dutch performances of Shakespeare In the 1830s probably pointed to a growing 
recognition by the Dutch that they were losing In their contest with the English. It was an 
attempt by the Dutch elite to Anglicise themselves; to.blend more fully with the ascendant 
English eUte thro1,1gh an appreciation of their culture. However, I believe it was not a 
coincidence that the particular plays they chose to translate and perform had a definite 
relevance to the public debates taking place during a decade of political ferment. This was, 
after all, the decade of the Great Trek away from the Engltsh. Here then was an early 
example of how appropriation can be used simultaneously to celebrate - and critique -
another culture. 

11 It is not my intention here to discuss forms of Shakespeare appropriation by the 
Afrikaners in the nineteenth century, or how Shakespeare was (ab)used by the various 
departments of education under the National Party governments post-1948. It would 
nonetheless be a valuable field of research to tJy to trace the earliest Dutch translations 
of Shakespeare, and analyse the interpretations given to them by the translator and his 
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1he last group to Join the fray was the mission-educated African middle class. Their 

encounter commenced only after the 1850s. Although at institutions like Lovedale, African 

students were taught to appreciate his plays from the 1860s onwards, initially It was 

outside of classes that students most frequently encountered Ktng William- as a recurring 

Image pwported to be one of the 'supreme cultural symbols' of the English. 

Shakespeare was much talked about, and oft quoted, by the colonists. Cuttings from his 

works were frequently drawn upon to amplify on aspects of the settlers' experience of life 

on the Zuwveld. Sometimes the parallels were extremely tenuous. Thus Henry Calderwood 

reported how, on one occasion while he was away from home, •a large flock oflocusts had 

descended into the valley of Alice, where our house stands, and were doing much damage. • 

He rushed home to find his field untouched. •It was like a miracle." The explanation? A 

nearby chief had organised a ~ost of Ftngoes• who were: 

ranged up near the house, bidding defiance to the little wicked looking 
anny now close upon the field, each man shouldering a green branch of a 
tree, reminding one of Macbeth's exclamation -

•And now a wood 
Comes towards Dunsinane."12 

J.A. Chalmers used Shakespearean analog1es to try to explain the character ofTiyo Soga. 

For example, in trying to explain Soga's loyalty to his nation, he asked: -.s he to be 

despised for his patriotism? Has not Shakespere said: 'Had I a dozen sons - each In my 

love alike - I had rather had eleven die nobly for their country than one voluptuously 
' '"· 

surfei~?\ of ~ct1on?" 13 

'?' 

Othe~. such as the Archdeacon of Grahamstown, Nathaniel Merriman, took greater care . ~ r ... : 

audience in this period. 

12 Calderwood, Calfres and Calfre Missions, 158-159. 

13 J.A. Chalmers, 'Tiyo Soga", The Cape Monthly Magazine, IV, 19, 1972, 15. 
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in their efforts to apply Shakespeare to South Afrlca. In 1858 he delivered a lecture to the 

Grahamstown General Institute entitled •shakespeare as Bearing on English History". He 

explained his reasons ~o speak this evening of our Great Dramatist": 

The History and Poetry alike of our motherland Is the common Inheritance 
of us all. An Inheritance by so much the more precious to those who dwell 
in a distant Colony, as without any proper History or Native lJterature of 
our own, we should, but for this, be cut oft' from some of the most 
ennobling associations which belong to the cherished name of 
Englishmen. 14 

Merriman unwittingly articulated Imperial views on controversial themes that would 

become more and more prominent In the years ahead. HJs appropriation of Shakespeare 

was overtly ideological and Imperialist. Uke some of his contemporaries back In Britain, 

he believed he had discovered in Shakespeare a -untty of a higher order" that could 

neatly connect together modem philosophy, the great dramas of English histoty and the 

dramatls personae of the day. 

Now this .unity of a higher order understood so thoroughly by 
Shakespeare brings to view that moral meaning which while It Is the 
chief value of History is so difficult to discover In the multitude of 
Historic events as they are frequently set before us. Facts which seem 
to stand wholly apart are shown by the Dramatist as having some moral 
association. 115 

For Merriman, Shakespeare offered a 'moral meaning' that helped order and explain the 

rapid social changes that had been brought about by the Industrial revolution In England, 

and which Merriman and his class were now Imposing on Xhosa society. It Is lronlc 

, therefore that hardly 20 years later, Charles Lennox Stretch, would employ Shakespeare 

when lamenting how he would •go down to the grave \lll'lth the conviction that the Caft'res 

14 N.J. Merriman, Shakespeare as Bearing on EnJillsh Hlstoq(Grahamstown: Anglo 
African Office, 1858), 1. 

15 Merriman, Shakespeare as Bearing on EnJillsh History, 3. 
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have been more sinned against than s1nning."18 

This zest for Shakespeare amongst expatriates -like Merrr1man, Stretch and Calderwood 

- seemed to be a realfsation of the musings of Shakespeare's contemporary Samuel 

Daniel, who had written In 1599: 

And who In time knowes wither we may venr 
The treasures of our tongue, to what strange shores 
This galne of our best glory shall be sent 
Tenrich unknowing nations with our stores? 
What worlds In th 'yet unfonned Occfdent 
May come reftn'd with th' accents that are ours? 

Amongst whites, quoting Shakespeare was part of an intellectual snobbishness that was 

Intended to indicate the bearers' social origins, and high intellect. But it also reflected a 

new period of re-Invention and re-appropriation of Shakespeare's texts, that was taking 

place on a grand scale In Britain, especially by the upper middle classes. 

According to Gary Taylor, by mtd-centwy the English widely acclaimed Shakespeare as 

"their greatest and most characteristic genius, as the paradigm of artfstie freedom, ... "17 

Uterature entered real life, and then this new aspect of life found its way back Into 

literature. In Jane Austen's MansDeld Park, for example, Crawford ponders on the 

wonders of the new Shakesperiotics. He says to Edmund: '"Shakespeare one gets 

acquainted with without knowing how. It is part of an Englishman's constitution. His 

thoughts and beauties are so spread abroad that one touches them every where, one Is 

Intimate with him by Instinct." Edmund's reply Is equally teUing: 

1' Mostert, Frontiers, 1253. 

This use for Shakespeare started a tradition that continued well into the twentieth 
century. In 1931, In a biography he constructed of VanDer Kemp, A.D. Martin wrote that 
Van Der Kemp's life '"Illustrates a line of Shakespeare 'They say best men are moulded 
out of faults.'" R.H.W. Shepherd, Bantu Uterature and Ufe (Lovedale: Lovedale Press, 
1955), 10. 

17 Taylor, Reinventing Shakespeare, 122. 
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'No doubt, one is familJar with Shakespeare in a degree ..• from one's 
earlJest years. His celebrated passages are quoted by everybody; they are 
in half the books we open, and we all talk Shakespeare, use his simllJes, 
and describe with his descr1ptions.'18 

III 

The musings of Meniman, Stretch and Calderwood indicate one way in which African 

students started to collide with Shakespeare. On another level, there were the 

perfonnances of Shakespeare's plays that Lovedale students would have heard or read 

about- taking place in Grahamstown and King William's Town. 

The origins of Shakespeare performance in South Africa were in Cape Town on November 

18, 1800, 96 years before Sol Plaat;je first came Into contact with a play by WOllam 

Shakespeare at the Queen's Theatre in Kimberley.19 On that day the· Cape Gazette and 

African Adverttserreported "the opening of our stage here, at which the usual honours will 

undoubtedly be done to our immortal Poet, by giving preference to his stage plays. •liO 

The construction of a theatre In Cape Town marked the beginning of the Import of 

Shakespeare's plays to South Afrlca.=11 The Initial recipients of this transfer were expatrlate 

Dutch and EngUsh settlers. Ht:nty IV part /was produced in October 1801; the Taming of 

the Shrew and •the Poor Gentlt:men •tn January 1809. The first production of Othello, was 

reported In October 1818. After the 1820s the Shakespeare movement gained momentum. 

18 J. Austen, MansOeld Park (London: William & Northgate Ud, 1948), 277-278. 

19 Wlllan, Sol Plaafje, 39-40. 

20 E. Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions in South Africa', English Studies 
in Africa, 1, 2, 1964, 216. 

21 For works dealing with the character of the Cape Theatre, Its audiences, and the 
plays performed, see: Bosman, The Dutch and English Theatre in South Africa; P.W. 
Laidler, The Annals of the Cape Stage (Edinburgh: W1lliam Bryce, 1926); 0. Racster, 
Curtain Up/ The Story of the Cape Theatre (Cape Town: Juta and Co. Ltd, 1951). 
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In 1830 there were reports of productions of Richard Ill and Romeo and Ju/Jet, in 1831 of 

the Merchant of Venice; and in 1834 of Ju/Jus Caesar. 

Interest In Cape Town was mainly In performances of the plays. Shakespeare was 

bowdlerized by amateur actors, sometimes by British navy sailors on board ships at berth 

In Cape Town harbour. Some of the most popular plays were Othello, The Me.rchant of 

Venice and Ju/Jus Caesar- plays that have as their themes war and race, trade and 

Imperialism. Zl 

However It was not through a meeting with Shakespeare in Cape Town that African 

students first became interested In the plays. Where the English settled, their culture was 

soon to follow and the theatre followed the second exodus of Dutch and English settlers 

out of Cape Town ... initially to the eastern frontier of the Cape Colony. According to P .W. 

Laidler, Sheridan's The Rivals was peformed In Grahamstown In 1837.23 However, the 

tunnoll and frequent military conflicts that accompanied the dlsposseslon of the Xhosa, 

made the consolidation of British culture, and especially the Institution of the theatre, a 

slower process than In Cape Town. 

Laidler's next report of theatrical activity In the region was In December 1841 after '"the 

Kaffirs had been driven back in the Eastern Province·, giving Grahamstown's Inhabitants 

'"the leisure to think of amusements". It was then decided "to build a theatre to be styled 

"J.be Albany Amateur Theater', at a cost not to exceed £1,000": 

but during the two following years Eastern Province papers make no 
mention of drama. The project was evidently dropped, for on the 30th 

22 The re-writing of Shakespeare by the English settlers was nothing exceptional. 
Gary Taylor has Ulustrated In great detail how, for centuries, Shakespeare's plays have 
been a cultural football, subject to permanent rewriting, reinventing and reinterpretation, 
depending on the social and academic outlook of the producer, editor or actor in whose 
hands a particular play may have been at any moment In time. 

23 Laidler, The Annals of the Cape Stage, 44. 
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July 1844 the Amateur Musical Society gave their first perfonnance In 
the Commercial Exchange, Grahamstown. No further news ts gleaned 
until January 1858, when a notice of the opening of the theater 
appeared, and a conjurer from Cape Town gave a perfonnance.:u 

Shakespeare had arrived on the Zuurveld. On 22 October 1853 there was a report in the 

Eastern Province Herald of a production of -selections of Shakespeare's historical play 

of Henry IV", 25 and by the 1870s soldiers of the Second Battalion of the 1Oth regiment, 

stationed at King Wt111ams Town (where according to Scully -rhe m111tary absolutely ruled 

the roast"~, had staged productions of Macbeth (1860), and Othello (1867).27 The fact 

that King William's Town was a mere 40 miles from Lovedale meant that in all Ukelthood 

some of the Lovedale missionaries would have attended these perfonnances and their 

verbal reports as well as local press reviews would have been discussed by the students. 

IV 

It is significant that amongst the settlers, Othello was probably the most well known, 

popular and often produced of Shakespeare's plays. According to Eric Rosenthal "Few 

Shakespeare plays rivalled OtheUoin popularity" at the Cape. 28 The way in which Othello 

was produced goes a long way to explaining its popularity amongst whites. But before 

looklng'at Othello In Africa, It Is Important to refer to the controversies that surrounded 

this text in England at the same time. 

Othdlo Is one of the least understood of Shakespeare's plays. During the eighteenth 

24 Laidler, 'J'beAnnals ofthe Cape Stage, 50. 

25 Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions', 213. 

2' Scully, Reminlscences, I, 64. 

27 Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions', 214. 

28 Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions', 209. 
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century It had been enduringly popular amongst English audiences. At that time colonial 

expansion had not developed Into a flood, and productions of Othello titillated the Intrigue 

about blacks that existed amongst the British. However with more and more Interaction 

with the otherworld, and after the abolition of slavery, the texts' previously sllent themes 

surfaced and became more threatening. 

Attitudes began to change and by the second decade of the nineteenth century Othello 

was beginning to be regarded as a problem play by audiences and actors In Britain, and 

less frequently acted. Thenceforth many critics considered It an Inexplicable abberation 

In Shakespeare's canon. They feared Othello for political and personal reasons. On the 

surface they found the heroic stature of 'the Moor' Incomprehensible~ If tolerated, It 

threatened to dim the shine of their own white heroes. Less easily talked about was the 

threat they felt to their sexual domination of white women by Desdemona's choice of 

Othello as her lover. Coleridge laughed loudest: 

It would be monstrous to conceive this beautiful Venetian girl falling In love 
with a veritable negro. It would argue a disproportloness, a want of 
balance, In Desdemona, which Shakespeare does not appear to have In the 
least contemplated.211 

These attitudes were relayed to South Africa, and found an echo In 'society' there as well. 

The way In which white audiences associated 'moral dangers' with straight productions 

of Othello is evident from the fact that In 1836 an unnamed Individual saw ftt to publish 

an advertlsment In the press warning potential Othello-goers of the moral subversion 

contained In the play. It asked: 

In frequenting the Theatre, do not professing Christians pointedly violate 
their baptisimal vows? ... In listening to Othello, do they not necessarily 
contract a horrible familiarity with passions and deeds of the most 
fiendish nature ... and give up their minds to be polluted by langauge so 
gross?O 

29 Quoted by Ridley, 'Introduction', Othello (London: Methuen & Co. ltd, 1956), 111i. 

30 Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions', 210 •. 
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A.C. Bradley's essays on Shakespeare reflected Victorian attitudes to the play. He 

reported that at the tum of the twentieth century some readers •stJJJ regard it with a 

certain distaste" and "hardly allow it a place in their minds." Bradley attributed this to 

"the Elizabethan fullness and frankness" with which Shakespeare treats sexual jealousy 

in Otht!llo. 

They think - if I may formulate their objections - that in these parts 
Shakespeare has sinned against the causes of art, by representing on the 
stage a violence and brutillity the effect of which is unnecessarily painful 
and rather sensational than tragic. 31 

However, Bradley was deliberately avoiding making a head-on analysts of people's 

unspoken fears about the themes in Otht!llo, as his later shift to concentrate on the 

questions posed by Othello's race shows. Many of Shakespeare's plays deal with jealousy, 

and are full of overt and covert sexual innuendo. In reality, the problem most Victorians 

experienced with Othello was Its open depletion of sexual relations between black and 

white, and Desdemona's frank expressions of sexual desire for 'the Moor'. Desdemona's 

insubordination in a period where male patriarchy was being entrenched and rationalised 

was equally intolerable. But even more threatening was her open •complicity" with the 

~ck llpp'd one" which ~reatened to undermine white manhood and the Empire at a 

stroke. ttS2 Karen Newman brought to the fore the fears that Victorian audiences felt, but 

preferred to keep hidden: 

For the white male characters of the play, the black man's.power resides 
in his sexual difference from the white male norm. Their preoccupation 
with black sexuality is not an eruption of a normally repressed animal 
sexuality In the "clvtllsed" male, but of the feared power and potency of 
a different and monstrous sexuality which threatens the white male 
sexual norm represented In the play most emphatically by lago. 33 

31 A. C. Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy (London: Macmillan, 1961), 149. 

32 Loomba, Gender, Race, Renaissance Drama, 52. 

33 K. Newman, ••And Wash the Ethlop White": Feminity and the Monstrous in 
Othello' Shakespeare Reproduced, 151. 
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What further divided Victorian academics and critics and confused audiences was the 

authorial intention that lay behind the black man Othello. Coleridge, amongst others, was 

In consonance with the widely held opinion that Afiica was a dark continent and Africans 

a people without either a histoey or culture. During his 1818lectures he expressed simple 

disbelief 1n the character and argued that Othello was not conceived by Shakespeare as 

a negro, but as a "high and chivalrous Moorish ch.!.ef' of a character type learned by 

Shakespeare from Spanish poetey.34 Negroes, according to Coleridge, could never acquire 

the nobtllty of Othello. 

Can we Imagine him so utterly Ignorant as to make a barbarous negro 
plead royal birth, - at a time, too, when negroes were not known except 
as slaves~ 

Coleridge's attitude was supported by Charles Lamb, who openly expressed how he found 

something •extremely revolting In the courtship and wedded carresses of Othello and 

Desdemona. "36 An example of the attitude taken by Lamb and others to Othello's race Is 

evident in the following quotation from an essay concerning 'The Barrenness of the 

Imaginative Faculty In the Productions of Modem Art' by Charles Lamb. 

Artists again err In the confounding of poetic with pJctorial subjects. In 
the latter, the exterior accidents are nearly everything, the unseen 
qualities as nothing. Othello's colour- the infirmities and corpulence of 
a Sir John Falstaff- do they haunt us perpetually In the reading? or are 
they obtruded on our conceptions one time for ninety-nine that we are 
lost in admiration at the respective moral and Intellectual attributes of 
the character? But in a picture Othello Is always a Blackamoor: ... 37 

34 S.T.C. Coleridge, Lectures and Notes on Shakespeare and Other Engllsh Poets 
(Loncion: G.Bell and Sons ltd, 1914), 529; see also, R.A. Foakes (ed), Coleridge on 
Shakespeare, The Text of the Lectures of 1811-12 (London: Routledge & Keagan Paul, 
1971): R.A. Foakes (ed), Coleridge's Criticism of Shakespeare, A Selection (London: The 
Athlone Press, 1989). 

35 Coleridge, Lectures and Notes, 385. 

3' c. Lamb, Wo.dcs, II (London: 1818), 1-36. 

37 A. C. Ward (ed), Everybody's Lamb, Being a Selection from the Essays of Ella, the 
Letters and the MlsceJJaneous Prose of Charles Lamb (London: G.Bell & Sons, 1933), 291. 
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This approach, that saw Othello's race as an •exterior accident', persisted throughout the 

nineteenth centwy.38 

In his lectures of 1904 Bradley was still trying to find a more acceptable theoretical 

explanation for Othello's race. Contrary to Coleridge's crude efforts to deny Othello 

negritude, Bradley eventually argued that "it has Importance" and that "it makes a 
. 

difference to the action and the catastrophe. "39 Slgnfftcantly, in a later lecture dealing with 

Iago's character, he railed against the "false interpretation", never mind what he calls the 

"usual lunacies", that tried to make lago the tragic hero of the play! 

It has been held, for example, that Othello treated Iago abominably in 
preferring Cassto to him; that he did seduce Emilla; that he and 
Desdemona were too familiar before marriage; and that In any case his fate 
was a moral judgement on his sins, and Iago a righteous, if sharp, 
instrument of Providence. 40 

Here Bradley conflnns a point made by Karen Newman, whose essay commented on Iago's 
. 

"privileged relation with the audience", and pointed out how Iago's power lay fn his ability 

to annex not only the other characters "but the resisting spectator as well, into his world 

and perspective. "41 

During the nineteenth centwy, the issue of the representation of Africans in Engllsh 

literature had been made more sensitive (and subject to more scientific scrutiny) by the 

abolition of slavery and then the rapid extension of the British empire, ostensibly carrying 

38 See: R. Cowhfg, 'Blacks in English Renaissance Drama and the Role of 
Shakespeare's Othello', in D. Dabydeen (ed), The Black Presence in English Literature 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1985), 1-25. 

n Bradley, Shakespearean 1'ragedy, 152. 

40 Bradley, Shakespearean 1'ragedy. 170. 

41 Newman, •And Wash the Ethiop White", 151. 
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'Christianity, CtvtUsation and Commerce' to Africa • ..a The much publicised (especially by 

the Lovedale Mission Press) voyages of lJvlngstone, Stanley and Stewart while tn many 

ways reinforcing the racist notions of Africa, also made national heroes of African people 

like Sus! and Chuma, IJvlngstone's two African companions. The story of their return to 

England with IJvtngstone's body met with a great deal of publlctty. 

As a result of these voyages and their abllity to capture the home country's collective 

Imagination a market for a new body of colonJalllterature developed, which was filled by 

texts that generally re·inforced notions of white superiority- albeit more subtly than In the 

past.43 Othello unfortunately continued to offer resistance to these models. From mid-

century the tendency, therefore, was to try and avoid the problem by dropping Othello from 

the repertoty of the major theatre companies. 

v 

But if this was the situation In England, it was entirely different In the British colonies. In 

far flung outposts of the British empire, like Australia and the Cape Colony, white public 

sentiment was less delicate on Issues such as the character of Othello. 

The settlers of the Zuurveld. treading as it were Into the unknown, probably needed 

something In their literature which they could interpret as sanctioning their actions and 

phtlosophy of race. A bowdlerised subverted Othello was written to suit their needs -

variations of which became the norm. The most common rendition of Othello, therefore, 

42 See: T. Packenham, The Scramble for Afitca, 1876-191.2(Johannesburg: Jonathan 
Ball, 1992). 

43 See: F. Barker (ed), Europe and Jts Others {.2 Vols), Proceedings of the Essex 
Conference on the Sociology of literature (Essex: University of Essex, 1985); Dabydeen, 
The Black Presence in Eng/Jsh literature; H. Ridley, Images of Imperial Rule (New York: 
StMartin's Press, 1983). 
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was not as a tragedy - but as a racist farce and burlesque. The text was distorted to 

correspond to the racist philosophy of the Cape's governing classes. Evidence In 

Rosenthal's article supports this thesis. It was discovered that this play, If produced In a 

certain way, could be a helpful pillar supporting the settlers' attitudes towards Africans. 

Settler productions of the play therefore threw the delicacy of the Victorian Intelligentsia 

to the wtnd and came down firmly on the side of Thomas Rymer, who In 1693 had been 

the first to fume .against the play: 

With us a Black-amoor might rise to be a trumpeter; but Shakespear 
would not have him less than a Ueutenant General. With us a Moor 
might many some little drab, or small cOal wench; Shakespear would 
provide him the daughter or Heir of some great Lord, or Privy-Coucillor: 
And all th' Town should reckon It a very suitable match.44 

Thus, while Othello was being heard less and Jess In England, In 1854 the famous 

Victorian actor Gustavus V. Brooke was contracted to produce 200 shows of Othello over 

three years by the Australian Goldfields company. On his voyage to Australia, Brooke 

stopped In Cape Town. A special production of Othello was commissioned. According to the 

Cape Town critic who reviewed It, Othello was: 

a play bettter WJderstood here than any other of Shakespeare's works. 
Its hero (a coloured man) who has moved and won a white lady, ships, 
bay, soldiers, a castle and a governor, being all famllar to the colonists 
here. 45 [my emphasis} 

As a reflection of prevailing Ideas about the hierachy of race Brooke's representation of 

Othello as a •coloured man· (rather than as an African), was also more palatable to the 

Cape Town audience. It was a device often adopted by producers of the play during the 

mid-VIctorian period, although by the end of the centwy It was an Interpretation being 

challenged by critics such as A.C. Brad1ey, who started to Insist that Shakespeare had 

44 Thomas Rymer, A Short View ofTragedy, It's Original Excellency, and Corruption. 
With Some Reflections on Shakespeare, and Other Practitioners for the Stage, Wo.rlcs, 
1693, 134; quoted in Taylor, Reinventing Shakespeare, 39. 

45 Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions', 213. 
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"fmaglned Othello as a black man"- and not as a light brown one: 

We must remember now that the brawn or bronze to which we are 
accustomed in the Othello s of our theatre is a recent innovation. Down 
to Edmund Kean's time, so far as ls known, Othello was always quite 
black. This stage tradition goes back to the Restoration, and it almost 
settles our question. 48 (my emphasis) 

However, Bradley's Insistence on freeing Othello from the chains of one racist reinvention 

of his character was mainly for the purpose of imposing another more 'credible' 

misrepresentation - one more tn accord with ideas of the time, and better fitted to the 

inescapable textual evidence that Shakespeare hadlntended Othello to be black. He 

therefore explained how he believed Othello to be black because the manifestation of his 

jealousy corresponded with the latest 'observations' of African behaVioural patterns: 

If the reader ever chanced to see an African violently excited, he may 
have been startled to obsetve how completely at a loss he was to 
interpret those bodily expressions of passion which in a fellow 
count.tyman he understands at onceY 

But despite Othello's representation as a "coloured man" by Gustavus Brooke the 

··" audience that night In Cape Town in 1854, was still •at first hesitant in its reception" of 

.... / 

... / 

the play. Audience uneasiness with the play's real themes was eVident in the comments 

of the reviewer who focused his praise on the "splendid" voice and bearing of the main 

players, and even praised the music that had accompanied the play -rendered by the 

Gennan band from the liner PacJDc. o48 But despite the audience's nervousness the play 

finished w:tth ~underous applause" and "much comment upon the beauty of the 

costumes." 

It is significant that In this somewhat unusual straight perfonnance of the play, the critic 

46 Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy, 162 . 

47 Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy, 157. 

48 Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions', 213. 
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himself seemed a bit lost for words. He avoided comment on the primacy themes of 

Othello, and appeared, Uke the audience, to be a bit "hesitant• about what to say. This 

can probably be explained by the fact that white Cape Town audiences, although familiar 

with Othello, were not used to Its being perfonned as a tragedy. 

Brooke's Interpretation was destined for Australia, where despite the presence of the 

Aborigines, the contest between races was not as fierce and therefore the race question 

was not so much at the forefront of people's minds. In Cape Town in 1854, by contrast, 

In the context of the Frontier wars with the Xhosa and the Kat River rebellion, and only 

one year after the passing of the new constitution granting the franchise to propertied 

blacks, the European audience was easily unnerved by the dangerous layer of themes in 

Othello -themes that presented an ominous threat to their own precarious existence. 

More in consonance with audience-expectations was a production undertaken In 1837 by 

a Dutch speaking theatrical society Voor Vlyt en Kunst (For DJllgence and Art). In their 

rendition lago was acted by a •gentleman lately arrived from India. • Rosenthal ruminated 

on the strangeness of this: -ntough histoty Is silent on the question of whether he himself 

was a man of colour, the implication seems fairly clear . ...a Rosenthal did not pursue this 

line of questioning. But the -.mpllcation • must surely be that If lago was acted by an 

Indian actor, and Othello by a white, then the Dutch producer had undertaken a 

fundamental role reversal In his production, adding a new dimension to lago's famous 

statement: •1 am not what 1 am.• Consequently, Instead of belonging to the white Iago, the 

evil was switched to a black lago, allowing Othello to-shine as a flawed man of nobJllty 

-more sinned against than sinning." The tragedy, and the audience's sympathy, could now 

rest comfortably with a play about a great white leader undone by a jealous black. Such 

a presentation would have been much more acceptable to the audience. It is only a pity 

that the texts (If texts there ever were) of these bowldlerised versions of Othello no longer 

49 Rosenthal, 1Early Shakespeare Productions', 210. 
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exist. 

In June 1842 Othello was produced again - this time as a travesty or •Operatic 

burlesque". On this occasion the main themes of the play were undennined and extracted 

by a Mr. Macdonald playing Desdemona as a man, with lago characterised as a 'Tipperary 

Irishman". According to the press review, Mr. Macdonald was excellent as Desdemona 

-and the drollness of his little endearments towards his black 'hobby' called forth bursts 

of applause." At the end of the play ~e laughing and delighted audiences were dismissed 

with their hands pressing their aching sides. "50 Only at the end of his review did the critic 

wa.tn Mr Macdonald and the other actors against •out-Heroding Herod"- although the 

production was so popular that It was repeated a few days later. 

In Cape Town presenting Othello as a farce was the norm, and for a long tJme there was 

no outcry against this kind of production. Only In the 1860s was there a rare cry of 

opposition raised by a critic known by the pseudonym 'Lounger'. Reviewing a production 

of OtheUo by a professional acting company directed by Sefton Parry, Lounger complained 

that the company had managed ~o achieve a rare and unwonted success": 

They managed mainly to give very high tragedy the effect of low - very 
low- comedy. They convulsed the audience with laughter in certain 
highly tragic passages. 51 

We do not know whether Sefton Parry took Lounger's criticism seriously, but significantly 

in a production of OtheUo later In the year, Parry produced the play as a tragedy. This led 

Lounger to comment that Mr. Parry •deseiVes unqualified praise for his detenntnation, Jn 

spite of detraction, to attempt to establish a legitimate drama. "52 (My emphasis} 

50 Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions', 211. 

51 Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions', 214. 

52 Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions', 214. 
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Until the latter half of the nineteenth centwy theatrical productions such as these, despite 

being reviewed in the press, would probably have passed largely unnoticed by the African 

elite, and thus have caused no offence. The African literary movement was then stlll in its 

infant stages, and the centre of this movement was anyway far removed from cape Town. 

What Is Important, however, is that they established a tradition that was canied beyond 

cape Town. Thus when Othello was produced by the Second Battalion of the 1Oth regiment 

at King Williams' Town in the 1867 we can assume it was probably according to this 

fashion. 

By then the study of Shakespeare had commenced amongst Africans. At Lovedale, 

students were reading plays from the Globe edition, and being examined annually on their 

knowledge of certain texts. T:lyo Soga had probably attended productions of Shakespeare's 

plays in London. In this context there can be no doubt that the 'fashionable' 

interpretation of Othello would have played a part in rousing African students to develop 

an· independent - oppositional - Interpretation of the plays. 

Throughout this period public productions of Shakespeare were for an exclusively white 

audience. Shakespeare was a public symbol with access restricted to people with white 

skins. Although the missionaries were encouraging their African students to read and 

study Shakespeare, the space allocated for public performances of the plays was outside 

their sphere of influence. It is therefore out of the ordinary to find In one of .Willfam 

Govan's letters probably the first reference to a production of a Shakespeare play by 

African actors. In a letter to Bryce Ross written from Dunoon In Scotland on 6 October, 

1871, Govan reported: 

In one number of the Glasgow Herald a week or two ago I read ... that 
'Julius Caesar' has been acted in a creditable manner by kaffir youths at 
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Cape Town. 63 

Govan was probably referring to a production undertaken at Zonnebloem College. In 

general, however, the theatres were almost entirely controlled by the nascent capitalist 

class, who saw this as an arena of entertainment exclusive to white society. Thus, 

although Wlllan reports that there was no formal race barrier at the Queen's Theatre in 

Kimberley, he also pointed out how blacks' presence there •dfd sometimes give rise to 

abusive letters in the press. •54 

The majority of settlers in Cape Town or the Eastern Province, and later Kimberley and 

Johannesburg, supported the exclusion of other races from this arena. As far as they were 

concerned the plays were staged to 'reinforce' English civilisation on the 'dark continent', 

for the amusement and mirth of the English community. The morale that was drawn from 

them- evident from Merriman's speech- was that England's greatness (encapsulated in 

Shakespeare) was a justification for the perceived 'd1v1ne right' of the English military and 

settlers to suppress and exploit the African nations they encountered. 

Unlike the missionaries, they were not really interested in Shakespeare for study ~ an 

academic science, or as part of an advanced literary tradition, but for ribald and rude 

perfonnance that often paid scant attention to the text. In this sense they reflected an 

earlier period of the theatre in Britain, when the plays were primarily actions rather than 

books. 55 

53 W. Govan, Letter to Bryce Ross, 6 October 1871 (Cory Ubrary, Lovedale 
Collection, MS 8376). 

54 Wfllan, Sol Plaatje, 40. 

55 Taylor comments, •shakespeare's plays had been, throughout the seventeenth 
century, actions. They happened: they enacted a story temporally; they were acted out by 
particular persons from beginning to end; they acted upon an audience aSsembled in a 
certain place at at certain time. In the eighteenth century they became things; they 
became, primarily, books ... The transformation of Shakespeare's actions into books thus 
permitted and encouraged their disintegration into assemblages of quotable fragments.• 
Reinventing Shakespeare, 108. 
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However the missionaries, although equally white and European, did not fonn part of this 

social grouping. As we have already seen, they existed on Its fringes occupying a different 

social, political and Uterary space. People Uke Govan, would have held a completely 

different set of ideas about the plays than the rest of his compatriots. But it is more 

difficult to detennlne what they taught or thought about Shakespeare, because they were 

less Inclined to preserve their thoughts on literature In private Journals or notes. For 

example, although the Wesleyan missionaries were "peremptodly required" to keep a 

journal, they were instructed "not to allow yourselves, underthe influence of religious joy, 

to give any bigh colouring of the facts; ... " (Emphasis In the original) 50 They were further 

told only to write what they would be happy to see pubUshed. We therefore have to 

determine their Ideas mainly by a process of refraction, recreating their outlook from the 

thoughts of people of their class In England. 

VII 

In his study of the Natal missionary John William Colenso, Jeff Guy provides evidence of 

Coleridge's influence on social Idealists, like the missionaries, in the flrst half of the 

centwy.111 Apparently during the 1830s and 40s Coleridge's Ideas came as •a Godsend" 

to those "young men" who were •acutely conscious that much of the most powerful 

inte11igence of the time was working towards a Benthamlte extinction of existing 

institutions and beliefs ... "58 Guy quotes Basil Willey as saying how, in the face of the 

uncertainties thrown up by the industrial revolution, Coleridge's influence was a -seminal 

56 Wllliams, The Missionaries, 'Instructions to Wesleyan Missionaries', 1834, 
Appendix, xv. 

57 J. Guy, The Heretic, A Study of the LJfe of John WJlJJam Colenso. 1814-1883, 
_,· (Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1983}. 

58 G. Hough,'Coleridge and the Victorians', in H.S. Davies and G. Watson (eds), The 
English Mind: Studies Jn the Engllsh Moralists Presented to Basll Wiley (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1964), 183. 
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force· which, although It did not convey a •systematic doctrine" was Important because 

It called men ~ack to an awareness of spiritual reality.• 

From Coleridge his disciples learnt that within us there are spiritual 
faculties - whether called Reason or Imagination - whereby splrftual 
things may be discerned, and that the enqulrfng spirit may be combined 
with a spirit of reverence. From him they learnt the lesson most needed 
by the .nineteenth centwy, that new truths could be confronted and 
welcomed, without loss of older meanings. 110 

What Is Important about Coleridge In this context Is the frequent use he made of 

Shakespeare to elaborate and 1llustate his religious Ideas of the moral universe - and his 

views were extremely influential. M.M. Badaw1, for example, comments that •on the whole 

the nineteenth century .... regarded him where Shakespeare Is concerned almost as an 

Infallible oracle ... "80 Following In Coleridge's footsteps the Romantic Idealists and their 

successors appropriated Shakespeare .for their universe. According to Matthew Arnold, 

-t}le clue• was ~o seize the morality of Shakespeare. "61 

Coleridge's 1811/12 lectures on Shakespeare were reported In the Times of London. In 

1856 they gained a second lease of Influence when transcripts of notes taken by Collier, 

one of the students In attendance, were published. According to Coleridge, Shakespeare's 

plays were always ~ullt upon the best and surest foundatlon";112 his characters were 

"pennanent ... because they stand upon what Is absolutely necessary to our existence. "63 

Their object was a moral/religious one .•. -t}le perfecting, and pointing out to us the 

5' B. Willey, Mort: Nlnetet:nth Centwy Studies: A Group of Honest Doubters 
(London: Cambridge University Press, 1965), 62. 

60 M.M. Badawl, Colt:rldge, Crttlc ofShakespea.rt: (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1973}, 2. 

61 R.H. Super (ed}, Matthew Arnold, 1be Complete Prose Works, X,188; Quoted by 
Taylor, Reinventing Shakespeare, 166. 

62 Coleridge, Lectures and Notes, 99. 

63 Coleridge, Lectures and Notes, 99-100. 
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indefinite improvement of our nature and ftxtng our attention upon that. "84 

In a statement that would have appealed to James Stewart and the cultural Imperialists, 

Coleridge claimed that just as Shakespeare owed his "'mmortality" to the English 

language, so "he has given Immortality to the EngUsh. Shakspere can never dJe, and the 

language in which he wrote must live with him for ever. "115 

Coleridge also put particular stress on the Idea that Shakespeare's style was •of no age 

... nor, I may add, of any religion, or party, or profession. "66 He claimed his blank verse was 

"an absolutely new creatlon."87 Ironically,· however, the same Ideas that provided the 

philosophical foundation for an lmpet1allst Shakespeare, at the same time created a 

-universal" Shakespeare. Although the acquisition of universal status Implies suppression 

of other challengers It also put the Shakespeare text Into a field of contest where It could 

be the subject of annexation by peoples of other nations. 88 Universality, after all, Implies 

64 Coleridge, Lectures and Notes, 104. 

65 Coleridge, Lectures and Notes, 50. 

Acceptance of this Idea was widespread amongst African writers In South Africa. The need 
for a mature African literature that could give Immortality to African languages was an 
argument used by both Jabavus, Dhlomo. Plaat;je and Silas Molema. It could still be heard 
in the 1930s when S.V.H. MdhlulJ wrote: -we need writers, men who will preserve our 
mother tongues. Look at what Shakespeare, Milton and others dJd for the English 
language. These men dJed many years ago but their thoughts are still enshrined In many 
books read today.• The Development oftheAfitcan (Mat1anhlll: Mat1anh111 Mission Press, 
1933), 31. 

" Coleridge, Lectures and Notes, 541. 

67 Coleridge, Lectures and Notes, 540. 

" Ngiigf, for example, still finds relevance and merit in certain texts by 
Shakespeare, but only after they have been divested of the kind of meaning given to them 
by Alan Warner. In his Inaugural address as the first Professor of English at Makere 
College, Uganda tn 1954 Warner pointed out how he felt there was -very little African 
literature to study." But, fortunately fQr Africa, •such writers as Shakespeare and Dickens 
and Jane Austen are no longer merely English writers; they are part of a world tradition. 
If Africa Is going to count for anything In the world's future, educated Africans must look 
beyond the boundat1es of Africa and become citizens of the world, entering Into a world
wide het1tage. This I think was what was In Dr. Aggrey's mind when he said: 'Only the 
best Is good enough for Africa.'" Shakespeare in the Tropics (London: Oxford University ·· 
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the abUity to de-universalise the object and render It relevant to a number of different 

people, In a number of different contexts. 

Also oflater importance to African writers was the social responsibUity that Coleridge gave 

to writers, an idea that would have been repeated by the missionaries. Coleridge claimed 

that "the poet" not only had a responsibility "to solve the riddle of the universe: but alSo 

to "feel where it Is not solved. "611 D.D.T. Jabavu or Sol Plaatje would have quickly 

concurred, especially with the following statem~nt: 

We need not wonder that it has pleased Providence, that the divine truths 
of religion should have been revealed to us in the form of poetry; and that 
at all times poets, not the slaves of any particular sectarian opinions, 
should have joined to support all those delicate sentiments of the heart 
(often when they were most opposed to the reigning philosophy of the day) 
which may be called the fading streams of relJgion. 70 

·It seems ironic today that the often bawdy Shakesp~are was apparently nominated by 

Trovtdence' to reveal 'Divine laws'. But, as Is always the case with a potentially 

revolutionary trend in culture, bourgeois intellectuals, like Coleridge and Arnold, set out 

tore-mould Shakespeare in their own Image. They weaved into his pl~ys thelrvlsion of the 

universe. Their success and the extent of this appropriation - and Its soclo-relJglous 

dimension - is well illustrated by Gary Taylor in the following summary of the 

Shakespeare fever that swept the British inte111gentsia: 

In 1825 Thomas Lovell Bedoes could write without embarrasment of 
"the honey minutes of the year I Which could make man god, and 
make a god - Shakespeare"; in 1840 Thomas Carlyle described 
Shakespeare as -a Prophet' and a "Priest of Mankind," -a blessed 
heaven-sent bringer of Light" who composed -a kind of universal 
Psalm", the "still more melodious Priest of a true Catholicism, the 
'Universal Church' of the Future and of all times." Literary reputations 
can hardly rise higher. As Arnold testified, '1be Bible and Shakspeare" 
were, by the VIctorian period, naturally mentioned in the same breath 

Press, 1954), 16-17. 

69 Coleridge, Lectures and Notes, 105. 

7° Coleridge, Lectures and Notes, 104. 
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and "'mposed upon an Englishman as objects of his admiration.· And, 
as Arnold realised, the scientific assault on received religion perhaps 
made literature the more secure Idol for a modem civiltsation. 71 

VIII 

Between 1850 and 1870 It Is possible to uncover the beginnings of the cross-over of 

Shakespeare's plays into African society. The exact date, place or person responsible Is 

difficult to detennine. Unlike the definite decision that was made to build the 'African 

Theatre' In Cape Town, the history behind Shakespeare's Initiation and consolidation in 

African society is far more complex. It is difficult to trace because, from the start, it was 

the te.rtofthese plays- and their strange presence in European society- that interested 

71 Taylor, RelnventJng Shakespeare, 167. 

Taylor shows how the meaning of Shakespeare's works was turned into a battle ground 
between classes. In the early nineteenth century, Shakespeare's plays were the fashion 
mainly amongst the upper and middle classes. This led to vociferous complaints from the 
radicals like Wllllam Cobbet. who objected to the "hundreds of thousands of pounds· 
being expended upon •embell1shlng his works·. He asked: 

What can make an audience in London sit and hear, and even applaud, 
under the name of Shakespear, what they would hoot off stage In a 
moment If It came under any other name? 

It is fashion. These books are in fashion ... It Is the fashion to extol the 
virtues of potatoes, as It has been to admire the writings of Milton and 
Shakespeare. 

However, although Cobbet attacked this fashion amongst the aristocracy, by mid-century 
the most ardent new Shakespearlans came from the rising bourgeoisie. They claimed to 
have discovered in Shakespeare's plays a philosophy ,!lfld a moral outlook close to their 
own. Their efforts to wrest control of Shakespeare from the aristocracy reflected their 
struggte for control of English society. 

To give themselves more weight they used the middle and working classes as a battering 
ram to advance their own Interests. They noted the growing demand for education in the 
lower classes -which they partially catered for -and introduced Shakespeare as a central 
component of the new subject of English literature. 

Thus it was that by the middle of the century, according to Teny Eagleton, this fashion 
had been passed down to the working classes and •Lancashire mill girls of early Victorian 
England •.. rose an hour before work to read Shakespeare together.· (Criticism and 
Ideology, A Study In Mandst literary Theozy(London: Verso, 1978), 166. 
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African students. 

The missionaries undoubtedly Idealised and talked about Shakespeare. In this context 

Chalmers' recollections of Tiyo Soga's response to a reading of Othello, apart from being 

the first reference to Shakespeare by an African writer, Is very revealing. Chalmers recalled 

how because Soga was "somewhat defective In his knowledge of Engllsh poetry" he 

"preferred rather to hear read than to read himself the works of Shakspere or Milton or 

Tennyson." 

during his arduous work at the Board of Revisers of the Katlr Bible his 
greatest relaxation after the fatiguing work of the day was to spend the 
evening listening to a kind friend reading to him from the poets. On one of 
those occasions he involuntarily exclaimed after hearing read the play of 
Othello, "Shakspere knew well how to depict the character of a black 
man."72 

By making such a statement Soga was touching on an issue that sent shivers down the 

spines of the Victorian publlc. He was putting forward a view, even if "involuntarily", that 

was entirely different to the one that was current either in England or South Africa - and 

Soga must have known this. In probably similar circumstances, Plaatje was introduced to 

Shakespeare informally as one amongst "many of the best-known figures In EnglJsh 

literature" by Mrs Westphal, the wife of the German missionary at Pnle1.73 

However, from the curriculum of institutions such as Lovedale and Healdtown It is clear 

that Shakespeare was not the only English writer to be taught. Indeed there is no evidence 

before the 1860s that Shakespeare's plays were routinely taught at all. 

Shakespeare was available in mission libraries, but his were by no means the only works 

of English writers that were available to Mrlcan students. At the Pirie JJbrary there were 

72 Chalmers, WJ1yo Soga", 14-15. 

n W1llan, Sol Plaatje, 21. 
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only three volumes of Shakespeare's plays. 7• The 1891 Lovedale llbnuy catalogue shows 

that amongst the 6,200 books, there was only one .Globe edition of the complete works of 

Shakespeare, stored amongst almost all the works that had been pieced together to make 

up the 'Great' English lltenuy tradition- Chaucer, Donne, Milton, Shakespeare, Coleridge, 

Wordsworth, Keats - as well as a preponderance of the works of the nineteenth centwy 

poets and novellsts, and biographies of English scientists, church leaders and politicians. 715 

Therefore, if we were to judge only by the book shelves of the Lovedale llbnuy, It would 

seem that Shakespeare carried no greater importance than other English writers. 

Simllarly, It would appear that there was no fonnaJ privileging of Shakespeare above other 

English writers by the mission teachers. Questions about Shakespeare, alongside other 

English writers, were a feature of the Institution's annual examinations 1n English 

literature. In 1879 the Lovedale News, reporting on the coming Middle Class Certificate 

examinations, pointed out that in English the candidates should "thoroughly study Milton, 

Book I, with Macaulay's Essay on MJlton; and, Shakespeare, Hemy VIII; ... •'6 Jn December 

1875 the first five questions of the English literature examination set by the Rev. W.J.B. 

Molrwere: 

1. Name the five greatest English Poets, In their order of greatness; and the 
five greatest English prose writers. 

2. Give the dates of the birth and death of the writers mentioned above, 
with the sovereigns under whom they lived. 

-· 74 J. Ross, 'Catalogue of the Pirie Llbnuy' (CoJY Llbnuy, LovedaJe Collection, MS 
8823). 

75 The use that some of these books seiVed at Lovedale, is captured by Jordan 1n 
Inqgumbo Yem/nyanya. After Zweltnzima has infonned the Bishop of the claims being 
made on him as future Chief of the Mpondomise, the Bishop's reaction was: 

To put frequently Into his hands the biographies of men of various nations 
who, in their several sphere, had been famous for their great services to 
humanity. 

A.C Jordan., Wmth oftheAncestors (LovedaJe: Lovedale Press, 1940), 48. 

76 'Jbe Lovedale News, 8 March 1879. 
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3, What five events In the History of England have had the most Influence 
on its literature? 

4. Sketch the plots of 'lbe Canterbury Tales, and Paradise Lost. 

5. Characterise shortly the styles of (1) Shakspere, (2} Samuel Johnson, (3) 
Bunyan, (4) Carlyle, (5} Macaulay. n 

As far as the settlers were concerned there was danger in all this, especially as they 

stepped up their efforts to make all Africans a sUbject nation. Immersion in EnglJsh 

literature inspired an independence of thought in the students. As a result, in 1882, 

Donald Ross, as part ofhis general attack on 'native education', attempted to quash the 

teaching of English literature to Africans. His report spent several pages detailing the 

curriculum he proposed for European schools and different approaches to teaching 

literature surfaced as one measure that was to differentiate the races. 

Ross recommended the re-appropriation, by the Europeans, of their literature. 

Shakespeare's plays, which were by then being studied by students irrespective of their 

race, were henceforth to be a subject for European Instruction only. For example, he put 

f~rward the following proposals concerning subjects for examination in the training of 

white teachers. Shakespeare, Milton and Wordsworth featured prominently: 

ISTYEAR 
Male and female 

I. Reading and Elocution. 

To Read with fluency, ease, attention to punctuation and just expression, 
a passage from a standard author. Each candidate must have learned at 
least 300 lines of Milton Par. Lost, B. I. 

--· 
11 Appendix to the Annual Report of the Lovedale Seminary Institution for 1875 

(Cory Library, Lovedale Collection). 

One wonders about Molr's opinions as to who was the greatest of the English poets? 
Unfortunately there Is no archival record of the answers to his questions. 
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Ill. Grammar and Composition. 

Parsing and analysis of simple sentences. To write an essay on a common 
subject. To explain the meaning of words and allusions 1n Mllton's Paradise 
Lost, B.J, 1-300, or Wordsworth's Excursions. B.l, 1-300. 

2ND YEAR. 
Male and Female. 

I. Reading and Elocution. 

To show the higher qualities of reading, correctness of expression and 
modulation of the voice. Each candidate must have learned at least 300 
lines from Shakespear's Julius Caesar. 

Ill. Grammar and Composition. 

Parsing, analysis and to parse a passage from Shakespeare'sJullus Caesar. 
To answer questions on the style, language and matter of the same. To 
write an Essay on a given subject and to show a knowledge of the history 
of the English language. 78 

But although a battle erupted over the removal of 'the classics' from the syllabus - as 

recommended by Duff, Stewart and later Ross -Shakespeare was never really threatened. 

The contradiction that impaled the anti-aesthetes was that their project to raise the 

English language to become the paramount world language, the llngua lhmca of colonised 

nations from India to South Africa, necessitated English literature being used as an 

example oflanguage-tn-action. 79 What better way was there of illustrating this than 1n the 

works of Shakespeare? 

What Is significant In this context, however, Is that although King William was still mixed 

In among other writers, there is evidence already in this period that his plays were better 

received and remembered than texts by Chaucer or Milton. There are a number of different 

78 Ross, Prelimlnazy Report, 37-38. 

79 In 1855 a report on the civil seiVice of the East India Company recommended the 
introduction ofEnglish literature and language as new subjects for examination. According 
to Gary Taylor, proftcency In English •could earn a candidate a thousand points - as 
much as mathematics and more than any other subject." Reinventing Shakespeare, 194. 
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reasons for this, amongst them the fact that African students cannot have failed to notice 

that only a handful of the works of foreign literature they encountered even recognised the 

existence of races other than the English. Those that did, such as Marlowe's Tamburlalne 

or recent novels by the likes of Rider Haggard, were based on the images of Empire built 

up by the colonialists, and painted a derogatory picture of the other races. In this respect 

Shakespeare was eXceptional, and his play Othello was particularly striking. 

By the 1870s it is clear that Shakespeare had become well known among Afrtcan students 

at Lovedale. Thus a parody of Hamlet's famous soliloquy appeared In the Lovedale News 

ofl 8 December, 1878, entitled "Toothache". The fact that this sol11oquy could be parodied 

at all suggests that. the African student readership of the magazine were by then well 

acquainted with Shakespeare: 

To have it out or not - that is the question. 
Whether 'tis better for the jaws to suffer 
The pangs and torments of an aching tooth, 
Or to take steel against a host of troubles 
And; by extracting, end them? To pull, To tug -
No more: and by a tug to say we end 
The toothache, and the thousand natural llls 
The jaw is heir to - 'tis a consummation 
Devoutly to be wished. To pull, to tug, 
To tug perchance to break- ay, there's the rubl80 

There are two likely explanations for this: firstly It is likely that Shakespeare was taught 

as primus Jnte~pB.Tes amongst English writers - recommended to students as the 

"foremost man In [English] llterature, the greatest master of the language most widely 

spoken among men", or In the words of Crawford In MansOeld Park •a part of an 

Englishman's constitution. • 

But secondly - and more Importantly - was the fact that Afrtcan students were able to 

identify with the themes of the plays, and the 'universal' dilemmas ntustrated In them. 

80 The Lovedale News, 18 December 1878. 
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The missionaries zest encouraged a spirit of enquiry. An independent approach often 

uncovered themes and Ideas that could be pulled out of the heavens and relocated on 

South African soil and used to express their own concerns. Shakespeare was thus 

consciously selected from the canon. Hence Soga's exclamation that "Shakspere knew well 

how to depict the character of a black man." 

IX 

After Shakespeare's introduction to the libraries, curriculum and discussions at 

institutions like Lovedale, Interest In 'the bard' entered a growth-curve that encompassed 

ever greater areas of the sub-continent., and continued arguably until the 1940s. From 

Lovedale it was canied to Fort Hare, from Fort Hare it accompanied the new graduates to 

their posts In Mafeklng, Kimberley and Johannesburg. 

In 1916, Sol Plaatje recollected the ways In which his encounter with Shakespeare had 

developed from his first strange meeting with Hamlet in a Kimberley theatre in 1896. 

Significantly he attributed much of his passion to his coming into contact with a circle of 

e.x-Lovedalians and e.x-Healdtonians at Kimberly, notably Isaiah Bud-M'Belle, whose 

lite.nuy evenings were often spent reading and discussing Shakespeare's plays. 

Commenting on the results of his reading he noted: 

I found that many of the current quotations used by educated natives to 
embelllsh their speeches, which I had always taken for English proverbs, 
were culled from Shakespeare's works.81 

Shakespeare had become all the rage, and •Plaatje and his friends saw no reasons why 

Shakespeare should not be as accessible to them as he was to their white fellow citizens. 42 

81 Plaatje, 'A South African's Homage', 7. 

82 Willan, Sol PlaafJe, 39. 
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According to Ertc Rosenthal, by the end of the nineteenth century, "few towns In South 

Africa had failed at some time to witness at least an amateur attempt at a performance of 

Shakespeare. His works were being used as set books In schools, and many of the more 

travelled citizens (lncludJngAfrJcans Uke PlaatJe and Jabavu) had seen him on the overseas 

stage. "83 In all Ukelihood these performances would have contrasted sharply with the crude 

settler productions of Shakespeare that were by now famlliar to African students. 

In the first decades of the twentieth century the 'splrlt'ln which Shakespeare's plays were 

being taught was much the same as that initiated by Govan. Z.K. Matthews, for example, 

remembered the methods of teaching adopted by Alexander Kerr, the first Principal of Fort 

Hare- another mlsslomuy In the Govan tradition who hailed from Edinburgh In Scotland: 

With Kerr we penetrated the world of Shakespeare, and with him we also read 
Dickens, Thackeray, Scott, Burns, Shelley, Keats, Byron, Wordsworth and 
others. For the first time I was reading not to meet the requirements for some 
examination, but for the sheer joy of it. I began now to see that literature was 
the mirror of the life of a people, and that writers were men struggling to 
communicate the feelings and ideas of their time. 84 

In the course of his research Into H.I.E. Dhlomo, Tim Couzens conducted an Interview 

with Dan 1\vala, a former student at Lovedale, who remembered that In 1924 the syllabus 

still consisted of "Shakespearean plays such as The Merchant ofVen/ce, Macbeth, Jullus 

Caesar and The Tempest." Couzens concluded that at this point "the Romantic poets 

were, apart from Shakespeare, the most Important part of the course. "85 Referring to 

Lovedale In 1916, Matthews stated that: 

Only at Lovedale could an African begin to study the literature, language, 
history, mathematics and science which Europeans studied on their way 

83 Rosenthal, 'Early Shakespeare Productions In South Africa', 216. 

84 Matthews, Freedom For My People, The Autobiography of Z.K Matthews: 
SouthemAfrJca 1901-1968(CapeTown: David Phllip, 1979), 54. 

85 Couzens, The New African, 51. 
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to university. Through Lovedale"s gates one passed Into the wonderland of 
education. 88 

Matthews praised his teacher, James Chalmers, as someone who bad a •genuine 

enthusiasm for what he was teaching, especially In the field of English literature. • At Fort 

Hare he recalled the great importance that was still attached to English Uterature, and the 

enthusiasm with which the •great tradition' was received by African students who read 

-chaucer, Milton, Pope, Dryden, Sheridan, Goldsmith, Thackeray, Fielding. Meredith, Jane 

Austen, Thomas Hardy •.. It was like looking on a world from a widened horizon . ...., 

These references confirm that although the Issue of a 'literary education' bad been a 

matter of Intense debate, there had remained a continuity In the teaching of English 

literature at Lovedale. Thus, In 1925, A.W. Roberts could complain that education In the 

Eastern Province was still proceeding •along the old lines- carpeting floors, running races, 

emptying cisterns, studying Shakespeare, and turning Milton Into halting English - . .ae 

Although a Hobart Houghton or a C.T. Loram could be cynical about this, Matthews 

reported that much more than a spirit of aesthetic enquiry motivated students'interest In 

Shakespeare. He, for example, •discovered Shakespeare bad things to say not only to his 

England or to the Western men who have read him since, but also to me, a twentieth 

century African ... ..s 

This comment echoes observations made by Sol Plaatje. In A South Afrtcan s HomagtfiO it 

Is possible to separate out the often contradictory threads that lay behind the public 

" Matthews, Freedom For My People, 33. 

87 Matthews, Freedom For My People, 71. 

88 A.W. Roberts, 'What Is Wrong With Native Educatlon7, Native TeachersJoumal, 
4, 4, 1925. 

89 Matthews, Freedom For My People, 54. 

90 Plaatje, 'A South Africans Homage', 7-8. 
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celebration of Shakespeare by some African wrlters. On the one hand clting Shakespeare 

seems to have been an attempt to impress white 'liberal' oplnJon with evidence of the 

progress of African acculturation. Again, unspoken, was the old idea that by appreciating 

Shakespeare Africans had Indicated a readiness for equality. It was thus an attempt to 

Impress on 'liberal' whites In South Africa and In Britain, the need actively to support the 

social demands of the educated section of African society. 

But on the other hand It Is equally clear that certain texts by Shakespeare were being 

appropriated for oppositional reasons - because of the possibllities they offered to 

undennJne the discourses of the ruling class. Thus Plaatje ~lalned that his love of 

Shakespeare was at least partially as a result of his "selfish patrlotism·,91 a recognition 

of the fact that Shakespeare's plays said things that contradicted the outlook and opinion 

of the white ruling class In South Africa. Plaatje praised Shakespearean drama because, 

contrary to other forms of European art which produced a "highly coloured exaggeration 

of the depravity of the blacks•, Shakespeare showed "that nobility and valour, like 

depravity and cowardice, are not the monopoly of any colour.''92 One wonders which 

particular play- other than Othello- Plaatje could have been referring to here, especially 

given the fact that In early plays such as '11tus Andronlcus, Shakespeare was guilty of 

employing the same exaggerations as his contemporaries. On an aesthetic, level Plaatje 

praised Shakespeare's "keen grasp of human character" and his abtUty to describe things 

In a way that seemed to Plaatje to be "inwardly correct . ..as 

Matthews proferred similar reasons. Remembering how Kerr had made his students 

"memorise many passages from the plays and poems we read•, he recalled how as the 

students gave readings In class from memory "the people and Ideas came even more 

91 Plaatje, 'A South African's Homage', 8 . 

'
2 Plaatje, 'A South African's Homage', 8. 

u Plaatje, 'A South African's Homage', 8. 
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vividly to life": 

The discovery in Macbeth that once a man makes a wrong turning he has 
to go on, the tragedy of indecision In Hamlet, the problem of power in 
Jullus Caeser, the demagoguery of Antony and the way he played upon the 
crowd - these made their Impact on me and linger In my mtnd.114 

X 

Before Sol Plaatje penned his Homage to Shakespeare in 1916, no African writer had 

written openly in praise of Shakespeare, and It seems strange that until the first decades 

of the twentieth century the growing Interest amongst Africans in Shakespeare's plays 

remained largely hidden. 1111 Only in the 1920's does an African Shakesperiotfcs burst to 

the swface In the essays of Intellectuals like H.I.E. Dhlomo as well as In literary texts 

such as Thomas Mofolo's Chaka, and Plaatje's Mhud/.96 Thereafter the presence of 

Shakespeare is regularly spotted as an apparently entrenched feature of Anglo-African 

literature. Tim Couzens, for example, repeatedly points to Shakespeare as an Important 

·' influence on what he terms the •acculturation" of the -new African". He stressed that 

this was "by no means accidental" because Shakespeare was ~e major writer to be 

taught by the missionaries In their schools and their literary worship was not unnaturally 

' 4 Matthews, Freedom for My People, 55. 

95 I believe this can be attributed to a combtnatfO!J. of maJnly socio-political factors, 
such as access to education and the printing presses, a feeling of social weakness etc. 
However between 1910 and 1920 there Is evidence of a growing confidence amongst the 
new Afi1can ~lite reflected tn the launch of the South African Native National Congress in 
1912. There was also a growing sense of the justice of the African's demands for equality, 
re-inforced by the links that were established with the negro Intellectuals in the U.S.A, and 
institutions such as Tuskegee. 

' " Both these texts were written before 1920, but suffered delays In publication. For 
more detailed discussion on the background influences on these writers see: D.P. Kunene, 
Thomas Mofo/o and the Emergence of Written Sesotho Prost; S. Gray, 'PlaatJe's 
Shakespeare' English In Africa, 4, 1, 1979; S. Gray, 'Sources of the First Black South 
African Novel in English' Munger Afi1cana Library Notes, 37, 1976. 
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adopted by their disciples. w'J7 

It was for this reason that there developed in the first decades of the twentieth century 

an intellectual movement that sought to offer an African interpretation of the plays and 

extend their 'universal' meaning to include an expression of the dllemmas confronting 

the newest generations of mission-educated Africans. This would not have been possible 

were it not for the fact that the themes of Shakespeare's plays had over the previous 50 

years begun to become known to the new African audience. In a sense, Shakespeare had 

entered African literature as If by osmosis. In 1933 S. V.H Mdhlull expressed some of the 

reasons why: 

Difficulties force people to help themselves. So let us not waste time for 
~me and tide walt for no man.' Was It not Shakespeare by the way 
who said: 

Sweet are the uses of adversity, 
Which, like the toad, ugly and venemous 
Wears yet a precious jewel In his head.118 

The accessibfllty of Shakespeare was to lead to a number of Important writers and works 

of African llterature being visibly Influenced by the Shakespeare canon. In Part Two of this 

dissertation a detailed study is made of A. C. Jordan and his novel/ngqwnbo Ye.mb.lyanya 

to explore an unusual example of how these influences were felt by the African writer and 

how they entered the text of African ltterature. 

(End of chapter) 

97 T. Couzens, "''be New African", 71. 

Tim Couzens' idea of the "new African" is useful, although he applies It mainly to the new 
Afrtcan tntelllgentsia In the twentieth centtuy. However I beUeve the phrase can be usefully 

--' extended backwards to refer to generations of mission-educated African students from the 
1870s onwards whose 'Western' education, and literacy seperated them from traditional 
African society. 

98 S.V.H. Mdhluli, The Development of the AJitcan, 61. 
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6. 

The imprint of Lovedale 
on A.C. Jordan 1 

I 

How can one understand my husband A.C., peasant in outlook, 
one who remaJned suspicious of city ways to the end of his life, 

and yet, as a Classical and European scholar of literature, 
history and music, one who can field with the best? One needs to 

know the roots from which such people have sprung.10 

Shakespeare's Influence on African literature did not evolve simply because his plays were 

rammed down the throats of African students. It was the result of a conscious process of 

selection of a writer who corresponded more closely to the literary needs of the new 

African. Stephen Gray, for example, points out how Plaatje felt "that the Shakespeare he 

had made himself familar with was an International means of communication; he knew 

that he could Interpret and prophesy quite shockingly about the death of empires in terms 

In the following chapters, page references to Ingqwnbo Yern.ln!Pn!P are 
abbreviated as IY and Wrath of the Ancestors as WA I have also adopted the practice of 
referring to the novel with Its original Xhosa title, and quoting from the Xhosa original, 
with Jordan's English translation following. I do this for two reasons: (1) because of the 
significance I attach to Jordan's decision to write in Xhosa, and the fact that when the 
novel Is considered In context, it Is the Xhosa original that was most widely read and 
heard; (2) to indicate how faithful the English translation Is to the Xhosa original. The 
translation was prepared by Jordan and completed with "the help of' Priscilla. P. Jordan. 
However It was only published In 1980 by the Lovedale Press. 

2 P. Ntantala, A Ufe's Mosaic. The Autobiog-aphy ofPh.YJ.is Ntantala (Cape Town: 
David Philip, 1992), fx. 
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which all English-speaking Empire-builders claimed they responded to deeply.•8 

In Part One I examined the ways In which African writers came Into contact with English 

literature, and through that Shakespeare. In Part Two I will tJy to analyse why It was that 

Shakespeare emerged as a multi-cultural literary symbol and was priVileged above other 

'> English writers. 

I have chosen to make a study of A.C. Jordan - rather than more obVious subjects such 

as Sol Plaat;je or H.I.E. Dhlomo- for two reasons. Firstly because of his direct association 

With Lovedale and the Xhosa writers, thereby placing him In a specific tradition of writing 

and learning. But more importantly because, unlike other African writers, Jordan was able 

to appropriate aspects of the English literary tradition and at the same time avoid the 

danger of creating a Euro-centrlc text. According to an acquaintance Jordan •devoured 

·· the complete works of Shakespeare and the bulk of English poetly and literature• while he 

was at Lovedale and Fort Hare. 4 But, as I hope to Illustrate, Jordan was able to interact 

With Shakespeare In his literature In a relationship of equality that, when understood, 

helps to deepen our reading of both texts. 

u 

Archibald Campbell (•A. C. •) Jordan was born In 1906 at Mbokotwana, In the Tsolo district 

of the modern-day Transkei. He was the son of Elijah Jordan, an Anglican minister, 

described by F.J. Rumsey as a ~eacher of the o1d style• and •one of nature's gentlemen.''5 

3 Gray, Pl.aatfe's Shakespeare. 4. 

• M. Mda, 'Archibald Cambell Jordan, An Appreciation', In OccasiDnd. Papers, 2, 
Bureau for African Research and Documentation (Bard), University ofTranskel, 1992, 8. 

·s F.J. Rumsey, 'Oblturuy for A.C. Jordan', The South J\fiican. Outlook. December 
1968. 
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According to Phy111s Ntantala, he was "not only a choir master but a poet and music 

composer as well. "111 However, although his father may have provided the first Impulse and 

inspiration for Jordan's life-long Involvement with literature, it was to be his 15 years of 

Christian mission schooling, and the contradictions this posed In an Aftican context, that 

would most profouncUy mould his literary outlook. 

His first school was St Cuthbert's Primary School (ENcholsi In Ingqumbo Yernirqpn~ In 

Mbokotwana, Transkel, where his contact with the "fathers •.. some of whom were 

scholars from Oxford, opened new vistas for A. C. and made him look beyond his Immediate 

horison."7 Between 1923-25 Jordan attended St. John's College In Umtata. 

However, it was A. C.'s period of education In the Tyumle triangle, beginning In 1925 as a 

19 year-old student, preparing at Lovedale for his Junior Certificate, and then as student 

and teacher at Fort Hare (1929-34), that had the greatest impact on his life and literature. 

In 1934 he completed his B.A. degree at Fort Hare with his major subjects being English 

Literature and Ethics. According to Uncoln Mketane, •His study of these subjects was 

signtficant In that the teaching of Language and Uterature dominated his contribution to 

humanity throughout his life. ·• In 1943 he obtained his M.A. In Bantu Languages, and his 

Ph.D. continued the same line of study, although narrowed the focus to a study of 

'literary Xhosa. o9 

Ingqumbo Yern.i.ny::ln.ylwas the product of this first phase of Jordan's life, and an attempt 

to illustrate and explore its contradictions. The novel's geographical circumference was 

1968. 

' Ntantala, Ali.fe's Mosaic, 106. 

7 Ntantala, ALlfe"s Mosaic, 107. 

8 L. Mkentane, 'Obituary for A.C. Jordan', 1lte South ./Yiican. Outlook, December 

9 A.C. Jordan, A Phonologlal and Grammatical Study of Literary Xhosa, Ph.D. 
Thesis, University of Cape Town, 1956. 
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Jordan's own, with Us events all revolving on the Mbokothwana-St Cuthbert's, Umtata-

King-Williams Town, Alice-Lovedale-Fort Hare axes. 

By the time Jordan enro))ed at Lovedale in 1925, James Stewart had been dead for 20 

years. The prindpalship had passed into the hands of the Jess assertive Reverend James 

Henderson. With the cloud of Stewart lifted somewhat, the spirit ofWllliam Govan began 

to re-assert Itself amongst the students, much as a candle flares brightly before it goes out 

entirely. 

However, in a relatively short period historically, the social fabric of the society that 

surrounded Lovedale had changed dramatically. The ideology and policy of the ruling class 

was becoming more and more segregationist, ·with the missions more and more abeyant 

to this ideology}0 The 1913 Land Act had dispossessed the African elite of their land-

rights, and urban settlements such as Johannesburg, had begun to consume labour from 

all the regions of South Africa. Tyumle and its environs (Including the Ciskei and Transke1) 

had sUpped away from the centre-spot of history that they had occupied in the nineteenth 
. ' 

centwy and become under-developed as a consequence of the mineral revolution 1n the 

Transvaal. 

Suprislngly though, the mood of Lovedale's African students during this period was high. 

They were encouraged by the establishment of the South African Native College, Fort Hare, 

-· 1n 1916, only a short walking distance across the Tyumle river. The pre-history of the 

struggle for a 'native university" (Fort Hare), and the._tnvolvement of so many leading 

African famt1ies in campaigning and collecting fimds for its establishment is proof enough 

of the enormous hope that was attached to this institution. During the 1920s and 1930s 

10 See: M. Legassick, The MakingofSouth African •Native Policy", 1902-1923, the 
Origins of Segregation, unpublished paper, 1973; Colonial Rule and Local Response in the 
19th and 20th centuries, British Hegemony and the Origins of Segregation in SA. 1901-
1914, unpublished paper, 1974; 'The State, Radsm and the Rise of Capitalism 1n the 
Nlneteenth-Centwy Cape Colony' South PJHcan Hlst:Drlcd Joumol, 28, 1993, 329-368. 
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it was Uke a magnet to African students from across the four Provinces of South Africa. It 

came to symboUse the unbroken aspirations and hopes of the African middle class for 

equality in society on the basis of proven equality through academic achievement. It was 

to become what Lovedale had been in the last decades of the nineteenth centwy - a hot-

bed of discussion and learning, attracting students from all of the 'non-white' races of 

South Africa 11' and turning out graduates who became influential leaders in all spheres of 

African life. 12 

Fort Hare replaced Lovedale as the vanguard institution of African education. Its students 

took over leadership of resistance to the continuing efforts of white ruling class to 

circumscribe African education. Ironically, given that Fort Hare llterally grew out of 

Lovedale, It also marked the beginning of Lovedale's decline. However, for a short period 

the two institutions mutually reinforced each other and perhaps lent credibility to the 

Illusion that a new era was dawning in African education. This hope was symbolised by the 

erection of the famous Chalmers bridge in 1930 - built by Lovedale students to l1nk the 

two institutions even more closely. 

The symbiotic relationship between the two is reflected in the early scenes of Inggumbo 

Yernfn!pny:~, where the Lovedale students eagerly awaited the return of their seniors at 

Allee station: 

UZwelinzlma waba novuyokazl olukhulu akubona ukuba lnkoliso 
yabalingane bakhe ababephumelele kunye eLovedale kwa.Nokholeji ... 

What with all the Lovedale students having congregated to meet those of 

11 OCWabona istmanga ukusuka amaA.frika nama-Indiya nabeBala bavane 
ngokungathi bazalwa mfazl mnye." IY, 28. 

•zwetinztma was amazed to see that cordial relations existed among Africans, Coloured 
and Indians, as if they had all been born of one mother.· WA. 30. 

12 Some of the cima mota of Fort Hare in this period, including A. C. Jordan, are 
listed by Matthews, Freedom For My People. 128-129. 
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Fort Hare, there was quite a commotion at the railway station ... 
Zwelinzima was delighted to find that most of his former class mates had 
moved up to Fort Hare with him. 13 

At Fort Hare, academics and students perpetuated the nineteenth century idea that 

mastery of "the classics" of European literature, especially now English literature, was a 

measure of one's social respectabilicy and readiness to compete for racial equalicy In 

society. PhylUs Ntantala recalls how, at Fort Hare, A.C. •developed an Interest not only In 

English literature but also in classical literature and history" as well as how he was 

"introduced to the world of classical music by Professor Jabavu."14 

The presence of people Uke D.D.T. Jabavu helped keep alive the memory ofLovedale's early 

traditions in spite of the vastly changed enVIronment. Jabavu's father, John Tengo, had 

been one of the driving forces behind the establishment of Fort Hare, as well as a figure 

as important to African literature at the turn ofthe century, as Tlyo Soga had been thirty 

years earlier. J.T. Jabavu died In 1921 but the biography written by his son fllustrated 

clearly how his aspirations were formed in the Govanist mould. For example, D.D.T. 

0 reported how, while stlJl at Lovedale, he was -a brilliant leader 1n the debates of the 

Uterary Soctecy" in preparation for which ~e ·saturated himself with the wisdom of the 

Great books in the Lovedale Ub.rary, making himself a powerful dialectical force. "15 

m 

A. C. Jordan arrived at Lovedale after the close of the most intense period of debate between 

African students and their mission teachers about the character and purpose of 'native 

13 Jordan, 1Y. 28; WA, 29 . 
. G 

14 Ntantala, A life's Mosaic, 108. 

15 D.D.T. Jabavu, 'Ihe Life ofJolm Tengo Jabavu, Ed1tor oflmvo Zabantsun.du. 
--, 1884-1921 (Lovedale: Lovedale Institution Press, 1924), 14. 
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education'. But hJs life was to become a synthesis of the many themes and contllcts that 

this issue bad generated - conflicts that were carried over, largely unresolved, into the 

twentieth century. To answer PbylUs Ntantala's question we could say that Jordan's 

"roots" were to be found at two levels. Firstly in the top-soU of his Ufe at Lovedale and Fort 

Hare, which provided him with a classical 'Engllsh' Euro-centric education. But they also 

stretched far deeper into the origins ofbis life among the traditional Xhosa speaking people 

in the rural areas of Mpondomiseland - amongst the "Red People". 

There is thus no contradfcton between a comment made by D.D.T. Jabavu, who ascribed 

to Ingqwnbo Yemin!P"!P "the Influence of English literature at its best"16
, and the point 

acknowledged by Ntantala and all A. C.'s friends, who never failed to note his interest and 

expertise in oral African (especially Mpondomtse) history, literature and language. They 

trace this firstly to the influence of hJs father: 

Having come from Mpondomiseland at the time of the British 
penetration, Elijah developed an Interest in the history of the people 
among whom he Uved. He became the local expert on the history of the 
Mpondomise and their neighbours, the Mpondo, Bhaca and Xbesibe. 
A. C. was to develop that interest too when be grew up, an interest that 
led to his becoming one of the few experts on oral African hJstory, told 
from the point of view of the African people, the history that one seldom 
finds in books written by the historians of the conquerors.17 

Although with regular visits home to Mbokothwana, and an Important three year period 

as a teacher in Kroonstad in the Orange Free State, 18 Jordan was to spend almost twenty 

years of his life located within the physical and spiritual circumference of Lovedale and 

Fort Hare. 

16 Jabavu, The Injluen.ce of Eng.ish on Bantu Literature. 24. 

17 Ntantala, ALi.fe's Mosaic, 107. 

18 It was during his period as a teacher at the Bantu High School fn Kroonstad, 
'·· · that Jordan wrote and completed Ingqwnbo Yem.in.!:Pn!P- The contrast between African llfe 

In an urban location and Fort Hare allowed him to acquire the necessary distance to 
appreciate more fully the complexities of life fn the Tyumie triangle. Phyllfs described their 
llfe together in Kroonstad as the time of her 'awakening" and there is no reason to doubt 
but that it had a similar effect on A. C. 
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Unusually for African academics at the time, there appears to have been no contradiction 

Within Jordan's personality between the 'modem' and the 'traditional'. African and 

European cultures rested comfortably together in his personal make-up. Unlike many of 

his contemporaries, Jordan could objectively appreciate the achievements of European 

writing and culture -Without becoming Eurocentric in either his outlook or literature, as 

well as Without undermining his estimation of the unique and various characteristics of 

the Xhosa literature he was familiar with. 

Nonetheless he was acutely conscious of the problems that had been created by the close 

physical juxtaposition of the two enormously different cUltures in the Eastern Cape (and 

increasingly throughout the rest of South Africa). This became the main theme of 

lngqurnbo Yemin!Pl!Po with the respective citadels of 'new' and 'old' being dramatically 

symbolised by the 'school' and 'traditional' communities at Allee and Mbokothwana. 

Nowhere were consequences of this juxtaposition of cultures more apparent than in a 

town Uke Allee, especially after the establishment of Fort Hare. Side by side were placed 

the most modem institutions of learning, Intended literally as a springboard for the 

African middle class into capitalist society, and a larger African society painfully and 

slowly grappling With change, while at the same time trying tenaciously and 

superstitiously to hold onto elements of the past. 

In the space between Alice-the-new and Mbokotwana-the-old, however, there was a 

developing wasteland, a society that had been violated-firstly by colonial wars, and then 

by its failure to defend itself from the powerful social changes taking place as a result of 

the rapid rise of capitalist relations in society. Even more than in the nineteenth centwy, 

traditional Xhosa society was being undermined by poweiful external forces that robbed 

people of their land, drew men to the cities, and disturbed long established patterns oflife. 
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Jordan lllustrates In Ingqwnbo Yemin!Pil,!Phow it was this living example of a physically 

and morally ruined Afrlcan society, rather than opposition to 'progress' per se. that made 

the Mpondomlse elders most resistant to the Introduction of 'school ways'. Elders such 

as Ngxabane and Jongilanga, had learnt to distrust the promises of the missionaries and 

other advocates of 'progress'. They judged modem society by its first fruits, rather than 

what Its advocates disingeniously promised them. 

If Fort Hare had been situated on the Witwatersrand, or any other burgeoning 

metropolitan centre, the clash of cultures, and Its consequences, would have been less 

obvious and Immediate: the effects of modem society on traditional life could have 

remained hidden away In the rural areas. However with Fort Hare situated on the still 

wann battleground of Xhosa and English, 1t posed many questions before a sensitive mind 

such as Jordan's. While African students played cricket, spoke Shakespeare and strutted 

around Allee In boater hats, breeches and black ties, on the other side of Sandlle's Kop 

Xhosa villages suffered the devastating effects of dispossession. Further away, however, 

on the other side of the Amatole mountains, there were still Afrlcan societies (such as the 

Mpondomtse) that had more or less escaped the direct consequences of colonial conquest, 

and continued to function according to traditional custom and lore. 19 

The starkness of the contrasts created by the proximity of these different societies, and 

the feelings It generated In perceptive students, Is captured by Phyllls Ntantala In her 

description of the train journey she frequently made from King Williams' Town to Fort 

Beaufort during the 1930's: 

It was a summer afternoon, so most of the time we stood at the window, 
watching the scenery flash by and noticing the difference between this 
part of the country and that from which I came. The homesteads were 

19 For detailed accounts of the history of Xhosa and Mpondomtse society see: J. 
Pelres, The House of Phdo, a History of the Xhosa People in the Days of Their 
Indepen.dence ~ohannesburg: Ravan Press, 1981); TheDeadWUl.Arise: Nongqcawseand 
the Great Xhosa Cattle KIH.ing Movement of 1856-57 (Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1989). 
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not like those I had known in the Transkei. They seemed to be poorly 
built, haphazard, with no fences around them. Above all, very few had 
any cattle folds. The homes seemed deserted ..• All seemed desolate .•. 
What had happened to the people here? was the question in my mind.20 

Ntantala was moved by the great natural beauty of the region, and the sense of pride 1n 

Xhosa history that It instilled In her. As the train passed Allee and she noticed "the trees 

surrounding Lovedale·, confirming its symbolJc appearance as a fertile oasis in a barren 

wasteland. Her destination, the girl's school at Healdtown, created further layers of 

contrast: 

The girl's school was about half a mile from the boy's school, at the top 
end of an avenue of Jacaranda trees. Nothing was more important to the 
girls, especially on Sundays in their uniforms of black and white, 
marching to the rhythm of the school brass band, as coming down that 
avenue ... The Union Jack would be hoisted and, accompanied by the 
brass band, the school would sing 'God Save the King' ... 21 

Ingqwnbo Yemin!Pll.!P Is a novel born of these contrasting circumstances. It seeks 

realistically to portray and explore the relationships and conflicts between these cultures. 

Jordan's uniqueness as a writer in the 1930s was that he did not locate his text in the 

' most obvious place where a writer might be expected to protest, either in the urban areas 

or the desolate mlddle~ground of Ciskel, but moved Its plot and characters across the 

artificial borders. The narrative opens symbolfcally on banks of the Thfna river, the 

borderland between the 'old' and the 'new', then shifts to the 'white' society of Allee, 

before moving decisively back to Mpondomlseland. 

The novel's audience sense the presence of the urban areas indirectly, Uke a heavy cloud 

casting a sullen threat over the whole narrative. But this feeling of foreboding Is brought 

about through the urban areas' relationship to the people and the terrain of the rural . 

areas. For example, in Book Two, Chapter 11, whlle Dlngtndawo's scouts walt at Umtata 

20 Ntantala, A Ufe's Mosaic, 62. 

21 Ntantala, A Ufe's Mosaic, 66. 
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station for signs of the arrival of Zwelinzima a train arrives and we are told: 

tnollwe wayethwele amajoyini ikakhulu, kodwa ekho amaAfrtka aliqela 
kudidi lwesithathu. 

The passengers in the train were mostly mine-labourers on their way 
home, but there was also a considerable number of ordinacy black 
passengers in the third class.llll 

The horrors of urban life, best expressed in the llfe of newly urbanised migrant mine 

workers, was the subject of many African novels in the 1930s, beginning with R.R.R. 

Dhlomo's An~an Tr~ and Peter Abrahams' Mine Boy. 24 But this was not to be the 

main preoccupation of Ingqwnbo Yemin!Pil!P- The narrator merely indicated his 

characters' awareness of this aspect of African life. It was important mainly because it was 

more and more part of the collective sub-conscious of people living in the rural areas: the 

backdrop to the text, constituting a vague threat that stole men for work, and that 

constantly encroached on the physical territory of traditional people. 

In the first scene of Ingqwnbo Yernirt!Pn!Po Jordan sets up the tensions between 

Mpondomise and mission cultures. For a large part of the novel he allowed them to jar 

silently against each other, avoiding the temptation to intervene as the story's narrator to 

point out the significance of the picture he is painting. Thus when the "horsemen" meet 

on the edge of the Thlna River, they are all in riding breeches "but it was obvious that two 

or three of them wore trousers only on very special occasions such as this one" (3). 

The men greet each other with their ancestral names, but amongst them is Mphuthumi, 

distinct from the rest both by his youth and the fact that "he wore a hat with a Lovedale 

College badge" (4). The narrator tells us that "his complexion was dark-brown", but that 

22 IY, 112; WA 117 . 

23 R.R.R. Dhlomo, An.tlJHcan 1}-qJedy(Lovedale: Lovedale Institution Press, 1931). 

24 P. Abrahams, Mine Boy (London: Heinemann Educational, 1963). 
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there was •good red blood In his veins· (4). In sharp contrast ts Ngxabane, described by 

one of the players, Dlangamandla, as an •ochre man· (8), and in the following way by the 

narrator: 

Wathunga ke uMzamo, exelela llndwendwe zakhe ukuba rna ze 
zlngazilambisi ngenxa yabamelwane aabo bakhe. Phofu ke ztngababona 
ezlbabonayo, nabo ke babelekane ngok:wazana kwabo. Hayt ke lasela 
ibandla. 

Phakathl kwaaba bamelwane kwakukho ixhego elambethe -uttaka
mlUo.· Yaytylngwevu, ufafa ekubonakala ukuba lwaluyinto ngeemlni 
zalo. Ltxhego elldala lakwaNgxabane, elaliytnduna enkulu 
yasemaMpondomlsent akuTsolo. 

Among Mzamo's neighbours was an old man who wore a bright red 
blanket. His hair was grey, but he was tall and still carried himself well. 
He must have been an impressive figure in his day. His name was 
Ngxabane. He had once been a councillor amongst the Mpondomlse in 
the Tsolo district. :15 

The •school boy" Mphuthuml refuses to drink the traditional marheu:u and is the focus 

of apparently harmless jokes about "teachers • who drink alcohol on the sly, and then the 

loaded apology from Ma-Miya "Asinazo ke thlna nezo ti zenu." (4} •I'm afraid we can't offer 

you the teas and things you're accustomed to." (6) 

In the second scene the narrator proceeds in a similar way, although shifting the locale 

from the Mpondomlse border across the Cisket to Lovedale. In a scene ·bursting with 

subtle irony and symbolism, Thembeka is told by Mphuthuml that Zwelinzlma is heir to 

the Mpondomlse chieftainship - on a train journey between Idutywa (Transkei) and Fort 

Beaufort. Unlike Phyl11s Ntantala, she pays no attention to the symbolism of the passing 

landscape, and yet the story she hears sets fn motion a series of events Inextricably woven 

into the tragedy behind Ntantala's real life observations. 

Mphuthwnt's revelation, unknown at that point even to Zwelinzlma, has the effect of 

25 IY, 5; WA 7. 
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robbing Zwellnzlma of the certainty of his mission-established persona. It Imposes 

something old and ominlous on a character until then formed almost entirely out of the 

new. In a parallel with the structure of Shakespeare's play Othello, the audience are 

introduced to the plotters before meeting the hero. We hear representations about his 

character from others before we are placed in a position to judge for ourselves. We see the 

threats, although at this stage unintentional, that are already In motion to his character. 

After hearing Mphuthumi's fantastic tale,Thembeka ruminates on the significance of what 

she has learnt: 

Angasuka athi ni ukumamkela? Uza kumbona esengulaa "Major" 
amaz1yo, nokuba uza kubona lngangalala yenkosl? Kwesl sithuba 
wayesuka azlchitha-chithe ezl ngctnga athl, '"Aral Ylntsoml le be 
ndlyixelelwa ngubuti Mphuthuml." 

How would she receive him? Would she find him the same "Major" 
whom she used to know, or would she find him a pompous chief? At this 
point she would try to dismiss these thoughts, scolding herself for 
believing the fantastic tale Mphuthumi had told her.26 

IV· 

In the study of African literature in South Africa there has been a marked tendency to 

praise the significance but neglect the study of Ingqumbo YemiJ't&pny:z. Jeff Pelres, for 

example, refers to It as a •great novel", but pays no attention to Its substance, or the 

illuminating controversy surrounding its publication and translation.27 

This ts further evident in studies of the development of litenuy genres in African 

literature, as well as In the paucity of close textual studies of the novel. To date, 

26 IY. 19; WA 21. 

27 J. Peires, 'Lovedale Press: I.Jterature for the Bantu Revisited' Engish in Africa 
7, 1, 1980, 74. 
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although several research students have touched on the subject, there have been no 

published studies of Jordan's writing.28 The fact that, unlike hJs contemporary H.I.E. 

Dhlomo, Jordan did not emerge as a major novelist or playw.right should not be allowed 

to detract from the significance of lngqumbo Yemln!Pll!P for African literature as a 

whole. 

Why Is It, for example, that so much continues to be written about the character and 

plays of H. I.E. Dhlomo, or Modikwe Dlkobe's The Mc:rabi Dance, 29 but so Uttle of Its 

period-partner Ingqwnbo Yemin!Pl!P? I would suggest that it is because Ingqurnbo 

Yerniny:rn.!,Uis a problem text for Afro-European critics. It does not easily fit Within the 

canon of African literature that has been constructed in the last 20 years. In essays 

dealing With this period there is a sense that by the 1930s the 'social reponsfbllity' of 

the writerwasto represent and protest about urban life. Hence the interestin the novels 

of Peter Abrahams. 

Consequently, serious analysts of Ingqumbo Yemin!:P'l!P has been passed over. The 

work of Jordan the exiled academic often seems to be preferred to Jordan the author. 

This Is a serious mistake because, at the time of its publication in 1940, Ingqumbo 

Yemin!Pl!,llwas perhaps more original and certainly more influential than any African 

novel published before it. 

Its publication had a profound effect on other African readers and writers. Uncommonly 

28 See: S.Z. Quangule. A Study of Conflict and Theme in A.C. Jordan's Novel 
lngqumbo Yeminyanya, M.A. Dissertation, UNISA. 1974; P. Esterhuysen, Patterns of 
Confluence: Development in Selected Novels in English by Black South African Writers, 
M.A. Dissertation, University of Witwatersrand, 1988; A.C Jordan; Ufe and Work. 
Occasional Papers, 2, Bureau for African Research and Documentation, University of 
Transkel, March 1992. 

29 M. Dikobe, TheMc.rabi.Datce(London: Heinemann, 1973). TheMarablDancewas 
published in 1973. But its significance in this context Is that its subject was African life in the 
urban areas and township locations of Johannesburg during the 1930s. 
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for a written text of African literature, It Is said to have been widely read- or listened to 

- by ordlnazy African people. This was not only among the Xhosa speakers, In whose 

language it was written, but by Africans across South Africa. As well as being a popular 

novel it was praised by academics as an advance in African literature. B.W. VUakazt, for 

example, heralded Jordan's arrival as •a milestone in NgunJ llterature.4l Referring to 

Ingqumbo Yeminym!P he commented: 

I have not yet met an Ngunl prose writer who combined so sucessfully 
his learning with acute knowledge of primitive lore, and thus breathes 
the very atmosphere whence the inspiration of his writing springs. 31 

D.D.T. Jabavu also noticed the Importance of the novel soon after Its publication. In 1943 

he commented on Its ~igh standard of story telling", and placed the novel squarely within 

the framework of his thesis on the Influence of English on African literature. Significantly, 

he describes It as ~e piece-de-resistance In Xhosa literature" adding that: 

As we know the authors' acquaintance with Dickens, Jane Austen and 
so forth we can with confidence ascribe to him the Influence of English 
literature at its best. 32 

However, what made the novel unique was that interest in Ingqumbo Yemin!P7l!Pwas not 

limited to the Afiican lntelligensla. At the ceremonial unvelllng of A. C. Jordan's tombstone 

In 1971, the biographical sketch of Jordan that was written for the occasion pointed out 

how the novel marked "a departure from the missionary orientated writings of the colonial 

peoples. For the first time, in Jordan's book, the African pagan is treated with respect. We 

see him standing erect. a man among men·: 

While the missionary-liberal critic dubbed the book a ~umph of the 
forces of darkness over the forces oflight, • among the African people the 
book became a by-word. In the schools and colleges the students were 
punished for lighting candles to read the book after -tights out"; the 

30 VUakazt, The Oral and Written Uterature In Nguni, 339. 

31 Vllakazt, The Ord and Written literature in Nguni, 339. 

32 Jabavu, The Inj[uence ofEnt;J.tsh. on Bantu Uterature. 24. 
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African workers in the factories poured over it during lunch time; in the 
rural areas old men and women slept with It under their pillows; while 
the illtterate Africans had their children In school read It to them. 38 

How exaggerated an account of the novel's impact this is, is difficult to tell. But there Is 

no doubt that as a result of its lntsomt llke structure and local content lngqumbo 

YernirqplfPdid have an appeal to ordinal)' people that was not common to other African 

novels of this period. It achieved what Ngagf Wa Thiong'o set out to do with his novel 

Calfaan.l Mr.ltharabain!When he explained how the process he was aiming for "'s really 

the appropriation of the novel into the oral tradition.· Uke Ngtlgf's novel Ingqumbo 

Yernirqpt!P was -received into the age-old tradition of storytelltng around the fire-side; 

and the tradition of group reception of art that enhances the aesthetic pleasure and 

provokes interpretation, comments and discussion.44 

This unique aspect of Jordan's writing, its Afro-centrism in content and fonn, made it 

revolutionruy. The fact that the novel was felt by missionaries such as R.H.W. Shepherd 

to be a threat to the moral and aesthete standards and nonns they were trying to inculcate 

in African writers, Is borne out in the story of its diftlcult b~. and the attempts of 

missionaries working for the Lovedale Printing Press, especially its Director ofPubllcations 

R.H.W. Shepherd, to alter the novel's conclusion. 

v 

According to W.M. Kwetana, a lecturer In the African Languages Department at the 

University ofTranskei, Ingqurnbo Yemin!PlfPwas completed by 1936.38 It was publlshed 

33 "Ceremony of the Unveiling of the Tombstone of the Late Archibald campbell 
Mzolisa Jordan·. 10 April 1971, Gubbins Library, University of Witwatersrand. 

34 Ngtlgf Wa Thiong'o, Decolonising the Mind. 83. 

35 W.M. Kwetana, 'A.C. Jordan's Cosmological Order- It's relevance in its context' 
AC Jordon: Life and Work. 37-50. 
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by the Lovedale Press ln 1940, but from correspondence between Jordan and the Lovedale 

Press it is clear that in the two years between 1938 and 1940 a battle of wills had raged 

between Jordan and Shepherd. 86 

Jordan bad first offered the novel to the Lovedale Press ln January 1938. In his letter to 

"the Manager" he pointed out that W.G. Bennie had read It and -wrote to congratulate 

me on it, and to tell me how highly he thought of it:"31 In the same letter Jordan described 

Ingqumbo Yemin!P'l!:P as a novel "written in the new orthography, and the theme is 

strictly original and typically AfrJcan." Lovedale Press asked for the novel to be fotwarded 

to them but warned "that we have many Xhosa novels waiting publication. 01811 

When the novel reached Lovedale It was given to J. Oldjohn, then the Lovedale Press's 

chief Xhosa reader and editor. Within a month he wrote to •Mji.tndisi" (Shepherd) pointing 

out that he had gone through the manuscript -very carefully" and -round it most 

fascinating.~89 In his notes on the manuscript, most of which unfortunately have been 

been destroyed, he commented: 'The manuscript has pains and cleverness enough spent 

on It to make it one of the foremost Xhosa novels.· He went on to "Fee9RlfReRd -pl:J91teatieu 

IR its 'PFese&t feml," However, Oldjohn 's recommendation was later scratched out perhaps 

36 A short summary of this dispute ts provided in, T. White, The Lovedale Press 
During the Directorship ofR.H.W. Shepherd, 1930-1955' En!Jish in/VHca. 19, 2, 1992, 
71-72. Most of the information that I have used, pertaining to the publication of Ingqumbo 
Yemin!Pn!P,ls drawn from that portion of A. C. Jordan's archive that Is housed at the Cocy 
IJbnuy as part of the Lovedale Collection. See: MS 16 314, MS 16 423, and PR 3334 for 

-- Jordan's correspondence with Lovedale, as well as the manuscript & galley-proofs of 
lngqumbo YemlnJ,Qt!,a 

31 Jordan, Letter to the Manager ofLovedale Press, 12 Januaxy 1938. 

William Govan Bennie was the grandson of John Bennie, the first mlsslonruy at Lovedale. 
He was considered an expert In Xhosa language and literature. He had been a teacher at 
Lovedale, then ChieflnspectorofNative Education in the Cape Province from 1920-1930. 
At the time Jordan sent him his manuscript he was In retirement. but busy producing 
Xhosa 'readers' etc. 

38 Lovedale Press, Letter to A.C. Jordan, 19 Januruy 1938. 

39 J. Oldjohn, Letter to Mjimdisi. 14 March 1938. 
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by Shepherd, or on Shepherd's instruction. 

In May 1938, Shepherd, in his capacity as Lovedale's director of publications, took over 

the correspondence with Jordan. He wrote to Jordan congratulating him •on producing 

a novel which Is likely to take a high place in literature of Its kind.· There was however one 

problem: 

We would have preferred to see the stmy end in a different fashion. 
There Is a suggestion of the triumph of evil over good. I understand, 
however, that you have fully discussed the matter with Mr Bennie, and 
that you do not see your way from an artistic point of view, to alter the 
end.40 

Shepherd was used to having his way on matters like this.41 But Jordan refused to alter 

the novel's ending, and Shepherd was eventually forced to succumb. But despite the fact 

that this conflict was temporarily glossed over, and a contract for publication of Ingqumbo 

Yemin!,tUl!P was signed In May 1938, the novel remained unpublished for another two 

years. A year later Jordan openly expressed his frustration with Shepherd in a letter to his 

old house-master at Beda Hall, Fort Hare: 

I suppose that you now know that I have a novel awaiting publication. 
The Lovedale Press is taking very long over it. The contract was made 15 
months ago, but up to now I haven't so much as seen the first proofs ... 
Every time I write to Mr. Shepherd to make enquiries, his reply is 
'Patience!'~ 

For another year Shepherd continued to try and fob Jordan off with transparent excuses 

' about the the shortage of paper at Lovedale and other problems created by the war. But 

40 R.H.W. Shepherd, Letter to Jordan, 6 May 1938. 

41 One novelist, L.T. Manyase, whose novel was submitted to Lovedale for 
publication, was castigated by Shepherd for admitting the existence of witchcraft. He 

..) replied to Shepherd's complaint as follows: •t think you will cancel out my paragraphs or 
sentences you think are not good to support. • Peires, 'Lovedale Press: Uterature for the 
Bantu Revisited', 74. 

42 A.C. Jordan, Letter to Bishop C.J. Ferguson-Davie, 12 August 1939. 
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himself, becoming almost a puppet." His conclusion about the novel's tragic end betters 

even Shepherd's. He described It as •a pexversion of the accepted moral standards, that 

ts, a triumph of evil over good. "46 But nonetheless he finds a little bit of room for hope in 

his closing sentence when he asks: •ts not the way of freedom and salvation from the 

overwhelming evil and superstition of this world Uttered With martyrs?"41 

It has been important to re-cap on the bitter controversy between Jordan and Lovedale 

oyer the publication of Ingqwnbo Yemin!Prl!;P. not simply for the historical. record, but 

because It reveals clearly that Jordan had conscious literary Intentions behind the 

construction of the novel. Even Shepherd conceded that it was "from an artistic point of 

view" that Jordan was reluctant to alter its ending. It was not for nothing that Jordan had 

described the novel as •strtctly original" and "typically African". Changing the ending, 

perhaps by scratching out the suicides ofThembeka and Zwelinzima, would not only have 

had a dramatic effect on the novel's meaning, but also on its structure as an anti-tragedy. 

It would have shifted its center away from being a literary discourse structured in an 

•original" and consciously anti-Eurocentrtc way, to being just another "missionary 

oriented" literary discourse and elaboration of other people's ideas. 

Here then is a concrete example of Eileen Julien's points about the •tntertex:J:ud.UJj of all 

literature, whereby "texts comment and expand upon their predecessors or break With 

them entirely, as their situation in specific social and historical contexts shapes them. "48 

Uke other early African novels Ingqumbo Yeminyan!P was conceived and structured as 

•a reply"49 to the Eurocentrtc texts advanced by the missionaries. 

1940. 

46 J. Old john, Review of lngqumbo Yeminyanya, The South ftJH.can Outlook. 1 April 

47 Oldjohn, Review, The South JViican Outlook, 1 April 1940. 

48 Julien, i\frican Novels and the Question ofOrdity, 26. 

49 Julten, JVjican Novels and the Question ofOrdity, 34. 
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All commentators on the novel, hostile and sympathetic, commented on the novel's 

•cleverness" (Oldjohn), "influence of English literature• (Jabavu), and combination of 

"learning" with •acute knowledge of primitive lore" (Vilakazt). Qangule claimed that 1n 

preparation for Ingqu.mbo Yeminy:ut!JO, Jordan "read extensively and intensively critical 

works on the theory of the novel."150 

1bis recognition of Jordan's deliberate effort to ffil what had arrived In Africa as a 

predominantly European literary genre- and was claimed by Europeans as an exclusively 

European genre -with African content and language, Is extremely important. In Chapter 

Eight I suggest that, 1n this case, the structure of Shakespeare's tragedies offered a 

general mould into which Jordan poured the content of Ingqumbo Yemin!Pll!JO, and that 

Othello particularly provided Jordan with a specific case study of 'a tragedy' that had as 

Its theme similar Issues of race and conflict between cultures. But before we go further 

it Is necessary to lead supporting evidence concerning the text from Jordan's own 

definition of his artistic structure and intentions. 

VI 

In his first letter to the Lovedale Press, written 1n February 1938, Jordan enclosed a 

summary of the novel's plot: 

In this summary I have all but omitted the first part. which is mainly a 
description of the hero's youthful days, his adventurous arrival from 
abroad, and the attempts made by the regent Chief, - the villain of the 
story - to murder him. 51 

Even 1n the tenus Jordan used in this introduction a 'tragic pattern' a Ia Shakespeare 

50 Qangule, A Study of Co'lftict and Theme, vii. 

51 A. C. Jordan, Letter to the Lovedale Press, 5 February 1938. 
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appears to come into existence. Zwellnzima is the "hero", he arrives into a settled society 

(Mpondomlse) "from abroad" (Alice-Lovedale-Fort Hare). There Is a usurper, "the villain 

of the story" (Dingindawo), who plots his downfall. 

The way 1n which the first two books of Ingqwnbo Yemin!Pll!P were summarised so 

fleetingly by Jordan in this letter, shows that his real concern was with the tragic process 

that commenced after the installation of Zwellnzlma - that is after Zwellnzima appears to 

have reached the pinnacle of his personal and social career (much Uke Othello). Until this 

point, everything seemed to hint at the construction of a Shakespearean type tragedy very 

much In accord with the principles elaborated by Jordan's English contemporary, 

Shakespeare critic A.C. Bradley. 

But as Jordan went on with his summary, it becomes clear that he had more in mind: 

Zwellnzima, a young Pondomlse chief who had his education at Lovedale 
and Fort Hare, returns to rule his people after 19 years of absence ... He 
finds that it was his fathers dying wish that he should many a Baca 
princess - an uneducated young woman. With the support of the 
educated Christian section ... he ... marries Thembeka, a clever young 
woman. She is a Ftngo girl and no princess. Together they at once work 
hard for the uplfftment of the tribe ... 

She ('Ibembeka) and the Chief [Zwellnztma) do not respect the old tribal 
traditions which are interwoven with superstition. In fact the two are 
fighting tooth and nail to root out superstition .•. 

During her absence the 'Reds' clamour for "a real queen• - the Baca 
princess. The Ftngos are called •Amavezandlebe· (bastards) and driven 
away from tribal meetings. The Christian Pondomlse dissociate 
themselves with any move to force the Chief to marry the Baca princess 
whlle the Christian wife Uves. They therefore follow the Flngos. 

Th~re is a definite division. The 'Reds' try to force the Chief, but he is 
stubborn. They therefore accuse the chief of serving the "trouser
wearing" section only, and thus dividing the father's womb. They 
subsequently aim a very effective blow at the Chlefbyboycottlng all the 
schools, and threatening violence on the teachers .... 

Civll war begins to take definite shape. 52 

52 Jordan, Letter to the Lovedale Press, 5 February 1938. 
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This •summa.cy" of the plot Indicated the depth of Ingqumbo Y~!:A as well as Its 

contemporaneity. There are plots, and sub-plots operating in tandem, and the novel 

operates around themes that would have been strikingly relevant to the contempora.cy 

Xhosa reader, such as the ongoing bitter racial divisions between the Mfengu (''Fingo") and 

the Mpondomtse. On this score Qangule points out how unlike most "Xhosa" novels where 

introduction of sub-plots "weakens attention on the principal theme" in Ingqwnbo 

YeJ"'11rty::uly::z it is •an Integral part of the principal design and contributes towards Its 

completion. "58 

It Is also significant that In this summacy, as in the text itself, Jordan steers away from 

intrusive moralising conunentary. but allows the actions and words of the main characters 

to speak for themselves. Thus, althou~ his sympathies appear to be with Zwelinzima, 

Jordan's depiction of his ~ero" is not uncritical. In fact his sympathy Is less with the 

character than with a sense of solidarity with the problems he confronts. The author stays 

in the wings, while the reader or listener bring to the novel tlleJr own prejudices and 

beliefs, and are free to side with either the culottes or the sans-culottes. 

There is something decidely Shakespearian about the novers ambiguities and openness, 

a characteristic of Shakespeare's plays recently brou~t out after centuries of suppression 

by Teny Eagleton in his provocative pro-witch commentary on Macbeth: 

To any unprejudiced reader-which would seem to Include Shakespeare 
himself. his contempora.cy audiences and almost alllitenuy critics -it 
is surely clear that the positive value in Macbeth lies with the three 
witches. The witches are the heroines of the pl~ce, however little the play 
Itself recognises the fact, and however much critics may have set out to 
defame them. 54 

Jordan's neutrality on the supposedly fundamental questions of •good versus evtl" must 

53 Qangule, A Study ofCorlft.ict and Theme. 35. 

54 T. Eagleton, WUliamShakespeare(Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986), 1-2. 
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have upset Shepherd. But it is understandable. It was a reflection ofhls own uncertainties 

about the bona .fides of the liberal discourse of the missionaries and other 'fiiends of the 

native'.as 

By the 1930s the hopes of African Intellectuals that the 'liberal' whites would triumph 

over the segregationists were crumbling. Hence although Jordan himself Jived in 

Zwelinztma, be deliberately recreated that part of his persona that existed also in the 

'Reds'. He therefore does not present them with prejudice, and his novel, unlike Mofolo's 

Chaka. does not allow the morality of the missionaries to Infect the narrator. He 

puposefully excludes their discourse and allows Zwelinzima at times to vascillate between 

what were universally presented by whites as the European/ good and African/bad 'value-

systems·. 

To the extent that Jordan takes sides at all it Is through the neutral adjectives that be 

uses to describe the main characters and character clusters. Thus the main dichotomy 

in the summaty manifests itself between the •educated" and -uneducated", •christian" 

and auaditlonal". -reds" and whites. Although Jordan may sympathise with the reforming 

ZwelinZima, be does not convey this through derogatory descriptions of the Mpondomlse 

- they are -uneducated" not stupid, ~dltlonal" not heathen. This was a point missed 

by his contemporaries, such as D.D.T. Jabavu, who repeatedly refered to the Mpondomfse 

as 'pagan·. Statements Uke this indicate that even those African intellectuals who would 

have been sympathetic to Jordan, were 'reading' the novel the wrong way. The story was 

not simply about a battle between •good" and •evt~•. It was not intended as Christian 

homlly, or celebration of the 'modem'. 

55 For an important essay that elaborates on issues surrounding the myth of 'Cape 
Uberalism' In half-century before Jordan's birth see: S. Trapido, 'The friends of the 
natives': Merchants, Peasants and the Political and Ideological Structure of Liberalism In 
the Cape, 1854-1910' in Marks and Atmore (eds), Economy and Society, 247-274. 
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Jordan was also prepared to allow that his own 'progressive' sympathies were often a 

cause of the conflict in African society and that he and his Ilk were not inevitably bound 

for glory, as Is evident from the tragic conclusion of the novel. Jordan rounds off his 

summary abruptly, and In the novel itself his narrator makes no attempt to Interpret the 

suicides of Thembeka and Zwellnzlma for the audience: 

The sad chief feels he must follow rJbembeka], and a week later his dead 
bod:r Is fished out of the pool where his wife's body was found. 58 

The originality and complexity of lngqwnbo Yemin!Pl!P Is evident even in this short 

summary. However, underneath this rich web, the tragic anti-pattern Is already clearly 

discernible. 

[End of chapter). 

56 Jordan, Letter to Lovedale Press, 5 February 1938. 
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7. 

Treading the •passage from orality to 
literacy' in lngqunibo Yeminyanya 

It Is a novel for all time, showing the Afrtcan at the crossroads. It 
treats African culture in a dignified and wholesome way, showing 

its quality and beauty. Yet at the same time the author is very 
much aware of the new forces at work among the people, 

depicting the new man who is beginning to look critically at the 
new ways and trying to forge for himself a course that will 

perhaps serve his Interests better.1 

I 

In her recent pertinent study of the assumptions and ideas that have been built up around 

the study of oral literatures 1n Africa, Etleen Julien makes a number of important points 

that are relevant to our understanding of Ingqumbo Yemin!PTl!:P- She recalls how much 

modem research into African literatures has focused on trying to establish 'continuity' in 

the transition from oral to written literature. Academics have down played the importance 

of the subjects of orature and literature and sought out exclusive social 'origins• of 

different genres- with the implication that, once the original conception of the literary form 

is pin-pointed, it is possible to appreciate its essence and thence its progress through the 

1 Ntantala, A Ufe's Mosaic. 109. 
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ages. 

Julten rejects the propositions that have gained CUJTency among some African and 

European writers and researchers embarked on this quest. who have concluded that 

"writing is European, orality Is Africa•;2 that because Africans are 'quintessentially oral 

beings' 'orality' creeps unconsciously into their writing, and that therefore the novel is a 

European fonn -untlltt lnscrlbes orality and thereby becomes Afrlcan .• s She responds to 

these suggestions in the following way: 

The dominance of oral language In Africa is obviously a matter of material 
conditions and not of an •African nature, • but more than a few ltteraiy 
critics take this accidental fact for an essential one and assume almost 
invariably that there Is something ontologtcally oral about Africa and the 
act of writing is therefore disjunctive and allen for Afrlcans. 4 

Julien concentrates most of her argument on West African writers and theorists ofWest 

African literature. She also relates her case to a much later period than is the focus of this 

dissertation. However, were she famllar with the writing of A.C. Jordan (which she ought 

to be, given her acquaintance with Harold Scheub) she would have found not only a 

powetful theoretical ally, but also a writer whose one literary text grapples concretely with 

many of the problems posed by the passage from orality to literacy. Jordan, for example, 

approached Africa's oral traditions In the context of a universal overview of the development 

of literary fonns. Instead of being fixated on a hlerachy of fonn, he noticed ~at most of 

the factors that constitute the subject matter of great human literature are to be found In 

rudimenta.Iy form In these (oral] tales.· Treating oral and written tales as equals, he pointed 

out that their survival through the ages Rfs because of their artistic value, each of them 

2 Julien, JVH.can Novels and the Question of Orality. B. 

3 Julien, J\fiican Novels and the Question ofOral.ity, 10. 

4 Julien, llfiican Novels and the Question of Orality. B. 
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symbolising something of pennanent meaning to man as man."5 

For the reasons quoted above, Julien calls on critics to forsake the perpetual enquiry Into 

a writers' background as If this Is the only road to understanding their writing, stating 

categorically: 

If novels refer In either their stories or their fonn to oral narrative and 
perfonnance, it Is not because Writers are unwitting puppets of their 
experiences ... I suggest that It Is because these references serve a 
purpose: they solve or help to solve a fonnal or aesthetic problem that the 
writer faces, and they suggest at the same time facets of a particular 
social situation ... We therefore must shift our attention from what In the 
writers' background Impels them to what In the present (text and context) 
calls for this technique or element, the relationship It entertains with 
other elements of the work. 5 

However, although I am In agreement with much of what Julien puts forward, a weakness 

of her argument is to, too strictly, situate Ideas about a writers' background In the 

pera.meters of the debate that says an African writers' background Is African and therefore 

wholly oral. Background is Important because It is also a battleground of different ideas 

and Influences, emotions and experiences. What was Tlyo Soga or A.C. Jordan's 

background? Was It only Influenced by Africa? Both Soga and Jordan's fathers, for 

example, were themselves a curious combination of African and Engllsh Influences, 

reflected even In their choice of names for their sons. 7 

I would argue therefore that 'background' Issues do often play a key role In determining 

the text and context of African literature. For example, whilst agreeing that writing Is In 

no sense a European Invention (Julien provides the evidence to refute this idea), It must 

also be born In mind that those Europeans who transferred writing back to Africa in the 

5 Jordan, Tou.crds an NHcan literature, 13. 

6 Julien, 4fiican Novels and the Question of Orality. 45. 

7 According to Donovan Wllllams "Tiyo ls conceivably derived from "Th.eo', named 
by Christian baptism, short for Theodore, etc. • Journal and Selected Writings, 1. 
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course of the nineteenth centwy, had themselves been Influenced by Renaissance ideas 

that had elevated literature and appropriated it for Europe. They reflected the outlook of 

their class and nation. They taught writing as if it had originated In the Latin and Greek 

classics. The rules ofwrttlng they taught were all European; according to them Africans 

were oral, and had to become literate in order to •catch up' with civilisation. These ideas, 

and the reaction against them, were especially Influential on the first generations of African 

writers, Uke A.C. Jordan and his contemporaries, and because of this factor (not anything 

ontological), the act of writing was often felt to be •disjunctive and alien • for Africans. 

As I hope is now evident from Chapter SiX, Jordan's early life prepared him with first-hand 

material of the cultural context for the text of Ingqwnbo Yemin!:PllYJ. As a would-be writer 

and part of a generation that was beginning to struggle free from some of the colonialist 

impositions on literature, the very act of wrtting posed before him particular 'aesthetic 

problems' that were In Julien's words -racets of a particular social situation: In the rest 

of this chapter I intend to use this theoretical context to make a study of Ingqwnbo 

Yemin!:Pll!P on two levels: firstly of the way Jordan realistically attempted to recreate the 

social situation In his novel, and then of the way the novel itself attempts to cut a path 

through the contradictions between orality and literacy that had developed within this 

social situation. 

li 

Using his Intimate knowledge of mission and Mpondomise, Ingqumbo Yemin,!P1ya is a 

summary of Jordan's personal experiences as a student at Lovedale and Fort Hare, and 

as a Xhosa-speaking citizen of the Eastern Cape. The novel tries to appreciate the 

implications of the spread of European education and ways for what remained of 

traditional Xhosa society in the 1930s. It synthesises many of the themes that have been 
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the concen1 of this essay. In both its structure and content It Is an epitaph to one age, and 

an anticipation of another. 

Ingqumbo Yemin,!Pl!Pis an epic 'local' tale. It attempts to represent the d.tlemmas and 

divisions experienced by African people (Including the author) in a story that Is 

lnunedlate and recognisable to the people the tragedy Is about. That Is why the narrator 

took great trouble to define the geographical borders of·the landscape In which the plot 

develops. Book One and the first half of Book Two are mainly set in the mission-school 

landscape, with Its Christian ethos, and greater sense ofllghtness and freedom: Lovedale, 

Fort Hare, St Cuthbert's. The railways connect these Institutions to the 'ochre'-areas. 

-) After Zweltnzima's return to Mpondomlseland at the end of Book Two, the narrative 

switches to focus on Mbokothwana, the Great Place, Jenca, Majika with occasional 

Incursions into Umtata (which is really nothing more than a symbollc railway junction 

between the old and the new). 

Jordan recreates the •cultural borderlands" defined by Brian Willan, and 1t is these 

borderlands- between the mission and the Mpondomlse, and between the familiar and 

the unfamiliar - that the tragedy of Ingqumbo Yemin!Plt!P explores. For example, In 

Book Two, Chapter One, Thembeka at one point tells Mphuthuml within ear-shot of the 

jealous Mthunzini: 

"Whofl uyana nangoko, mfo kaNaantsi. The old order changeth, yieldi.ng .. 
•Ahal You are llvtng In the past, my dear man! 'The old order changeth. 
yl.elcling place - • ... a 

Although said In jest, the way in which 'the old order yleldeth place', is one of the major 

8 IY. 55; WA 55. 
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In the selectic!n qf •pJwtograph.ic vteus• published by LDvedde in 1884 these bw 
plwtographs are contrasted against each other on consecutive pages. 'Ihe text 
accompanying the .first plwtograph of the UXIttle-anil-daub house states: 'This picture 
requires to be looked at dong uith the picture that folloWs. The tttle might be otheru:i.se, 
''Ihe Old order changeth, giving place to New."' 'Ihe second plwtograph is of the New 
Edu.cationd. Building •barely.ftnished but all in use." 

(Photographs reprinted from: LDvedde Missionary Institution. South .!JHca. Plwtographic 
Vieus, Photographs 4 & 5). 



., 

themes ofthe novel.8 The •cultural borderland" is that space between the •old" and the 

"new". Metaphorically It Is llke the point where two powerful rivers meet, and their 

currents enter into surging competition, before they merge completely Into a single Oood. 

Ingqwnbo Yemin!P'l!P is set within the turbulent space between the clash of currents. It 

is located at a series of social Interfaces - all operating at the same time - between town 

and counby; Christianity and continued belief in the Ancestors; tribalism ~d capitalism. 

Its exploration of the contradictions thrown up at these Interfaces is woven into the plot, 

and for the most part is Implicit, rather than explicitly stated.10 Although the Whites are 

the original cause of the chaos in the Mpondomfseland, they are treated only as outsiders 

in a play of forces that now unfolds Independently of their immediate presence. 

From the outset the novel depends on recognisable genres and forms of Xhosa orature to 

co11vey Its story. This is a narrative, where the narrator (much like Shakespeare's Chorus 

in the plays where he/she has a role) is supreme in that he decides what the audience 

should hear and not hear; see and not see. But Jordan does not just employ formal 

narrative devices (that could support the charge against him of 'feigned orality' or in 

Julien's words •orality on display") 11 to support the novel. Throughout, he shows an 

intimate familiarity with his intended audience by, for example, employing a humourous 

method of depiction that was based upon his African audience's recognition of European 

character traits, and the more contradictocy aspects of their culture. Thus the narrator 

assumes a familiarity with the characteristics of missionaries on the part ofhis audience, 

9 The origins of this maxim in the Stewart period of Lovedale's history are 
confirmed in a booklet of 'photographic views' ofLovedale published in 1884. Photographs 
Four and Five contrast a -wattle-and-daub house" on the site of Lovedale against the 
•New Educational Building". The narrative running underneath the photos states: -Tile 
title might be otherwise, -Tile Old order changeth, giving place to New." 

10 It is important to note that African literature post-Jordan changes qualitatively 
in the sense that its protest becomes explicit, and the subtlety of the implicit is lost. 

11 Julien, .tlfrican Novels and the Question of Orality. 21. 
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and makes fn-jokes about 'Whites' that would have been easlly recognised by those 

gathered around hJm. For example, when describing the meetfng between the Bishop and 

Oclnfzibele, Zwelfnzima's adopted father, the narrator reports: 

AbaPheseya ka bona abantu abalindi kubuzwa mvela-phJ xa baztyo 
ukuba uya ztwa umclmbi abawuhambeleyo. IBisophu ke ngako oko 
yathi ifika yabe isithi gca fngena emcimbini. Naloo mclmbi wawuse 
usaziwa ngu-Gclnizibele kuba iBisophu yayiwuthe tshu kwincwadi 
eyayi-mbalele. Ngokubazl ke abantu abaMhlophe uGclnizibele 
wakhawulezisa ukuclnga. 

White people never walt for fonnal questions as to whence and why they 
have come, especially when the object of their visit is known. So, as soon 
as as he anived, the Bishop went straight to the point. Gclnizibele 
himself had an idea of the business, because the Bishop had hinted it in 
his letter to him. So, knowing the ways of White people, he· dispensed 
with custonuuy formalities and adapted himself to the manner of his 
visltor.12 

For the most part the missionaries are presented as naive about the complexities of 

African society. They are victims of their own culture's discourse on Africa. They are 

benign gentlemen, mildly racist, and funny in some of their customs. They are clearly 

distinguished from the whites who govern the country, but who do not enter this novel at 

all. Even among the Mpondomise, who strongly resent the mission influence, it is regarded 

as a crime to attack the missionaries. Thus on several occasions there is a reference to the 

•Hope incident• together With the rejoinder that this was an attack on the government, 

not the missions. 13 

Similarly we are made to feel the tensions between cultures rather than being told about 

them explicitly. We learn only indirectly that it is the 'White man's law' that governs 

towns such as Umtata and Alice. Thus, for example, dtirlng the hunt for Zwelinztma, 

Dingindawo's scouts are nervous because in Umtata ~t was quite common for a black 

12 IY, 47: WA 47. 

13 IY, 220; WA 241. 
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man to be arrested just for standing about the streets at night. "14 Later when ZweUnzlma 

arrives, the scouts "were skulking In the shadows for fear of the police. "115 

On the other hand we are made to feel that a different dynamic existed In the country. 

Here it was felt that another set oflaws operated, the old laws, the traditional laws of the 

Mpondomlse. In Book 2 Chapter 5 Dtnglndawo threatens Mthunzlni when he arrives at the 

Royal Palace carrying the stolen correspondence of Zwellnzlma and Mphutuml: 

"Uya qonda kodw' ukuba ndihleli kule ndawo nje ndlngu-Tulumente? 
Usizeka phlisibtndi sokungenisa uTulumente ebuseleni bakho?" 

"Do you realise that as I sit here I am the law? Where do you get the 
liver to entangle the laws In your theft?"16 

But it is not entirely true that Oingindawo is "the law", even In Mpondomlseland, as is 

evidenced by the fact that meetings of the Bhunga (Parliament) and the Transkefan Chiefs 

take place in Umtata. However what is Important Is that the Mpondomlsefeel that this is 

their territory, and this feeling acquires the weight of reality, and thus directly affects 

society, in much the same way as •Nongqawuse tales" have the power of coming true 

because of people's superstitious belief in them. 

That this is a semblance of reality is only betrayed at points of crisis In society. Then the 

'ochre people' are compelled to recognise that the law is controlled by the Whites. Thus, 

in the plot to murder Zwelinzima, Jongilanga Is forced to caution Dingindawo with a 

reminder: 

Kwintlanganisoyokugqibela uJong'llanga wayekhewabuza umbuzo othf 
nje ngokuba umbuso se lngumLungu nje ngoku ityala lokugwfnta 
umntu Uya kuthiwa ni na ukuba babanjiwe. 

14 IY. 99; WA 104. 

15 IY. 112; WA 117. 

16 IY. 82; WA 85. 
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At their last meeting Jongtlanga had raised the question as to how they 
would escape the charge of murder 1n the event of their arrest, since 
nowadays the law was 1n the hands of the White man.17 

17 IY, 98; WA, 102. 
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The plot of Ingqumbo Yentin!Pn!P unfolds in the 1930s, a pertod where deep disillusion 

and distrust of the motives of the 'civtlisers' had taken root In traditional society, and was 

strongly felt by Jordan. 18 1b1s was based not on an irrational opposition to progress, but 

upon almost a century of ex.pertence of the Europeans. In Book Four Chapter 8, for 

example, the Headman of the Bele Village explains to the missionary Father Williams the 

cause of the current crtsis in Mpondomlseland: 

"Sapha-nga sanlncoma, mfundlsf, ngokhanyo lwenu, sathi kantl 
asazanga ukuba ngolu gqoboko nale mfundo yenu nifundlsa abantwana 
bethu ukulahla amasiko. Namhla nje soyisakele, kuba stbonU' ukuba 
asifundlswa buntu; sifundlswa ubuLawu. Inkosl ke se yonakele yona. 
Niyithimbile. Aaba basakhulayo ke abantwana slsenendlela 
yokubahlangula. Siya bahlangula ke. • 

"We praised you and your people too soon for the light you have 
brought, Af/Undisi, not realising that through your religion and your 
education, our children are learning to lose respect for the customs and 
traditions of their fathers. Now we have discovered that we are no longer 
being taught to be men. We have lost our manhood. We are becoming 
disorganised and unsettled in our way oflife. As for our Chief, he is lost 
to us. You and your people have captured his mind. But at least we 
have a way of saving our children while they are still young, and, by 
taking action as we have done, we are saVing them.''19 

The Headman identifies the cause of the tragedy as the fact that the Xhosa had been too 

quick to accept the discourse of the Europeans. Their complaint Is now that the Whites 

have captured Zwelinztma's mind. This complaint sounds very similar to the theme of. a 

Xhosa oral poem reprtnted in Oral Poetry of lifrica: 

It all started with the conversion, 
We accepted the conversion in the belief that we were accepting God, 

18 This is also evident in Jordan's poetry. Several of his poems from this pertod, 
wrttten in Xhosa but translated Into English, can be found in L. Doob (ed) Ants uill not eat 
!Pur .fingers: A selection of traditional .l!frican poems (New York: Walker, 1966), 56, 105, 
11 0; L. Hughes ( ed), Poems .from Black JVi'ica (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1966), 29, 111. 

19 1Y. 213; WA. 231. 
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Yet this God we saJd we would accept, 
This Bible is pregnant with abomination. 
It is held by a man whose collar faces westward. 
In the front is the part that is folded over, 
At the back is an opening where butterflies stay, 
And that is where a cannon is lodged 
Which appears below the ear and comes out at the chin, 
And it shatters the sinews of those in front. 
And when the countly was in a pllght, 
'lbe cannon penetrated deeply, 
It penetrated and calmed things down. 
'lbe great dog, the child of Grey, 
Who 1s called big George, 
'lbe son of Grey, 
Said he was rearranging the land, 
Yet in this time of abhorrence and shame 
He stood apart and shaded his eyes, 
Watching the result of the plling of corpses. 
People lay stark without any shots fired 
Because they knew how to crawl on their bellies, 
Avoiding the cannon as they made towards the killer.20 

However, what we witness through Jordan's narrator is no longer the story of a complaint 

about conquest by military force (which had by then subsided), but the conflict that arose 

as a result of the confusing new culture21 that had been exported into African society 

through the discourse of the missionaries, and their native intermediaries. 

In his depletion of Zwelinzima, Jordan carefully prepared the foundations for this conflict. 

For example, at the point where Zwelinzima decides that he must assume the Mpondomise 

Chieftainship, the narrator tells us that this was "no more than a distant dream" to him 

and that •such things had no reality."22 Zweliniztma had been plucked out ofMpondomise 

society as a tiny child and, as a young adult, had consciously chosen the culture of the 

new world. But in the novel he finds himself being pitched back into the old world. 'lbe 

20 J. Mapanje and L. White (eds), Ord Poetry .from J\frica (New York: Longman, 
1984), 108. 

21 I use the term culture here with the broader meaning which, according to 
Raymond Williams, the term came to assume by the mid-nineteenth century: •a whole 
way ofltfe, material, intellectual, spiritual." Culture and Society. 16. 

22 WA, 35. 
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wrath of the ancestors arises from his blind quest to by and reconcUe the two. 

Unlike Jordan, Zwelinzima, although 'studied' in Mpondomtse history and legend (as It 

had been constructed by the missionaries), did not understand the laws and customs of 

'his people', except within the moral perameters laid out by the missionaries. His 

understanding of traditional African society was not objective but centred on 

ideological/cultural constructs built up over centuri.es and now Injected Into African 

society by the missionaries such as the Bishop of Beda Hall. This ought to be evident at 

the times when Jordan occasionally opens Zwelinzima's thoughts to his audience: 

UbuMpondomise wayebuthanda egazinl yena, kuba wa.khula eballselwa 
iimball zamagora eso sizwe, loo nto ke yamenza ukuba athi naxa sel' 
enakho ukuzifundela asoloko efuna ukwazi lmo yeso slzwe sakowabo. 
Kodwa yonke loo nto yaylse ifana nje nento yomntwana oliNgesi othanda 
ukufunda amaball ka.King Art1uu' and the Knights of the Round Table, 
iylnto ekude, eluzizi; 

Of course he was proud of being a Mpondomise, and from early 
childhood had listened aVidly to the legends of the heroes of his people, 
with the result that as soon as he was able to read for himself he was 
eager to find out all he could about them. All this, however could be 
likened to the love that an English child would have for the legends of 
King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table - a love for something 
far off and dim. 23 

.As a result of prolonged exposure to European culture through his childhood In the 

missions, Zwelinzima's Mpondomise roots had withered and died. 

Amafuml amablni eminyaka ayesel enxhamele ukuhlangana afayo lOQ 
ylse, ngokuva ke ngoylsekazl. Ukukhulela kwa.khe eDikenl kwakumenze 
wayllangazelela kakhulu Imfundo. lfuthe elivela kwaNokholejllallmenze 
ukuba athi ngalo lonke ixefa aseLovedale azimisele ukuba akayt kuhlala 
phantsl engakhanga athululelwe kuloo mvaba yakwaNokholejl .... Uza 
kumka kwaNokholeji engaphethe nto, sel' eflkile? 

Brought up at Lovedale he had always been eager to learn, and the 
cultural influences of Fort Hare, which he had felt while still at Lovedale, 
had strengthened his resolve to continue his studies and make every 
possible use of the benefits offered by Fort Hare. This was what was real 
to him ... Must he leave Fort Hare empty-handed, just when these 

23 IY, 35; W.A, 35. 
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benefits were within his grasp? 

Initially, Zwellnztma does not want to assume the mantle of the Mpondomtse chieftaJnshlp. 

He Is upset by Mphuthumt's donning of an Mpondomtse mask, and the praise song which 

comes at him like his father's ghost, imploring him to protect Zanemvula's flocks: 

"Yaphel' imthlambi kaZanemvula zizandwana namaxhwlli; 
Kaz' uhlel' apha nj' uthi yaluswa yintengu na?" 

"See Zanemvula's Docks and herds ravaged by hyenas 
And wild dogs! 
Why do you tarry here, 
why do you linger, 
Fondly trusting they're guarded by the drongo bird?"25 

But he fs trapped between Mphuthumt and the Bishop of Beda Hall, whose response is to 

see this as an unexpected opportunity to extend the 'modernising influence of 

Christianity' to the Mpondomlse with his best pupll, Zwelinzima, acting as his 'native 

agent'. 

Jordan evokes the complexity and contradictions of life 1n the Tyumie triangle in the 

duplicitous way the Bishop responds to the news of Zwelinzlma's inheritance. To try to 

convince Zwelinzima he employed 'similar' examples from European history: 

Bahlala apho kwallla Unkulu, eboniswa imfanelo yakhe yiBisophu. 
Yambaliselangoonyana beenkosizaPheseya, ababengafuni ukuthabatha 
izihlalo zobukhosi bakuba beftle ooyise, lmxelela ukuba abantu 
abastthabathe ngokusoyika fsihlalo sobukhosi ngabona bazikhonzayo 
izlzwe zabo xa bade baphatha. 

They remained talking till cockcrow, and during all that time the Bishop 
was pointing out to him the path he must take. He Ulustrated his 
argument by relating stories of princes in Europe who had taken on the 
burden of kingship after their father's death, even though they had not 
desired to do so. 26 

24 IY, 35; WA. 36. 

25 IY, 36; WA. 36. 

26 IY, 37; WA. 37. 
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Yaytngamdubt ngakutheta nto ngobukhosl bakhe, koko yathl qho 
yamana ukumthengela llncwadl zexablso ezibalisa ngoboml bamadoda 
eentlanga ngee-ntlanga azuklleyo ngokukhonza uluntu ngeendlela 
ezininzl. Zazi-zindldl zonke ez1 ncwadl- ezamagora eemfazwe nawellZwt, 
ezeembongt, ezeziphatha-mandla.. ezamaciko okuthetha nawe-ngoma 
njalo-njalo. 

What he did do was to put frequently into his hands the biographies of 
men of various nations who, in tllelr several spheres, had been famous 
for their great service to humanity, men from all walks of life, such as 
war heroes, religious leaders, poets, statesmen, orators, composers etc.27 

But in addition to this, he manipulated what little he knew of Mpondomlse culture and 

deceitfully tells Zwelinztma that he Is bound by custom to respect the wishes of his 

ancestors: 

"Mntwan' am, noko ndlhlope nje, abantu abaNtsundu ndihleli kakhulu 
nabo, ndaye ndlnamasiko endiwancomayo kubo. Ndiya yazi Into youuba 
umnqweno womuntu ongasekhoyo kubantu abaNtsundu - ngokukodw' 
umzal1 - ytnto ehlonelwe kakhulu. • 

"My son, though I am a White man, I have lived among Africans for a 
long time and 1 have a deep respect for some of their customs. I know 
that among your people the wishes of the dead - especially of a parent 
- are sacred ... •28 

Zweltnztma Is thus thrust into the grip of forces beyond his control. Ironically, 

Zwelinzlma's tragedy Is set In motion by his "friends" the Bishop and Mphuthuml Oust as 

Othello's tragedy Is indirectly set in motion by his friend Casslo). 

It is significant, however, that Jordan, a staunch African nationalist, who at the time of 

writing Ingqumbo Yemin!Pla was active In the Cape Voters' Association and the Cape 

Teachers' Association,29 did not depict the missionaries as being sunply malign agents of 

British imperialism. He captures the ambivalence of their relationship both to African 

27 1Y. 47; WA. 47-48. 

28 1Y. 38; WA. 38. 

29 Z.K Mzimba, 'A.C. Jordan as a Member of the Cape African Teacher's 
Association' AC. Jordan: Ufe and Work. 2, 9-12. 
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society and to the government and suggests that they too were victims caught between a 

set of forces they did not understand. The novel concentrates more on the undercurrents 

of division and disruption that had been released into African society by their presence, 

their religion and their ideology. 

IV 

In a series of essays written for ~a South in the 1950s Jordan returned to the dawn of 

writing in the Eastern Cape, and attempted to trace the progress of Xhosa literature 

' through the writers of the nineteenth century. His death in 1968 prevented him from 

completing this project, or publishing his views of the problems and prospects for African 

literature in the early twentieth century. Nonetheless the essays In Tow:rds An 1\fiican. 

literature recreate the context and detail the host of difficulties faced by the Xhosa writer. 

They concentrate especially on problems encountered by African writers Involved in the 

period of transition from the oral to a predominantly written literature. 

One of the difficulties most keenly felt by the new Xhosa writer, especially as different 

genres of writing developed, was a ~trong sense of alienation from the traditional audience 

of poetry. The oral literary tradition, even though it Involved the izibongl.in an act of 

individual composition, often had as its raison d'etrepublic performance of the products 

of the author's imagination. Although heavily dependent upon individual performance, 

upon the individual Imagination, and upon the 'author's:. abllity constantly to renew the 

old, the Xhosa intsomi was often, although not exclusively, a community act. As Jordan 

pointed out "TTle bard, who was both composer and public reciter, was versed in tribal 

histocy and lore ... He held a position of honour In his community."30 

30 Jordan, Totmrds anl'Jiican literature, 21. 
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By contrast the culture of litenuy composition Introduced by the missionaries involved 

Individual expression at every stage of production - and perfonnance. Not only this, but 

the literate audience was socially distinct from the oral audience, and placed new and 

different demands on the composer. It was overwhelmingly white and Christian, and 

judged the results oflfterature according to an entirely different set of standards. The more 

entrenched written literature became, the deeper the problem was felt. 

Xhosa writers worked hard to overcome their sense of being alienated from traditional 

African audiences. Jonas Ntsiko, adopted the pseudonym 'Hadi Waseluhlangeni"when his 

poetry was published in Isigidimi ZamaXhosa. But the cruel reality was that the African 

1 writer, unlike the oral poet, could no longer with justification make claim to be the 'Harp 

_, 

of the Nation. • A literary identity crisis was provoked by the separation of the majority of 

the 'old• audience from the African author, that writing seemed to necessitate. 

The rise of the novel in South Africa, little more than half a century after the start of the 

written tradition, was an Indication of the growing confidence of African writers In their 

efforts to free themselves from those who had lnltfated the modem African literary 

movement. Whereas the first half century of African writing, especially during Its period 

of gestation at the missions, had tended to be religiously oriented, the novel gravitated 

towards the treatment of secular subjects. It was a bolder and more flexible form of writing, 

and required new literary models. These were less easily found In Biblical paradigms such 

as Pilgrim.•s Prog-ess. 

The difficulty in South Africa was that the rise of the novel was not accompanied by a rapid 

Increase In the size of the reading public. 31 Writers seeking greater independence remained 

31 Patricia Morris gives figures for literac;:y at the end of the nineteenth century, 
indicating how small was the potential audience for the African writer ("Tile Early Black 
South African Newspaper and the Development of the Novel'). In Europe, by contrast, 
although the rise of the modem novel was on the shoulders of only a small section of 
society initially, It made speedy headway as a literary fonn, because of the rapidly growing 
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chained to a handful of mission presses, and an even smaller group of inlssionartes who 

had the power to veto African writing. 'Writing" could not suppress the oral llterruy 

tradition; intsomicontinued to flourish in the rural areas and found new themes and fonns 

tn the rapidly developing urban areas, amongst peasants, illiterate people, and those who 

remained beyond the circumference of colonial culture. But, as we have seen, •the new 

African' wanted to be seen to be modem and auftdtwith European clvllisation and culture: 

and for this the yard stick by which literature was officially judged passed decisively to the 

written fonn. 

Thomas Mofolo and Sol Plaatje, two of the pioneers of the African novel in South Africa, 

tried to develop writing as a subtle fonn of political protest, and as a means to defend the 

identity and Image of African people from the racist constructions of the colonists. For 

them, the novel also offered a way of presenting an African histoiy that could challenge the 

monopoly whites claimed over historical Interpretations of African society. But the 

contradiction that repeatedly faced them In this endeavour was that their writing was for 

a largely white audience. This placed the writer, who had more often than not already 

turned his back on many aspects of OU'adltional' African culture. at an even further 

remove from the majority of African people. 

Although a small African readership had emerged In the last decades of the nineteenth 

century. an African novelists' commercial success still depended mainly on the novel's 

appeal to white liberals. The writer had no social power. A very small number of Africans 

could read, and- as may be adjudged from contemporary teviews of African writing, or the 

llterate audience that had resulted from the publication of periodicals, and rapid 
improvements in printing. Nineteenth century reforms in education greatly increased the 
size of the reading public. As a result the writer, who had long been accustomed to a small 
and semi-private audience, suddenly encountered a public demand for his/her work. For 
an exploration of the relationships between "industry, denwcracy, class, art. and cult.w-e" 
during this period In Britain see, R. Williams, Cult.w-e and Society. 1790-1850 (London: 
Chatto & Windus, 1958); for exploration of the circumstances facilitating the rise of the 
novel as a new genre In Britain see, I.P. Watt, The Rise of the Novel (London: Chatto & 
Windus, 1957). · 
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critical comments of such as D.D.T. Jabavu- of those who could read, only a minority fully 

appreciated what was going on ln these texts. Many judged African llterature according to 

the 'norms of writing" that they had been taught at mission schools. Mdhluli, for example, 

praised Mofolo for writing a "historical romance" (Chaka).32 

During the nineteenth centwy, writing had sprung up from a number of different sources, 

and followed different courses. But by the first decades of the twentieth centwy African 

writers in different parts of South Africa were all experiencing variations on the same 

problem. These problems were brought out clearly in Plaatje's Preface to MhudL Plaatje 

explained that he had had two reasons for writing the novel. The first, and most often 

quoted, being "to interpret to the reading public one phase of 'the back of the Native 

mind.'" But, as Importantly, it was to raise money "to collect and print (for Bantu schools) 

Sechuana folk-tales, which ~th the spread of European ideas, are fast being forgotten. It 

ts hoped to arrest this process by cultivating a love for art and literature ln the 

Vernacular. "33 

All these factors exacerbated the mounting anguish, creating a sense of aitenation in the 

writer that is perhaps well expressed in the tormented poetry of the nineteenth centwy 

Engllsh religious poet Gerard Manley Hopkins. In a poem expressing his sense of spiritual 

remove from God (his audience) Hopkins described his poetic lament as being Uke "crles 

countless, cries llke dead letters sent I to dearest him that Uves alas! away."34 

African writers suffered similar feelings of alienation. Mrican writing - divorced from its 

traditional audience - at times appeared like •dead letters". The problem was how to 

32 MdhluU, 1he Development of the .1\fri.can. 32. 

33 Plaatje, 'Preface to the Original Edition' of Mhudi., 21. 

34 G.M. Hopkins, 'I wake and feel the fell of dark, not day'ln W.H. Gardner (ed), 
Gerard Manley Hopkins, Poems and Prose (Penguin, 1963). 
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discover or create literary genres that could be made to express African themes, culture 

and ideas; which could be 'modem' and at the same time accommodate traditional forms 

of literature. 

This was a problem that Jordan confronted both as a student of African literature, and as 

a writer. Part of the difficulty must have lain in bying to fashion literature Into pre-set 

moulds. Western genres had been formulated around Western forms ofliterature. They did 

not always 'ftt' the traditions of African composition. Writing about the character of 

"traditional poetry", for example, Jordan pointed to its "strong dramatic element", adding 

that "to draw a dividing line between the lyrical and dramatic is impossible. "38 Harold 

Scheub's description of an intsomi. performed by a woman in the Willowale district of the 

Transkel indicates what Jordan meant: 

Her performances are marked by sustained animation; she incorporates 
into the production such devices as verbalisation of her characters' 
conscious states, and she develops her central characters fully and 
colorfully. A rhythmic movement of the body, the face changing 
constantly from mischievous beast to innocent child, almost exaggerated 
gesture, and a considerable range of vocal dynamics: these combine with 
a keen intellectual treatment of theme to produce lengthy and balanced 
performances. 38 

What 'European' literary genre could a Xhosa writer find that could equal the intsomi in 

vitality and diversity? What modem genre could be employed to keep alive literary 

traditions that had developed over centuries? In this regard Jordan noted how praise 

poetry was "a genre for which no exact parallel is to be found either in classical or in 

modem western poetry.• 

In spirit, content and form, it partakes of the features of the epic on one 
hand, and of those ofthe ode on the other. In general, Bantu traditional 
poetry has much in common with Hebrew poetry. There is no 'regular 
metre' in the classical sense, but there is marked rhythm achieved,inter 

35 Jordan, TolLt1rds an 1\fri.can I.i.terature, x. 

36 Scheub, The Xhosa Ntsomi. 6. 
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alia. by means of balance of thought.37 

Jordan's sensitivity on these questions derived from the fact that he had had to confront . 

these problems as a novelist. At the time he wrote Ingqwnbo Yemln!Pl!A he would have 

considered himself not just an African writer, which would have further divested him of a 

specific literary identity, but primarily as a Xhosa writer. An 'African literature' in South 

Africa started to come about only as a result of the gradual merging of different national 

literatures. This is evident from the title given to Jordan's collection of essays, which 

examined what he considered to be the ongoing process Totmrds an l!frican literature 

through 7lte Emergence of Uterary Form in Xhosa. one of Its component parts. 

Even R.H.W. Shepherd recognised that, in the course of less than a century, different 

writing traditions had developed in South Africa, particularly between African literatures 

in Sotho, Tswana, and Xhosa. The identity of these fledgling '~ditions' had a lot to do 

with the different ways in which literature had been introduced, and subsequently 

encouraged, through the different Christian missions. Commenting on Xhosa literature, 

for example, Shepherd pointed out how the language "has been specially noted for its 

pioneer work of a biographical and historical character", as well as how Xhosa writers had 

•specialised" In novels.38 

Jordan saw himself as the lastest In a line of Xhosa writers that stretched back to Tiyo 

Soga. B.W. Vilakazi points out that at Lovedale, Jordan "met Guybon Sinx.o, the Xhosa 

novelist, and S.E.K. Mqhayi the poet. With a library at his disposal he read more literature 

37 Jordan, Totmrds An I<Jiican Uteratu.re. 17. 

A very similar point was made by H.I.E. Dhlomo who pointed out how ~e poetic form 
used by Hebrew writers is the best we can find for It is natural to African genius and to 
our Native speech." ('African Drama and Poetry', 7he South NH£an Outlook, April 1939). 

38 Shepherd, Lovedale and Uterature for the Bantu, 38. 
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in the vernacular ... s He was therefore also the inheritor of the problems of his 

predecessors. 

What his study of vernacular literature must have revealed was that at the turn of the 

century, African writers in Xhosa, such as the "poet" W.W. Gqoba and the '"novelist" 

Samuel Edward Krune Mqhayi, remained extremely uneasy and uncertain ofwrltten forms 

of literature. This Is evident In Mqhayi's novel l1)p.a lamaWele (The l...c:u..usuft ofTuins} 

which, In 1921, D.D.T. Jabavu described as the fourth best novel in African literature, and 

"the best finished condensed story in the Xhosa tongue. "40 

Indeed the book provides a study In Bantu character: It exhibits the 
Inherent rhetorical talent of the Xhosa, for every man. nay every boy, 
seems to be an orator of some degree.41 

Jordan refered to it as a masterplece.42 And yet both critics also pointed to the problems 

experienced by Mqhayl. Jabavu, for exampk, complained that •a fault militating against 

its artistic hannony" was that: 

while the story proper ends with chapter nine the author has, with each 
succeeding edition made accretions of padding matter of a more or less 
relevant kind up to chapter sixteen, and then matter of a purely 
historical and biographical character (to chapter twenty-six) not in any 
way helpful to the story ... 43 

In the same vein Jordan pointed out how •Tryala. lamaWele includes fiction, history and 

poetry ... In the latter half of the book, fiction and fictitious characters disappear, and we 

39 VUakazi, The Oral and Written Literature in Nguni, 333. 

40 Jabavu, Bantu Li.teratw"e, 7. 

41 Jabavu, Bantu Literature, 23. 

42 Jordan, Tou:ards an 1\frican Literature, 107. 

43 Jabavu, Bantu Literature, 25. 
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have true history.,.... In an essay summing up Mqhayi's literary achivements after his death 

in July 1945, he praised him for his appreciation of the "beauty, dignity and subtleties of 

Xhosa• and the fact that he had acquired a vocabulary in the language that •even Tiyo 

Soga would have envied . ..tS But he criticised Mqhayt's later writings for breaking with ~e 

diction and artistic formlessness of izibongo in favour of modem versification ... of all the 

artificial ornaments of Western versification the most obvious, and yet to the Bantu the 

least desirable • ...tS 

The fundamental problem facing Mqhayi seems to have been the difficulty he (and others) 

had encountered finding a suitable literary model, which he could adapt for his own 

I unique literature. The Bible, which had been suitable for certain forms of poetry in the 

_ _; 

nineteenth century, was an unsuitable model for a novel. To Mqhayt It must have seemed 

that the novel was equally unsuitable as a container for Xhosa history, unable to convey 

the sound of its language. Consequently, although with flashes of beauty and artistic 

brilliance, Mqhayi found himself lapsing in and out of literary genres and themes. 

v 

In Ingqumbo Yemin!P11I:PJordan set out to overcome some of the contradictions that had 

bedevilled his predecessors. The challenge was to create a modem work ofllterature that 

44 Jordan, Tounrds an .!Jiican Uterature, 107-8. 

In other areas of South Africa other African writers such as the Zulu playwright H.I.E 
Dhlomo, were attempting to overcome this problem through the development of an African 
theatre, a literary form where the writer could place more emphasis on orality and the 
text's relationship with the audience. 

45 A. C. Jordan, 'Samuel Edward Krune Mqhayi', The South PJH.can Outlook, 
September 1945; reprinted in F. Wilson & D. Perot (eds), Outlook on aCentwy(Lovedale: 
Spro-cas, l973), 538. 

46 Jordan, 'Samuel Edward Krune Mqhayt', 541. 
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could keep its relevance to ordlna.ry people, and at the same time succeed on an artistic 

level. To do this he drew deeply on his knowledge of both Xhosa and European literature. 

The novel's language and structure deliberately sets out to overcome the debilitating 

problem of the loss of audience. Jordan wrote Ingqwnbo Yemin!Pll!Pin Xhosa, in a period 

when English had already become the required language for 'sucessful' African literature. 

He attempted to draw the oral Xhosa litera.ry tradition deeply into his writing. The result 

might be described as an 'oral-novel', a novel that begs to be read aloud, and which places 

emphasis on the flexibility and beauty of the Xhosa language, as well as giving full 

recognition to tts Utera.ry traditions. 

Ironically, given that the novel's theme is the conflict between 'Red' (traditional) and 

'school' people, Ingqwnbo Yemin!Plya was arguably the first modem African novel to 

assume a litera.ry fonn that could act as a bridge directly between school people and the 

· less educated majority. In his introduction to The Wrath oftlu!Ancestors. the 1980 English 

translation, R.L. Peteni dwelt on Jordan's achievement in this regard. 

The original stozy, written in what I regard as perfect Xhosa, Is one of the 
most powerful I have read In any language ... The power and soul of the 
original cannot be recaptured in the English version. Xhosa is rich in 
proverb, flexible in its turn of phrase and wide in vocabula.ry.47 

Descriptions by Scheub of the general characteristics of Xhosa oral poetry, show how 

successfully Jordan incorporated aspects oftraditionalllterature into his novel. Firstly, on 

the oral poets• use of language not just as a collection of immutable slgnlflers, but for its 

sound and its relationship with the actions of the speaker: 

The 'language• of this artistic performance involves much more, then, 
than the word. It includes the relationship with the audience, the nuance 
of the hand, the movement of a hip, the subtlety of the face, the range 
and variety of human sounds, the rhythmic use oflanguage; it includes 
physical touch, a sudden and fleeting bit of mime, a dancing-in-place. It 

47 R.L. Peteni, 'Introduction', Wrath of the Ancestors. Ul. 
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includes the music of the word that occasionally flows Into song, the 
arrangement of detail, episode and plot within a broader narrative 
context, the manipulation of surface plots to create profound themes. 48 

Then on the role of the author, and the oral poets' narrative techniques: 

The performer does not explicitly Interpret the narrative plot; that 
interpretation is embodied in the total performance. It Is released in the 
cross-flow of imaginations, as the artist seeks to control and direct the 
Imaginative capablllties of the audience ... Nor.Js the artist didactic. She 
does not moralise. This Is not to say that Ntsomi productions do not 
include moral and philosophical comment, but, as with plot, these are 
revealed rather than stated.* 

Looking at Ingqumbo Yemin!Pll!P as a composite whole, it might be argued that it is 

indeed an epic intsomi Indeed, from its first line the novel assumes the posture of a 

narrative that is to be deUvered to an audience that is known to the composer. Jordan, the 

writer, is always at pains not to draw attention to himself, except through traditional 

literary devices that will win praise from the audience for his narrative capabflJty. Thus at 

the opening of the novel, the narrator Immediately sets a scene that should have been 

recognisable to the audience: 

Kwakuxa libantu bahle. Amathunzi eenduli zaseNcholokini aye enabe 
ada aya kuthi rece ezintlanjeni ezantsl. 
Enkalweni kwathi thaphu iinkabl zamahase ezimalunga esumlni, 
zathambeka lntaba, zanqumla amathunzl, zenje njeya, zibetha kuhle; 
zaya kuthi gubu pheseya kwentlambo, zaqlngqa enkudlent kumzi 
omkhulu, phezu kwamanzi e Thina. 

It was late in the afternoon. The shadows of the Hills of Ncholokini had 
lengthened and touched the valleys down below. A group of ten 
horsemen suddenly appeared on the horizon. They descended the slope 
at a steady pace, crossed the evening shadows, ascended the opposite 
slope and came to a halt In the nkundla of an Imposing homestead 
overlooking the waters of the Thina river. 50 

From this point onwards he takes care not to burden his audience with unnecessary detail 

48 Scheub, 1he Xhosa Ntsomi. 15 . 

49 Scheub, 1heXhosaNtsomi, 15-16. 

so IY, 1; WA. 1. 
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about himself, or the terrain 1n which the stozy Is going to unfold. He avoids the English 

Romantic tradition of providing lengthy descriptions, either of the landscape or its people, 

but, like the oral poet, assumes a degree of familiarity with his subject and its locale 

already exists within the audience. The authorial intention behind this device was not 

properly understood by critics such as D.D.T. Jabavu, who compared lngqwnbo 

Yemin!Pn!P unfavourably with the novels of Thomas Mofolo because "there are no 

passages of vivid description of picturesque rural scenezy such as are typical of Mofolo"s 

Moeti oa Bochabela. •• ~1 

Ingqwnbo Yentln.!:Pt!P is in some respects also an aggregate of different intsomL These 

operate at different levels and surface at different points in the narrative. The text 

preserves the spontaneous setting of the Xhosa oral tradition, by showing how easily 

fntsom1 are triggered and how deeply they are mixed into the myth of the Mpondomlse 

people. They are Indeed often 'sad stories of the death of kir..gs· that recapitulate on the 

past as a means of commentazy and critique on the present. The ongoing importance of 

these legends and the social responsibility of the stozy-teller,is revealed most vividly in the 

character of the old man Ngxabane. 

Okunene lngwe waye e-jiphathe emsilenil Lavuleleka lxhego libabalisela 
ngeenkosl zamaMpondomlse, Ubala zonke izlztba ezanchwatywa kuzo 
eThlnanasemZimvubu. Lagqlbelangokuthi umhlaba wemkanabeLungu 
nje, ngamaswanguswa eza noko kulahlwa kwamaslko. 

For now the old man [Ngxabane)loosened his tongue and told a score 
of legends of the Mpondomlse Kings, naming all the deep pools of the 
Thina and Mztmvubu rivers where they lie burled. Finally he declared 
that 1t was because they had abandoned their ancient customs that the 
Mpondomise had suffered such great calamities and lost their land to 
the White man. 52 

51 Jabavu, The Influence ofEng.ish on Bantu Uterature, 25 . 

• .J ln 1921 Jabavu had praised Mofolo"s earlier novel Pi.tsengfor the same reasons, describing 
Its best features as being •a graphic depletion of the village and community of Pltseng In 
the Drakensburg mountains ... " (Classification and Reviews, 17). 

52 lY. 7; WA, 9. 
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As the plot unfolds we discover that Ngxabane's legends are part of the •anctent customs· 

that have been abandoned by •school people" like Thembeka. As if In fulffilment of 

Ngxabane's wamlng, Ingqum.bo Yemin!:P'l!P ends with Thembeka's suicide (Book V 

Chapter 3). In anticipation of this, and immediately prior to his own death Jongllanga 

warns: 

UNobantu akonanga thlna; woone imlnyanya. 

The Mother of the People has not sinned against us. She has sinned 
against our Ancestors. 53 

Throughout the story, Thembeka shows a careless disregard of Mpondomlse traditions. 

At least a section of the assumed audience would have been alarmed - and angered- by 

this. For example, when being told of the hidden past of her lover Zwelinzima, her first 

response to Mphuthumi was to exclaim: 

•ot Kazi ooNongqawus' aaba boze baphele ninl na kule Afrika." 

•oh Heavens!" tntetjected Thembeka "when . are these fantastic 
Nongqawuse tales evet to end In this Africa of ours?"54 

After her death, Ngxabane confirms that •u Is the will of our Ancestors that he 

[ZuluJyazongoma, Thembeka's son) should perish In the waters, together with his 

mother. "55 This central part of the plot- noted by Peter Esterhuysen as "the familiar motif 

of a heroine who breaks a traditional injunction, challenges a serpent or water monster, 

and is punished for her actions "58
- has parallels In other Xhosa instomi It appears to be 

Thembeka's defiance ofwhat she calls several times -old Nonqawuse tales" that leads to 

53 IY, 208; WA, 224. 

54 IY, 15; WA. 18. 

55 IY, 239; WA. 264. 

56 P. Esterhuysen. Patterns of Confluence: Developments in Selected Novels in 
English by Black South African Writers, M.A. Dissertation, University of Witwatersrand, 
1988, 116. 
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her madness and then death. For Ngxabane this conftnns the ongoing power of traditional 

discourse, and his convictions about the powers of the ancestors. 

But for Jordan, Thembeka's example was probably intended to setve as a warning that 

superstitions based on •otd Nonqawuse tales" cannot be overcome by simply riding 

roughshod over them and denying them any validity. Ingqumbo Yernln!Pn!Pfllusb;ates 

that because of the profound belief still held by the 'ochre people' in these tales, they have 

a way (conscious or not) of maldng themselves come true. 

Jordan cannot be accused of feigning orality in Ingqumbo Yemin!P'l!P- His aim was to 

create a modem work of African literature that would accessible and appreciated by a 

wider African audience. His efforts to fuse written and oral tradition was not an attempt 

to be 'aesthetically correct' in front of a host of academics, In the light of recent debates 

about relations between literacy and orality further research into the structure of 

Ingqumbo Yemln!Pll!Pis necessary, especially by a Xhosa-speaker. However, suffice it to 

say here, Jordan's achievement was that he showed that oral and written literary 

traditions could be combined, and that writing need not necessarily involve the 

undermlnlng - or exclusion - of the Xhosa oral tradition. He showed that under certain 

conditions the new readers of the novel could be united with the traditional audience of 

the oral poet. 

(End of chapter). 
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lngqumbo Yeminyanya 
and Othello 

What future Uterature needs Is not a compromise between the 
old and new ideas, but a fusion, as it were; not a mixture, but an 

amalgam. The virile elements of both African and Western 
culture must fuse and give birth to a new Ufe, expressed in a new 

ltterature.1 

I 

Despite being A.C. Jordan's first novel, Ingqumbo Yemin!Pl!P_is a mature and finely 

crafted work of literature. But Jordan himself would have been the first to admit that 

•strtctly original" literature is not created in a vacuum. It is not a •cJosed unlt"2 but draws 

on the past as much as the present, it inter-relates with other texts, and creates something 

new, precisely because of its consciousness of what has existed hithertofore. 

The first African novelists, in what became South Africa, all drew heavily on pre-colonial 

litenuy traditions both for content and form, but their texts also consciously sought out 

a relationship with wrttten literature, the models for which all came from overseas. 

1 VUakazi, The Oral and Written Uterature in.,Ngunl, 371 • 
... 

2 Julien, .t\fiican Novels and the Question ofOrdity, 26. 
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Commenting soberly on the first 50 years of writing by the Xhosa, Jordan readily 

acknowledged this: 

The legacy of the first fifty years of Xhosa Utenuy activity ts to be respected. 
If some of our readers are inclined to think that we are over indulgent when 
we make this remark, we have only to remind them that the first writers 
had no written tradition to guide them, no Homer or Sophocles, no 
Herodotus or Plutarch, no Dante or Petratch on whom to model 
themselves.3 

He stated unashamedly that the Bible and Pilgrim's Prog-ess "had a profound tnftuence · 

on the thought and style of the writers": 

The idea of the indlvfdual, as against communal, formulation had taken 
root, but the writers did not abandon the traditional style In their 
expression, nor did they cast aside their folklore. New experiments In 
versification began to appear, but the tradltlonal forms asserted themselves 
all the time. 4 

Ingqumbo Yemin!Pl!P complies with the broad processes of lltenuy development that 

Jordan uncovered In his study of oral and written Xhosa literature. The matn difference 

was that It was written 30 years after the close of the period Jordan studied, after a time 

\\'hen there had been a considerable broadening of African writers' experience and wider 

exposure to other national literatures. I would argue that unlike his predecessors, a crucJal 

reference point In Ingqwnbo Yemin!Pl!P was not the Bible, PO.grim's Prog-ess or Greek 

and Latin classics, but the plays ofWllliam Shakespeare. 

Acknowledging the inftuence of certain texts of English literature on African literature in 

South Africa in this early period does not amount to Imposing a negative Eurocent:Iic 

Interpretation on African writing. As has been fllustrated in earlier chapters, it arose as a 

consequence of the conditions under which writing developed. The merit of trying to fuse 

African and European literary traditions was an idea advocated by a number of African 

3 Jordan, Toux:rds An JVHcan Uterature, 42. 

4 Jordan, Toux:rds An 4frican literature, 53. 
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Intellectuals. For example, In truly Keatsian language, the playwright H.I.E. Dhlomo noted: 

The 'pure' African poet ... does not disregard the rich store of tribal poetry, 
and fly to new fonns entirely. His poetry Is a glorious flower which springs 
from the rich plant of tribal Imagery, whose roots lie embedded tn the 
verdured soil of the izibongelo. 5 

Dhlomo was concerned with the theatre and suggested that the development of a new 

African dramatic tradition could not be "purely from African roots" - It had to be •gratted 

tn Western drama" and must ~orrow from, be Inspired by, shoot from European drama." 

He called on African writers not to "fear being mocked as an 'imitator' of •European art. .. 

Instead, he supported an Idea that would have been first floated by the mlsslonartes -

although for different reasons - that great art Is -universal". 

Great art or thought (art Is thought-feeltng) Is more than national. It is 
universal, reflecting the Image - the spirit - of the All-Creative being who 
knows neither East nor West, Jew nor Gentile, time nor space. The tragedy 
of a Job, a Hamlet, a Joan, a Nongqawuse, is the tragedy of all countries, 
all times, all races. 8 

Benjamin Vilakazi put forward similar ideas. In his proposals on 'the future of Nguni 

literature' he recommended the speeding up of translations of English literature, listing 

Robinson Crusoe (Daniel Defoe), Tc:ies.from Shakespeare (Charles and Mary Lamb), 'The 

Count of Monte Christo (Dumas), Up .from Slavery (Brooker T. Washington), 'The Life of 

David Livingstone (Sylvester Home) and Montezuma's Daughter (Rider Haggard) as works 

he would recommend In this regard. 

Why I select these books Is because a thoughtful African who reads them 
in the original, sees the mind behind them recreating in new fonn the old 
history, legend and folktale of other people. No! only this, but they revive 
In him the possibility of doing the same with his Nguni past. 7 

Vilakazi advocated as a solution ~o the creation of Nguni literature": 

5 Dhlomo, 'Why Study Tribal Dramatic Fonns?' Eng.ish in Nfica. 39 . 

' Dhlomo, "Drama and the African', Engish in Nfica. 7-8. 

7 Vilakazi, The Oral and Written Uterature In Ngunl, 368. 
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to take what is good and lasting in the Ideas of the West, and mate It with 
the old traditional Uterature, and to conceive something that has the 
elements of both, but which has Its own Bantu life, and yet Is new, 
hannonlous, developing and Integrally African.• 

D 

For 20 years of his life, Jordan was closely acquainted with D.D.T. Jabavu. However 

Jabavu, perhaps unintentionally, was guilty ofthe opposite of Eileen Julien's complaint 

about African writers seeking to put an artificial orality on display. Instead, Jabavu often 

·: sought and demanded an artiftcalllterariness from the writers he studied and commented 

_; 

_J 

upon. As far as he was concerned, the African text's relationship with English literature 

especially, had to be visible (even iflt was not vfable).9 1t seems he felt this was necessary 

to legitimise 1t as literature. Thus, although his Uterary criticism was often full ofinsights, 

It frequently lacked depth and precision, and suffered because Jabavu's Ideas about the 

objects and rules of •great literature" were taken holus-bolus from dominant European 

Ideas of literature. 

One result of this was that Jabavu sometimes failed properly to explain or explore the 

significance of his own discoveries. He could also make astute observations as a result of 

a questionable motivation. For example, in The Influence ofEntj.ish on .!Jiican Literature 

Jabavu correctly pointed out how lngqumbo Yemin!Pll!P "would supply good material for 

8 Vilakazt, The Oral and Written IJterature in Nguni, 371. 

Similar ideas were held by Sol Plaatje, Thomas Mofolo, Mqhayi and Mdhlull. 

9 Jabavu was a favourite of Shepherd. His Eurocentrism may be attrlbuted not only 
to his education at Lovedale, but also to the fact that he took a degree in English at 
London University, where he graduated with honours in 1912. According to Shepherd he 
was "the first South African of Bantu race to obtain a British degree." Bantu Literature 
and Ufe, 195. 
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a stage tragedy."10 But one gets the sense that this conunent was Intended more to try and 

fit the text In the framework of a European genre, than as a result of a real appreciation 

of its structure. The Important point is missed by Jabavu: It was not just the sto:ry, but the 

narrator's method of presentation, that made It ve:ry similar to a stage tragedy. In this 

sense there are certain parallels with Mhudi which, as Stephen Gray pointed out, also 

seems to have been •conceived in terms of Elizabethan theatre. "11 

Jabavu was also Insistent on uncovering an Anglo-centrism 1n Afriean literature - even 

where it did not exist. A feW paragraphs earlier. for example, he had acknowleged ~e 

author's (Jordan's) acquaintance with Dickens, Jane Austen and so forth" adding that 

! therefore "we can with confidence ascribe to him the Influence of Englfsh literature at its 

best."12 However Jabavu was once again circling around the truth, for whilst there clearly 

is textual evidence of external Utera:ry influences, a reader is hard pressed to establish a 

direct relationship In the style of Jordan's writing with either Charles Dickens or Jane 

Austen. 

In his short 'Introduction' to Wrath of the Ancestors, R.L. Petenl came closer to the truth. 

He described the novel's ending as being ~n true Shakespearian tradition. • Petenl did not 

elaborate on this Idea, and the reader is left to question whether this was coincidence or 

a conscious strategy of the author. But there is no indication that Petenl felt that this In 

any way put the novel at odds with itself. However by 'outing' Shakespeare, even If 

unintentionally, Peteni gave us a clue to exploring the text.13 

10 Jabavu, The I'lfl.uence of Entj.ish on Bantu Uteratw-e. 25. 

11 Gray, 'Plaatje's Shakespeare', 2. 

12 Jabavu, The I'lfl.uence ofEntj.ish on Bantu Uteratw-e. 24. 

13 R.L. Peteni's novel Hal of Fools was published 1n 1976. In a paper presented to 
the National Arts Festival Winter School in 1988 entitled 'Shakespeare in Schools', Andre 
Lenuner cited It as an example of an African novel "'heavily influenced by the Shakespeare 
canon. • Unfortunately 1n its ve:ry evident relationship with Romeo and Juliet this text 
provides an example of a poor attempt to imitate a Shakespearean plot and structure. 
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In my opinion thematic parallels between Ingqumbo Yernln!Pl!P and certain plays by 

Shakespeare, combined with the structural devices employed by Jordan, do support the 

argument that Jordan appropriated certain aspects of Shakespeare; I would suggest this 

was because Jordan discovered that the structure and language of Shakespeare's plays 

could be made to work for, rather than against, his own artistic Intentions. It Is significant 

that he chose to use a quotation from an unsourced play by 'Shakespeare' to adorn the 

title page of the first edition of the novel. 

For God's sake let us sit upon the ground 
And tell sad stories of the death of kings.14 

This was not just a ploy to win the favour of Jabavu or R.H.W. Shepherd. Ironically it was 

a device that was used by Jordan to place the novel finnly in the Xhosa literary tradition. 

Hill of Fools ts essentially a romance about the thwarted love of Zuziwe (Juliet), and 
Bhuqua (Romeo). Zuziwe, from the IDubl village ofKwazldenge, has been engaged by her 
family to many Ntabenl (Parts), a respected village elder. Bhuqua, a zestful character and 
leader of his peers, comes from a different clan, the Thembu. The Thembu (Montagues) are 
at war with the IDubi (Capulets). Around this axis the romance and then the tragedy 
unfolds. The only significant variation on the Shakespeare's theme is the novel's setting 
and the fact that unlike Romeo, Bhuqa survives the death of Zuziwe. 

However the slmllartties between Jordan and Peteni are Important. Peteni was born at 
Zingcuka (Cisket) in 1915, nine years after Jordan. He studied at Lovedale and Fort Hare 
in the 1930'~ and 1940's. However a inere nine-year difference placed Peteni In a later 
social and literary generation that, I believe, accounts for the tllmstness of Hlll of Fools. 

Because the two authors had common roots, there are superficial similarities between the 
novels. Both depict Afrtcan life in the 1930's in rural areas, with fingers reaching out into 
the burgeoning cities. In Peteni's novel this is represented by Port Elizabeth. Jordan 
achieves this by more subtle literary devices. 

Ingqumbo Yem.fn!pt!P also has at its centre a romance. This relationship provides a 
theme that runs throughout the novel. And yet, the relationship between the lovers and 
their environment is also constantly changing. The novel is never reduced to a mere love 
story. Uke the love story between Desdemona and Othello it is both a pivot, and catalyst 
to more universal concerns. 

The weakness of Hill ofFools is that It fails to transcend its locale and invest the plot with 
a universality. It remains trapped in its borrowed plot, and manacled by Its obvious efforts 
to imitate Shakespeare. This Is the great difference between Jordan and Peteni. 

14 The quotation Is from a speech made by Richard II, in the company of the Duke 
of Aumerle and Sir Stephen Scroop. W. Shakespeare, King Richard II (London: Methuen 
& Co, ltd, 1956), III, U, 155-156. 
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Harold Scheub provides evidence to show _how, almost invariably, intsomi begin with an 

Injunction to the audience to ready themselves for'the commencement of the perfonnance. 

This was a narrative device that drew the audience into the sphere of Influence of the 

narrator and at the same time helped to cloud the question of authorship by 

depersonifying the tale. The narrator suggests Initially that all he or she wants to do fs tell 

somebody else's tale. 

Yathilntsomi (Here Is an lntsomi) 

Kwathi ke kaloku ngantsomi (Now for an ntsom1)15 

Jordan could have commenced lngqwnbo Yembt!Pll!P In the same fashion: "Yathi 

fnstomi". But instead a quotation from Shakespeare was used as an imaginary injunction 

from the novel's narrator. This device serves to solfcit the listener/reader: "lbere Is a story 

to be told' and true to the traditions of Xhosa literature, the author and the audience both 

have a vital part to play In its telling. Let "us" sit upon the ground. After this injunction 

-removed from the English edition of the novel16
- the narrator quickly jumps to set the 

first scene for the audience. 

Thus It is that before the novel even begins, Jordan states that his work does have a 

relationship with another writer, and in this sense it is a dialogue. He poses the literary 

critic with the problem of determining his purpose for using Shakespeare. This problem 

does not diminish as the plot progresses. 

Throughout the novel there are echoes of Shakespeare'"ln the narrator's emphasis on the 

importance of the sound of the Xhosa language. Qangule, for example, points out how 

15 Scheub, TheXJwsa.Ntsomi: PartTtm, Tex:tsandTranslatiDns, 177-415. 

16 This might be explained by the fact that although the content of the English 
translation remains largely the same, In translation the text becomes much more a written 
tale than an intsomL It loses its oral quality- a fact commented on by a number of critics. 
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although Jordan •appears to be writing In prose ... the actual rhythm fs of blank verse. "17 

Is it a co·incfdence that at about the same time, H.I.E. Dhlomo was drawing simdar 

conclusions about the use the Mrican writer could make of certain of the styles employed 

by Shakespeare? He praised the "flexible and free verse" of the later work of Shakespeare, 

adding that this was a -corm" that came "naturally and without effort to the African 

writer." 

We cannot all be Shakespeare, but we can certainly use this form 
profitably. In it rhythm plays a far more important part than rhyme, and 
rhythm is essentially Afiican .... How can we capture this power of rhythm 
and infuse ft into our dramatic work?18 

The African writer recognised that Shakespeare attached great Importance to the sound 

of language, not just to its semiotic functions, as had become more and more the norm 

with the rise of the European novel (until it was deconstructed by James Joyce who went 

to great lengths In Ulysses and FfnnE!}QTl's Wake to re·release the vitality of language). 

When Shakespeare produced his plays at the begtnntng of the seventeenth centwy, 

language was almost the only prop he had available to change summer into winter, or day 

into night. Plays were nonnally performed on outdoor stages, before crowded audiences, · 

many of them standing, drawn from all ranks of society. 19 The stage was little more than 

the "scaffold" or the "wooden 0" that the Chorus begs the audience's pardon for in King 

HenryV. 

Uke the audience of an f.ntsomi. the Elizabethan theatre audience was privy to a spoken 

tale. The entertainment's success depended more on what was heard and mimed than 

what was seen or read. The players acted their parts, but depended largely upon their own 

dramatic abilities, and vocal inflexions. By the time of the Restoration in 1660, with the 

17 Qangule, A Study of Conflict and Theme, 184 . 

18 Dhlomo, 'African Drama and Poetry''lhe South Nfican Outlook, 1 Aprll, 1939; 
Eng.ish in 4frica. 16. 

19 Taylor, Reinventing Shakespeare. 8. 
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advent of the Shakespeare director /producer Willlam Davenant, this began to change. But 

despite this, and subsequent centw1es of edltortal re-writing, much of Shakespeare's 

language as It was first written, has managed to endure. 

Unlike Plaatje, however, who alienated readers with his apparently pretentious use of the 

actual language of Shakespeare and the Romantic poets, Jordan drew his language from 

the oral literary traditions of the Xhosa, and made use of blank verse to present the 

language In a way that retained its ortginal vitalfty.20 

Another relevant charactertstic of Shakespeare's style, was his ability to identifY a familiar 

scene and, In a few words or sentences, employ language In an unfamilar way In order to 

re-create or renew feelings the audience would associate With that picture. He did this 

through the renewal of that Image by his choice of words for both their meaning and 

sound. In a similarly concise way, we should note Jordan's concentrated use oflanguage 

to achieve poetic descriptions of different phases of the day. These descrtptions open the 

different scenes and smother the plot in a particular aura. Dawn Is· descrtbed as the time 

"when the horns of the cattle were just visible against the pale sky".:11 Mid-morning "the 

time when the sun had left the mountains behind".22 Dusk Is the "prowling time of 

20 According to Brtan Willan (Sol Pl.aatle. 332, 362) Plaatje's Interest in Shakespeare, 
as well as his too visibly Romanticised use of the English language In Mhudi.was crtticised 
by Stephen Black In the fYambok (October 1930) in his satlrlcal article The Telephone 
Conversations of Jeremiah. 

H.I.E Dhlomo also recalled this crtticlsm: 

I remember as If 1t were but yesterday, when tlfat remarkable man, Sol T 
Plaatje (an admirer of Stephen Black) called at "1be Sjambock" offices to 
get Black's opinion ofhis novel, Mh.udl.. Black told Plaatje quite frankly that 
one of his faults was to make his characters speak In too high-sounding 
language. (lnkundla !P Bantu. "Three Famous Authors I Knew', August 
1946). 

Re-printed In Eng.ish in Niica. 2, 1, 1975. 

21 1Y. 95; WA. 99. 

22 IY. 105: WA. 111. 
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hares".28 

m 

In the Xhosa oral tradition, the narrator Is both the 'writer' and the producer of a 

literary text. On the surface there appears to be a number of contradictions concemtng 

the narrator's responsibUity. She/he must give the Impression of being a servant to the 

audience, appearing flexible but also omniscient; the physical presence of the narrator, 

as the play's main actor is crucial, but at a certain point the narrator must become 

Invisible. She/he directs the audience to what Is Important, but does not have complete 

control over our feelings. She/he must also give the Impression of being Impartial and 

objective.24 This feigned objectivity, common to playwright, Chorus and izibongo. Is a 

characteristic of Ingqumbo Yemin!:P1l!Po misunderstood by Harold Scheub when he · 

mistakenly attributed It to Jordan's neutrality towards his subject. 

The atmosphere of the novel is, 1n a word, one of objectivity bordering on 
starkness. The author chooses no sides In the conflict between the old and 
the new; no special value Is placed on either, for the fundamental 
assumption of the work Is the lnevttablllty of change, and little time Is 
wasted weeping for the past and glorifying In the future.115 

But 1n spite of certain parallels, the text maintains Its independence. The story of 

Ingqwnbo Yemln!Pll!P Is conveyed to the audience almost entirely by the narrator 

23 IY, 83; WA, 85. 

24 In this respect, are there not simillalitfes between responstblllty of the narrator 
of an intsomi and the Chorus in some of Shakespeare's plays? In Henry V. for example, 
the Chorus first implores that a poetic muse adequate to his creative task might be 
granted him and asks the audience for sympathy for his attempt to tJy and "bring forth 
so great an object" on "this unworthy scaffold". He calls on them to use their own 
Imagination to help bring the narrative to life and •Pfece out our Imperfections with your 
thoughts" 01. 23). After making these requests Chorus disappears behind the unfolding of 
the plot, surfacing only tntennittently in order to set the scene correctly for the audience. 

25 H. Scheub, 'Approach to a Xhosa novel', Contrast. 1970, 79. 
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rather than in sustained dialogue between different characters. Generally, the audience 

are told of the developments In the plot. Direct speech by the actors is reported as a part 

of the narrator's tale. The narrator assumes many voices and has the sole responslb11Jty 

of representing the characteristics and actions of the players. 

Only at crucial points does he/ she hand over the scene to the direct speech of the actors 

themselves. Examples of- this are at the meetings of the Mpondomtse: first with 

Mthunzln1 as he reports on the secret plot to Install Zwelinlzima;28 and later of their 

meetings with their new chief Zwellnizima to discuss the developing crisis and try and 

avert civil war.27 

Interpretation of the novel's characters is the primary responslbilfty of the narrator. The 

audience has to judge a character- by his or her actions and words - as they are 

mediated by the narrator- rather than through privileged access to their thoughts. We 

see Zwelinzima brooding on his problems. We witness him walk to the mountain to try 

and resolve his Inner turmoil. But rarely Is the audience made familiar with the inner 

thoughts of Zwellnzima or Thembeka, or the rationale that lies behind the actions of 

Mthunzini or Dinglndawo. -

There Is, for example, no literary device within the Xhosa literary tradition that is sfmUar 

in function to the sollloquy - often used by Shakespeare - to allow characters to 

represent themselves. And yet the philosophical and moral dilemmas confronted in 

Ingqwnbo Yembt!Pfl!Pare in many ways the same q those that faced Othello, Hamlet 

or Desdemona. 

2
' IY, Book 11,6, U!P kuza kuphatha ndi.file; WA, Book II, 6, He uill reign over my 

Dead Body. 

27 IY, Book IV,6, lcebo likaDirrgindatm; WA, Book IV, 6, Dingindauxls Advice. 
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In the structure of Ingqumbo Yemin!Pil!P there Is evidence to support D.D.T. Jabavu's 

comment that It "would supply good material for a stage tragedy."28 Even J. Oldjohn had 

commented on the novel's •strong dramatic element" In his review of the text for The . 

South 4fricCD1 Outlook. 

Recent scholarship has put forward evidence that Shakespeare did not divide his plays 

into the Acts and Scenes modem readers are familiar with. This was the work of 

successive generations of editors who appropriated his texts. Nonetheless the dramatic 

structure of Ingqwnbo Yemin!Pil!P- divided into Five Books which are subdivided Into 

chapters - corresponds roughly with the style of packaging of dramatic narratives Into 

Five Acts, and scenes, In the editions of Shakespeare's plays with which Jordan would 

have been familiar. Jordan's structuring of the text In this way was not random. Each 

book marks off definite points In the development of the plot which helps to establish 

the series of juxtapositions on which the novel rests. 

Book One (five Chapters) sets up the juxtaposition between the school and 'ochre' 

societies. The narrator introduces the audience to leading charac~ers from both groups, 

as wen as the landscape and the main themes that will be explored in lngqwnbo 

y~ 

Book Two (12 Chapters) locates Itself for the most part In the circumference of Lovedale 

and Fort Hare, but introduces important aspects of the plot, preparing the way for the 

installation of Zwelinztma as chief of the Mpondomise. Zwelinzima Is portrayed at the 

height of his popularity within the mission school environment. He is troubled by his 

28 For an Interesting article that cautiously explores the modem dramatic potential 
of the intsomi see: G. Morris, "'beatrical Posslbllities of the Traditional Xhosa lintsomi: 
What do they offer here and now?' Conuast. Jack Cope (ed), VI, 1970. 
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inheritance, but - unlike the audience - unaware of the plots being prepared against 

him. 

In Book Three (six Chapters) the crisis between the ochre and school people intensifies 

around the marriage debate. The battle lines are clearly drawn. The reformist counsellor 

Dabula argues in favour of the marriage of Zwelinzima and Thembeka because of the 

"nature of the times in which we live. "29 The incorrigible traditionalist Ngxabane retorts: 

"Sot This thing called custom Is no longer known In this house. •ao The narrative shifts 

squarely to Tsolo and sews the seeds of the tragedy of Zwelinztma and Thembeka, and 

the coming crisis of the Mpondomtse Chieftainship. 

Book Four (10 Chapters), Is juxtaposed against Book Two. It witnesses the demise of 

Zweltnzima, his Isolation, and the flight of Thembeka. It creates an unstoppable 

momentum, and a sense ofinevitab111ty that the plot will end In tragedy. In the weight 

that Is attached to Book Two and Four by the narrator, the two longest and most 

Important books in terms of the main plot's development and the unravelling of sub

plots, there is again a parallel with the structure of Shakespeare's tragedies. 

Book Five (five Chapters) consumates the tragedy with the deaths ofThembeka. Vukuza, 

Zulutyazangoma, and finally Zwellnzlma. The 'villains' are exposed, and Dtngtndawo Is 

arrested. There is the hint of redemption and forgiveness forZwelinzima when, according 

to R.L. Petent, lngqumbo Yembt!Pll!P ends "in true Shakespearean tradition, on a note 

ofhope." 31 

D.D.T. Jabavu praised the narrative's "high standard of stoty teUJng throughout its 250 

29 WA. 140. 

30 WA. 141. 

31 Petent, 'Introduction' to Wrath of the Ancestors, U. 
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pages of excttlng episodes· which he believed made It possible to give •a graphic effect of 

the struggle of civilisation in a mileu of barbarism. •32 Wh1lst I would disagree with Jabavu's 

jaundiced description of the novel as being about "the struggle of civilisation in a milieu 

of barbarism·, It is true that the narrative succeeds in maintaining an intensity and 

lnunediacy that grips its audience. 

In this context tt Is easy to miss Its time scheme and arrive at the end of the narrative with 

the Impression that its events have carried through only a few days. However, careful 

study of time in the novel indicates that In fact its story unfolds over six or seven years-

covering the greater part of the 1930s. Uterary devices are employed skilfully and 

unobtrusively by the narrator to carry forward the movement of time whtlst simultaneously 

giving the main plot the impression of a rapidly unfolding series of events. There are 

constant detailed references to the changing seasons and to the school calendar. But these 

are always brief, entering quietly into the audience's consciousness of the novel's progress. 

Jordan pays careful attention to constructing bridges between the periods of time which 

elapse. He masters the theatrical technique of a •double·time· scheme, a device which 

Shakespeare too used In his plays, and which M.R. Ridley drew particular attention to in 

relation to Othello. 

In the introduction to the Arden edition of Othello, Ridley dismissed arguments that a 

critical examination of the double·tlme scheme was a waste of time. He argued that It 

revealed Shakespeare's -astonishing skill and judgement as a practical craftsman•: 

He knew to a fraction of an inch how far he could go in playing a trick on 
his audience, and the measure of his success Is precisely the unawareness 
of the audience in the theatre that any trick Is being played. What 
Shakespeare is doing Is to present, before our eyes, an unbroken series of 
events happening in 'short·time', but to present them against a 
background, of events not presented but implied, which gives the needed 

32 Jabavu, The Influence of End-ish on Bantu Literature, 25. 
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Impression of 'long-time. o33 

Jordan's method was similar. Between Book One and Two a full year elapses, wtth the 

latter briefly opening wtth an indication of time •on a beautiful summer morning, towards 

the end of January ... ", and then moving back into the plot. The installation ofZwelinzima 

takes place two years after the first meeting of the Fel.an.dauxm.yes on the banks of the 

Thina river, and Thembe~a·s first meeting wtth the newly installed Chief only three 

months after that on •Easter Monday".34 Another 18 months passes before the birth of 

ZuluJyazangoma at the •end of October".35 Then, despite the fact that there is a feeling 

of the quickening of the plot, it is not until the following autumn, when the child was •a 

year and four months old" that the final Act of the tragedy Is catapulted to the fore by 

Thembeka's killing of the nJa..mkhun 38 

In an attempt to appease the ochre people, Zwelinzlma and Thembeka are separated for 

more than a year. Thembeka returns and suffers madness that lasts for another year. 

Finally the seasons take control of the time and a scene is set fitting for the death of 

Thembeka: 

Le mini yayinefuthe, kucaclle .ukuba Uza kududuma ukumka kwemini. 

It was a sultry day. Thunderclouds appeared on the horizon, and there was 
every sign that a fierce storm would burst before nigbtfall.37 

Exploration of moral dilemmas linked to political responslbllJty and an illustration of the 

palns involved in the evolution of society, was one of the most magnetic aspects that 

33 M.R. Ridley, 'Introduction' to the Arden Edition of Othello, (London: Methuen, 
1958), lxx. 

34 WA 134-135. 

35 WA III, 6, 165. 

36 WA, IV, 2, 182. 

37 IY. 237; WA 263. 
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drew Jordan and other African writers to Shakespeare. In Ingqumbo YeminJP11!,Q the 

audience Is treated to a sophisticated resume of these problems in a South African 

context. The main themes are quickly revealed. In Book One Zwelinzlma laments "0 uya 

vuya umntu ongazalwa yinkosl," (•Happy the man who fs not born a chfef138 and thus 

introduces a theme that runs throughout the novel. The heavy social responsibilfty that 

falls on those who accept the responslbilfty of Chieftainship Is explained to ZweUnzima 

by his adopted father Gcinizfbele, using a familiar metaphor : 

•Naantso ke into yakho, mfo wamf Naantso ke loo ngubo uya mbathfswa 
namhla nje. Uze uyambathe ngobuhomba ke, mfo wam, kuba ingubo 
yobukhosl aylfanl nezfnye Ungubo. Yingubo eyodwa. Jnzfma- inztma kanga 
ngokuba oyambetheyo usoloko efuna ukuylphumela, aylthlgexe. Uz' 
unyamezele nokuba se lkuslnda kangakananl na. Jol'inkomo; nokuba se 
lkwenzel'islfuthufuthu. Ukuba utheyakukusinda, wamana ukuylphumela, 
uya kuthl ngeny'lmini usithi uya yiphuthuma uftke sel' ingasa bonakall; 
kungenjalo, ukuba iya bonakala, uya kuba ngayambatha lngahlanganl. • 

-Behold the robe which is offered you today! Wear it with care, my son. For 
the robe of chieftainship is not like other robes. It Is unique. It Is a heavy 
robe, so heavy that he who is wearing it Is always tempted to relieve himself 
of it. He would like to lay it aside now and again. Bear it with patience, 
Jola, however burdensome it may be and even If It should seem to stltle 
you. If, overcome by the load, you should throw tt off, then one day, when 
you try to put It on again, you may find that it has vanished. And even If 
you should find it, and seek to wear It, you may find that It has become too 
small to cover your body. If this should ever happen, my son, then be sure 
that everything has gone wrong. "39 

After his Installation Zwellnlzlma discovers how heavy this robe really Is. At a meeting of 

the Transkeian Bhunga, the Chief of the Thembu uses another metaphor to advise 

Zwel1nztma on how exactly this robe should be worn, and In what way he should seek to 

lead his people: 

".Kunjalo ke nalaph' ebantwtni. Mus' ukuma endulini kude, uthf, 'Heyi, 
ylzan' apha.' Yihla uye kubo, uftke uthf, 'bafo ndlni, ma stnyuke le nduli. 
Kumnandi phaya ngaphezulu: ndlvela khona. • Utsho ubathundeze bonke, 
uze neqela ellsemva, kodwa iliso lakho lingesuki kwlqela eliphamblll, hleze 
llyiphos'indlela." 

38 IY, I, 3, 36; WA. I, 3, 36. 

39 IY, II, 10, 107; WA. II, 10, 113. 
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"Don't stand on top of some far-off hiJl and shout, 'Hil you people, come up 
here!' You must come down from the h111 yourself and go to them and say, 
'My countrymen, let's climb this hill. There's a beautiful spot on Its 
summit. I know, because I've just come from there!' And by speaking to 
them like this, you coax them all to begin the climb. "40 

But though Zwelinztma attempts to follow the Thembu chiefs advice, the cause of the 

contUct is deeper than can be conveyed by any metaphor. It is Zwellnzima's inability to 

comprehend this, and to appreciate the extent of his own problems, that makes it 

impossible to break the chain of events that were set in motion by his father. It is 

impossible to halt the wrath of the ancestors without understanding their discourse. 

ZweUnztma's dilemma invokes themes about the heavy responsibfllties of office that are 

behind the quotation from Richard II that Jordan used to introduce the novel to his 

audience: 

For God's sake let us sit upon the ground 
And tell sad stories of the death of kings: 
How some have been depos'd, some slain in war, 
Some haunted by the ghosts they have deposed, 
Some poisoned by their wives, some sleeping kill'd, 
All murthered - for within that hollow crown 
That rounds the mortal temples of a king 
Keeps death his court, and there the antic sits, 
Scoffing his state and grinning at his pomp, 
Allowing him a breath, a little scene, 
To monarchlze, be fear'd, and kill with looks;41 

But Jordan cannot be accused of plagtartsing or mimicking the Shakespearean fonns to 

be clever or to cuny favour with the Anglophiles. Although he was inspired by English 

literature, he was not in the business of writing Plaat;jean homages to Shakespeare. 

Instead it is In his literary texts, especially Ingqumbo Yem.fn.!,on!Po that there are signs of 

40 IY, IV, 1, 171; WA. IV, 1, 180. 

41 Shakespeare, King Richard II, III, 11, 155-165. 

The toll kingship takes on a monarch's personal life Is a theme repeatedly explored 
especially In the history plays. Another example might be Henry Vs soltloquy on the eve 
of battle with the French on St. Crispin's day, where the King laments 

What infinite heart's-ease must kings neglect 
That private men enjoy! 
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a famtlartty with Shakespeare's plays. In Ingqu.mbo Yemin!Pll!P the textual relationship 

with Shakespeare is original, a kind of 'mutual fertJUsation' that would be respected by 

Ngiigf. 

v 

Ftnallyitts valuable to tentatively explore the simiUartties between Inoqumbo Yerni.n!Pn!A 

and Shakespeare's play Othello, where I believe it is possible to witness Jordan in a critical 

dialogue with Othello on the theme of race and ethnicity. 

In the context of the general interest in Shakespeare, the way Othello was being produced 

in "European' theatres, and the search by African intellectuals for texts that expressed 

their aspirations to get up ..from slavery. it is surprising that there is little direct evidence 

of a specific interest in Othello. AfterTiyo Soga's passing remark about Othello in 1867 the 

only evidence we have that there was a particular interest in the text in African society is 

a report that Sol Plaatje started to translate Othello in 1923 •on a voyage from Quebec 

to Cherbourg and completed [it) on a journey from Southampton to the Cape a year 

later . ..a 

However, we do know that in the first decades of the twentieth century performances of 

Othello continued to provoke consternation and debate. In their research of public 

entertainment in white English Johannesburg, 1910-1913, Isabel Hofmeyr et. d offer 

ample evidence of the continued importance of Shakespeare companies to the theatres. 

Othello was still high on the order paper despite the controversies that surrounded it. For 

example, they report how in 1913: 

42 Shakespeare in Sechuana, '1lle Star, 26 July, 1930; Reprinted in "Plaatje 
Centenacy Issue', Eng.ish in .IJHca, 3, 2, 1976. 
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------- - ---------------------------------------~ 

Ache's productions of •othello" and •.Kismet' proved to be highly 
controversial for, like Stephen Black, he presented black men on stage -
even If they were only painted whites. Irate viewers bombarded newspapers 
with vituperative letters, bitterly denouncing that a black man dare4 to 
~ustle" white women. 43 

Is It wrong, therefore, to hazard the suggestion that the very fact that aspects of Othello 

were regarded as taboo by whites would have stimulated a powerful interest in the text 

among African writers llke Jordan? According to Jordan's colleagues he •devoured the 

complete works of Shakespeare.,.... and It seems safe to deduce that he must have read 

Othello. Thus, although there Is as yet no extra-textual evidence to prove that A. C. Jordan 

was specifically Influenced by this one text the inter-textual parallels are sufficiently 

strong as to merit exploratlon.45 

First of all it is necessary to differ slJghtly with Harold Scheub who argued that the 

conflicts of race were •on the periphery of the author's central concern" in Ingqumbo 

The preoccupation of the novelist is not with the contllct of races, not with 
apartheid and the South African political arena; he does not affirm 
Christianity over the ancient religion of the Xhosa people, or vice versa: and 
he gives no clear indication that either the world of the ancestors or the 
world of the academics will prevail. 46 

Contrary to Scheub, I would argue that Ingqwnbo Yembl!Ply:tis acutely concerned With 

exploring issues of race. It Is, of course, possible to read Othello and Ingqumbo 

43 I. Hofmeyr, N. Lazarus, I. Manolm, & C. Steinberg, Hamlet Through a Haze of 
Halchohol, Entertainment In White English Johannesburg, 1910-1913, Research project 
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for African Utera.ture, University ofWltwatersrand, 
1976,58. 

•• Mda, 'Archibald campbell Jordan; An Appreciation', AC. JordDn: A Life, 8. 

45 To date onlyveryllmlted research has been conducted Into A. C. Jordan's archives. 
In all the recorded works by or about Jordan no reference is made to the posslbiUty of a 
relationship between Ingqumbo Yemb'l!PilJP and Otltalo. See: J. Ainslie, Archibdd 
Campbell Jordan. A Bibliography (Grahamstown: Rhodes University, Deparbnent of 
African Languages, Working Paper 6, 1981). 

" Scheub, Approach to aXhosa.Novel, 81. 
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Yemin!PTlJP. without notlctng the race question at all. Jordan makes this easier by 

avoiding the use of the 'surface symbols' that were becoming associated with these 

themes in African literature. Both can be treated blandly as "revenge tragedies"; they can 

be isolated from the wider social context In which they were set. But what cannot be 

denied is that both texts explore, albeit from different perspectives and in entirely different 

historical situations, the personal and social problems that had been introduced into 

society by the clash of races. They convey the alienation of black people that results from 

the overt and covert racism of the dominant class and race In society. 

For example, at the meetings of the •Mpondomise of the soil" the complaint of •Ze mpl 

yembold', (the red ochre reglment),ls that Zwelinzlma- a red by birth- has favoured that 

section of Mpondomise society who are of Mfengu origin. 

•MNtwan' enKosi, mus' ukucanda lstzalo slkaNgwanya: nathi stfun' 
ukondllwa: singabantwana bakho. • 

"Child of kings, do not tear Majola's womb asunder. We, too, want to be 
fed. We, too, are your childrenl"47 

Unspoken contlicts between races are woven intricately into the tragic structure of the two 

works. But Jordan does not simply duplicate Shakespeare's theme, or copy the plot of 

Othello ala Peteni. Othello Is about being black In a traditionally white European society. 

Conversely, Ingqwnbo Yembt!P'l!P Is about being 'white' in a traditionally black African 

soctety. But Jordan deepens the juxtaposition by making his tragic hero, the African 

Zwelinzlma, a "white man" (at least In the perceptions of the traditional Mpondomise 

leaders) because of his association with the missionaries. 

47 IY, IV, 7, 206; WA IV, 7, 222. 

The Mfengu were regarded as 'whites' because of their rapid capitulation to colonial 
conquest and their collaboration with the settlers against the Xhosa. Lovedale was built 
on land that had been granted to the Mfengu, and for the first period of its Ufe attracted 
students mainly from this group. 
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In Othello the catalyst of the play's crisis is the marriage of the 'dark black' Othello to the 

'pure white' Desdemona. At first only the avowedly racist Brabantio vents his outrage 

against this in public, but the tremors this union sends silently through Venetian society 

make the ground fertile for the cunning Iago. 

In Ingqumbo Yemin!Pil!P several levels of conflict are created by the marriage. On one 

level Thembeka Is also regarded as a 'whJte' because she is an Mfengu, marrying into the 

Mpondomise royal family. On another level Thembeka and Zwellnzima are a 'whJte' couple 

(by virtue of their being brought up In mission schools), who are married into traditional 

black (Mpondomise) society. Their marriage leads to protests from the custodians of 

Mpondomlse tradition, the elders Jongllanga and Ngxabane, but nonetheless it takes place 

relatively smoothly. However, In another parallel with the plot of Othello, the subterranean 

tremors it sends through Mpondomise society makes the ground fertile for the ousted 

Dlnglndawo. Quickly the clash between races and cultures, although rarely raised to the 

surface of either text, becomes the underlying cause of conflict. Jongilanga for example 

complains ofThembeka In the following manner: 

"Noko lo mntwana ngathi unobuLungu kakhulu.· Apathe kuthl, "Kuthe 
nl le nto angasoylidyo singooyise, suke ancokole ahleke kuvele nelo
mhlathi, ngathl uncokola neentanga zakhe?" 

"lbere's too much of the White woman in the manner of this girt•, he said. 
"Why is she not overawed by us, who are her fathers? Why does she laugh 
so freely as If she were chatting with her equals?"48 

· 

In both texts the tragic cycle is Initiated by the Introduction of an outsider (distinguished 

by his different race) into an ordered, seemingly pennanent and stable community. 

Zwelinzima who has been made 'whJte' as a result of his education and upbringing, 

wears the physical trappings of the Europeans and his appeareance clashes with the 

'red' people of Mpondomise society. Othello Is black by birth. But he Is welcomed into 

white Venetian society as a result of "the seiVices he has done the signory•, and those 

48 1Y. III, 4, 140; WA, III, 3, 148. 
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they need him to do in the Impending conflict with the Turks (Ironically, Uke him, from 

the other races}. But his actual presence in Venice creates a tension that is exploited by 

Jago, who repeatedly raises racist sentiments among the less subtle sections of Venetian 

society (that is those more easily threatened by the precedent set by Othello's maniage), 

by describing Othello as a "barbruy horse", or •an old black ram". 

Despite the outward appearances of order, however, the societies which the two outsiders 

penetrate are not completely homogenous. Their instabillty and anguish arises because 

they are under pressure from other races; the Turks in othello and the Europeans and 

their 'native agents' in Ingqwnbo Yemin!PJltp. Their rulers are divided between idealists 

and traditionalists. Ironically again both outsiders are commissioned because it is 

believed that they have the power to strengthen the besieged societies. Thus Othello and 

Zwelinzfma are welcomed by the 'progressive' sections of both societies; the Duke of 

Venice in Othello, and Dabula and others In Ingqumbo Yemin!P"l!P- Meanwhile oP:ters 

continue to plot against them. 

Both texts follow the rise and fall of the outsider, who 1s ultimately impaled on the hidden 

myths that underlie a community's outlook. 49 In both texts the hero's vlctoly in entering 

and being accepted into the old society also marks the beginning of the phase of tragic 

.decline. In Othello this turning point Is clearly established by Othello's speech after 

Desdemona's safe arrival in Cyprus: 

49 The concept of myth is important here. Myth might be described as a community 
of conservative discourses built up within society over a long period. These discourses 
encapsulate established ideas on religion, politics and social relations. They are generally 
hidden, a donnant part of the fabric of society which nonetheless is crucial in the 
construction of that societies' visible symbols of order and organisation. These myths 
generally break to the surface when society Is threatened and help to destroy and disorient 
those who cannot get to grips with the discourse that underlies them. 

See: M. Foucault, The Archaeology of Knouledge. and the Discor.use of 1..anguq'Je (New 
York: 1982); T. Hughes, Shakespeare and the Godess of Complete Being (I.Alndon: Faber 
& Faber, 1992). 
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•... If I were now to die, 
'Twere now to be most happy; for, I fear, 
My soul hath her content so absolute 
That not another comfort like to this 
Succeeds in unknown fate. (II 1) 

In Ingqumbo Yemin!Pl!P this point is reached slightly later, during and after the INkos' 

itshatile- the royal wedding of Zwelinzima and Thembeka (Book Three, Chapter Four). 

Here too, however, there are recurrent parallels in the design and structure of both texts. 

Othello believes prematurely that ·his marriage to Desedemona has just come through 

the storm, marked symbolically by their safe sea-passage to Cyprus. Nonetheless his 

speech is full of foreboding with its stress on "fear", and "unknown fate." Although not 

fully conscious of it, Othello senses that his marriage is testing the borders of Venetian 

society. 

In Ingqumbo Yemin!Pl!P the narrator's choice of symbols in the chapter reporting the 

marriage ofThembeka and ZwelJnztma, silently stresses a simultaneous coming together 

- and coming apart - of the 'white' and 'red' people. The marriage takes place in 

December, the month of the blooming of the mimosa tree, the month when the maize 

crop was "ripening to red". The narrator tells how, when viewed from a distance, the 

scene leading from the villages to the Royal Palace "was as if an army of ants, some 

white and some red, were crossing and recrossing one another on their pathway, some 

canylng their little white loads to their colony and others sun on their way to fetch their 

loads".50 

This is followed by a description of the triumph of the wedding Itself - in a way that 

carries within It symbols of the seeds of defeat. Thembeka, for example, was told that 

•she was not Thembeka anymore, but, as the custom was, she received the new name 

50 WA. 111, 4, 157. 
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of Nobantu, Mother of the People. "51 She has lost her old identity, and been given a new 

one. The royal couple, now apparently secure as the leaders of the Mpondomise are then 

implored to do the very thing that will hasten their downfall: 

lziyalo aztzanga zibe zezokuba betshatile nje kuuphela; bayalwa tkakhulu 
nge-sthlalo est bakuso, bekhunjuzwa ngokhanyo abeze nalo kwislglngql 
semfundo saseDlkenl, kuslthiwa olo khanyo ma ze bangaluvalelt endlwtnl 
yabo; ma ze balubeke encotshenl yentaba kaBele, luwugqtbe wonke 
umhlaba wakuTsolo, lude luwele ITsltsa nomThatha. 

From the great seats ofleamlng at Lovedale and Fort Hare, they were told, 
they had brought the light of knowledge. Let them not confine this light 
within the narrow bounds of their domain, but place It on the pinnacle of 
the Bele mountain so that Its rays might stretch over the whole region of 
Tsolo and even across the Tsftsa and the Mthatha rivers. 52 

Thus for both couples the moment of their personal triumph is also the point of no 

return from their tragedy. While they were outside the old society they had some power 

of independence. Once Inside, they are vulnerable to the machinations of the old order. 

At the same time as being a de jure Insider, Othello's North African race makes him a 

defacto outsider In Venetian society. Although he is feted by the Senate, and put in 

charge of Its armies, he Is never treated as an equ~. He is never called by his proper 

name, even by his supporters, but constantly referred to by his race. At best he Is "the 

Moor·, at worst he Is the "black ram". He Is trusted in war, but a figure of suspicion in 

peace. After the selge of Cyprus has been lifted, It Is to Cassio, his subordinate, that the 

Senate entrusts govemershlp of the Island. Uke Zwelinzima, he Is never given unbridled 

__ power. 

Othello was called to Venice because Italian society had reached~ stage in its history 

where it was expanding beyond Its old insular geographical boundaries. The growth of 

trade had introduced new ingredients, and potential points of fissure, Into society. Iago 

51 IY, Ill, 5, 148; WA, III, 4, 158. 

52 IY, III, 5, 148; WA, III, 4, 158. 
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was also not Venetian by birth, but a Florentine (a city noted for its swindlers). But by 

virtue of his white race he was nevertheless treated as an Insider, for the most part 

beyond suspicion, even by Othello. 

In a certain sense Mthunzinl is a parallel character to Jago. He too was at the same time 

both insider and outsider. The fact that he was a pupil at Lovedale, and went with 

Thembeka to be a teacher at St Cuthberts, allows him an understanding of the 

weaknesses of the school people that can be exploited. But just as lago was not a 

Venetian, so Mthunzini was not an Mpondomise. Uke Thembeka, he was an Mfengu, 

and coming from her home town of Mjika. However, in a variation on Shakespeare's 

theme, the 'evil' Mthunzini plays on the uswper Dingtndawo's jealousy as a means to 

initiate the tragic cycle - rather than directly on Zwellnzima. 

But Mthunzini lacks lago's astuteness and cunning. He starts the cycle of chaos, but 

passes .the baton to Dlngtndawo. He lack's lago's patience, and confidence that his 

schemes will bear fruit. Iago's alienation from Venetian society allows him to exploit Its 

weaknesses mercilessly, and prepare the downfall of "the thick Upp'd one". However he 

also understands that his first machinations against Othello will not immediately bear 

fruit because: 

... I do know the state, -
However this may gall him with some check, -
Cannot with safety cast him: 
... in which regard, 
Though I do hate him as I do hell pains, 
Yet, for necessity of present life, 
I must show out a flag and sign of love, 
Which Is Indeed but sign. (l,i) 

In Ingqumbo Yemin!Pl!:P it is Zwelfnzima's 'whiteness' that is constantly emphasised. 

In the first two Books this Is established through his association with the mission, where 

It does not pose any problems. Indeed the aim of the missionaries was to make blacks 

white. But in the latter half of the novel, the period of his declJne, he Is rejected by the 
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MpondomJse because his primary self-association remains with the Whites. He provokes 

MpondomJse myth (the ancestors) through his defence of his marriage to Thembeka and 

his persistence In his attempt to foist 'modem' ideas on the Mpondomise. 

As in Othello there are points in the plot of Ingqumbo Yemin!Pl!Pwhere it seems it might 

be possible for the tragic hero to stay the execution of the tragedy's conclusion. Othello 

questions lago, and demands that he "prove my wife a whore". Zwelinzima thinks deeply 

about the advice of the 'lbembu chief and later acts on the suggestions of JongUanga by 

sending Thembeka into exile. 

But what prevents either from pulling back from the brink is the fact that the tragic cycle 

in which they are enmeshed Is not merely the consequence of their individual actions, but 

the result of their Ignorance of the extent to which have become ensnared in a complex 

web linked to fundamental aspects of the make-up of society. Scheub describes 

Zwelinzlma and Thembeka as "innocents caught In a terrifying web which will destroy 

them. "53 But this is going too far by putting all the responsib11lty on other forces. 

VI 

Ingqumbo Yemin!Pl!P also seems to appropriate something of the structural pattern of 

Shakespeare's four tragedies. According to A. C. Bradley the first qualification for the tragic 

hero is that he must be a man of 'moral' greatness, and this fact must be understood by 

the audience soon after the play's beginning. Thereafter we witness his rise, his decline, 

and ultimately his death. Within this context, literary debates have focused primarily on 

two moral questions evoked by the cathartic culmination of the tragic process: (1) was the 

tragic hero "more sinned agatnst than sinning", and (2) was he thus worthy of tragic 

53 Scheub, 'Approach to a Xhosa Novel', 82. 
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Othello and Zwellnzfma seem to fit this pattern, and Scheub for one does not hesfate to 

state that Zwelinzima has •qualities· that bestow on him a "tragic hero1sm·.55 Both are 

Introduced to the audience at the height of their power and self-control. Zwellnz1ma is first 

encountered as a natural leader amongst the students at Fort Hare and Lovedale. Whilst 

still at the mission he is harmless to African society. He is a conqueror- at cricket! 

However he Is being groomed by the Bishop of Beda Hall to conquer hls own people. 

Ironically Othello's repute has also been establlshed through his w1111ngness to subdue 

non-European races on behalf of Venetian society. Hence he tells the Senate In defence 

of his marrtage to Desdemona. 

For slrice these arms of nilne had seven years pith, 
Till now some nine moons wasted, they have us'd 
Their dearest action In the tented field; 
And little of this great world can I speak, 
More than pertains to feats of broil and battle; (1, Ill) 

However In both cases their reputation is extremely fragile. It has been given to them for 

cynical reasons, and can just as easily be removed from them. Thus soon after they reach 

the peak of their greatness both 'heroes' enter a spiral of decline that culminates In their 

death. In this process their personal tragedy infects the whole of society bringing about . 

widespread death and destruction . 

. ; Initially both heroes have a visible command which Is reflected In their control of 

language. For example, at the point when Othello is confronted by Brabantio and soldiers 

54 Bradley's Ideas about tragedy are an example of the tendency of Victorian Utenuy 
crltics to read the text in a way that matched their own concerns. and then to Impose from 
outside deflnlte patterns and schemes according to which, they argued, the play was 

_, structured. Today Bradley's analysis of the tragedies holds very little credit. However Its 
importance to us here ts that it is likely to have been a representation familiar to A.C. 
Jordan and other students of Shakespeare who were educated tn the mission schools. 

55 Scheub,'Approach to a Xhosa Novel', 87. 
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desperately seeking Desdemona, he prevents the contuct that is willed on by Iago and 

Roderigo, not with his sword, but with his words: 

Keep up your bright swords, for the dew will rust 'em; 
Good sfgnior, you shall more command with years 
Than with your weapons. (I fill 59-61.) 

Parallel to this, at the point when Zwelinztma is ftrst confronted by Dingindawo, desperate 

to destroy him and willed on by Mthunzlni, he defies his own counsellors by instructing 

them to: 

•Hayi myeken' angen' ubawokazt. Andilwl naye. Ndlfuna isihalo sam 
kuuphela kuye. Ukuba 'unguNdiyalwa se ndombona ngelo xefa." 

ap}ease let my uncle come in. I have no desire to ftght him. All I want is my 
rightful seat. If he comes intending to ftght, I will face him. "56 

Although there is a significant development of the themes of the Othello paradigm by 

Jordan the outline remains recognisable, and at important points there Is a convergence 

between the two texts even to the degree oflanguage. For example there Is a similarity even 

in the metaphors the two heroes use to explain their death-wish: 

Othello: Here is my journey's end, here is my butt, 
And very sea-mark of my utmost sail. (V 1111269-70) 

Zuainzima: Ndthamba uhambo endlngenakho ukufumana ukuzola 
nokuphumla ngaphandle kokuba ndfluhambe. 

Zu.ain2ima: I am undertaking a journey without which I can never again 
have peace and rest. 57 

In both texts an Independent role Is assigned to language. Language is one of the key 

actors. Othello is able to overcome the racist discourses upon which Desdemona has been 

brought up because of his ablllty to manipulate that language. He appropriates aspects 

of the Venetian discourse on the other races but then uses it to subvert the nonnalloglc 

5' lY, 11, 12, 117; W.A, II, 12, 123. 

57 1Y, V, 5, 247; WA, V, 5, 274. 
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of Its meaning.· He Is able to master this language so well that he assumes enough po91er 

to make De$demona Ignore the counselllngs of her father concerning Othello. Brabantio 

can only explain Desdemona's love as being the result of witchcraft. Othello explains It as 

the result of his poetJy: She "bade me, if I had a ft1end that lov'd her,/1 should but teach 

him how to tell my stocy." (1111 ,11. 1164-65). Zwellnzima also wins Thembeka with his 

eloquence and command of the English language. 

The power of speech, and the conflict between different languages, Is something 

commented on repeatedly in Ingqumbo Yemin!Pil!P Thembeka's father links the English 

language to learning, and the changes that are taking place as, to use one ofThembeka's 

favourite phrases, the 'old order giveth place .•• ': 

•Abantwana bethu boze bath! sibalunglselela sibenzel' amakhaya, basuke 
bacikoze balumke ngaphezu kwethu singooyise." 

"lllese children of ours!" he had said. •Even when we do good things for 
them, make good future homes for them, they simply grow eloquent and 
become wiser than their own fathers. "58 

Similarly, when Mthunzinl is tcytng to •convince himself that Nozihlwele was In no way 

Inferior to his former love• he worrles that Thembeka has a greater Ouency In English than 

Nozihlwele. Unconvlncingly, although appropriately, he asks himself "but what was that 

worth?"58 But, as has been 111ustrated In earlier chapters, we know it was believed to be 

worth a lot. 

Ultimately, the demise of the two tragic heroes is marked by their common loss of 

command over language and its discourses. Zwellnzima finds that his adopted language, 

English, does not work with the same effect among the Mpondomise. He cannot master 

Xhosa to his advantage. In the final scenes oflngqumbo Yemin!Pl!Jlhe prefers silence to 

58 1Y. I, 4, 20-21; WA. I, 2, 23. 

59 1Y. II, 2, 60; WA. II, 2, 61. 
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answering the 'Mpondomise of the soil', whose command of the Xhosa Is greater than his. 

After Thembeka's death he is reduced to incoherent mutterings. Only shortly before his 

suicide Is his power of speech restored. Othello's tragedy follows much the same pattern. 

vu 

In Shakespeare's plays there are always a small number of core characters central to the 

play. A larger number of actors occupy substduruy roles. Their function Is to pen in 

context to the actions of the main players. Although Jordan did not go as far as Plaatje by 

including a traditional cast-list before the start of the novel, in Ingqumbo Yemin!Pl!P 

there are clearly definable character groups, or what we might call character-clusters. 

The relationships between the character-clusters, and the way they allow the author to 

weave sub-plots and themes Into the texture of the tragedy, was essential to Shakespeare's 

ability to bring out the main themes and ideas of each play. Othello and Ingqumbo 

Yemin!Pll!Pdraw on a very similar fund of character-clusters, and there are noticeable 

parallels in the roles assigned by each author to individual actors. 

Othello ts the play's "traggc hero". He Is a black man In a white society. At the opening of 

the play he Is at the peak .of his career. Hts downfall is set in motion by his marriage to 

Desdemona and his entry into Venetian civil society. He Is played upon by Iago, but as a 

stranger to Venetian society finds he has very few trustworthy Ueutenants. He falls to 

interpret what is taking place around him, and enters a decline that leads to disorder in 

society and culminates in his death by suicide. 

Zwelfnzfma is also a -.:ragtc hero". He is a 'white' in Red (black) society. His demise Is set 

in motion by his agreement to become chief of the Mpondomise. His marriage to 
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Thembeka, and his attempts to over-ride Mpondomfse tradition, prove to the Red people 

that he Is Intent on maintaining his privileged relationship with the whites. This sore point 

Is played upon firstly by Mthunzinl and then by Dlnglndawo. After his Installation as chief 

he begins a downward spiral that brings Mpondomfse society to the brink of civil war. It 

culminates in his death by suicide. 

Desdemona is white. She has been born Into a famlly at the very heart of the Venetian 

state. She precipitates the tragic process by her marriage to Othello, and because of her 

naivety proves unable to defend him from the society she has drawn him Into. Despite her 

central role, Desdemona Is a poorly drawn character. After her marriage to Othello she Is 

subdued and shows very little independence of thought or action. She Is most Important 

as a symbol of virtue and Innocence that challenges the darker side of her own soclety.80 

Thembeka is also caught between races and societies. She flamboyantly embraces the 

morality and philosophy behind mission teaching. This makes her 'white' in the eyes of 

the Mpondomlse, something which is compounded by her Mfengu origins. She Is a more 

fully developed character than Desdemona. Her mistake is that she Is too confident that 

the old order will automatically yield place to the new, and she Is extremely naive about 

the power of the old. This makes her dismissive ofMpondomfse tradition. She becomes the 

catalyst to Zwelinzima's tragedy, and one of the first victims of the wrath of the ancestors . 

. .J In both texts there are also 'villains' and their seiVants. They Interact to advance the main 

theme. But despite their machinations It Is obvious that personal tragedy Is brought about 

not simply as the consequence of their actions but as a result of the far-reaching social 

changes taking place, disturbing the always fragile relationship between individuals and 

society. This change can either come about as a result of actions of the victim, or as a 

6° For a fuller discussion of Desdemona and the relations established between gender 
and racial oppression see; Loomba, Gender, Race. Renaissance Dr~ Newman •And 
Wash the Ethiop White•. 
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result of the machinations of another person. But the end result Is always the same. 

The very act of suicide, abhorred by J. Oldjohn as a "perversion of accepted moral 

standards", Is ln fact more often the murder of the Individual by society. For example 

Thembeka and ZweUnzlma's deaths although self-induced are, as the title of the novel 

suggests, the consequence of Ingqwnbo Yemin.!Pn!P- It is murder by tradition. Othello 

murders Desdemona. But he Is driven to It by his own insecurity and fear ofhowVenetian 

society will view a cuckold. He kills himself when there ls no longer room in white society 

for the Moor. 

In both texts the chief-villains are characters whose power to trigger the wrath of the 

ancestors rests mainly in their deeper understanding of the society they live ln. Their 

helpers, Rodertgo and Mthunzinl, are not fully conscious of the consequences of their 

actions. Roderlgo Is a bumbling fool and tool of Jago. Unaware of the extent of Iago's 

intentions, he participates In the plot against Othello mainly because he abhors the Idea 

of Desdemona making love to Othello. Mthunzlnf. who as an Mfengu believes that It would 

be more 'natural' If he was married to Thembeka, Is driven to despair by jealousy. He 

lnltiates the plot against Zwelfnzlma with only a personal revenge motive. He Is unaware 

of the forces he Is releasing. 

Iago, by contrast, Is one of Shakespeare's most conscious and fully developed anti-heroes. 

As an outsider he Is able to study Venetian society from a distance, and analyse Othello's 

frustrations and Insecurity. His motives are complex but perhaps most prominent Is his 

desire to secure his own position .In traditional Venetian society, which has been 

threatened by Othello. 

Dingfndawo plays much the same role as Iago. He precipitates a crisis In Mpondomlse 

society. He is able to do this because of his Insider-knowledge ofMpondomlse traditions. 
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Uke Iago he directs a play within the play, constantly lnteiVening to alter the balance of 

forces, and ensure the 'proper' culmination of the tragedy. Although not as compellJng 

an individual as Iago, he shares many of his personality traits, and Is described by the 

narrator as •cunning as a snake". His motive Is his wish to regain his position as Chief. 

He succeeds in precipitating a general crisis amongst the Mpondomise, but is ultimately 

unable to keep himself isolated from Its consequences. The director gets caught up in a 

maelstrom of his own making. 

In both texts the 'evil' characters are contrasted with another character-cluster made up 

of people whose Intentions are 'praiseworthy', and whose 'morality' Is intact. The 

missionaries would have been proud of them. In theory they ought to have been a counter

weight to the plotters. But Jordan and Shakespeare worked with a realistic rather than 

Idealistic critique of society. The weakness of the do-gooders is that they are rarely able 

to analyse the real character of the society they live ln. Here the most obvious contrast is 

between Casslo and Mphuthumi, and to a lesser extent between Emilia and Vukuza. 

Cassio is promoted by Othello. Uke Iago he Is a Florentine, therefore he is also a 'white' 

foreigner. He Is Othello's trusted lieutenant. He helps install Othello to a higher position 

in Venetian society by acting as a messenger between him and Desdemona. But he Is 

weak, and short-sighted. His superficial character is understood by lago who mocks his 

~ookish theortc" and his -mere prattle without practice· (I,J). 

Mphuthumt Is Zwelinzlma's confidante and friend. Bttt his actions are also short-sighted. 

At the same time as plotting to install ZweUnzlma as chief of the Mpondomise, he acts as 

go-between for ZwelinZima and Thembeka. He attempts to be an agent for two worlds that 

are at war with each other, and strives to bring them together by proxy through 

ZwelinZima. But once he has succeeded In both his alms he is unable to protect his friend, 

and the process he inltlates is taken over by the ancestors and their secular 
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representatives. He shares with Casslo a "bookish theortc" and literary bombast that 

draws from both traditional Xhosa and his English education. 

Emilia is Iago's wife and Desdemona's maid. But, despite the many clues Iago gives her, 

her realisation of his intent comes too late. Vukuza is Dfngindawo's son. When 

Mphuthumi exits back to the safety of the school world he takes over as Zwelinzima's 

mediator with the Mpondomise. Unlike Emilia, he learns early of his father's deception. 

But he fails to warn Zwelinzima until the looming crisis Is unstoppable.111 

Finally, there is the crucial role played by the elders in both texts. Neither Shakespeare 

nor Jordan explain the function they have set aside for these actors and yet they occupy 

a central place In both texts. They are law-makers; the conservative guardians of tradition. 

Although physically they take up very little of the stage-time, they have an Invisible 

presence throughout. They exist in the consciousness of both Othello and Zwelfnzima, 

dictating their actions, and driving them relentlessly towards death. 

In Othello the senators appear on stage only Intermittently. But their arrival is at crucial 

moments; firstly to pronounce judgement on Othello's marriage and finally then on his 

murder. They are extremely conservative. However, although neither the Senators nor the 

traditional leaders of the Mpondomise can stop progress, they cannot just be dismissed 

as Thembeka learns to her lasting misfortune. They are guardians of the myth, wielders 

of the dead hand of tradition. 

The representation of these characters Is realistic. They are not presented as a 

homogenous block, but are frequently diVided among themselves. They know this is a time 

of irresistable soca1l change, although none of them know how to respond to it. They try 

to hold onto the traditions of the past in order to regulate the whimsical present. 

61 IY, IV, 6, 203; WA IV, 6, 218. 
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In Ingqwnbo Yemin!P'l!P this character-cluster assumes a much more meaningful 

Identity than the Brabantio group, representing the Venetian Senate in Othello. Brabantio 

Is Desdemona's father. Although he is forced to accept the judgement of the Senate in 

support of the 'mixed-marriage', he remains unreconciled to Othello. The Duke of Venice 

is contrasted with Brabantio because ofhls tlexib111ty. Like Dabula he attempts to adapt 

to change in the Interests of the state. Othello's services, in his words, make him "far 

more fair than black.• (1,111) 

Ngxabane Is arguably the most important actor in Ingqumbo YemlnyanJP. From the first 

pages of the text he offers a series of alternative narratives to his counterpart in the 

mfsson, the Bishop. He is an Irreconcilable defender of the traditions of the House of 

Majola. He relates the legend of the nkunkh.unin the first chapter, thereby putting It In 

the mind of his listeners. According to Ngxabane It was because the Mpondomlse had 

•abandoned their ancient customs• that they •suffered such great calamities•. Initially 

Jongilanga attempts, like Ngxabane, to blindly defend tradition. But on realising that he 

has been misled he makes an attempt to reconcile the warring parties. His murder follows. 

However, in both texts the elders/senators are unable to control the processes of change, 

or the Impetuosity of the younger generation as the advocates of change. It Is Ironic, after 

all, that Zwellnztma's worst enemies become the counsellors who returned him to 

Mpondomlseland in the hope that he could restore dignity to a nation suffering. they 

believed, as a result of the corrupt rule of the usurper Dinglndawo.Jt Is another aspect of 

the dialectical richness of the novel that the steps taken by the Mpondomlse counsellors 

to regenerate Mpondomlse society actually end up speeding its decay. 

In Ingqumbo Yemln!Pfl!Po Ngubengwe, Jongilanga, Thembeka, Zuluiy~goma and 

Vukuza all die. Before the death of Zwellnztma, Mpondomfse society creeps to the verge 

of civil war. Before the death of Othello, Roderigo, Desdemona and EmWa all die, and 
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Cyprus Is thrown Into tunnoll, 

Uterary critics subscribing to the Bradley school of tragedy state that only the suicide of 

the two tragic heroes tcan stop this cyc1e of chaos. They look Into the text for evidence of 

a recognition by Othello (and one might add Zwelinztma) that although they may have 

been more 'wronged against than wronging' that they too have commited serious errors. 

If a more general crisis Is to be avoided the ancestors must be assauged. However It Is a 

question of dispute whether In either text the author would Uke us to believe that the 

contradictions that brought about the tragedy have been solved? 

The novel ended with a pessimistic perspective for the future. The two worlds separate 

once again, and the light goes down on Mphuthumi and Nomvuyo now married and Uving 

happily at St. Cuthbert's. Uke the novel's first critics they appear not to have understood 

the real meaning of the tragedy that has just closed, and in recognition of this resolve to 

name their son: "Zwelethemba• (Land of Hope). 

vm 

The argument that a knowledge of Shakespeare's tragedies may have Inspired A. C. Jordan, 

and informed the construction of Ingqumbo Yemin!PJ'l!Pdocs not diminish from the text's 

originality. It ought by now to be clear that plagtar1sing characters from Shakespeare for 

want oflmagination was clearly not Jordan's method. If Ingqumbo Yemin!:Pl!Pinter-acts 

with the themes of Othello, It is as part of a dialogue on subjects of common Interest 

between the two writers. This Is not Othello re-written in a South African context, because 

Jordan's text operates as much by variation, as by similarity. Whilst there are parallels 

between the characters Jordan does not become trapped in a suffocating paradigm. 

Ingqwnbo Yemin!PJ'l!P is obviously not a Eurocentr1c text. It Is not a crude attempt to 
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mimic Shakespeare, or to seek worldly recognition through creating a text that was 

obviously 'Shakespearean'. In fact Jordan disguises any foreign literary influences on the 

text by writing In Xhosa. If he used Shakespeare at all it was because he had inwardly 

absorbed the meaning and structural possibilities of other texts, and, as Z.K. Matthews 

said •discovered that Shakespeare had things to say ... to me, a twentieth centwy 

African.• 

(End of chapter). 
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9. 

Conclusion 

I 

This dissertation has attempted to make sense of the historical processes and Individuals 

who influenced the evolution of literary fonns In written literature In Xhosa, as weD as 

literature In English by Xhosa-language speakers. It has concentrated on one field of 

'cultural contestation (Xhosa literary traditions versus English) at one of the sites 

(Lovedale) where this battle was played out. 

In spite of its length, I believe that It has only scratched the surface of the topic and that 

a great deal of further research remains to be done. James Stewarts' contemporarles, for 

example, were quick to write about his life. They initiated a trend that continues until 

today, and the voluminous writings by him and about him otTer us an Insightful window 

on the period. But on the other hand relatively little has been written of Lovedale's first 

Principal, William Govan, his Ideas or his relationships with his students. 

For a long time history in South Africa was documented by a small elite of exclusively 

white intellectuals. Although they often had widely different approaches - as between the 

liberal and segregationist - these historians shared a tendency to excavate (and then 

elevate) what they understood and what they considered Important in history. Thus the 

lives of J.T. and D.D.T. Jabavu were carried securely Into posterity by people like 
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Shepherd, and re-fashioned to fit a thesis where they could be offered-up as vindications 

ofthe missionary endeavour, and an afflnnatlon of the English. 

However, other writers and intellectuals who were equally Important during this period 

slipped into obscurity. Some, like H.I.E. Dhlomo, were fortunate enough to be rescued 

decades later. But many who made an original contribution remain obscured. I believe 

thfs is especially the case with a number of Xhosa-language writers at the tum of the 

centwy, and later A.C. Jordan, whose contributions to literature must still be properly 

evaluated. 

The emphasis of my effort therefore has been to establish a historical framework that 

appreciates the catalyslng power of the missions and missionaries first as the Initiators, 

and inadvertently thereafter as the Instigators, of an Independent African writing. Between 

1840 and 1940 I have tried to capture the Internal tensions of a section of Xhosa people, 

caught between contestatory cultural poles, and the way this was evident in literature. 

This has been a complicated task, given that It was a periOd of flux and contradiction. 

Xhosa literature, for example, did not just resist English Impositions through a dogged 

defence of orality, but also through a determination on the part of the first writers to write 

in a way that was not always in accord with the 'rules' set down by the missionaries. 

It should be said that Xhosa culture also exercised an influence on the English. This is 

especially evident In atypical comments of the early missionaries like John Bennie who 

commented on the richness of the Xhosa language and the culture It gave rise to. But 

because of the Eurocentric way in which history settled this fact is not always evident, but 

It Is something that should be examined. 

The period and the place Is also a rich field for a further exploration of Inter-relations 

between literacy and orality. Fortunately critical assessments of the significance of oral 
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Utenuy traditions In Africa have come a long way since the first assoclatlons of oralltywtth 

ignorance and 'essential man'. But we must not forget that, at the time, It was these 

discredited notions of orality and literacy that were current. At Lovedale and Healdtown 

written texts from European civilisations were very deliberately contrasted with the 

supposed 'barrenness' of African culture. IJteracy very consciously confronted orality. A 

belief was cultivated amongst literate Africans, evident for a whlle In nyo Saga's writings, 

that the culture they had possessed before the arrfval of the Europeans was 'old', an 

aged, Infertile Incumbent that needed to be displaced by something spritely and new. 

The presence ofbooks per se revolutionised Ideas about culture. They threw Ideas about 

culture without books Into disarray, and created a crisis of confidence In Xhosa culture 

among the 'new Africans'. During this period, history went through many complex twists. 

Thus, even when a section of the 'new .Africans' began to reject the suffocating 

paternalism of their mission tutors and seek space for greater freedom and Independence 

of thought, they continued to operate with Euro-centrlc Ideas about their culture. As a 

result the fonns of African literature were constantly evolving, at times putting emphasis 

on links with Indigenous traditions, at times seeking an artificial relationship with 

European literature. 

However, as writers searched for a safe place to settle, and a theory of literature and 

culture that did not celebrate the 'modern' at the expense of the 'traditional·, a number 

of features and processes did separate themselves out In the general flux. 

Firstly, as African writers became more suspicious of their European 'benefactors' they 

simultaneously became more confident about literature. Gradually, although cautiously 

at first, they sought to use writing to contest the images (and Ideologies) that were creating 

negative and stereotypical pictures of African culture, past and present. Their writing 

sought to create an often romanticised view of an underlying cohesion and equilibrium In 
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African societ¥. They sought to represent Its unity rather than mustrate Its progressive 

disintegration; to represent the dignity of African society rather than the decay and 

demoralisation of this culture under pressure from the whites. Despite the European 

tntluences on their writing, Sol Plaaije and Thomas Mofolo, for example, were mOtivated 

by the beUef that it was the job of African writers to capture traditional African society In 

imaginative Uterature- rather than leave it to the likes of Scully, Slater, or Rider Haggard. 

The second characteristic that stands out is. the peculiar and contradictory relationship 

that mission students and ex-students had with Engllsh literature, and Shakespeare In 

particular. Although simflar general processes -unleashed by the co11ision and then Inter

action of different cultures- evolved in other Brttish colonies, such as India, each culture

clash produced a hybrtd that had its own unique charactertstlcs. The nature of the 'new 

Uterature• generally depended on the make-up and resilience of the incumbent culture. 

on the personalities that defended it and those that sought to dislodge It, as well as on the 

unfolding of history and politics In a particular environment. 

n 

Developments in literature followed very closely on developments in soctety.ln the Eastern 

Cape the first phase in the relationship between what were always claimed to be mutually 

antagonistic cultures was marked most profoundly by mflttary conflict, evident in the 

rc;peated Frontier Wars up to 1850. Away from the trenches. a handful of what appeared 

to be eccentric bit-players. the mfssionartes, were doing their best to cross-polUnate 

cultures. But as Donovan Williams pointed out, their initial efforts were marked by failure 

in every field. However. despite the apparent supertortty of the European culture, 

mflitartly, socially, and technologically the impertal-mfnded settlers and their army were 

caught on the horns of a contradiction Immediately recognised by Antony Trollope, who 
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wrote how "the count:J:y 1s a European country, - belongs that 1s to white men, - but It 

Is full of Kaftlrs ••. ·• 

1bis was the contradiction that meant that neither culture was able to achieve perinanent 

supremacy. Ironically therefore, just as the light was going out on the eighteenth centwy 

Enlightenment Ideals that had brought the missionaries to the Zuwveld, the main players 

in the culture-contltct turned to them and used thetr'dying philosophies to blow life into 

the set of transient social relations that came to be known as 'Cape liberalism'. 

'Cape liberalism' was immediately romanticised. But in reality It was only a passing 

phase in several societies' efforts to come to terms with each other- a kind ofhalf centwy 

historical htccough as the history made up Its mind which way to proceed. It involved the 

trial-and-error creation of a new culture that claimed ambitiously that It could embrace 

all of its diverse parts. The 1853 Constitution which granted the franchise to Africans with 

property, encouraged the 'new Africans' to acquire civilisation. Institutions ltke Lovedale 

and Healdtown were the places where one 'got civilised' and acquired (English) culture. 

It has not been my responsibility to analyse 'Cape Liberalism'. What Is important here 

is that, in spite of Its fragi11ty, 1t created space for a few flowers to bloom around mission 

institutions llke Lovedale. It encouraged illusions that a verdant pasture existed where 

there could be a real cross-polltnisation of literatures. It was the social context in which 

Shakespeare, and other English writers grew in influence and importance to the 'new 

Africans.' 

But as Jeff Pelres has pointed out recently, it was In reality a phenomena born •of the 

failure• - and one that could not last. It emerged from the failure of the culture •of 

Afrikaner domination that led to the great Trek ... of British settler assertiveness that led 

1 Trollope, South Africa, 177. 
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to the Kat River Rebellion ••• of Xhosa resistance that led to Nongqawuse and the great 

Cattle-KIWng." 

OUt of all these failures, there emerged an Ideological vacuum which 
was ftlled by the humanitarian, elitist. free-enterprise discourse of the 
missionaries. It did not last. It could not last. It must not be 
romanticlsed.2 

'Native education' at the major missions was systematised after 1840. At Lovedale 

William Govan and all his successors, Including James Stewart, aimed to create a 'new 

culture' In African people, hence their focus on literature, where the mission-teachers 

believed were stored all the lessons and Ulustrations of civilisation. By detailing the 

'J contltcts concerning 'native education' between William Govan and James Stewart, orJ.T. 

Jabavu and James Stewart I have tried to 11lustrate the constant pressures that- from the 

outset - were being brought to bear on the 'humanitarian, elitist, free-enterprise 

discourse of the missionaries.' Around the 'self-contained kingdom' ofLovedale, described 

by the hard-nosed Donald Ross as being based on a Uberal11lusion, I have tried to show 

its tendency to repeatedly reveal its own Inconsistencies, and how this provoked the wrath 

of the students. Ironically, just as literature was used to impose a new discourse on 

African people, it also came to be seen as a way to break free ofit. I have tried to tllustrate 

how this surfaced in the text of lngqu.mbo Yeminy::utya. as well as In the contllct between 

A.C. Jordan and R.H.W. Shepherd. 

But despite the contrariness of 'Cape Uberallsm' and the fickle and frequently changing 

discourse of Its European adherents, the alternative was something much worse: that is, 

a surrender to the crude racialism of the unassuaged S'ettlers and ever more vociferous 

boers. This could not even be contemplated. Thus whilst missionaries and students often 

found themselves on opposing sides on a number of issues - especially concerning 

---' literature and In the debates that took place at the Lovedale Uterary Society - they often 

2 J. Peires, 'Pinning the Tall on the Donkey', South Ni"fcan Historical Journal. 28, 
1993, 317-321. 
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had to stand on the same side In defence of their own social Interests. 

The passing of the South Africa Act in Britain in 1909, and then the Inauguration of tile 

Union of South Africa in 1910, quashed the political foundations of 'Cape liberalism' and 

the 'Jule' of the missionaries over their protectorates. Its implications were immediately 

understood by the 'new Africans'. An editorial in Imvo Zabantsundu In August 1909 

stated that "Native and Coloured people must now 'feallse that an entirely new Chapter 

In South African history Is opening ... ..a But in spite of this, many of the illusions and 

hopes that had been built up In the previous period were sustained. There was no sudden 

break with traditions and an outlook on Ufe that had been built up at Lovedale. In fact the 

opening of Fort Hare in 1916 gave rise to a new optimism, and the thread that stretched 

back to Govan appeared to be carried on In missionary teachers like James .Henderson, 

Alexander Kerr and R.H.W. Shepherd. 

But, to use Thembeka's adopted phrase, the old uns once again gMng way to the new. 

Thus in the history of missionaries and missions, Shepherd's life marks the end of one 

period, as much as'l believe Jordan's did In the context of a distinct phase in the evolution 

of forms and influences on Xhosa literature. The value of both writers is that their writing 

reflects these changes. 

During the latter part of Shepherd's career as literary philanthropist a new political force, 

--' with an ultra-racist phllosophy of racial segregation resuscitated ideas about 'native 

education' that had first cropped up in the 1870s and 1880s. But it sought to rub out 

altogether the 'liberal' principles behind 'literary education' that had been established 

by the long-forgotten missionaries such as W1lliam Govan, and carried forward by his 

successors. 

3 Odendaal, Vukani Bantu!, 228. 
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As the water rose around him. Shepherd woiTied about the consequences of doing away 

with 'literary education' - but mainly from the vantage point of his own class/race 

Interests. He pointed out. for example, how the press -.s one of the most powerful of 

agencies, and that the more education spreads In Africa the mightier will that agency 

become." In vtew of this Shepherd warned about the danger of leaving "non-Christian 

and even anti-religious elements to supply the reading matter,.. for 'the natives'; he 

lamented the fact that by the 1940s "national and racial feeling has, In an unusual 

degree, attached Itself to matters of hmguage and Uterature."5 Finally, as the ground 

sUpped from under him he continued to repeat Stewartlst Ideas, concluding that •a11 true 

education must be based on literacy" and: 

that at least a section of African people must be Introduced to European 
literature and the arts, if ever a vernacular literature is to be created 
among them and become the possession of many; and that it is largely 
through the literature of the European that the African will be enabled 
to learn something of the unfamiliar background of the foreign beliefs 
and ways with which In modem times he is cncompassed.8 

In the same paragraph Stewart had declined to enter into ~e controversy over the 

question of education for Africans, as it would lead us away from our main pwpose." But 

It was precisely the outcome of this controversy that made Shepherd's proposals 

Increasingly utopian. With such Ideas finally and firmly extinguished by the National Party 

coming to power In 1948, It simultaneously became clear that the attempts that had been 

made through literature to excavate and entrench the African past as a way to mould the 

African present had also failed. Uterature was forced to take a new direction. 

4 Shepherd, Lovedale and Uterature, 30-31. 

5 Shepherd, Lovedale and Uterature, 79. 

6 Shepherd, Lovedale and Uterature, 65. 
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But although I would argue that the modus vivendi of Afrlcan literature changed due to 

changing poll tical clrcumstanccs, many of the outward characteristics It had assumed did 

not disappear abruptly In 1940. Shakespeare, for one, hung In there; or, more accurately 

was hung onto. 

In his essay, "''he Social Ethos of Black Writing In South Afrlca, 192Q-1950'1lm Couzens 

discovered that Shakespeare was still playing an Important part In African culture In the 

1940s. He quoted from an Interview he had conducted with King Edward Maslnga In 1975. 

Mastnga was a broadcaster on SABC's Zulu·language service when It was introduced In 

1941. He related to Couzens how,ln the first days of the Zulu broadcast, he had translated 

Shakespeare to try to "mimic the white broadcast as much as possible•: 

I translated Shakespeare; I dramatlsed Shakespeare; I called the people, 
the artists, I trained them and. Shakespeare was heard for the first time 
over the air by the Zulus. They were surprised when they heard 
something like 'IlteComedyqfErrors; they were dumbfounded when they 
heard Romeo and Juliet. Really that was something new to their falty 
tales ... just something new. 7 

However, In as much as Maslnga's statement indicated a continuity, It also pointed to a 

change. It leaves the Impression that Shakespeare had been surrendered to the whites. 

Maslnga did not seek to appropriate Shakespeare's themes, but merely to "mimic the 

white broadcast•. There Is not even a hint of a claim to common ownership. 

I have tried to put forward reasons why Shakespeare became an Influence on the internal 

aesthetic of African literature. This was done by revisiting the origins of Shakespeare in 

South Africa in mission table-talk, Lovedale's English literature classes and settler 

theatrical productions during the 1860s and 1870s. I have looked at the various 

7 T. Couzens, 'The Social Ethos of Black Writing in South Africa, 1920-1950' in 
C. Heywood (ed), Aspects of South A.frican Uterature(London: Heinemann, 1976}, 74-75. 
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pennuta.tfons ofthJs influence up to and including Jordan's novel Ingqumbo Y~ 

But literature thereafter show signs of Its withering away. 

The Writers in the 'Drum generation' for example, whUst continuing to salute 

Shakespeare, did so for an entirely different set of reasons to Sol PlaatJe. This Is evident 

in a passage In Lewis Nkosl's Home and Exile, where he Jocularly recalled how an African 

musician returning home at night could Inspire awe Into a group of thugs surrounding him 

"by declaiming in an impossibly archaic English: 'Unhand me rogues!' Indeed, they did 

unhand him." 

The same thugs .•. also delighted in the violent colour, the rolling 
rhetoric of Shakespearean theatre. Their favourite fonn of persecuting 
middle-class Africans was forcing them to stand at street comers, 
reciting some passage from Shakespeare, for which they would be 
showered with sincere applause. 8 

In an intervtcw I conducted with Es1da Mphahlele, the same points came out. Mphablele 

accepted that Shakespeare was of ongoing importance to African writers and students, but 

stressed that from the 1930s onwards he believed Shakespeare's primacy and relevance 

was being contested, in his case by black American novelists and poets. Shakespeare's 

main signltlcance was no longer the 'universal' themes of the plays a la Soga, Matthews 

or PlaatJe. Mphablele denied, for example, that the issues of race in Othello made any 

impact on African . students. What was important was the sound of his language -

Mphablele described it as a "speakable language in a way that Thackeray is notl" - and 

the place Shakespeare continued to occupy on the high-table ofwhlte society: 

There was something about the grandeur of Shakespeare's language 
which intrigued students being introduced Into English literature. There 
was also the pride that you were able to master a Shakespearean play 
and understand it. Quotations were flowing all over the campus! And If 
you were engaged in a debate it was always a good excuse to bring in 
Shakespeare in a quotation in or out of context, or in shaky context. But 

8 Nkosl, Home and Exile. 18. 
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there was the grandeur of the language!' 

·IV 

Ingqumbo Yernit"t!Pn!P was pubUshed In 1940. A year earlier, when his manuscript was 

already in the hands of the Lovedale Press, Jordan would in all likelihood have read a 

review in The South .llJHam Outlook of Sol Plaatje's translation of Jultus Caesar, Dincho

ncho tsa bo-Juliuse Kesara. 

In It the reviewer, J. Baumbach, paid little attention to the merits of the translation Itself, 

but used hfs. review to raise •a few things worth thinking about•. He pointed out that 

although be believed the translation would be of great value to ~e comparatively small 

percentage ofwell educated Betswana" (sic}, he nonetheless regretted the fact that ~e 

great majority will not be able to comprehend and appreciate the happenings of two 

thousand years ago among people of a culture quite different from that of our days."10 He 

therefore asked: 

Would not a drama Dintshontsho tsa bo-Tshakaor Moselekatseor any 
other great Bantu chief, grip the African mind much more forcibly, 
provided a poet who Is able to undertake the task? Really tragic 
personalities are not rare in Bantu history. 11 

It was certainly not at the bidding of Baumbach or any of the other aspirant 'fathers of 

. ..J Kaffir literature' thatJordan had written lngqumbo Yemin!Pl!P- Further, far from writing 

-· 

what they might have patronisingly expected - 'a drama about a Bantu chief - Jordan 

had succeeded in creating a modem literary 'classic' that was Afro-centric in its theme 

9 Es'lda Mphahlele, Interview with M.J. Heywood, 1993. Transcript in my 
possession. · 

10 J. Baumbach, Review, The South A..frican Outlook. 2 October 1939. 

11 Baumbach, Review, The South 1\frican Outlook. 2 October 1939. 
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and aestheUc fonn, and which subtly rebutted the 'guidelines for writing" set-out by the 

missionaries. 

He had chosen for his theme not a topic thrust upon him by the 'friends of the natives', 

but the real-life problems encountered by a significant section of Afrlcan people who, In 

the 1930s, found themselves living at the debUitating interface of cultures. His narrative 

had assumed depth because of the layers of meaning It built up through the associations 

of images that were linked to both the oral and written, Xhosa and English, literary and 

cultural traditions. 12 In an unprecedented way Jordan had managed to employ writing to 

deepen the Xhosa lttenuy tradition (oral and written) whllst at the same time producing 

an unu$ually accessible work of art. 

1bls text did not make the European sponsors of African literature very happy. Mention 

of Jordan was deliberately kept to a minimum in Shepherd's 1955 aummary of 'Bantu 

literature and life'13 - a telling omission in this otherwise full gallery of Shepherd's 

favourite missionaries and 'bantu'. Nevertheless there were expectations that Ingqwnbo 

Yeml.n.!Pn!P might have marked out the beginning of a new dawn for Afrlcan literature. 

Interested observers like Benjamin Vtlakazi certainly saw it that way. 

It is also conceivable that this text might have promised the hoped-for change sought by 

J.H. Soga, one ofTiyo Soga's sons, who had lamented in 1932 that amongst the Xhosa the 

"taste for reading Is only In the embryonic stage, and the Xosas as well as other Bantu 

tribes cannot be tenned a reading people. • Soga compl~ned that •such literature as has 

12 J do not mean to suggest here that Xhosa equals 'oral' or English equals 
'written'. In fact the two are inter-changeable, and Jordan's text has reference to oral and 
written parts of Xhosa literature. His use of Shakespeare was also a recognition of the 
powerful oral tradition in English writing. 

13 On page 179 a paragraph is devoted to Ingqumbo Yemin!P"y;r. In it Shepherd 
simply re-states his opinion about the novel In the same way as they were aired in 
Lovedde and Uteraturefor the Bantu. 
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been prJnted In the vernacular bas a somewhat feeble existence, which wl11 only be 

rectified by the passage of time, and with the natural growth of Interest In the printed 

word. •The only possibility for bettering this situation, he believed was -a change In the 

mode of life, a new outlook born of the altering conditions of life which come through the 

advance made by the demands of civilisation. •14 

Regrettably however the 'change In the mode of life' _after 1932 was for the worse. As a 

result, I believe, Ingqumbo Yembt!PJl!Po in spite oflts originality, marked not the opening. 

but the close of an epoch. Jordan, whose writing career had opened with so much 

promise, could have been a trail-blazer for an 1\fri.can literature, but he did not produce 

any other work ofliterature of similar scope or ambition. In fact only a few years after the 

novel's publication, be moved away from Tyumie, and In Cape Town his attention was 

overtaken by other concerns. Later, like many other writers of his generation, he was 

forced Into exile. 

My conclusion therefore is that, in the broader context of African literature in South Africa 

- as well as In the more circumscribed sphere of the Xhosa literary tradition - Ingqumbo 

Yemin.!Pl!POCCUp!es the place of an end~text in a decisive period of evolution. Its themes 

merged Xhosa literature with the themes of the new African literature. Its structure, and 

Jordan's confidence to write In Xhosa, meant it could have been a 'model" for African 

writing, had not the writer been overtaken by new concerns that not only forced their way 

u Into literature as new themes, but also influenced the forms which writing would assume 

for the next half century. 

( __ ~ 

A qualitative change took place tn African literature during the 1940s, that was Intricately 

associated with political and social developments in society. In Chapter Six, I contrasted 

lngqumbo Yemin!Pll!P with The Marabi Dance, which although written more than 30 

14 J.H. Soga, TheAma-Xoscr Life and Customs (Alice: Lovedale Press, 1932), 94~95. 
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years later explored another aspect of the same decade. But what is most significant about 

the latter text is that the location of Its plot has now shifted from the rural to the urban 

a.reaS, from the past to the present, and from an attempt to recapture the d1gnity of 

.African history to a pessimistic representation of the here and now. The dispossession 

resisted by the first generations of writers Is portrayed as. complete. A new social ethos 

had come Into being, that placed new demands on the writer. There had been hints of this 

development 1n Uterary works before and durtng the 1930s, for example In R.R.R. 

Dhlomo's An JVHcan Th:pedy. but disruption and dislocation, as well as a celebration of 

the Instinct for survival in the midst of misery, had not yet become the dominant theme 

of .African Uterature. 

The images evoked 1n The Marabi Dance symbolised the impossibility, after the 1930s, of 

a future development of African Uterature along the lines (and unstated assumptions) 

estabUshed by Plaatje and Mof'llo, and later developed by Jordan. As the present became 

more and more pressing, and less and Jess open to optimJstlc ambivalence about Its 

meaning, literature too was compelled to take a new direction. The genesis of theme In the 

plays of H.I.E. Dhlomo from an evocation of the past to protests about the pass laws and 

the plight of The Workers mJght be interpreted as further evidence of this.15 

v 

It has been possible for me, an English speaker, to recreate much of the cultural contest 

15 In their introduction to fLI.E. Dhlomo, Collected Works, Tim Couzens and Nick 
Visser, make the following comment: "There is a pattern in Dhlomo's writing. The two 
early plays, The Girl Who Killed to Save and Ntsikana. argue a rather naive idea that 
progress Is a good thing, that even the Cattle-Killing was beneficial since It destroyed 
tribalism and brought people into the modem age. But by the time of CetshUXJ!P (1936) 
disillusionment is beginning to creep in and the works of the 1940s are much more bitter." 

T. Couzens & N. Visser (eds), 'Introduction', fLI.E. Dhlomo, Collected Works 
(Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1985), xi. 
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that has been the subject of this dissertation because the dominance of the missionaries 

throughout much of the period meant that a great deal of the debate, and developments 

ln literature, took place through the English language. Lovedale's arch1ves are mostly ln 

EngUsh, and from the pages ofTh.e LoveddeNews, The KqfJir /Christian Express, and even 

ln Imvo Zabantsundu (when the intention of the editor was to catch the attention of the 

whites) It has been possible to recreate the history of the conflict. 

However, there are also great limitations, and wide gaps remain in my assessment of the 

dynamics of the literary contest, especially as far as It concerns writing in Xhosa. These 

can only be 811ed by a researcher fluent in the Xhosa language. 

An assessment of the importance of the literary tradition that runs from Soga, through 

Mqhayt, Gqoba, Jordan and Jolobe must stlll be rescued from the Shepherd and re

appropriated. Xhosa literature should not just be a subject for study by specialists 1n 

African languages, but must also be given due recognition as literature. Jordan must be 

raised to his rightful place, amongst the foremost African writers this centwy. Xhosa 

writing generally must be located properly within our overall appreciation of African 

literature in South Africa I hope this dissertation will Inspire somebody better equipped 

than I to undertake this task. 

[End of Chapter). 
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Appendix 

Rules of the Lovedale Uterary Society 

(reprinted from The l.ovedde Neu.s, 11 November 1878). 

1. The name of the Soclet;y shall be 'The Lovedale Literary Soclet;y." 

2. The object of the Soclet;y shall be the Improvement of its members by lectures, essays, debates, 
:'~ readings, recitations &c. 
r 
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3. The Oftlce bearers shall consist of Chairman, Secretary, Corresponding Secretary, Treasurer, and 
Committee of seven, to be elected half-yearly: and they shall have the chief management of the Soclet;y. 

4. The Secretary and Treasurer shall keep necessary records and accounts; and bring In a report of the 
proceedings of the Soclet;y during the Session at each half-yearly business meeting. 

5. Those who wish to become members shall be proposed and seconded at one meeting. and balloted for 
at the next 

6. Friends Interested in the Soclet;y may be chosen Honorary Members. but the number of such shall 
never exceed thtrt;y. The subscrlptlon of an honorary member shall be double that of an ordinary member, 
viz., 1/ per Session. Honorary members may take part in any discussion, or in the work on the Syllabus. 
but may not vote. 

7. The members of the Education Board shall be ~ oJllcio members of the Society. 

8. The meetings shall be held on Friday evenings, commencing at 7p.m., and closing at 9.15 p.m. 

9. The business on the Syllabus shall be taken up each evening not later than 7.45 p.m. 

10. PunctuaUt;y and regularit;y are expected. Any member who absents himself from four consecutive 
meetings, 'Without having sent in a vaUd excuse, may have hia name struck off the roll by the Committee. 

11. Should a dispute arise between two, or a disturbance be made by one or more members of the 
meeting. It shall be decided by the chairman. 

12. The subscription to the Soclet;y shaD be 6d. per session. 

13. No member shall be allowed more than one hour for the deUvery of an Essay, thlrt;y minutes for the 
opening of a Debate, fifteen minutes for a Reading or Recitation. and ten minutes for ordinary criticism 
or reply. 

BYE-LAWS 

1, Meetings shall be opened and closed with prayer. 

2. Memben only shall have the privilege of proposing or seconding and voting on any matter connected 
with the Society. 

3. No one under fifteen years of age shall be eligible as a member of the Societ;y. 

4. The meetings of the Soclet;y shall be open to aU. 

(End) 






